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Just to add to the paradoxes surrounding
the subject, our young lady is
campaigning against digital madness
while at the same time proffering the
recorder system to confound all critics of
the digital medium. The latter is Sony's
PCM-F1 switchable 14/16 bit machine,
which converts the SL- F1 video model ( on
the shoulder strap) to audio operation.
Martin Colloms cannot fault this
combination in his review on page 19,
despite that T-shirt put out by Sheffield
Labs — the US West Coast recording
people who say that in their experience
all digitally mastered recordings are
lousy!
Photo: Roger Phillips
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A DAHLQUIST IS FOR KEEPS

We have been relentlessly pursuing the acquisition
of the agency for this superb loudspeaker, and at last
— EUREKA.
Bearing more than just apassing resemblance to a
famous electrostatic design of yesteryear, the DC110
will satisfy the audiophile and music loverwho is unable to compromise.
Having almost the transparency of the best electrostatic designs, the bass coherence of the Isobarik,
the sweetness of the Heybrook HB2, the sound stage
of the ESL 63, the integration of Rogers Studio 1and
the tear-jerking ability that the front row of the Royal
-Opera House Covent Garden can give. Its only fault is
likely to be its owner.
Do please form an orderly queue to listen to this
modified and improved loudspeaker. Diamonds are
forever, but aDahlquist is for keeps.

16 Swan Street,
AUDIO Kingsclere, Newbury,
Berks. RG15 8PJ
Tel: ( 0635) 297479
Agencies include: — Linn Products, Exposure,Audio
Research, Threshold, Quad, Rogers, Heybrook, Gale,
Carver, A & R, Revox, Oracle, Monster Cable, N.V.A.
Nakamichi, etc.
Demonstrations by appointment until 10pm and
weekends in our well appointed studios.
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"It is quite simply, probably the best
loudspeaker they have ever made, and
one of the finest produced an.ywhere"
PRACTICAL HI-FI

WW

"They are not just recommendable —
they are deserving of an enthusiastic
recommendation"
HI- F1 FOR PLEASURE

Celestion
Speakers

AR
Speakers

The Celestion SL6 has been
designed with acomplete
understanding of the
vibration of all the drive
units, which operate with
complementary behaviour
mounted in acabinet
conceived as part of a
complete system. The
resulting accuracy,
transparency and
resolution is excellent
especially with better
recordings.
SL6
£269.00
Ditton 100
£75.00
Ditton 110
£99.00
Ditton 130
£129.00
Ditton 150
£159.00
Ditton 200
£ 09.00

The AR18s is abookshelf
type acoustic suspension,
2- way speaker with drive
units in avertical array. The
important advantage of the
acoustic suspension
principle is that it packs
exceptional bass
performance and accuracy
into arelatively small
enclosure — one of the
reasons that makes the
AR18s one of the most
popular speakers available
today.
AR 18s
£ 9.00
AR 8s
£69.00
AR 28s
£139.00
AR 925
£299.00
All speaker prices per pair

"I like this speaker for its overall sound"

"The KEF Caprice. . afine model"

WHAT HI-FI

PRACTICAL HI-FI

KEF
Speakers

Stand extra

The Carnival 3
featuresMordaunt-Short's
renowned DSB 208
bass/mid frequency
transducer yielding abass
output of remarkable
solidity and extension with
no significant loss of either
efficiency or power
handling. Its accurate mid
range reproduction is fully
complemented with a
12mm synthetic dome
tweeter resulting in musical
rendition of startling
quality.
Carnival 3
£128.00
Festival 3
£197.00
Pageant 3
£296.00
MS20
£89.00

The place where people care about hi-fi

The KEF Caprice Il is a
high- quality bookshelf
loudspeaker offering
amazing realism from a
compact, two-way
enclosure. The system can
be easily located to give
good tonal balance and
exceptionally sharp, clear
stereo images in generoussized rooms. It is designed
to operate with amplifiers
giving up to 100 watts
output per channel and will
give peak sound pressure
levels of up to 106dB.
Coda II
Cantor II
Caprice II
Carlton II

£89.00
£119.00
£149.00
£239.00

All speaker prices per pair

NAD 3140 Amplifier

"The NAD 3140 offers quite
exceptional value... it blows
the immediate competition
away"
WHAT HI- Fl
£159.00

NAD 6040A Cassette Deck

"Performance comparable
to some decks selling at
much higher prices"

£119.00

THE AUDIO MAGAZINE

NAD 6150C Cassette Deck
"It offers aperformance

and
sound quality not bettered at
the price... MAD have done it

again"

HI Fl ANSWERS

£199.00

NAD 5025 Turntable

"The NAD 3020 has no competitor
anywhere near the price and can be
strongly recommended"

HI-FI ANSWERS

"The NAD 4020A.. the very best
sound quality possible for under
0100"

POPULAR HI-FI

"The flatness of the response at
Dolby level was amongst the best
ever seen"

AUDIO MAGAZINE

NAD 3020 Amplifier
Conservatively rate° at 20 watts
per channel with staoility down to
2ohms. Distortion less than
0.02%. NAD soft clipping
increases useful output by
eliminating high eve' harshness.

"Must be accredited with a
strong recommendation"
£59.00

PRACTICAL HI- Fl

£98 50
NAD 4020A AM/FM Tuner
Incorporates latest technology
:ncluding adual-gate MOSFET
front end tuning system for agood
combination of sensitivity and
resistance to overload.

HAD 1020 Pre Amplifier

"The sound quality is
excellent"
POPULAR

HI-FI

£69.00

£98.50
NAD 6050C Cassette Deck
Incorporates ahost of advanced
features inciuding Dolby C, Dolby
B. direct loading with click- locked
soft touch buttons and review/cue
fu nctions.

£159.00

The place where people care about hi-ti

NAD 2140 Power Amplifier

"Represents exceptional
value"
HI Fl NEWS
£135.00

Now from NAD the Best
Tuner in the World
The NAD 4150 tuner is the first major advance
in FM tuner technology in the last 10 years

Aseries of important engineering
advances(FETs, crystal and ceramic
I.F. filters, integrated-circuit I.F. stages,
and the PLL multiplex stereo decoder
chip) raised the performance of FM
tuners dramatically during the late
1960s, but during the past decade most
advances in tuner design have involved
convenience features (e.g. digital
tuning) rather than fundamental
improvements in sonic performance. In
terms of the parameters that limit a
tuner's performance in normal use (its
sensitivity and its resistance to
multipath interference) the last ten
years have brought no fundamental
advance in FM tuner design — until
now.
The NAD 4150 is the first stereo tuner
featuring the new Schotz Variable
Bandwidth PLL Detector, apatented
phase-locked-loop FM detector circuit
whose frequency bandwidth
automatically varies with signal
strength and signal quality in order to
optimise reception. It dramatically
improves performance in these two key
areas.
Sensitivity. The Schotz detector
expands the tuner's sensitivity beyond

the generally accepted theoretical limit,
reaching 1.0 microvolt into 300 ohms or
0.5 uV into 75 ohms, effectively
doubling the number of stations that
can be received.
Capture ratio. The Schotz detector
substantially improves the tuner's
resistance to mullipath interference,
which depends on its ability to
"capture" the desired signal and reject
slightly weaker reflected signals. With
medium-to-strong signal levels the
capture ratio of the 4150 is so low that
it is difficult to measure. And while the
capture ratio of conventional tuner
circuits becomes substantially worse
with weak signals, it remainshelow
1.2 dB in the 4150 even at very low signal
levels, allowing many more stereo
broadcasts to be received without
distortion. Thanks to these advances,
stations that are unacceptably noisy
and distorted with the beg
conventional tuners become clean and
quiet with the NAD 4150.

Circuit Features

Genuine digital tuning. Digital
frequency-synthesis tuning is amajor
advance in both tuning accuracy and
convenience of use, and the NAD 4150

NAD 7150 receiver
incorporating the
world's best tuner
The tuner section of the new NAD 7150
receiver is identical to that of the 4150
tuner combining the extraordinary

convenience and accuracy of digital
frequency-synthesis tuning with the
unprecedented sensitivity and

has it. Five FM and five AM stations can
easily be stored in the tuner's memory
circuits and instantly recalled at the
push of abutton. And whether you tune
by using the five memory presets or by
using the manual Scan controls, each
station is tuned perfectly with no
possibility of drift or distortion due to
tuning error.
Immunity from overload. Traditionally,
designing atuner to be extremely
sensitive has meant compromising its
ability to cope with strong signals within
afew miles of atransmitter. But in the
4150 the digital tuning circuits can
accept several volts of signal without
difficulty.
State-of-the-art If. circuitry. The
intermediate-frequency section
contains three linear- phase ceramic
filters whose sharp selectivity
discriminates effectively against
interference from adjacent stations on
the increasingly crowded FM dial. The
I.F. amplifier is ahigh gain IC which
provides excellent limiting for stable
reception, smooth- mu ting of
interstation noise, and good AM
rejection for consistant freedom from
static even in high interferenceareas .

Low-distortion PLL multiplex decoder. A
selected PLL multiplex IC is used to
obtain clean stable stereo with
maximum stereo separation and very
low noise.
Quiet AM tuning. AM radio is hardly in
the same fidelity class as FM, therefore
costly AM circuitry will seldom pay off in
increased listening pleasure. But the
NAD 4150 employs anew integratedcircuit section that was especially
developed for use in digital tuners yet
adds little to the tuner's cost. It is
surprisingly sensitive, and its
exceptional freedom from noise and
static makes it pleasant to listen to.
The 4150 tuner represents the kind of
value that has made NAD famous. It is
moderately priced, yet in the two key
areas that most often limit atuner's
performance in everyday use — input
sensitivity and rejection of multipath
interference — the 4150 outperforms
every other tuner regardless of price.
And the convenience and ease of using
its digital tuning circuits must be
experienced to be appreciated fully.
Insist on ademonstration against any
tuner at any price.

multipath rejection of the new Schotz
Detector. Its phono preamplifier circuit
is anew FET-input discrete 8-transistor
design with exceptionally wide dynamic
range, excellent immunity to CB
interference, and unsurpassed sound
quality. And its powerful output stage,
like all NAD amplifiers, drives
loudspeakers of any impedance to
surprisingly high volume levels while
remaining clean and musical at all times.
The control section of the 7150 receiver
includes independent Input and
Recording selectors, allowing you to
listen to any input source while taping
from any other — including tape-to-tape
dubbing. The Bass and Treble tone
controls provide musically useful
corrections at low and high frequencies
while the critical midrange from 300 Hz
to 1500 Hz remains essentially flat.
Precise infrasonic filtering is included to
eliminate signal contamination from
turntable rumble, record warps,
tonearm/stylus resonances, vibration
and acoustic feedback, in order to
provide the cleanest possible handling

of signals within the audible range and
to prevent unwanted woofer-cone
excursions that cause intermodulation
distortion and muddy bass.
NAD's trademarked Soft Clipping
circuit gently limit the waveform when
the amplifier is driven beyond its
maximum power rating. By preventing
the output transistors from being
driven fully into saturation, the Soft
Clipping dramatically reduces the
harshness that is normally heard when
an amplifier is overdriven, so that with
the 7150 the sound remains
subjectively clean even at very high
peak sound levels. With its
revolutionary Schotz circuit providing
extraordinary FM sensitivity and
rejection of multipath interference,
convenient and accurate digital tuning,
flexible and musically useful controls
and low noise and wide dynamic range,
the 7150 is clearly the finest receiver
that NAD has everbuilt and is astrong
contender for the title of the best
receiver in the world today.

HIFI MARKETS
The place where people care about hi-fi

£159.00

£289.00

NAD 3020 Amplifier

"One of the fine amplifiers of
our time. Certainly its
distortion, noise and other
electrical characteristics
could hardly be improved
upon"
STEREO REVIEW

Conservatively rated at 20 watts
per channel with stability down
to 2ohms. Distortion less than
0.02%.

Celestion Dillon 100 Speakers

"It does reach hi-fi
standards ... highly
recommended"

HI- Fl FOR PLEASURE
The amazing Ditton 100 offers
performance plus — due largely
to Celestion's unique laser
vibrational research.

NAD 7020 Receiver

"One of the best sounding •
receivers in its power and
price class we have ever had
the pleasure of auditioning"
THE AUDIO MAGAZINE
Recent winner of the Hi Fi Grand
Prix award, in the AudioVideo
International Magazine. The
7020 is acombination of the
NAD3020 amplifier and the
NAD4020A tuner in one chassis

AR18s Speakers

-"They are not just
'recommendable — they are
deserving of an enthusiastic
recommendation" -

HI-Fl FOR PLEASURE
Bookshelf acoustic suspension 2
way"system with drive units in a
vertical array.

NAD 5025 Turntable

"The best value for money
... in the test"

WHAT HI- Fl
The NAD 5025 is asemiautomatic belt drive turntable
with synchronous motor and a
solid 5mm rubber mat.
Dual CS505 Turntable

"Offers asound quality in
terms of detail and dynamic
range that few equal, let alone
better!"
POPULAR HI- Fl
Semi-automatic belt-drive
turntable with vario pulley.
Gimbal mounted straight
pickup arm. Dynamic balance.
Black or satin metallic finish.

Dual CS505 Turntable

"The Dual CS505 — excellent
value"
WHAT HI Fi
Price

£227 Complete

KEF Caprice Speakers

"The KEF Caprice...a fine
model"
PRACTICAL

HI- Fl
A high quality bookshelf
loudspeaker offering amazing
realism from acompact. two-way
enclosure.

Semi- automatic belt- drive
turntable with vario pulley.

NAD 1020 Pre Amplifier

"The NAD 1020
stands as one of the
best bargains in
audio today"

Price £337 Complete
AR 925 Speakers

"The AR 925 turned in what I
felt an excellent performance"
POPULAR HI-FI

HIGH FIDELITY

NAD 2140 Power
Amplifier

"It is known as the
40 watt amp that
sounds like 150
watt" AUDIO VIDEO

(£:

NAD 3140 Amplifier

"The NAD 3140 offers quite
exceptional value...it blows
the immediate competition
away"
WHAT HI- Fl
Same special circuit features as
the 3020 but with many
additional facilities. 40 watts per
channel into 8ohms. Winner of
the ' Hi Fi Grand Prix' award in
the Audio Video International
Magazine.

NAD 6050C Cassette Deck

"The flatness of the response
at Dolby level was amongst
the best ever seen for any
recorder at any price"

AUDIO MAGAZINE
An advanced cassette deck
featuring Dolby Cas well as
Dolby B pluS "e host of advanced
features.
-

Price £546 Complete

LNAD 4020A AM FM Tuner

"The NAD 4020A outclasses
everything else in the review"

POPULAR HI- Fl
NAD 6150C Cassette Deck

offers aperformance and
sound quality not bettered at
the price ... NAD have done
it again"
HI- Fl ANSWERS
"It

MARKETS

The place where people care about

hi-fi

Ariston RD80 Turntable

"The RD80 has come out well
in virtually every respect"
HI- Fl CHOICE
With Linn Basik Arm including
Cartridge

Price £ 1035 Complete

Nakamichi - the unchallenged
leader in cassette decks

Nakamichi 1000ZXL

Perhaps once in adecade aunique
recorder is created — an instrument of
the future — designed without
compromise to defy obsolescence and
redefine the state of the art. The
1000ZXL is such amachine. A recorder
that is aradical departure from
conventional technology — acreative
leap into another dimension. It
establishes anew frontier in bandwidth
— response to an incredible 25kHz!
The 1000ZXL adapts itself not only to
today's premium tapes but to those of
tomorrow as well. It senses how atape
is recorded and establishesideal
playback conditions automatically. 15
separate programmes can be encoded
so that each can be located reliably at
your command. For all this however, it
is as simple to operate as it is
sophisticated in operation. Harnessing
the power of two microprocessors —
ABLE. and RAMM — the Nakamichi

1000ZXL has redefined the state of the
art. Arecorder of the future, created
today!

£1835.00

Nakamichi 1000ZXL Limited
Edition (Gold Plated)
Each 1000ZXL Limited is hand crafted
from individually selected components
to eliminate tolerance build up then
carefully adjusted and pre- run before
leaving the factory. internal and
external connections are gord plated to
improve reliability — even the power
supply chassis and magnetic heads are
plated with gold to improve
conductivity and shielding. This noexpense- spared philsophy is reflected
in external appearance. Front panel
and switches gleam with gold and are
surrounded by an exquisite rosewood
cabinet hand polished to arnirror finish.

£2749.00

Remarkable value in the 700 Series

Nakamichi LX-3
Among 2- head cassette recorders, the
LX-3is unsurpassed. A4- bit
microprocessor controls the transport,
while amaster fader simplifies
recording. 50dB LED peak level
meters, 4- digit LED tape cbunter.

£299.00
Nakamichi LX-5

Discrete 3- head system for optimum
performance with independent record,
playback and erase heads and separate

Dolby- NR processors for recording and
playback.

£539.00
Nakamichi ZX-7

Discrete 3- head technology enables
precision azimuth alignment and
optimum performance. Mircoprocessorcontrolled transport and novel master
fader add extra convenience. Treated
chassis and asymmetrical dual- capstan
transport reduce flutter and
modulation noise.

£660.00
MX100 Microphone Mixer

The MX100 provides asimple and
economical way to make live recordings
with tape decks which do not have
microphone inputs.

£59.95
PS100 Power Supply
£53.50
SP7 Headphones
Nakamichi 700ZXE

The 700ZXE is designed to achieve the
full capabilities from the wide variety of
quality tapes which are available today.
It does this with virtually complete
automation. At the press of abutton, an
auto calibration processor steps
through amultiplicity of delicate
adjustments, refining them to obtain
maximum performance from each tape.
After automatic calibration, response is
aremarkable 18 to 23,000 Hz
3dB
(20-20,000 Hz + 2dB) — alevel of
performance until recently thought
impossible on cassette. Features
include 9- programme RAMM ( random
access music memory), indicators for
auto cal, tape choice, EQ noise
reduction and RAMM, discrete 3- head
technology, 4-digit electronic tape
counter (- 999 to 9999), LED digital

recording- level meters with
simultaneous peak and peak- hold
indications, three microphone inputs
plus microphone/line mixing, built-in
Dolby plus provision for external noisereduction systems.

£899.00
Nakamichi 700ZXL

Combines all the superb features of the
700 Series with ABLE. auto
calibration processor. In amatter of
seconds, ABLE. perfectly adjusts all
four major recording parameters —
Azimuth, Bias. Level and Equalization
— for the tape you are using — and all
at the touch of abutton! With ABLE.
response is 18— 24,000 Hz k 3dB
(20-20,000 Hz ± 1.5dB)!

£1,199.00

The place where people care about hi-fi

The SP7 is Nakamichi-designed and
constructed throughout, achieving
exceptionally low distortion and
extended, flat frequency response
through application of new largediameter driver units and unique
earpads specially designed to minimise
response variations due to changes in
pad pressure. The SP7 is ideal for all
headphone applications from critical
monitoring to relaxed listening.

£39.00
Nakamichi Tape

For the best cassette decks in the world
— the best tape in the world.
ZX C-60, C-90 Metal Tape for ZX
position.
SX C-60, C-90 High-Coercivity Tape for
SX position.
EX il C-60, C-90 Low-Noise/HighOutput Tape for EX position.
EX C-60, C-90 Low-Noise/High Output
Tape at modest price for EX position.

HiFi Markets offer personal
attention and expert advice
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Dual CS505
Turntable

Semi-automatic belt- driven
with vario pulley. Gimbal
mounted straight pickup
arm. Dynamic balance.

£79.95

Ariston

VMS cartridges have relatively high compliance values which, combined
with the correct tracking force, ensures excellent tracking ability at low
frequencies. Tracking at high frequencies is equally outstanding, thanks
to alow equivalent stylus tip mass. Therefore the entire frequency range
is tracked optimally, and distortion is kept at an absolute minimum.

VMS 5E Mk11

Incorporates
elliptical diamond
stylus. Dynamic
compliance 15m.
Equivalent stylus
tip mass 0.8mg.
Frequency
response 20Hz20kHz. Channel
separation 20dB
@ lkHz.

RECOMMENDED
"The RD80 has
come out well in
virtually every
respect"
HI- Fl CHOICE

VMS 10E Mk11 VMS 20E Mk11 VMS 30 Mk 11
Incorporates
elliptical diamond
stylus. Dynamic
compliance 15mm.
Equivalent stylus
tip mass 0.65mg.
Frequency
response 20Hz20kHz. Channel
separation 25dB
@ IkHz.

Incorporates
elliptical diamond
stylus. Dynamic
compliance 25µm.
Equivalent stylus
tip mass 0.50mg.
Frequency
response 20Hz20kHz. Channel
separation 25dB
@ lkHz.

pi
,,-

Incorporates Fine
Line stylus.
Dynamic
compliance 2214m.
Equivalent stylus
tip mass 0.45mg.
Frequency
response 20Hz20kHz. Channel
separation 27dB
@ lkHz.

Ariston RD80
Turntable

Two speed synchronous
motor. Two piece fully
machined concave platter
with record clamp.Precision
made single point bearing.
With Linn Basik tonearm.

£235.00
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Module 310/VR 100
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The new generation of ADC
Graphic Equalisers now
incorporate Integrated Circuit
technology for improved
performance, reliability and
specifications. Integrated
Circuitry also saves space — and
that makes the units more
compact.
To add the final touch to the

total control of your sound, ADC
has produced the SA- 1
Spectrum Analyser. Equipped
with its own pink noise
generator, it comes complete
with afully calibrated
microphone to measure
accurately the frequency
response achieved in your
listening room.

SS- 1IC Graphic Equaliser 5- band 10- control
SS- 110 10- band 20-control
SS- 2IC 12- band 24- control.
SS-3 IC 12- band paragraphic
SA- 1Spectrum Analyser

£54.95
£89.95
£149.95
£219.95
£119.00

Not all of the products on this page are available at all branches .'P

Phone for latest price.
check before travelling.

lea MARKETS
The place where people care about hi-fi

This system comprises the
following components:
TT 1200 Turntable. Belt
drive semi automatic
turntable with dual floating
suspension system.
PM 310 Amplifier. Power
output 25 watts per
channel, LED power
meters, loudness
compensation.
ST 310L Tuner. Three
wavebands FM/LW/MW, 3
gang capacitor and precise
centre tuning system.
SD 1030 Cassette Deck.
Features include soft touch
transport mechanism,
electronically controlled
high torque DC motor and
LED peak level meters.
VR 100 Cabinet.
SP 235 Speakers. The
system comes complete
with apair of SP 235 2- way
speakers.

Instant Credit Available at
all HiFi Markets Branches
NAD 9200

The Tape Counter

"in our view is the
best cartridge at
this price we have
heard to date"
POPULAR HI-FI

TDK

DC 60
DC120
DC180
ADC60
ADC120
00060
00090
SAC60
SAXC60
SAXC90

Hunt EDA

Carbon Fibre Brush
Hun'
ED-1
\141-F •
0Acwbon Fi F5 13,ush

Nagaoka
Cartridges

The new high performance Nagaoka MP
Series cartridges use the most up to
date materials including apermalloy
oscillator having ahigh magnetic
permeability and asamarium cobalt
magnet, having ahigh magnetic energy.

MP10 £ 13.95 MP20 £36.95
M Dll £ 15.95 MP30 £45.90
M D15 £31.00 MP50 £ 73.90

Rolling Cleaners
Aspecial new grade of rubber is used
on this roller which retains its soft and
slightly sticky feel indefinitely. It is soft
enough toadapt itself to the precise
shape of tbe groove. As the degree of
'tackiness' is always exactly right, the
finest particles right at the bottom of
the groove are picked up as well as the
surface dust.
From

£7.90
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UDXUIC 90
XLISC 60
XLISC 90
XLIISC 60
XLIISC 90
Met MXC 60
Met MXC 90

£ 1..75
£1.49
£1.89
£1.59
£2.09
£2.69
£3.65

£1.18
£1.15
£1.59
£1.03
£1.35
£1.56
£2.14

Mega Cable
200 strand Mega Cable from HiFi
Markets is the best speaker cable
available. Providing the best link
between the amplifier and speakers
neither adding or taking away anything
from the true music.

£6.95
Record Sweep Arm

£7.95

Stylus Bala -ice 3ricl
Deck Leveling

£4.50

The NAD Mat is afull 5millimetres thick, has
asmooth lower surface which makes uniform
contact with the entire platter area, and is
made of acarefully selected soft- rubber
compound with optimum density and pliancy
for efficient absorption of most audiofrequency vibrations. With the NAD Mat
installed, the stylus/groove interface comes
much closer to the ideal vibration-free
environment.

£9.95

SA-

Sony
CHE C60 £0.64
AHF C90
CHE C90
f0.89
Alpha C60
CHF C120 £1.05 Alpha C90
FeCr C60
BHF C60 £0.77
FeCr C90
BHF C90 £0.99
UCXS C60
BHF C120 £1.15
UCXS C90
AHF C60 £0.94
Prices shown apply only when 10 or more cassettes are purchased-cash sales only

UDC 46 £0.83
UDC 60 £0.95
UDC 90 £ 1.29
UDC120 £1.85
UDXLIC 60 £ 1.29
UDXLIC 90 £ 1.65
UDXLIIC 60 £1.35

£19.50

NAD Mat

MET MA60 £ 1.85
MET PAA90 £2.69
Demag £8.75
Clean £.89
DC90 triple pack
£2.46
ADC90 double pack
£2.28
SAC90 double pack
£2.98

Maxell

F-equency response: 15Hz - 20KHz
2dB. Channel separation: 24dB at
1KHz, 15dB at 10KHz..0003in. X
.0007in diasa elliptical stylus.
•

The Carbon Fibre filaments in Hunt EDA
brushes are electrically conductive and
fully discharge the static freeing the
dust and grit particles in the reçord
grooves. High density Hunt EDA
brushes present up to 1,000 fine
filaments to each groove. The long
filaments flex rapidly and follow
intimately the contours of the grooves,
dislodging and picking up the dust and
grit particles. The brushes can be easily
and thoroughly cleaned, preventing the
transference of dust to other records.

£0.69
£1.25
£2.99
£0.99
£1.83
£1.12
£1.59
£1.23
£1.58
£2.19

From

70p per metre

Zerostat
Neutralizes static charges on records,
greatly reducing tendency to collect
dust. Slowly squeezing the trigger
projects apowerful stream of positive
ions. Releasing it produces asimilar
shower of negatively charged ions. The
result is an effective neutralization of
negative and positive charges.

£7.95

Original Master Recordings
Special pressed recordings of popular, rock,
folk and classical music. 50titles to choose
from including: 'Abbey Road' The Beatles,
'Darkside of the Moon' Pink Floyd, 'The
Gambler' Kenny Rogers, Ravel ' Bolero' BPO,
'The Planets' LPO, Tchaikovsky ' 1812' LSO,
'Ziggy Stardust' David Bowie.

Single Album £14.50
Double Album £22.00

Sennheiser
Our best
selling
headphones
HD4004
HD40
HD400
HD414X
HD420
HD430
HD230

£ 10.95
£12.95
£ 15.95
£25.95
£30.95
£41.95
£68.95

Hill MARKETS
The place where people care about hi-fi
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Hi Fi Markets with over
150 branches throughout
the U.K. is Britain's
largest specialist Hi Fi
retailer. Now, in addition
to offering the greatest
choice of equipment at
very competitive prices,
we give you the option of
Product

HiFi Markets Optional
Extended Warranty
Choose 5years
peace of mind at
HiFi Markets

extending your guarantee
to five years covering
parts and labour. For a
single modest payment
you are protected against
repair bills and can enjoy
complete peace of mind
for five years. Your local
Hi Fi Markets will be

pleased to give you full
details of this highly
beneficial scheme.

How much will this
cover cost?

The table below shows the
total, once only, premium
payable depending on the
product covered.

Premium

Televisions
16.50
Monochrome
31.00
Colour
31.00
Teletext
HiFi
26.00
Racki ng System
26.00
Component System*
25.00
MusicCentre
15.50
Amplifier
15.50
Tuner
16.50
Turntable
17.50
Tuner/Amplifier
16.50
Tape Deck
13.00
Pair of Speakers
Radios/Cassettes
15.00
Citizens Band Radio
In-Car Entertainment 15.00
13.00
Clock Radio
Transistor Radio
13.00
Radio/Cassette Player 13.00
Stereo RadioCassette 16.50
Videos
Video Recorder
80.00
VideoCamera
38.00
*Separates bought together
to form acomplete system.
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HiFi Markets Instant
Credit Card
111-11)1.11t1i1ETS
Now you can obtain
instant credit at any of the
150 Hi Fi Markets Stores
throughout the UK. Just
decide how much you wish
to pay after deposit each month (any amount between
£5 and £ 50) and you can have credit of up to 20 times
your monthly repayment. For example, amonthly
repayment of £ 10 will give you acredit limit of £ 200.
Interest of 21/
2% of the balance outstanding will be

charged to your account at the end of each month. APR
34.5%. The interest rate may be varied from time to
time. With aHi Fi Markets Instant Credit Card you buy
at today's prices, enjoying your hi-fi while you're paying
for it.
Delivery
Any equipment purchased from Hi Fi Markets can be
delivered. Ring your nearest branch for details.
Guarantee
All products sold by Hi Fi Markets are fully guaranteed
and offered with full after sales service.

HMI MARKETS
The place where people care about hi-fi

Hifi Markets-the largest
specialist hi-fi retailer in the country
LONDON
Manor Park E12
698 Romford Road. Tel: 01-478 5137
London E17
4High Road, Walthamstow.
Tel: 01-520 4121
London NI
88 Pentonville Road. Tel: 01-837 4416
London N7
175-177 Holloway Road. Tel: 01-607 2148
London NI2
849 High Road. Tel: 01-445 1443
London NI3
359 Green Lanes. Tel: 01-882 5888
London NW6
79-81 Fairfax Road. Tel: 01-328 6666
190 West End Lane. Tel: 01-794 7848
London WI
17 Tottenham Court Road.
Tel: 01-580 7731
48 Tottenham Court Road.
Tel: 01-636 2179
In-Store at Lion House
227 Tottenham Court Road.
Tel: 01-580 7383
231 Tottenham Court Road.
Tel: 01-580 3459
242 Tottenham Court Road.
Tel: 01-636 5979
48 Wigmore Street. Tel: 01-486 8263
London W3
86 High Street, Acton.
Tel: 01-992 4788/2305
London SEI
No 1Cathedral Street, London Bridge.
Tel: 01-403 2255/3088
23 York Road. Tel: 01-928 6842
London SE
38 Widmore Road, Bromley.
Tel: 01-464 2260
London SEI3
68 Lee High Road, Lewisham.
Tel: 01-318 5755
London SE18
162 Powis Street, Woolwich.
Tel: 01-855 8016
London SE25
79 High Street, South Norwood.
Tel: 01-653 4224
London SW7
14 Bute Street. Tel: 01-589 2586
London SW11
13 St. John's Hill. Tel: 01-223 5532
REST OF BRITAIN
Aldershot
81 High Street. Tel: 0252 20728
Amersham
16 Hill Avenue. Tel: 02403 21343
Aylesbury
8Bourbon Street. Tel: 0296 89419
Barking ( Essex)
7Station Parade. Tel: 01-594 3626
Barnsley
40-42 Sheffield Road. Tel: 0226 5549
Bath
11 Southgate. Tel: 0225 64120/64371
Bedford
29 St. Peters Street. Tel: 0234 46058
Birkenhead
11 St. Werburgh Square, Grange Precinct.
Tel: 051-647 5626
Birmingham
35-37 Hurst Street. Tel: 021 622 2323
Blackpool
4Deansgate. Tel: 0253 28357
Bolton
156/158 Blackburn Road. Tel: 0204 22636
Boston (Lincs)
9Wide Bargate. Tel: 0205 62454
Bournemouth
10 Gervis Place. Tel: 0202 25512
Bradford
15-17 North Parade. Tel: 0274 391166
Brighton
57a North Road. Tel: 0273 26629
Brighton & Hove
136-138 Portland Road. Tel: 0273 723399
Bristol
36 Union Street. Tel: 0272 294183
52-54 Gloucester Road.
Tel: 0272 428248

Burnley
41 Briercliffe Road. Tel: 0282 22260
Cambridge
19-20 Market Street. Tel: 0223 312240
Canterbury
21 The Burgate. Tel: 0227 65315
Castleford (Yorks)
64 & 85 Beancroft Road.
Tel: 0977 553066
Chandlers Ford ( Hampshire)
8-12 Hursley Road. Tel: 04215 2827
Chatham ( Kent)
4Railway Street. Tel: 0634 46859
Chelmsford
5-6 Cornh ill. Tel: 0245 57593/64393
Cheltenham
42 Albion Street. Tel: 0242 583960
Chester
24 St. Michaels Square, Grosvenor Precinct
Tel: 024421568
Chesterfield
135 Sheffield Road. Tel: 0246 34923
Chichester(Sussex)
12 South Street. Tel: 0243 787562
Christchurch (Dorset)
183 Barrack Road. Tel: 0202 473901
Cirencester
37 Castle Street. Tel: 0285 4756
Colchester
14-16 Culver Street West. Tel: 0206 48101
Congleton
64 Lawton Street. Tel: 02602 5649
Coventry
8Marlborough Road, Ball Hill.
Tel: 0203 454949
Crewe
106 Victoria Street. Tel: 0270 211091
Croydon
89 London Road. Tel: 01-686 1343
352-354 Lower Addiscombe Road.
Tel: 01-654 1231/2040
Derby
12 Osmaston Road, The Spot.
Tel: 0332 380385
Devizes (Wiltshire)
17 The Brittox. Tel: 0380 6127
Dorking (Surrey)
23 South Street. Tel: 0306 882897
Dunstable
45 Katherine Drive. Tel: 0582 67750
Eastbourne
32 Grove Road. Tel: 0323 27362
East Grinstead
2High Street. Tel: 0342 27787
Edgware ( Middlesex)
8High Street. Tel: 01-951 0590
Enfield (Middlesex)
191 Chase Side. Tel: 01-363 7981
Exeter
32 South Street. Tel: 0392 37888
Gateshead (Tyne & Wear)
7-11 Park Lane. Tel: 0632 774167
Gillingham ( Dorset)
The Square. Tel: 07476 2474/2728
Gloucester
13-15 Worcester Street.
Tel: 0452 23051/20518
Grantham
85 Westgate. Tel: 0476 66301
Grimsby
71 Carter Gate. Tel: 0472 43539
Harlow, Essex
2Westgate. Tel: 0279 26155
Harpenden
82 High Street. Tel: 05827 64246
Harrogate
8Cheltenham Parade. Tel: 0423 61735
Harrow ( Middlesex)
340 Station Road. Tel: 01-863 8690
Hastings
3Marine Court, St Leonards on Sea.
Tel: 0424 442975
Haywards Heath (Sussex)
13 South Road. Tel: 0444 450333
High Wycombe
4Priory Road. Tel: 0494 35910
Hitchin
Hermitage Road. Tel: 0462 4537
Huddersfield
2-4 Cross Church Street. Tel: 0484 44668

Hull
7Mill Street, Prospect Centre.
Tel: 0482 29240
Ilford
442-444 Cranbrook Road, Gants Hill.
Tel: 01-518 0915
Ipswich
87 Norwich Road. Tel: 0473 217217
Kettering
68 Stamford Road. Tel: 0536 515266
Lancaster
84 Penny Street. Tel: 0524 39675
Leeds
34-36 Queen Victoria Street.
Tel: 0532 449075
10 St. Michaels Road. Tel: 0532 789374
Leicester
27 Churchgate. Tel: 0533 58662
Lincoln
271a High Street. Tel: 0522 20265
Liverpool
20-22 Whitechapel. Tel: 051-709 9898
Loughton (Essex)
152 High Road. Tel: 01-508 0247
Lowestoft
44 London Road North. Tel: 0502 3742
Luton
48 Wellington Street. Tel: 0582 27758
Maidenhead
59 King Street. Tel: 0628 73924
Manchester
25-29 Station Road, Urmston.
Tel: 061 747 5181
Middlesbrough
172 Borough Road. Tel: 0642 248793
Newbury
62 North Brook Street. Tel: 0635 32474
Newcastle-upon-Tyne
33 Handysides Arcade. Tel: 0632 327791
New Malden
35 High Street. Tel: 01-942 9567
Northampton
32A Gold Street. Tel: 0604 37871
Norwich
161 Unthank Road. Tel: 0603 22833
Nottingham
120-122 Alf reton Road. Tel: 0602 786919
Oxford
256 Banbury Road
Tel: 0865 53072/511767
19 Old High Street, Headington.
Tel: 0865 65961
Peterborough
42 Cowgate. Tel: 0733 41755
27 Long Causeway. Tel: 0733 51007
Plymouth
90/92 Cornwall Street. Tel: 0752 27600
Poole
55 North Road, Pa rkstone.
Tel: 0202 742706
Portsmouth
38-40 Fratton Road. Tel: 0705 822155
Preston
51 Fishergate. Tel: 0772 53057
Reading
36 Minster Street. Tel: 0734 583730
Rochdale
52 Drake Street. Tel: 0706 524652
Romford
38 North Street. Tel: 0708 268403
St. Helens
54 Bridge Street. Tel: 0744 28417
Salisbury
17 Butcher Row. Tel: 0722 22746
Sevenoaks ( Kent)
118 London Road. Tel: 0732 459555
Sheffield (Totley)
172 Baslow Road. Tel: 0742 360295
Shrewsbury
12 Barker Street. Tel: 0743 55166
Slough
5Old Crown Buildings, Windsor Road.
Tel: 0753 37021
Southampton
37 Bedford Place. Tel: 0703 28434
Southend
149 Leigh Road, Leigh-on-Sea.
Tel: 0702 79150
Stamford
9Red Lion Square. Tel: 0780 2128
Sunderland
20-22 Waterloo Place. Tel: 0783 57578

Swindon
91-92 Commercial Road.
Tel: 0793 28383
Taunton
2Crown Walk, High Street. Tel: 0823 51682
Tunbridge Wells
67 Grosvenor Road. Tel: 0892 21069
34 Mount Ephraim. Tel: 0892 31543
Uxbridge
278 High Street. Tel: 89 33474
Warrington
106 Bridge Street. Tel: 0925 36215
Warwick
Wharf Street. Tel: 0926 493796
Watford
68 High Street. Tel: 0923 26169
Wilmslow
5Swan Street. Tel: 0625 526213
Windsor
43 King Edward Court. Tel: 95 56931
Witney
29 Corn Street. Tel: 0993 2414
Woking (Surrey)
11 The Broadway. Tel: 04862 4926
Wolverhampton
11 Salop Street. Tel: 0902 23980
Worcester
43 Friar Street. Tel: 0905 25740
Worksop
39 Carlton Road. Tel: 0909 87762
York
7Davygate Arcade. Tel: 0904 51712
SOUTH WALES
Cardiff
13 Kings Road. Tel: 0222 28565
Milford Haven
90 Robert Street. Tel: 06462 4078
Swansea
31 Oxford Street. Tel: 0792 54747
Tredegar
88 Commercial Street.
Tel: 049525 2288/2218
SCOTLAND
Aberdeen
441-445 Holburn Street. Tel: 0224 25713
Ayr
115 High Street, Central Arcade.
Tel: 0292 264124
Edinburgh
34 Northumberland Street.
Tel: 031-557 1672
Glasgow
14 The Toll, Busby Road, Clarkston.
Tel: 041-638 8252
Glasgow Central
340 Argyle Street. Tel: 041-221 8958
Inverness
1Greig Street. Tel: 0463 220440
NORTHERN IRELAND
Belfast
85 Royal Avenue. Tel: 0232 229907
Fountain Centre, College Street.
Coleraine
21 Railway Road. Tel: 0265 52843
EIRE
Dublin
184 Lower Rathmines Road.
Tel: 0001-979216
ISLE OF MAN
Glen Vine. Tel: 0624 851437
55 Bucks Road, Douglas.
Tel: 0624 23090
CHANNEL ISLES
Guernsey
Rue de Marais, Vale. Tel: 04.8155573
Jersey
69 King Street, St. Helier.
Tel: 0534 21735

11•11C1V(11111)

Head Office: Cousteau House, Greycaine
Road, Watford, WD2 4SB. Tel: 0923 27737
All prices quoted in the HiFi Markets
advertisements are correct at time of going
to press ( 17/8/82) but may be subject to
change without notice due to fluctuations in
Manufacturers' prices.
All Prices include VAT @ 15%
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No hangover!
Hangover, arather
loose term to describe
the stored energy
resonance in a
loudspeaker, the
principal cause of
colouration that
immediately tells you
you're listening to a
loudspeaker.
Take it away and
there's anew world —
the loudspeakers have
nothing more to say —
instead there's just the
orchestra and the
magic of the music.

If music is an
important part of your
life, then apair of
ESL-63 loudspeakers
could be the best investment you've ever made.
Perhaps even
something to
celebrate about.

For further details
and the name and
address of your nearest
Quad ESL-63 retailer
write or telephone
The Acoustical
Manufacturing Co. Ltd.,
Huntingdon, Cambs.,
PE18 7DB. Telephone:
(0480) 52561.

QUAD*
for the closest approach
to the original sound
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committed to digital recording at the
mastering level, there has been agreat
deal of dither and delay regarding a
similar commitment to digital's domestic
corollary: the laser- scanned Compact
Disc. This has been due partly to technical
uncertainties in the development of
reliable CD players, but also because
there are real doubts about the wisdom of
making big new investments at atime of
severe recession. At present, the
American record industry is simply not
interested in pursuing the Compact Disc,
while the European companies remain
wary despite intense Philips activity in their
midst.
Recently it fell to the Japanese to
undertake some propaganda on behalf of
CD, when Sony organised aseries of
meetings with British record companies
to present the results of amarket survey
on the subject, and to lecture them on
how to pull themselves out of the
economic mire. Of course, Sony's
motives were not altruistic: their aim is to
sell hardware, not to increase the profits
of EMI or Decca. But they did offer some
interesting comments on the future of
record marketing, working from the
premise that the LP disc is fast ceasing to
be aviable product in competition with
piracy, home- taping, video, and other
distractions. Also, LP sales continue to
fall despite shop prices which usually sit
well below the ' recommended' level,
while in real terms records are in any case
cheaper than they used to be. The Sony
argument was that Compact Disc offers a
fresh start with anew product at a
'realistic' price (£8-£10), and that the
record industry would be foolish not to
read and digest the writing on the
technological/commercial wall and then
set about rejuvenating itself, having
spent more than thirty years with the
microgroove vinyl LP.
However, the rejuvenation programme
offered did not involve aheadlong rush
into unknown regions, but took account
of an investigation into the attitudes and
expectations of British consumers. A poll
of UK hi-fi owners ( mainly ' lay' owners,
that is, not hobbyists or enthusiasts)
found that 64% were interested in
Compact Disc and 24% would purchase a
CD player straight away if it were
affordable. The key word here is
'affordable', and at aprojected initial
price of over £400 the proportion of that
24% who would actually buy aplayer
fell to ahard core of 20,000 early
customers. Now the price suggested is
arbitrary, since it is impossible to say
what the real cost of anew product is or
should be when millions of pounds have
READERS' LETTERS
Letters for publication should be addressed to the Editor, and
must contain no other material or enquiries. Letters seeking
advice on technical or equipment matters with SAE) should
be marked for the attention of ' Crossover', who will reply in
due course. We reserve the right to print such letters later in
our Readers'Problems feature, unless otherwise instructed.
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though the major record companies
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M are becoming ever more deeply
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Loose-leaf binders for annual volumes of HFNIRR are
available from: Modern Bookbinders, Chadwick Street,
Blackburn, Lancs. The years 1971 to 1982 are each covered by
two binders ( January- June and July- December). Price £. 00

been invested in research before
manufacture begins; but we have heard it
argued that hardware selling at £400
would have the ' advantage' of keeping
the demand for software down. Down,
that is, to manageable proportions for the
time being, so that the record companies
could cope with the new- style disc
manufacture while production
techniques evolved and teething troubles
were overcome. Assuming alate- 1982
launch, the survey predicted that those
initial 20,000 customers would
nevertheless have purchased 300,000
Compact Discs by the end of 1983, and
that player sales in Britain would total one
million by 1987, by which time over 17
million of the new discs would have been
acquired. It was also assumed that during
their first year, CD records would be sold
mainly in hi-fi shops, as record retailers
would not cope adequately with the new
medium.
This latter suggests atechnical rather
than musical bias, but do Sony or Philips
(or anyone else) really know which CD
buying patterns to plan for when it
comes to musical content? Does the ' lay'
hi-fi public follow the general middle-ofthe-road trend which makes James Last
the biggest of all European sellers, or is
the very willingness of someone to buy a
£400 player an indicator of musical
selectiveness when it comes to the
software? This could be vital for the
chosen balance of musical program
material in relation to the cost of pressing
runs. Such points were touched upon last
month by Martin Colloms in his article about Direct Metal Mastering, a
development pointing in the opposite
direction, to possible resuscitation of the
LP via high- quality short- run recordings
using new analogue cutting and pressing
procedures.
It's all very speculative and uncertain,
and as so often happens when new
technologies impinge upon art and life,
the boldest and best argued of prognostications may go awry. There could, for
instance, be an early rash of cheap CD
players ( without the sophisticated bandselection facilities of which Philips are so
proud) to upset the carefully controlled
growth plotted by Sony. Or what if nearly
all the early buyers of CD hardware turn
out to be classical music lovers who then
feel frustrated and angry at the scarcity of
'uneconomic' specialist software? We
shall have to wait and see. But however
uninterested the Americans, or dilatory
the Europeans, let it be noted that both
hard- and software are due to be
launched at the Tokyo Audio Fair in
October. Will we ( or should we) be far
behind the Japanese?
for one ( post paid) or £ 5.50 for apair. For earlier years, please
ask for aquotation.

MICROFILMS & INDEXING
Microfilm and microfiche copies of HFN/RR or articles
therefrom are available commercially from University
Microfilms International. NorthAmerican applicationsto: 300
N. Zeeb Street, Ann Arbor, Michigan 48106, USA; UK and rest
of world; 30/32 Mortimer Street, London WIN 7RA.
Technical articles of full page length or over appearing in
HiFi News & Record Review are detailed in the Current
Technology Index.
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VHS head cleaner
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C60
C90
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C46
C60
C90
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C90
C60
C90
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C60
C90
C60
C90
C90

0.65
0.69
0.82*
1.25
0.89
0.99
1.09*
1.83
1.29
1.15
1.59
1.23
1.49*
1.45
1.99
1.85
2.69
4.29

per set £4.45
machine
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SETtill complete
VHS and Beta
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MAXELL
MAIL ORDER

TOP TAPE, 27 Springfield Road, Harrow,
Middx. HAl 4,OF.

Tel: 01-861 0601
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Postage 75p - Orders over EBB POST FREE
Payments by cash, cheque or postal order
Top Tape do not have credit card facilities
Some items may not be available in all branches
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•Promotion prices whilst stocks last
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UD 35-90
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More than meets
the eye
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N16 Martin's
123 Stoke Newington High Street
NW6 Audio T 190 West End Lane
NW6 Field Electronics
81SalusburyRoad. Queens Park
SW11 Off Records
58 Battersea Rise. Clapham Junction
W1 Playback Studio 41 Windmill Si, Tottenham Court Rd
BANBURY Music Market
15 High Street
BATH Paul Green Hi Fi
Harpers Furnishing, London Road
BEDFORD Tavistock Hi Fi
21 Tavistock Street
BELFAST 1Gramophone Shop
16 Donegall Square North
BELFAST 7Knights Records
33 Botanic Avenue
BOURNEMOUTH Suttons
10 Gervis Place
BRADFORD Erricks
Fotosonic House. Rawson Square
BRIGHTON Jeffries HiFi
69 London Road
BRISTOL 7Radford Hi Fi
52 Gloucester Road
BRISTOL 8Absolute Sound & Video 250iieens Road.Clif ton
CAMBRIDGE Speechley Hi Fi
1Hawthorn Way, Chesterton
CARDIFF Audio Excellence
13 Kings Road, Canton
CHELTENHAM Absolute Sound & Video 42 Albion Street
CHESTER Video Vaults
116 Northgate Street
CROYDON KJ Leisuresound
89 London Road
EASTBOURNE Jeffries Hi Fi 4Albert Parade, Green Street
EDGWARE Planet
88 High Street
EDINBURGH Audio Aids
52 George Street
EGHAM Recordwise
172 High Street
ENFIELD AT Labs
191 Chase Side
GLASGOW Music Room
221 St Vincent Street
GLOUCESTER Music Market
25 Westgate Street
GRIMSBY Grimsby Hi Fi
71 Cartergate
GUILDFORD PJEquipment
3Bridge Street
HARROGATE Discount Sales 81 Station Parade
HARROW The Tape Shop
27 Springfield Road
ILFORD AT Labs
442 Cranbrook Road, Gants Hill
LEICESTER Son i( Leicester)
135 Belgrave Road
LINCOLN Lincoln Hi Fi
271A High Street
LIVERPOOL CBS Audio Visual
126 St John's Precinct
MANCHESTER 14 Shadoos
162 Wilmslow Road
MIDDLESBROUGH Boro Electronics
118 Borough Road
NEWCASTLE-on- TYNE Hi Fi Opportunities 33 Handyside At ,
NEW MAIDEN Surrey Cameras
31 High Street
NOTTINGHAM Nottingham HiFi 120 Alfreton Road
OXFORD Absolute Sound
19 Old High St. Headington
PONTEFRACT AGJ Shell Garage Knottingley Road
PORTSMOUTH TV & Video
33 Powerscourt Rd. North End
SHREWSBURY Avon Hi Fi
12 Barker Street
SOUTHAMPTON Suttons
421 Shirley Road
STEVENAGE Anglia Sound
23 Queensway
STOCKPORT EW Hewitt
104 Princes Street
SWINDON Absolute Sound & Video 60 Fleet Street
TONBRIDGE Tonbridge Hi Fi
19 Quarry Hill Road
WATFORD Baileys
131 The Parade. High Street
WESTON-s-MARE Burnham Audio Visual 152 HighSt, Wons
WEYMOUTH Dorset Radio
29 Walpole Street
WORCESTER Johnsons Sound
43 Friar Street
WORTHING Phase 3Hi Fi
53 Lower Brighton Road
YEOVIL Yeovil Audio
3Princes Street
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The firm for Speakers

Bigger and Better for 1982
the colourful Wilmslow Audio brochure
-the definitive loudspeaker catalogue!
Everything for the speaker constructor- kits, drive units,
components for HiFi and PA.
50 DIY HiFi speaker designs including the exciting new
dB Total Concept speaker kits, the Kef Constructor range,
Wharfedale Speakercraft, etc.
Flatpack cabinet kits for Kef, Wharfedale and many others.
* Lowest prices - Largest stocks *
* Expert staff - Sound advice *
* Choose your DIY HiFi Speakers in the comfort of our *
two listening lounges
(Customer operated demonstration facilities)

QED Products are available

Alternatively, order direct

* Ample parking *

from around 100 " Class A"

and we will despatch your

Send £ 1.50 for catalogue

dealers and about 1200 other order within 24 hours post
and packing free.
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In August we printed an item
about Dual which implied that
their
new
backing
concern,
Thomson Brandt, was primarily

Telarc back

Following their acquisition of the
Sheffield Labs catalogue, Mobile
Fidelity distributors Tek Marketing
have signed an agreement to distribute the American Telarc label
in the UK. Telarc recordings are
exclusively
made
with
the
Soundstream digital recording
system, and are based on apurist
miking
philosophy,
generally
using three B&K omni mikes to
give minimum coloration and the
maximum sense of ease ( apart
from a propensity to include
'impressive' bass drums). Details
on titles and availability from Tek
Marketing, Burrel Road, St Ives,
Huntingdon, Cambs PE17 4LE.

New Heybrook
With their first two models, the
small HB2 and larger HB3, gaining
both credibility and ameasure of
success in the overcrowded UK
loudspeaker market, Heybrook are
introducing a new, lower priced
model, the HB1. An IB design, it
combines a doped paper cone
woofer with a soft plastic dome
tweeter ( with ferrofluid in the
voice-coil gap) and has ausefully
high sensitivity ( 89dB output at 1m
for 1watt input). The rear terminal
block is removable to allow for the
substitution of two pairs of input
terminals for possible future

interested in the turntable side of
the business. We have heard subsequently that this is not the case
at all, since Thomson Brandt have
in fact declared their commitment
to invest widely in the brandname, with a long-term policy
which will see an increase in all
areas of Dual's product range,
including turntables, electronics
and ' other fields'. A positive
decision to meet the Japanese
challenge head-on perhaps?
Shown above is Dual's prototype CD player, announced last
month.

Wharfedale Phoenix
Well, not quite a phoenix, which
arose from its own ashes after
being burnt at the ripe old age of
500. It was only 50 years for
Wharfedale, and the Idle factory
was not actually burnt down by
Rank after they closed it on July
23rd. But a resurrection has
occurred, and with aslight shift of
name
to
Wharfedale
Loudspeakers the grand old label
is with us again. The brand name,
factory, R & D facilities, and all
plant and stocks have been
acquired by a company called
Tradewest Ltd., who plan to restart
the business on a restructured
basis, continuing the present
range and the established aftersales set-up. Some key personnel
have agreed to join the new
company, and we can only wish all
concerned
every
possible
success.

October Shows

Hi Fi shows this month cover the
country. First off is the Cleartone
show at The Last Drop Village,
Bromley Cross, Bolton and the
show is open on Friday evening,
1st, Saturday 2nd and Sunday 3rd
October.
The weekend after that, London
witnesses ' Hi Fi and Video World',
biamping. Pricewill be£119.95 per
which is being organised by Bartpair, inc VAT: details from Mecom
left's Hi Fi and Video Centre in the
(Acoustics) Ltd, Knighton Hill,
Holloway Road. Venue isthe WestWembury, Plymouth PL9 OED.
moreland Hotel, opposite Lords
Cricket Ground, and opening
times are 3-8pm, Friday 8th, 10am8pm Saturday 9th, and 10am-6pm
Following a successful visit last
Sunday 10th October.
winter by Ivor Tiefenbrun - yes,
Solent Audio 82 is the sixth
it's.that man again! - the Univershow to be held by Hamilton Elecsity of Aberdeen and Naim Music
tronics of Southampton. Venue is
of Inverness are joining forces to
the Post House Hotel, Southamppromote a regular series of talks
ton and the show will be open on
on hi-fi topics. Kicking off the
Saturday 23rd and Sunday 24th
season will be A&R Cambridge's A new extra low profile pure Carbon
October.
John Dawson on October 25th at Fibre Sweep Arm has been introThe same weekend sees the apthe Ladbroke Mercury Hotel in duced by Hunt FDA in response to
pearance of the Scottish Hi Fi &
Inverness, and future speakers the demand for sweep arms that
Video Exhibition, organised by
include Bob Stuart of Meridian and will fit B&O turntables. The new
Edinburgh dealers Hi Fi Corner
HFNIRR's own John Atkinson.
unit, finished in black or chrome, is and the Gramophone Co., in
24mm high ( to fit under B&O association with the Edinburgh
covers that are 25mm high) and Evening News. Venue is the Post
comes complete with an auxiliary House Hotel ( near the zoo on the
vertical pin that also allows for a A8), parking shouldn't be a
high setting of 44mm.
problem, and opening times are
Price has not yet been fixed, but 1.30-8pm Friday 22nd, 11am-details can be obtained by ringing 8pm Saturday 23rd, and 11am01-720 7696/5449.
6pm Sunday 24th October.

Scotch talk

Hunt EDA arm

M & A tubes
Valve amplifier manufacturers
Michaelson & Austin have been
concentrating on export since the
introduction lastyearof their latest
models, but now will be supplying

MOSFET Moving Flux generator',
or ' 8-18-11' gives you: ' servo- lock
tuned dual- bridge rectified internal standing wave'. As HFN/RR
Those jolly nice chaps at Celestion has been using an antique jargon
have decided to help us poor generator, compiled by Donald
journalists out by compiling aHi Fi Aldous in the days when loudJargon Generator. Hi Fi words and speakers used electromagnetics,
phrases have been arranged in we were very grateful to get an
three columns and to become a ' hi- updated model from our friends at
fi expert', all the reader has to do is Ipswich, and we felt we had to
to pick three numbers between 1 share it with HFNIRR readers, so
and 21 at random, and to find the that they, too, will be able to baffle
appropriate phrase. For example - and impress, of course - their One suspects that the main reason
'7-2-6' gives you: ' Bias corrected friends.
behind the successful spread,
despite its lack of fusing, of the
small 6 amp IEC-type three pin
HI-FI JARGON GENERATOR
plu9 is the way its size enables
1. Transient
1. Psycho acoustic
1. Bottom idler
main leads, . plugs and sockets to
2. Bright sounding
2. MOSFET
2. Leakage effect
be unobtrusively tucked away,
3. Laser developed
3. Fast Fourier
3. Bucket brigade
4. Anechoic
4 Jumper selectable
4. Oscillatory drift
particularly with the matching
5. Asynchronous
5. Super Heterodyne
5. Roll off characteristic
distribution boards produced by
6. Direct- to-disc
6. Bituminously damped
6. Moving Flux generator
companies such as QED. A
7. Bias corrected
7. Calibrated
7. Linear interpolation
competing,
non- compatible,
8. Servo lock tuned
8. Torsional
8. Magnetic shunt
design of plug and socket has now
9. Time delayed
9. High hysteresis
9. Equalisation position
been
introduced,
called
10. Antistatic
10. Variable reluctance
10. Insertion loss
'Masterplug'. Complying with BS
11. Peripheral
11. Bifurcated
11. Internal standing wave
12. Digitally processed
12. Transcendental
12. Arm resonance
5733, it comes as a4-way in- line
13. Uncoloured
13. Phase coherent
13. Cyclic redundancy check code
adaptor with shuttered sockets
14. Unclipped
14. Intermodulation
14. Extended response
and 4 plugs, the total giving 13
15. Bipolar
15. Eigentonal
15. Third order Butterworth
amps capability, or 6 amps max
16. Negative feedback
16. Comb filtered
16. Temperature peak efficiency
per plug. Price is £8.95 plus £ 1p&p
17. Peak programme
17. Interferometric
17. Stereohedron
and the Masterplug is available
18. Coaxially suspended
18. Dual bridge rectified
18. Passive crossover
from S&B Developments, 618-620
19. High transfer
19. Reciprocating
19. Repeat inserts
20. Reflex
20. Svvitchable gain
20. Mounting threshold
Kings Road, London SW6. One
21. Ultra linear
21. Dynamic
21. Vibrating diaphragm
word of caution: we have found

aselect number of dealers. Beautifully finished in gold lacquer ( as
photo) or chrome, the 100 watts
mono M-100 power amps will cost
£650 per pair, with £600 for the
TVP-X preamp (which comes with
aseparate power supply). Details
from 3 Balmoral Grove, London
N7 9NCt. Tel: 01-607 3517/3966.

Celestion Jargon

Plug & Socket

HI-F1 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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that 6 amp plugs are not really
suitable
for
high
powered
amplifiers, so distribution boards
such as the Masterplug are best
used for preamp, tuner, cassette
deck, etc, etc, with aconventional
13 amp socket for the power amp.

CROSSWORD SOLUTION
131313013B 13 CI 13
C1131313131311
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C1130111C1 CI gl CI
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SO SORRY...
SIMPLY VALHALLA

Explore new
horizons living
with thegNOICE
<k_<\%_

ADVANCED ACOUSTIC DESIGN
111 Winner Street, Paignton, Devon TQ3 3BP
Tel: 0803 558009

Y

ES— those terrible LINN people have
done it again...further improved the
LP12!

Whereas the ' Nirvana' dealt with
improvements in belt, suspension and
fasteners, the 'Valhalla' offers an improved
switch and independence of mains voltage
and frequency variations.
At £373 plus arm, the price increase is
modest indeed, and is the first increase on
the LP12 for two years.
Now you can own the latest LP12 for just
£419 complete with Basik arm & cartridge,
or £448 with the ' new' Basik LV.X

Neat 'II
Ti

Our extensive range of demonstration
turntables include all the leading pick-up
arms, and can be heard through the best
amplifiers and speakers, including the full
range of LINN: ( lsobariks, Saras, Kans);
A.R.C.4050, 101, 202).
WRITE OR RING NOW TO BOOK YOUR APPOINTMENT
INSTANT CREDIT
WE STOCK THE FULL RANGE OF KOETSU.

Connecting Hi Fi equipment to the mains inevitably presents problems
and usually results in abulky, untidy and sometimes dangerous

equipment

installation.
These problems can be overcome by using one of the QED range of
miniature Mains Distributions Units incorporating B.E.A.B. approved
6 Amp mains sockets.
The 4-socket unit illustrated is only 210 x38 x 38mm in size and is
fitted with a2 metre mains lead terminating in astandard 13 Amp
mains plug.

Prices
In- Line 4 socket Dist. Unit
In- Line 6 socket Dist. Unit

( type DU4)
( type DU6)

In- Line 8 socket Dist. Unit
( type DUB)
4 socket with interference suppression (type DU4S)
6 socket with interference suppression ( type DU6S)
Special 6 Amp plug to fit units

( type 9/3MK2)

£ 8.99
£12.98
£ 17.50
£ 16.99
£ 19.98
£ 1.05

Please contact your local QED dealer or write to us directly at the
address shown below.

12E13 AUDIO PRODUCTS

LIMITED
Unit 12. Ashford Industrial Estate, Shield Road, Ashford, Middx. Tel : Ashford 46236
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Martin Colloms
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Sony PCM-F1

1

S

ONY ARE possibly the major manufacturer of professional digital recording
equipment to date. Beginning in 1979 with
the commercial release of their 14 bit PCM 1
adaptor for video recorders, they subsequently went on to work on two fronts,
developing fixed-head professional recorders
as well as employing existing video tape
technology to store the high density digitally
coded audio recordings. In professional circles industrial ' U-matic' VCRs are used with
matching encode/decoding electronics. A
less ambitious approach, although still quite
costly, has employed domestic type Betamax
VCRs plus asmaller digital processor, these
following the trend set by the PCM 1, and
culminating at present in the release of their
latest 'domestic' orientated unit, the PCM-F1.
Costing just under £ 1000, exclusive of
video machine, it is obviously not just another inexpensive domestic tape recorder,
and Isuspect that most of them will find their
way into professional or semi-professional
hands. However, some cost comparisons are
revealing; if abasic Betamax recorder such as
Sony's new C6 were to be used in conjunction
with the PCM-F1, then the total cost is approximately £ 1400 (of course the C6 can
double as adomestic VCR since it is equipped
with tuner and programme timer). For a
roughly comparable analogue performance a
high speed Revox B77 with Dolby-A processing would be alogical choice, but at arather
higher price. In addition, tape consumption
for the two media has to be taken into consideration. A 10.5 in. open-reel tape of 45
minutes duration (that fact perhaps a limitation) will cost around £ 15 ie, £20 per hour,
while a L750 Betamax cassette lasting 3%
hours will set you back around £8.40 ie, only
£2 per hour. Let us suppose that over the
course of three years one bought the equivalent of asingle open- reel tape per month,

L CH LINE
? INPUT

amounting to atotal of 36 hours of program,
the final expenditure on tape will be a high
£900! On digital video-cassette, for the same
tape time we would have spent just £90, and
hence over the three year period the overall
cost of the digital system (equipment plus
tape) will be approximately £ 1500, against a
total of some £2700 for the analogue.
Perhaps surprisingly, this shows that the
digital wins on grounds of price alone, even if
the Dolby-A unit is omitted from the analogue
set-up ( it is theoretically necessary to attain
some sort of technical equivalence on dynamic range). Admittedly, we must set the
difficulty of editing video recordings against
the obvious dual function capability of most
VCRs. For domestic purposes editing means
cross-dubbing on asecond VCR, but professional type digital audio editors are very
costly. With analogue tape, of course, the
basic equipment for precision editing is a
razor blade. Consequently for the digital
consumer, off stage or musical faults can only
be
removed
by
rerecording separate
passages.
By the time you are reading this review, the
introduction of the digital audio Compact
Disc should be only weeks away, and this
DIGITAL
PEAK DETECTOR

RECORDING
VOLUME
-0
LINE

L CH MIC
INPUT

A/D
CONVERTER
CX899
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LPF

MIC

DATA

16k bit
MEMORY
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REC LSI ENCODER
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1:11

DIVIDER
R CH

COPY

SAME

COPY

21MHz
EMPHASIS MUTING
COPY
DETECTOR
16k bit
MEMORY

PROHIBIT
VIDEO
INPkir

report assumes especial importance, the
Sony CD DAD ( Compact Disc, digital audio
disc) player and the PCM-F1 sharing important common elements. The key decode 16 bit
integrated circuit DIA converter used in the
F1 is essentially the same as that used for the
DAD player, and, having made certain allowances for side effects due to storage replay errors and their correction, the sound
quality of the two machines should be very
similar. Here was a valuable opportunity to
sample the potential replay quality of the
DAD system; moreover, chosen program
using live recordings could be employed as
opposed to the rather gimmicky and less
satisfactory material so far offered by the
major brands for the press promotion of CD.
First things first: the PCM-F1 is acompact
processor for the production of high quality
digital audio recordings, in conjunction with
any well adjusted PAL ( UK standard) video
cassette recorder. It is so compact (8cm H x
21.5cm W x30.5cm DI that ashoulder strap is
provided to aPlow its portable operation
(weight amere 4.0kg). Mains power supplies
are not incorporated; instead an optional and
internally fitted rechargeable battery pack
gives an hour's use. Other power sources
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include the mains/charger pack (AC-700)
supplied with the unit or 12VDC such as acar
battery used via an adaptor cable. For portable recording the PCM is complemented by
a new matching Betamax VCR, the SL- F1,
which has similar power supply arrangements and optional rechargeable batteries
also giving a one hour running time. (The
batteries need about one hour to recharge
fully).
With a stereo microphone array in one
hand, or perhaps strapped to one's head or
shoulders, plus the PCM and SL on the other,
you have a human mobile digital audio
recorder and replay system!
Mention of the PCM-F1's 16 bit nominal
resolution has been made, and those conversant with the Japanese EIAJ digital recording standard will immediately query this
since that standard defines 14 bit use. However, Sony still claim conformance, as the
PCM-F1 will operate with both the 14 bit
standard and its own 16 bit resolution, this
switch-selected on the rear panel, and
without pre-selection, on replay the F1 will in
any case select automatically 14 or 16 bit
program. With the switch in the 14 bit mode,
and set to 'copy' it will translate its unique 16
bit format to the 14 bit EIAJ standard for
transcription to another 14 bit player. Switched
to 14 bit, it will both record and replay in that
format, the reason for these complicated
arrangements lying in Sony's adaptation of
the 14 bit VCR recording method to
accommodate 16 bits of information.
In the Sony literature, reference is made to
the recording format ( officially NTSC, US)
where P & Q word error correction is used.
Each correction word covers 16 lines of
equivalent video data, providing an ability to
correct for atotal dropout of up to 32 lines,
this amounting to avery severe loss. In view
of the present good performance of both the
modern VCRs and of decent tapes, Sony have
chosen to exploit the Q word space of 16 lines
and use it to encode the two more bits
thereby providing a16 bit recording. Sony do
note that the use of the longest play tapes is
less advisable, presumably due to the reduced error protection resulting from the
deletion of the CI word being more risky with
the greater likelihood of drop-outs. Furthermore, the F1 supplied for review was
equipped to conform to the UK PAL standard,
and not the NTSC of the 'official' Technics
SVP100 digital recorder or the Hitachi model
reviewed last December, for example. The
Sony uses pre-emphasis/de-emphasis to
improve the signal/noise ratio, using rather
mild 50µs/15s time constants; this is always
present on ' record' but automatically switched in or out depending on the origin of a
particular tape chosen for replay.
Design & circuitry
The block diagram ( fig.1) is worth studying,
as it illustrates anumber of points associated
with the system. Sony point out that they
have taken considerable care over both analogue and digital stages to ensure the highest
possible sound quality, not only from objective, but also from subjective, viewpoints.
Mike signals are amplified by ahigh performance dual-FET stage then fed to the input
level control as an alternative to the line
source. A buffer amplifier drives the so called
'rec mute' line which does just that, also
bypassing the recording chain to the output,
thereby serving in addition as a line input
monitor. Silent muting on tape is also provided. Before entering the first digital chip,
the signal is bandwidth limited very steeply
by an active low-pass filter at about 21kHz.
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This is the anti-alias filter which prevents
ultrasonic signals from entering the chip, and
producing spurious low frequency, and
hence audible, intermodulation signals. After
filtering, the audio signal enters the Sony
CX899 A/D ( analogue-to-digital) converter —
ahighly advanced design. To achieve anear
16 bit resolution and to control potentially
damaging effects of offset drift due to temperature, a dual- ramp conversion technique
is employed. If examined in fine detail, the
transfer characteristic has minor irregularities in the form of sawtooth effects, these
vanishingly small in the most accurate
examples from production which are used for
the most costly professional units. Consuming just under 0.5W at 5volts the ECL/I 2L
construction CX899 has atarget distortion of
0.0028% at 1kHz, full modulation.
Following digitisation, the signal must then
be encoded, complete with error protection
formatting, to the video record standard to
produce the signal suitable for recording on a
normal VCR. This task is accomplished by the
Sony CX7940 encoder. Essentially to the EIAJ
standard this 42 pin 0.6 watt 5V unit has the
following facilities: 14/16 bit format; PAL/
NTSC recording; electronic editing; quiet
record muting; plus read/write of the control
signal. A 16K bit memory is used in conjunction with this processor, which at a
2.6MHz clock rate employs 13,560 transistors
in an-channel MOS high density silicon chip.
Upon replay, a video signal is fed to the
appropriate input socket. The first four blocks
are associated with video signal recovery and
synchronisation, video head tracking detection also provided via the bar meter display.
The Sony CX7914 sync separator LSI is more
complex than one might expect, and comprises another large 14,000 transistor chip of
1.3W consumption, which works to the EIAJ
PCM standard. It carries the 'auto data slice
level control,' works to 14 and 16 bit, both PAL
and NTSC, as well as carrying the next section
of the electronic editing function ( not provided on this machine).
Following the recovery of the video data
signal it is passed to another large chip, the
TM4505P from Toshiba. Again using nchannel silicon MOS technology, with a
13MHz clock and 15,110 transistors, this EIAJ
unit copes with variable speed playback in
both 14 and 16 bit modes, and covers, in conjunction with a 16K bit memory, triple data
error checking, error corrected digital copy,
digital editing, control read/write, and
PAL/NTSC formats. The digital output is now
ready for final conversion back to audio in
Sony's CX890, this capable of handling both
channels simultaneously. The CX890 is the
chip which is also used for replay in Sony's
Compact Disc player. An easier task than AID,
the D/A conversion to give two channels of

analogue data is performed to a nominal 16
bit accuracy with aspecified 0.0022% distortion full scale. Theoretically, a 16 bit device
with a 1/4 LSB resolution should have a
distortion ( not total harmonic plus noise) of,
say, 0.001%. By implication, this machine
does not quite attain the 16 bit theoretical
specification, suggesting slightly less resolution — estimated at 15 1
/ bits, ie, significant
2
uncertainty in the Least Significant Bit ( LSB).
Spurious ultrasonics generated in the final
conversion are deleted by an active low-pass
filter for each channel and the signals are fed,
via line amplifiers, to the output sockets.
Separate amplifiers drive the headphone
jack.
From a single 12V DC supply, the unit
generates ± 5V and ± 15V power rails to
drive the various analogue and digital circuits. The unit warms noticeably in use, with
its 17W power consumption. The interior is
beautifully constructed with elaborate and
essential screening to prevent interaction of
the myriad digital pulses and although the
components are tightly packed, Sony have
nevertheless found space to incorporate the
rechargeable battery pack. These may be kept
charged and rapidly changed over as required. Sound deadening laminate is used on
the case panels to minimise acoustic
resonance.
Two details — one of design and one of
operation — have not so far been dealt with
by Sony. The former concerns 'dither', particularly on the 16 bit resolution setting. Dither
is a shaped noise source added to the input
signal to mask and partially linearise the
digital resolution floor and thus improve its
subjective quality. It appears that full dither is
present on 16 bit but not on 14, this being left
to take care of itself. Proof of this is given by
the specified S/N ratio of better than 90dB for
16 bit ( quoted as unweighted dynamic
range). With the pre-emphasis engaged, over
100dB should be theoretically possible, and
the shortfall is predominantly due to the
addition of dither. 14 bit should be about
12dB poorer, but it is quoted at the almost
theoretical 85dB level, but with pre-emphasis
not taken into account. This should add
around 6dB, unweighted, giving a 14 bit
figure also of 90dB, which was confirmed on
test.
The other detail concerns aprimitive error
correction method used in most domestic
VCRs, namely asingle line store consisting of
adelay generated by asimple low-pass filter.
If a single line dropout occurs, the delayed
previous line is inserted and while this helps
the video picture, it is possible that it may also
confuse the rather more comprehensive error
protection built into the EIAJ format code.
With severe tape dropout, audio mutilation
may also occur with the VCR line error in
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circuit, and while it would not be difficult to
convert aVCR to offer both modes via asmall
switch, when questioned, Sony UK stated
that the PCM was sufficiently tolerant to cope
with
the
worst
conceivable
conditions using Sony decks. However, this
modification may still be required on other
makes. In this area Sony do not recommend
the use of the longest play and hence most
dropout prone tapes, particularly those of
less than top quality.
In spite of the foregoing, the PCM system
proved very tolerant of tape errors, proving
capable of accepting asignificantly reduced
video bandwidth of as little as 2MHz and
covering video errors on 16 bit mode which, if
viewed as avideo picture, would be regarded
as quite unacceptable. Up to the point of
gross error and hence momentary audio
dropout, the reconstruction is essentially
100% and direct digital recordings can be
made from one VCR to another via the PCMF1 without analogue reconversion. With the
error correction active, this provides a
'master' equivalent on the new copy. With
prerecorded tapes a copy prevention code
may alternatively be used, simply copying
the data direct from one VCR to another,
without the intervention of the PCM-F1.
Appearance & facilities
Some details have been covered in the
technical description but here is an outline of
the panel facilities. Power switches are present on both the power pack and the PCM
front panel, and the standard headphone jack
socket is adjacent with its level control, this
comprising a switched attenuator running
from 0 to — 24dB in 6dB steps. In fact these
steps were more effective than one might
have otherwise expected and alack of normal
volume control was not missed much.
The panel is dominated by the fluorescent
bar-graph meters possessing wide dynamic
range and versatile functions. Scaled from
peak or OdB level down to — 50dB, the major
range is given in 3dB increments with the
uppermost 10dB in 1dB steps. An 'over' red
warning light shows clipping overload, the
meters being placed post-emphasis, at the
end of the chain, to remove any doubt concerning maximum record levels. The meter
dynamics are fast with a separate function
temporarily holding the peak levels; alternatively the maximum peak level can be held
indefinitely and then manually reset. These
meters were thought of highly by all those
who had occasion to try the machine.
The left/right record controls were small
but easy to use and with clear dials marked
0-10. Microphone inputs were unbalanced,
standard jack sockets of 2.3mV sensitivity,
with the non- latching source-monitor/recmute button adjacent. On the rear panel are
the video terminals, all RCA phono type,
these in, out, and copy, with the stereo in/out
set for connection to one's own audio system
at line signal levels. The 14/16 bit switch is
also present on the rear panel and would in
general be left in the 16 bit position.
Sony quoted the following performance
figures: 10Hz to 20Hz response ( no limits!)
with a mid- band harmonic distortion of less
than 0.01%, 14 bit, and 0.007%, 16 bit, plus 85
and 90 dB dynamic ranges respectively. None
of this says very much, though admittedly it

PCM-F1 rear shows 14116 bit switching
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was provisional information and not a full
specification.
Listening results
The PCM unit was used extensively in several
modes and by a number of users. Tony
Faulkner, Mike Skeet and John Atkinson all
tried the machine for live recordings, and
were favourably impressed by its performance. Ihad the opportunity to replay their
digital masters and in the case of J.A.'s
program, make direct comparisons between
analogue and digital tape masters, (38cm/s
/2
1
track Revox non-Dolbyed.) In addition, the
PCM unit was also auditioned connected with
its video in/out sockets linked so as to delete
the VCR storage from the chain. It then becomes an 'analogue' in/out unit which may
be inserted in any preamp chain and the
quality of its AID and D/A conversion system
readily assessed.
Admittedly, in the latter condition the error
protection system is not called upon, and the
PCM proved extremely hard to detect in
circuit. Operating the monitor-mute button
however, did, provide a difference, this
clearly due to increased noise and slightly
altered level via monitor. After extensive
listening, a merest hint of extra brightness
was attributable to the PCM, and even this
could well be the responsibility of the very
slight pre/de-emphasis error which gave a
small treble lift of + 0.2dB around 10kHz.
Using the very finest ancillary audio equipment, the PCM could also be mildly criticised
in terms of avery slight loss of transparency
and sweetness in the upper treble range.
Interestingly, listeners seemed unaware of
the particular aspect of digital systems popularly held to be their 'Achilles' Heel', namely
the steep filters used just outside the nominal
audio bandwidth limit at 20kHz. The fact that
the transient response had amarked ring on it
and that the signal brickwalls at 21kHz,
reaching an extraordinary — 96dB just 3kHz
higher, did not seem to upset the subjective
performance.
During the feedthrough PCM comparisons
the digitally encoded/decoded output from
the F1 was found to be less degraded than
that from awell respected semi-professional
open- reel tape recorder, the latter in source
monitor mode and not off tape!
In all of the listening tests that Iwas involved in where the PCM was used in its intended
form with a VCR as an audio recorder, the
tape and machines were in good condition,
and the interposition of atape stage did not
appear in any way to detract from the high
sound quality established by listening.
All who have heard F1 recordings concede
its musical superiority over analogue tape,
including high speed 1
/2
track mastering with
and without Dolby A. The dynamic range well
exceeded that of known microphone sources,
and was not a particular consideration.
However, the PCM scored on grounds of
clarity, in particular by its ability to separate
the individual instruments in complex scoring rather than mixing them into adeformed
kind of muddiness. Wow and flutter was so
good that it needed no consideration, while
the PCM stereo focus was impressively stable
and precise. It sounded quite transparent
compared with analogue tape, with superior
bass dynamics and extension, and try as we
might, we could not hear any enharmonic or
unmusical additions to the reproduced program. At all times afeeling of liveliness and
immediacy was conveyed by the reproduction, which from other sources was somewhat
lacking by comparison.
As a music storage medium for domestic

Sony SL-F1U8 portable VCR

use it must be the best yet, and in view of the
less musical sounds generated by earlier
professional digital processors — including,
in my view, some of Sony's own — it probably beats anumber of these as well.
Since the major elements of Sony's 16 bit
DAD player have been presented in this
appraisal of the F1, we have a pretty good
idea of the potential performance of that
digital disc player. Providing that overall
standards are not compromised below F1
level, Ihave little doubt concerning the technical and subjective acceptance of CD asa high
quality domestic program source.
One point, however, does bear mentioning,
and that is the noticeable mechanical whirr
emitted by the VCRs and which, if uncontrolled, is likely to prove adistraction both when
live recording and when replaying. Try to
choose aquiet model, and keep it either in a
cupboard or as far from the listening position
is as practicable. The video coded signal is
robust enough to travel long cable lengths,
and the VCR could be remote sited fairly
easily.
Lab report
Some of the results are rather surprising in
that they appear to flout mathematical
theory. In practice, that theory is interpreted
with some freedom, and where 216 resolution
is involved, small changes in the transfer
function such as might be due to dual-slope
conversion, may well affect the distortion
performance.
At full mid-band modulation ( 1kHz), Sony
claim 0.007% distortion or better, about the
equivalent of — 83dB. Measurement suggested something else, as the spectrum analysis
(fig.2a) clearly shows. On this graph the 1kHz
fundamental has been . nulled, and the only
two significant harmonics present are second
at — 97dB and third at — 102dB. Knowing that
the distortion level of digital systems increases
in proportion to reducing record level, take a
look at the second spectrum analysis (fig.2b),
recorded at — 60dB rel. peak. Set at full scale
the second harmonic is the only one visible at
some 50dB down, or — 110dB rel. peak level.
With the 30Hz analyser bandwidth used, the
noise floor at 2kHz lies at — 114dB relative to
peak modulation, all these results indicative
of an excellent performance.
A table of third harmonic distortion against
level for 14 and 16 bit is given in the results.
Some linearity variation is evident with level,
with — 50dB as the threshold area where
0.25% maximum third harmonic was typical
(still > — 100dB rel. peak for both 14 and 16
bit.) In fact, 14 and 16 bit linearity only appeared to differ significantly at full modulation and at the threshold floor.
A comparison of modulation noise from a
10kHz tone for the F.
1 and for an open reel
tape source at 38cm/s 1
/ track is shown (fiO)
2
and while this shows the marked superiority
of PCM over analogue tape, it does not, in
fact, give the whole story. At higher
frequencies arange was reached where input
signals could beat with the digital processor
clock frequency or multiples thereof. This
used to occur in the past with analogue tape
recorders possessing low bias frequencies,
but is never aproblem now, bias frequencies
in the 100kHz range being common.
21
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FIG.3 MODULATION NOISE ADJACENT TO SINGLE 10kHz TONE (AFTER SONY)
However, with the PCM master frequency at
44.056kHz, this is low enough for some beat
tones to appear. (The first Nyquist sampling
null is at one half, or 22.028kHz.) A 20kHz
sinewave input at ametered OdB gave rise ta
tones of 24 and 4kHz, the first ( 44kHz-20kHz)
at — 38dB, and considered to be above
audibility, with the second at 4kHz, ( 44kHz-2
x20kHz) at — 55dB. The latter was potentially
audible but considered to be innocuous in
view of the masking effect of such high level
fundamentals.
With reducing frequency, the in-band beat
tones rapidly reduced to insignificance; for
example, an 18kHz tone gave an 8kHz beat
(44-2x18) at a negligible — 65dB, this performance pertaining to all lower frequencies.
Sony recommend leaving 10dB ' headroom',
and in view of this, the effect of spurious beattones should be minimal.
Noise intermodulation tests were tried
(10kHz-20kHz band-filtered noise octave),
giving results at the threshold for good pre
amplifiers, better than — 65dB of product
below 5kHz measured in '/3octave bandwidths. Two-tone high frequency IM tests
were also conducted, with 19 and 20kHz equal
input tones at full metered peak modulation.
At peak, a reasonable — 50dB was recorded
(poorer than most amplifiers) but with reducing level it rapidly improved to a fine
—80dB at — 20dB level.
Wow and flutter, and pitch stability were
near perfect as the crystal controlled timing
indicates. The pure line form of the reproduced sinewave (fig.3) also showed the high
level of pitch stability in the modulation noise
analysis.
Estimated via the total harmonic method,
which includes noise, distortion results are
given for 20Hz, lkHz and 20kHz. While the first
two were straightforward, the last was apparently poor at around — 45dB, or an equivalent 0.6% distortion. Analysis showed that
this is due to noise rather than distortion,
because the distortion harmonics of 20kHz
are beyond the bandpass of the system.
Spectrum analysis showed the presence of
beat tones above audibility and abetter idea
of high frequency linearity may be gained
from the two tone intermodulation result,
which was pretty good over some 70dB of
dynamic range.
Crosstalk was excellent — better than
—76dB from 20Hz to 20kHz — while channel
balance held to 0.05dB limits over the same
range. The record/replay frequency response
met 20Hz to 19.5kHz limits ± 0.2dB, with
—3dB points at 10Hz and 21.1kHz. By 24kHz
the response was 96dB down while the recHI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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mute/monitor line gave a20Hz to 20kHz + 0,
—0.1dB response.
Signal/noise ratios, while not to the theoretical limit, easily beat the specification and
were exemplary, particularly in 16 bit mode.
Both A and CCIR-weighted figures of 95-96dB
were obtained, which were better than the
monitor line (as heard on audition), this being
nearly 10dB poorer.
A 3kHz test tone was recorded and auditioned on headphones via an auxiliary high

gain amplifier. The record level was then
progressively reduced until the tone was extinguished or buried in noise. Assessing
dynamic range as peak to extinction,. 16 bit
achieved a remarkable 105dB, and 14 bit,
96dB. The 16 bit decay was clean, but some
graininess was observed on 14 bit due to the
absence of dither noise.
On theoretical grounds, and assuming the
'4 LSB resolution with pre-emphasis, we
could expect adynamic range of 115dB with
16 bit encoding. The failure to meet the 16 bit
resolution was amply masked by dither and
the overall figure recovered by pre-emphasis.
Icannot argue with this, since the Sony
compromise most certainly worked well. The

PCM-Fl Results Table
Frequency response at - 10dB
(OdB = full modulation)
Response, record/replay
Response mute/monitor

out of band roll-off at 24ItHz, 96dB down.

Speed stability, wow & flutter

Both excellent and well below 0.01% DIN pk.

Third harmonic distortion
of 300Hz tone 16 bit
14 bit
via rec mute monitor

20Hz to 19.5kHz ± 0.2dB
20Hz to 20kHz, + 0, - 0.1dB

0
-102
-96
-110

record
- 30 - 50 -60 - 70 level (dB)
- 60 - 53 -SO
NdB
- 60 - 52 — - 42dB
- 100
N
N
NdB [ N = Noise]

Total harmonic distortion
1kHz, record/replay 16 bit
0 dB
14 bit
at - 20dB
16 bit
at - 20dB
14 bit

20Hz
I
kHz
20kHz
-90 - 94 - 45dBN* ( at - 10dB)
-89 - 92 - 45dBN* ( at - 10dB)
-70N* - 73NC - 45d1IN•
-69 N*- 68 N*-45dB N*

System gain
Input overload
Input sensitivity

0.375V in for 1.45V out (+ 11.8dB)
6V line, 112mV mike
0.375V line; 2.3mV mike (- 73dB S/N 'A')
Note: for >90dBA mikeS/N. needs > 10mV input.)

•
Intermodulation distortion
CCIR 19kHz, 20kHz
1kHz difference tone

at peak meter level - 50dB
at - 10dB
- 70dB
at - 20dB
- 80dB

Meter calibration
Indicated reading
0 - 9.5 - 18.3 - 30 - 40 - 50dB
1kHz level
0 - 10 - 20 - 30 - 40 - 50dB
(Peak reading after pre-emphasis, delaying peak hold indication, redlamp overload. OdB = full
modulation.)
.
Crosstalk
Signal/noise ratios
permanent pre-emphasis 16 bit
full gain line in 14 bit
rec/mute monitor
Typical
Spurious responses
Spurious ' clock' signals
Pre-emphasis
Dynamic range
Squarewave performance
500Hz
Sound quality
Price £ 1000 plus aVCR, eg Sony C6 at£400.

Od8
L- R

20Hz
- 76dB

Unwtd (ex hum)
91
90
88

1kHz
20kHz
- 743dB - 78dB
'A'
95
90
87

CCIR
96dB
91dB
136dB

20kHz input at - 10dB gave inaudible 24.125kHz
at - 38dB, and virtually inaudible 4.125kHz at - 70dB
18kHz input gives 8.1kHz beet at - 74dB
Output residuals 88.10kHz at - 94dB
44kHz at - 113dB
Automatic switching, amountsto + 10dB at 20kHz
rel. 1kHz, OdEt. ( 50µs + 15µs)
peak signal to aural extinction, 3kHz
approximately 105dB 16 bit ( clean)
„
96dB 14 bit (grainy)
normal performance, 25% overshoot & ringingat
high frequency band edge
very good, see text

Note:

N* — due to ultrasonic enharmonic products; the downhand 20kHz 'distortion' is -55dB at OdB metered
?3

Hi Fi Buyer's Guide

'The frequency response trend was elegant, with a
rise which was not too marked until well outside the
audio spectrum, while separation was superior, with good
results up to high frequencies:
'Stylus compliance was alittle greater than the specified
1lcu but the cartridge remains firmly in the medium area
and results suggest an effectivearm mass in the middle range
(upwards of lOg plus cartridge) will be best. Mild
arm damping would be worth considering.
Compared with the earlier model, this version
reflects astep forward in tracking ability, and the
standard test was completed below the maker's
figure:
`This looks like the welcome return of the
prodigal! The technical accomplishment is admirable,
and in the light of current developments the cartridge
must be acclaimed as tops for value:
HiFi Buyer's Guide-Jan'82

The MCIOMkII is an update of the least expensive in
their current range of moving-coil cartridges and designed
with value- for- money in mind. Nevertheless, the
construction and packaging- and the performance, as I
soon discovered- correspond to the high standards we have
come to expect from this Danish Company:
'The stylus is a nude diamond elliptical with a thin
walled aluminium alloy cantilever and low effective tip macs.
A new feature in the MkII design is what Ortofon
their WRD (Wide Range Damping) whereby two
layers of rubber compound separated by ametal
disc provide adequate compliance at low
frequencies, while shifting to alow- mass
configuration at high frequencies:
'Though Ido not believe that the Ortofon
Computer is deliberately kind to Ortofon Cartridges,
the read out is certainly remarkably good. Tracking
ability at 15mN scores full marks and channel
separation is 30/30db.
It is wide-ranging and accompanied by an almost
immaculate frequency response plot:
'At its price of £55, the Ortofon MC10MkII looks like a
winner and can be strongly recommended to anyone who has
the necessary moving-coil booster transformer or amplifier!
Gramophone-Feb '82

HiFi for Pleasure

'The MC10MkII is astraight forward moving coil from
the original protagonists of moving coils- as well as being
one of the less expensive types available:
'Dynamics were well preserved, and stereo imagery
was unambigious and stable. Tonally, too, the MC10 was
accurate, and Isuspect that Ortofon may have a
more popular MC cartridge on their hands than
they have had for some while:
HiFi For Pleasure-Feb '82
These are just afew of the reviews of the
MC10MkII which have appeared so far,
good as they are, we're quietly
confident that they're the
first of many.

FOR MORE INFORMATION WRITE TO HARMAN UK, MILL STREET, SLOUGH, BERKS. OR RING SLOUGH (0753) 76911.

usual dynamic range result is, in fact, given
by the S/N ratio figure.
The 500Hz squarewave performance (fig.4)
was typical for ahigh accuracy flat response
network with a sharp cut-off filter at 21kHz.
The wave shape says neither more nor less,
but did illustrate the excellent low frequency
performance, such auniform flat top within
the ringing being an impossibility with openreel tape.
The meters proved pretty accurate over the
whole range and were helpful for general line
monitoring in the audio system. At maximum
sensitivity the unit offered a 12dB gain on
'line' with a 375mV minimum input for full
modulation. Input overload was greater than
6V, the maximum output level (OdB) equal to
1.45V. 2.3mV input was sufficient for the mike
input ( not suitable for moving-coil types), to
modulate fully with a satisfactory overload
margin of 33dB ( 112mV max). At full gain the
mike S/N ratio was only 73dBA, and to fully
exploit the F1, peak input signals over 10mV
are required for better than 90dBA. The mike
itself can also be alimitation here.
Sony recommended that normal record
level be set at — 15dB with the space above
allowed as headroom for peaks. Experiments
made with the F1 driven progressively into
clipping were encouraging, though. The latching, dropout, and gross distortion encountered with some earlier PCM adaptor designs
were entirely absent, the clipping being of a
gentle nature, symmetrical and similar to that
heard from a good quality line amplifier.
Momentary clipping was easily missed subjectively, the unit appearing to recover very
quickly.
It is interesting to note that as this review
was in the final stages of completion, the
results of a weekend dealer seminar and
presentation staged by Meridian became
available. Although
ostensibly covering
other audio matters, their technical director,
Bob Stuart, took the opportunity to carry out
blind listening tests using the PCM-F1. A
logic-controlled switch was developed,
whose insertion in ahigh quality audio chain
was not reliably detected by ear, and it was
then used for the random switching of the
PCM, used as avideo link as described earlier,
into the signal path. A Hewlett Packard HP85
desktop computer was employed as controller, with the listeners required to make a
forced choice and identify the presence or
absence of the PCM unit. Each subject had 13
trials, of which the first three were practice
runs, and atotal of 63 runs were made, providing afinal total of 600 to be used as 'data.'
With this arrangement, and using acknowledged high quality equipment ( including the
M10 speakers), plus discerning listeners, an
analysis of the runs gave the following
results. To a99.9% probability anormal distribution could be assumed, this clearly indicating that the presence of the PCM unt in the
chain was not identified by the group.
Incidentally, the PCM sample they used did
have avirtually flat frequency response, and
level accuracy was matched to 0.05dB for
both channels at 300Hz and 3kHz. Source
program was disc for all tests.
Storage VCRs
Two VCRs were tried with the PCM-F1, the
first achoice on grounds of cost, namely the
new Sony C6 (that pussy in the ads must have
an IQ greater than mine!), and secondly, the
much more expensive — albeit obvious —
partner, Sony's portable SL- F1 UB. The latter
and its matching tuner/timer and power supply are cased similarly to the PCM, and make
a 'component' grouping.
HI-FI NEWS& RECORD REVIEW
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new loudspeaker patents can be
MOST
ignored. They usually claim to offer

perfect reproduction for the first time ever
but are of dubious technical value. Most
cover little more than an armchair idea
which the inventor has patented in his
home country. A recent patent from Lady
Bea Enterprises Inc. of Oklahoma merits
mention if only because the inventors
Wayne and Walter Thomas have filed a
string of applications in 27 countries
around the world ( European patent application 0040281and PCT81/03595).Whatever the technical value of the idea, such
extensive filing has cost the inventors a
considerable amount of money, so presumably they must have faith in their
proposals.
In fact the patent is a rather confusing
combination of several different ideas.
The new speaker cabinet has no front or
back, and is closed off at the rear by alight
panel of foam plastic. At the front there is a
horn of square cross-section, also
moulded from foam plastic. A bass driver
is mounted at the centre of this horn, but
facing backwards into the cabinet space. A
mount block of foam plastics is clamped
over the bass speaker magnet, and this
mount carries three mid and HF horns
which fire out of the horn. There are strip
gaps around the edge of the horn so that
bass energy is radiated through the soft
plastics back of the cabinet, out of the
mouth horn and around its edges. The mid
and high frequencies radiate forwards
from inside the horn. It's unclear exactly
what benefits are supposed to accrue
from this arrangement.
Likewise it's unclear why the inventors
Taking the C6 first, this is a conventional
domestic VCR with atuner and costing alittle
under £400.The normal size of this mains
operated unit dwarfs the PCM adaptor, but
the two worked well together, the C6 also
proving competent as a normal video record/replay deck. In contrast, the SL- F1 UB is
an ultra compact portable VCR designed
for 12V operation, coming without a mains
power pack. An AC adaptor (AC- Fl UB) is
available, or alternatively the matching
tuner/timer unit (TT- F1 UB) incorporates a
suitable power supply. The SL has numerous
facilties and is ahigh performance video in its
own right and, indeed, it should be at the
price— double that of the C6 when purchased
with the tuner. A useful feature for the recordist, however, is the elapsed time meter
(minutes and tens of seconds), rather more
sensible than the calibrated four-digit counter
on the C6.
In mechanical terms the SL- F1 was about as
noisy as the C6 but was found to be a little
more awkward to use, not in terms of its fine
front panel controls, but rather as regards the
multiple cables, plugs and connectors
required at the rear. The SL- F1 also has a
facility for switchable PCM and VCR modes,
(via one of its special 26 pin connectors) this
relating to the line store correction discussed
earlier.
Limited remote control of the C6 is possible
via acable linked unit, while in combination
with the tuner, the SL-F1 offers complete
infra- red control, including record, via aneat
handheld unit. This facility was found to be

then go on to describe acurious filtering,
delay and digital amplification system.
Essentially the audio signal is split into
three bands ( quite conventionally) but
each band is then fed through a delay
circuit which is under the control of aVCO
(voltage controlled oscillator). It seems
that the length of delay is varied by the
level of the signal being handled. The
variously delayed signals are then fed to
an analogue-to-digital converter and the
digital output boosted in adigital power
amplifier. This is built up from agang of
SCRs ( silicon controlled rectifiers) which
provide a high power output for the
speaker units in the cabinet. Sampling is
said to be at 50kHz, to provide full audio
bandwidth. But the digital amplifier described operates on only 8-bit words.
Eight SCRs are used to switch the incoming 8- bit words, and their outputs are
connected to a resistor ladder network.
This converts the high- power digitally
switched signal back into analogue form
for driving the speaker units.
As the system needs three A-to- D converters and three digital amplifiers for
each three-way loudspeaker, it can hardly
be cheap to produce. What's more, the
inventors suggest that 16- bit configurations can be used, depending on the
coding accuracy, and thus dynamic range
required. The patent also suggests that
the system can be used in alarge auditorium with slave speakers connected to
master delays. So perhaps the idea is to
provide avery heavy-duty public address
system for users who are more concerned
with watts that cost.
top. 778

very useful when the VCR was remotely
located from the listening position in order to
improve the noise situation.
Conclusions
Despite the known difficulty of digital processing — particularly the initial AID conversion and also the constraints imposed by
domestically orientated price and portability
considerations — Sony have achieved a
remarkably high standard with their PCM-F1
processor, astandard which Isuspect would
comfortably satisfy even the most sceptical
audiophile designers and listeners.
Assuming this to be the case ( and so far the
mass of subjective evidence certainly seems
to back this viewpoint) digital audio has come
of age. It promised to link the consumer and
the recording studio to anear perfect level of
subjective accuracy, and this promise appears to have been kept. The storage medium
is not important, be it tape or laser-tracked
disc, and on the face of it, Sony's CD player
should sound no worse, although initially it
will be limited by the type and amount of
program available, and the experience of its
manufacturers.
The PCM-F1 was adelight both to use and
to listen to, and despite its initial high cost,
over areasonable time scale it becomes quite
economic in the context of tape use via a
domestic VCR. Ican recommend this unit for
both domestic and semi-professional use,
but Ifear that true professionals will find the
PAL standard, unbalanced inputs, and certain
other details something of anuisance in the
long run.
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InterActive:
a new kind of hifi system that looks
good because it sounds good

In Meridian's unique InterActive hifi
systems, the power amplifiers are
designed as part of the loudspeakers.
The objective: to improve the sound. The
bonus: hifi systems that are remarkably
simple, elegant and compact.

Three systems:
one standard of quality
Meridian make three InterActive Systems.
Each consists of apair of speaker/
amplifiers and acontrol unit. A matching
FM tuner is optional. The M10 System
costs about £2100, the M2 about £ 1000
and the M3, £719.

The technical advantages
By integrating amplifier and loudspeaker
and designing them to work together, bass
reponse, transient response, and
maximum power level are improved. The
speaker may also be made smaller and
the crossover more sophisticated allowing
directivity to be optimised for stereo.
Although there are other 'active' speakers,
none make full use of the potential
advantages except Meridian InterActive.

o

o

o

The main difference between them is how
loudly they will play, and how large they
are.

What you see
Instead of bulky, complicated electronics
all you see is the simple, compact
Meridian control unit and its matching
FM tuner. Both have aminimum of
controls, so your money is spent on the
highest quality electronics, not on features
you don't need.
The power amplifiers are concealed inside
the speakers, which are themselves a
fraction of the size of conventional
systems. The elegant shape of the
speakers, with their small frontal area, is
directly linked to their stereo imaging.

What you hear

Ready for the future

'So how do they sound? Well, in aword,
marvellous' said What HiFi, in its review of
the M2 System. HiFi News described the
M10 System as 'awesome'. High Fidelity
commented of the M2 that its stereo
imaging was 'astonishing ... intensely
pleasurable: something our auditioners
consistently wanted to return to...'

Meridian components' modular
construction allows simple updating as
new signal sources or improved
technology become available, so you can
be sure your system won't become out of
date. Meridian hifi systems are not
inexpensive. But you will always be
pleased you made the investment.

Your Meridian Dealer will advise on a
suitable turntabfe or tape deck from the
many that are available.

Designed for the home,
not for the showroom
Meridian Systems are designed to fit
elegantly and unobstrusiveiy into your
home, not to impress in the showroom.
This is important, because what looks and
sounds most superficially exciting in a
shop, can be disappointing when you get
it home. For this reason, Meridian Dealers
offer home trials or demonstrations. If in
doubt, you may wish to make use of this
before making your decision

BOOTHROYD STUART

/VIERIDIAN
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For more information about Meridian InterActive
Systems, visit your Meridian Dealer, or post the
coupon to:
Boothroyd Stuart Limited, 13 Clifton Road,
Huntingdon, Cambs PE18 7EJ England

Perfectly equipped for
an imperfect world.
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If all the links in the audio chain between the records and your ears, including the
acoustic properties of your room, were ideal that would be perfection. If only...
At A&R we started with imperfect reality and produced aquality audio amplifier system
which offers the perfect solution — the 200 series. It provides allele benefits you have come
to expect from A&R — high quality sound, reliability and styling — and more.
The C200 stereo control unit offers you both 'straight line' amplification and
sophisticated treble and bass controls, which allow you to get the best results from your
complete system.
The C200 tone controls are limited to frequency extremes only and compensate for
any performance constraints in cartridges, speakers and listening room. In addition, the
30Hz filter minimises rumble and deals kindly with small high quality speakers of limited low
end capacity. Both moving coil and magnetic inputs are fully programmable to achieve
optimum cartridge loading.
The story is completed by the SA200 stereo power amplifier rated at over 100 watts
per channel into 8ohms (though it will drive speakers down to as little as 2ohms impedance).
For full details of the A&R route to perfection and the name of your nearest dealer
N
simply return the coupon.
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For people with ears.

Q Mordaunt Short's series 3launch did not
NE OF THIS year's surprises was that

include a model at under £ 100, a price area
which seems to have become de rigeur
amongst specialist speaker manufacturers in
their attempts to come to terms with the current trading recession (
vide KEF, Castle,
Mission etc). Now Mordaunt-Short have rectified matters with the MS20, a simple twounit sealed box which makes surprisingly
little concession either to sound quality or
appearance despite its modest price of £90.
Iam not going to say MS 20 is great hi-fi— it
isn't. It has restricted bass extension, some
uneveness in the midband and a rather
'spikey"untidy' treble. But more important
than these indiscretions, the sound as whole
is nicely integrated and ' all of a piece'. The
limited bass extension may be excused considering the small size of the cabinet, and
qualitatively it was pleasantly well controlled.

More irritating was a degree of midrange
coloration — a sort of ' strangled' effect on
vocals — Ifound somewhat distracting, and
which indicates that this speaker is really only
on the margin of hi-fi. This opinion is reinforced by a generally coarse- sounding
tweeter, and rather limited dynamics and
information. But Ialso tried another manufacturer's £ 100 prototypes at the same time
as the MS 20 ( no names, no pack drill — they
really were prototypes and Ionly did it as a
personal favour), and these showed exactly
how unpleasant acheap loudspeaker can be,
leaving the MS20 standing in a very good
light. All in all this is a bargain speaker with
vices comfortably outweighed by virtues, and
with useful sensitivity for alow cost design.
This sector of the marketplace is getting
quite crowded now, with the established KEF
Coda still selling like hot croissants. Although
perhaps alittle less smooth than the KEF, like
the baby Celestion, the MS 20 is amore lively
performer, more attractive in many ways to
my ears, though my personal vote still ( perhaps perversely, but on information grounds)
goes to Ackroyd. Next year no doubt Ishall
have the dubious pleasure of listening to
everybody's £60 speakers, and sorting out
the chaff from the ... er chaff.

SUBJECTIVE SOUNDS
Paul Messenger

The clever bit is having a forward facing
tweeter and sideways bass/mid unit, so that
the total width is not much wider than the
tube, and narrower than most sets without
pretensions to sound quality. However, because they have spent a little more than the
traditional half-a-crown on the drive units, the
sound is much better than most, at least
matching the B&O 8000, though still falling short
of the clever but now obsolete Philips K12.
Video quality is competent but uninspiring,
in the best tradition of Japanese-tubed sets,
falling somewhat behind the European sets
which use the Mullard 30AX tube: this was
where the B&O really showed its strength. Still
the Grundig is agood packageat acompetitive
price, let down slightly perhaps by the
cluttered remote control unit, the difficulty in
operating the set when you have lost the
remote control, and an unfortunate decision
to misspell the prominent logo ' Super Color';
nice one Grudnig.
SL-5
If there is one Japanese hi-fi product that
shows real design flair it must be the Technics
SL- 10, the record player the size of the record
sleeve. It has spawned a number of related
models, including the even better and
cheaper SL- 7, and now the cheapest yet, the
SL- 5, is appearing on the scene.
This arrived literally during copy deadlines,
so my examination is inevitably cursory and
incomplete, if only because Ihaven't yet had
time to do much switching and swapping
around it. The SL- 5 is currently advertised at
£110, much cheaper than its relations, and is
the first parallel tracker really to get close to
the volume market. It appears that the cost
savings have been achieved by using asignificantly cheaper cartridge than the unusually
high quality models fitted as standard on the
others, and by the extensive use of plastics in
the construction of the lid and arm
mechanism.
The
splendid
ergonomics,
marred only by the slow speed of the automatic mechanisms, have been retained.
Despite cost savings, presentation is
exemplary ( indeed it is much more attractive
looking than the SL-7with that unit's strangelooking plastic half-cover). Construction is
likewise to the highest standards, and despite
its diminutive size the unit is reassuringly
heavy — more solid-feeling than many
competitors.
Sound quality, as far as Ihave had time to
go, does not leave me particularly excited;
Eric Stewart's phrase ' squeaky clean' is not
inappropriate. Essentially quite neutral, the

treble is alittle coarse and brash, and the bass
region lacks ' body' and ' warmth'. Stereo is
ordered but lacking a little precision and
focus and with slightly restricted depth.
Transient dynamics are significantly softened, and musical information somewhat
'blurred'.
But
these
apparently
stern
comments would apply to most if not all
players around this price.
The nearest yardstick Icould cobble together at short notice was the substantially
more expensive Rega Planar 3, used with
Rega and ADC VLM Ill cartridges. This was as
far ahead of the Technics as the Linn is ahead
of the Rega, for what it's worth. Of much more
moment, commercially, is how the ' 5 compares to Planar 2, Dual and B&O turntables,
and this will have to wait for a further
occasion.
Also of interest would be a comparison
with the SL-7, and abit of cartridge swapping.
Although Ihave been hoping to receive a ' 7
for the last couple of years, amate has bought
one, and Imay be able to pinch it off him for
an evening. Incidentally his experience with
the SL- 7 is a good indicator of its undoubted
merit: having replaced an ageing £50 Hitachi
horror, which was used in tandem with an
expensive (£250) cassette deck, he found
after many months of SL- 7 duty that the
cassette deck had fallen into complete disuse.
Some of this is due, no doubt, to the fine
convenience features of the SL players — SL5 is no exception — but it also speaks
volumes about cassettes vs disc.
McLuhan Madness
It's agood few years since Iread McLuhan,
but his essential contribution to philosophy
was to focus attention upon the media's influence upon, and distinctness from, ' the
message'. One could argue that hi-fi designners and manufacturers are inclined to be
obsessed by the medium (
ie, the sound), while
paying but lip service to the message ( the
music).
Taking the argument further up the hierarchy, the music itself is of course only the
medium for transmitting the thoughts,
emotion and inspiration of the composer and
performer(s). Iuse the word ' hierarchy' because the music should serve the composer/performer, and likewise the sound
should serve the music. Arguably the most
meaningful and powerful criterion for a hi-fi
system or component must therefore be its
effectiveness in communicating the intent of
composer/performer, and hence the ' intelligibility quotient' of the music itself •

Technics SL5

Hi-fi TV?
Ihave intended to give video equipment a
wide berth in recent months: frankly it is hard
to raise much enthusiasm for equipment,
however useful, which has about as much
romance and soul as a washing machine.
However, getting good sound from TV is
worth alittle attention, and Grundig's 7400 is
a respectable attempt, with atouch of flair, at
an acceptable price.
HI-FINEWS& RECORD REVIEW
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Genesis rehearsing for
their forthcoming tour
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Music is something Yamaha
know alot about.
We have been making
musical instruments for almost
one hundred years.
World famous musicians
such as Tony Banks of Genesis
use them to bring pleasure to
music lovers all over the world.
And when it comes to
listening to tapes or records
Tony Banks again turns
naturally to Yamaha.

He says " Ineed to have
HiFi that is completely faithful
to the original performance,
accurately reproducing the
tonal quality and feel of the
music. Yamaha HiFi gives me
all this".
Yamaha make afull range
of audio components, all
reflecting our complete
dedication to Yamaha's music
tradition. It means you get pure,
natural sound reproduction
that only music specialists can
provide.

*YAMAHA

Send for full literature on Yamaha HiFi to
Natural Sound Systems Ltd., Unit 7, Greycaine Road,
Watford WD2 4SB. Tel: 0923 36740.

Martin Colloms

LITTLE OVER three
years ago Sony embarked on a
major project to complement the forthcoming widespread introduction of domestic
digital audio equipment. They already possessed atop- line range of equipment in the
TA-E88/TA-N88 series, the latter unit comprising
the
switching
mode
class- D
power amp, but the new objective was to
achieve a considerable improvement in
subjective quality. Under the management of
Maseru Nagami ( now head of the digital
division), the budget allowed was virtually
open ended, both as regardsthe development,
as well as the cost, of the components to be
used in the production of the new designs.
To many readers the total price of the Esprit
amplifer pre/power combination — which
represents the outcome of all this labour —
might seeem outrageous at £3600 approx.
The preamp alone accounts for £ 1700 of this!
In fact, Iwould agree with them, and must
admit to some considerable scepticism when
approaching this review project. How could
the price possibly be justified? In the event I
cannot pretend to have found such justification, but early on in the testing schedule, I
was forced to concede that the quality of the
engineering and — more importantly — the
sound were both exceptional.
The Sony team have made a determined
and successful attack on the ultra-exclusive
audiophile market, originally the preserve of
such companies as Audio Research, Mark
Levinson and the like. How could acompany
with its long history of mainstream consumer
products where features and specifications
appear paramount, achieve the transition? It
required a totally different attitude and
philosophy on the part of the design team; a
new sensitivity to the more subtle aspects of
sound quality would be needed, together
with an open minded awareness of design
developments and trends in the rest of the
world, particularly the USA.
The Esprit amplifier manuals include a
booklet on the technical details of their
design, the latter containing apersonal introduction by Nagami outlining his design
philosophy. A most revealing statement, it
confirms the flexibility of the Sony team,
defining their ability to link both subjective
and technical performance objectives. With
regard to the power amplifier, Nagami explains that sound quality differences are
readily audible between different designs,
and that his personal target is for accuracy
and truthfulness to the source, rather than
towards any musically biased or 'coloured'
32

Sony Esprit amplifier

interpretation. Sony's detailed investigation
has shown that even passive non-moving
parts such as capacitors and resistors can
exert asignificant influence on the resultant
sound quality and this knowledge has been
taken into account.
Finally, and specifically with respect to
power amplifiers, the matter of negative
feedback was assessed. While heavy feedback may easily produce exemplary distortion results, Sony's experience suggests a
more 'colored' sound may be the outcome,
this often degrading with increasing loop
feedback. During the design evolution, listening experiments to assess variations in sound
quality with feedback ended in the conclusion
that, if possible, it should be completely
avoided, despite aclear degradation in technically based distortion performance. This
conclusion was carried through to the design
and production of the TA-N900 power amplifier.
While not specifically noted by Sony,
several other aspects of the Esprit system are
also worthy of note. Channel separation was
considered important, judging by the use of
two separate mono power amplifiers, and
also by the fanatical care taken in the stereo
preamplifier to separate physically and
electrically both wiring and components for
left and right channels.
At every stage of the circuitry, the power
supplies are elaborate, the power and preamplifiers running on fully regulated, balanced supplies. A further aspect which is
deservedly receiving greater attention from
Sony, as well as other manufacturers, concerns earth paths and loops within the circuit.
While a theoretical schematic may when
analysed show no weaknesses, problems
may begin when the schematic is translated
into physical reality as regards printed circuit
track and wiring; accordingly in the Esprit
models considerable attention has been
devoted to common mode return paths and
earthing.
Sony have also recognised that, to alimited
extent, amplifiers can reflect the quality and
'polarity' of the mains supply in their subjective sound, and they have gone to some
lengths to explain this effect, as well as to
suggest that the power amplifiers should be
plugged direct into the supply and not via a
multiway adaptor or indeed via the matching
pre-amp. This is not unreasonable in view of
the TA- N900 pair's power capacity of 2 x
200W. Predominantly a Class A/B amplifier,

the current drawn by it from the mains will, in
the long run, correspond to the power envelope of the music reproduced and it could
then affaót other equipment if this large
power fluctuation was carried through their
own power cables via an auxiliary supply
socket.
The question of electrical earthing is a
complex one— for example, the organisation
of chassis and metalwork grounding for
electrical safety, or for signal earthing on a
turntable to minimise hum. Sound quality
considerations may also apply here. If a
power and preamp are separately earthed to
the mains, a second ground loop would be
present in addition to that provided by the
signal cable braid linking the audio between
the two. Depending on the configuration of
earth wiring, leakage or loop currents may be
induced which appear in the signal path
adding distortion. This could affect the
amplifier gain/phase margins and may alter
stability, and potentially degrade the power
amplifier's behaviour into adverse and
reactive speaker loads. Often in a particular
amplifier system it is impossible to establish
atrue ground 'zero' or ' no signal' point from
which all signal voltages are referenced, and
to which all signal currents should in theory
return. Where mains supplies are unpolarised as, for example, in the USA for their
medium power domestic wiring, Sony recommend identifying the live and neutral
sides of the supply and maintaining constant
polaritythroughoutthe audio system's supply
wiring. This helps to minimise mutual interaction via the supplies.
A costly accessory is also produced for use
with the Esprit components but it will
probably prove unnecessary for most users
since it does gild the lily somewhat. This is the
FW-90 magnetic isolation mount, costing
around £50 per unit, each suitable for one of
the four corners of the component that is to
be isolated. Two Esprit power amplifiers may
be stacked on just four mounts, afurther four
being required for the preamplifier, and if
your turntable is also aSony, of the non-subchassis variety, you might consider afurther
six mounts, at a grand total of some £700!
With some amplifiers, notably those of lightweight construction and considerable panel
area, of which the Esprit power units are
notable examples, vibration in the enclosure
can — to avery small degree— modulate the
current flow in the circuitry within both
component boards and cabling. In circumstances of high vibration either near to loudspeaker generated sound fields, or on ashelf
or cabinet where induced vibration can be
significant, Sony and several other manufacturers believe that these opposed magnet
cushion mounts provide a small but perceptible improvement in sound quality. I
suppose that having adopted a no compromise approach, these costly mounts are
simply an extension of their attitude.
The lightweight power amplifier construction already mentioned in part arises from the
use of switching pulse- locked power supplies
which
circumvent the
usual
weighty
mains transformer. In addition, the application of light alloy castings, plus some
plastic panels for the case and chassis
reduces weight. This was done to achieve the
target of an essentially non-magnetic structure — aconcept we have heard much about
from Trio recently.
HI-FI NEWS& RECORD REVIEW
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Testing programme
The Esprit amplifiers were extensively
auditioned both as apaired combination and
individually in conjunction with other pre and
power units. In accordance with Sony's
recommendation, conventional but high
quality speaker cable was used, rather than
the higher capacitance 'special' cables.
Speakers used included the Quad ESL-63,
Spendor Bd, Celestion SL6 and KEF R105 II,
all of which were incidentally used on
complementary stands. Source material was
predominantly disc, with some contribution
from FM live broadcast recorded on the Sony
digital PCM-F1 via aTrio KT-900 tuner, as well
as copy mastertape via aRevox B77. Program
included the recent Horowitz recital at the
RFH (courtesy BBC), the fine Nimbus/Practical HiFi recut of Joan Armatrading (AMLH
64588), Sheffield Direct-Cut ' Romeo & Juliet,
and the ' Drum' record, and Rickie Lee Jones'
'Pirates' ( K56628).
The disc sources were derived from the
Koetsu Black moving-coil and the Shure V15 V
moving-magnet cartridges using the latest
Linn Sondek 'Valhalla' turntable and an up-todate Wok; an Audio Ref mat was substituted
for the Linn felt mat with these cartridges.
In the lab the amplifiers were subjected to
the established test programme, which in the
main conforms to the IHF A202 1978
recommendations. Extensive use is made of
logarithmic dB scaling which confers several
benefits once some familiarity has been
established. For the power ratings it is worth
remembering that an addition of 3dB is the
smallest useful audible increase in power and
that 20dBW corresponds to auseful working
reference of 100W per channel into anormal 8
ohm load. If 20dBW specifies adecent sized
amplifier in power terms, 14dBW ( 25W) is
somewhat smaller, while a 26dBW model
would be capable of rather higher sound
levels than the reference ( 26dBW= 400W).
Decibel scaling cuts the usually specified
linear power ratings down to size and puts
them in amore helpful perspective akin to the
human ear's hearing response.
For distortion results, decibels are also a
great help, since they do away with the
numerous zeroes required for sub-decimal
readings (and in addition the zeroes are often
mislaid in the setting and printing process).
For comparative purpose note that each 20dB
represents a factor of ten so for example
—20dB distortion is 1/10 or 10%, with-60dB
equivalent to 0.1% and — 100dB to 0.001%.
Crosstalk, noise and frequency response
limits have, in any case, been logarithmically
scaled for many years.

regulated output impedance of 0.05 ohms.
Sony clearly attach great importance to
power supply performance.
One facility directly affects the power
supply, namely the switchable speaker impedance matching for 2,4 and 8ohms loads.
Optimised for the latter, the amplifier overloads less gracefully into the lower values,
and an improvement may therefore be
effected by selecting the appropriate setting.
Maximum voltage swing into the lower
impedances is progressively reduced by the
simple expedient of reducing the regulator
outputs to 51V and then to 32V, with the
reduced current and power allowing a
relaxation of the protection limits imposed in
the power amplifier driver circuitry. The more
arduous loads are then driven with greater
ease, the user having accepted alimitation in
the peak voltage referenced to a maximum
output level.
Moving on to the amplifier proper, the output stage comprises an array of complementary, paralleled MOSFETs of special
Sony manufacture --- eight in all arranged as
source followers; their high gm (
gain) ensures that a low output impedance of 0.15
ohms is attained despite the absence of
overall negative feedback. Without some
special circuit, the inherent non-linearity of
the output devices would produce significant
levels of distortion in such a non-feedback
design. A special circuit, using FETs, provides
acontrolled non- linearity which is the inverse
of that in the output stage, and when the predistorted drive signal is fed via the power
stage to the load, the non-linearities are
cancelled, thereby providing low overall
distortion. Such predistortion
techniques are well
known; in the

With an idling current of 250mA per output
FET, the standing power dissipation is rather
high at 140W, necessitating a blower fan to
help things keep cool. This level of standing
power also provides class-A operation up to
the 8W level, above which class-A/B holds to
200W, the ( 23dBW) full power rating. The
elaborate fan is virtually silent in operation,
and employs aradial blower driven by ahigh
quality motor, this no less than adirect-drive,
Hall Effect, tape deck capstan unit. Considerable circuitry is used to power this AC motor.
Input-output wiring in the power amplifier is
kept to the shortest possible to minimise loop
induction and the heat is removed via a
compact heat pump, the radiator end of
which is located in the blower path.
Prior to the distortion reduction stage, the
circuit comprises a complete DC-coupled
amplifier of fair power, and with a complementary emitter follower output — pure
class-A. A proportion of the output current
from this stage is fed directly to the load
terminal, an essential step to ensure that a
measure of DC output potential is reflected in
it, this error corrected in the feedback loop of
the primary voltage amplifier. While the output stage itself has no feedback, the input
circuitry certainly does. The elaborate low
drift input comprises abootstrapped double
cascaded differential FET circuit, with AC and
DC coupling options both provided.
Constructional quality is extremely high,
right down to the gold plated inputs, and the
massive screw-down speaker cable output
terminals, these capable of accepting large
diameter conductors.
Briefly looking at the specifications, a20Hz
to 20kHz response is claimed
into 2,4 and 8ohms loads
at 200W, and on 8ohms
distortion is

Nagra
professional
tape recorder
for example,
where they
are employed
to reduce
recorded tape distortion at peak levels.

rated as
better than 0.05%
over the entire power
and frequency range. The IHF
power bandwidth is given as aquite exceptional 5Hz-70kHz, while slew rate is very fast
at 150V/µs, and the frequency response is
stated as-3dB DC to 100kHz or 5Hz-100kHz

TA- N900 power amplifier
Supplied as separate mono units, the N900
employs lightweight switching power supply
regulators; within a separated and isolated
block the mains supply is directly rectified by
abridge feeding amassive 2200µF 400V rated
reservoir capacitor. The 300V raw DC is then
fed, via a filter, to a high voltage, power
switched oscillator running at 20kHz driving
(thanks to the high supply frequency) only a
small size isolation transformer. The secondary wiring of this transformer supplies two
rectifier assemblies providing balanced plus
and minus 95V rails. Four conventional series
regulators then offer±82V rails for the early
stages of the amplifier, with±71V allocated
separately to the output stages. Sony's circuit
designers have also backed the regulator
with additional reservoir capacitors of
2200µF rating, despite their very low claimed
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You can't be serious
You can't be serious about hi fi if you haven't
listened to Stax Lambda earspeakers.
The earspeakers that Alvin Gold in Hi Fi
Answers described as, 'truly remarkable
headphones by any standard.'
He wrote, 'The Stax Lambda remains perhaps
the most satisfactory headphone known to me —
and stakes afair claim to the title of the Best
Headphones In The World.'

Enthusiastic words about the semi- panoramic
solid of the famous Stax electrostatic ear
speakers.
Yet the Lambda is not even the top model in
our range. That honour goes to the Sigma which
is afull ' panoramic earspeaker. Truth to tell,
Alvin Gold prefered the sound of the Lambda.
We can only comment by again quoting from
Alvin's article.

'And finally, the unique nature of
the Lambda and Sigmas means —
even more than is normally the case
—you shout' audition both carefully
for yourself.'
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W.A. Brady 401 Smithdown Road. Liverpool,
Lancs. 051 733 6859
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when AC coupled. Distortion is proportional
to loading, doubling at 4ohms and again at 2
ohms, presumably due to mismatching of the
distortion reduction circuit at the lower
settings. The low noise properties of the input
FETs can be seen reflected in the 1/f
signal/noise ratio, which is stated as avery
good 110dB plus.

TA-E900 preamplifier
Loosely subscribing to the ' straight-line'
approach, the costly TA- E900 preamplifier is
devoid of any tone controls or filters, save
one for subsonic rejection below 10Hz. All the
input and output connectors are gold plated
and concentrated in one small area of the top
panel, this recessed to preserve neatness.
While wiring up is much easier due to the
improved accessibility afforded, the real
reason for this layout is Sony's target of
minimising the earth loop path between input
and output. The circuitry for left and right
channels is totally divided immediately
beneath the connector panel resulting in a
dual- mono construction, this extending even
to the power supply transformers.
Power supplies and earth returns are afforded great attention. Each channel has a
high performance discrete regulator providing low impedance ± 24V rails. The reservoir
electrolytics preceding the regulator are
massive for a preamp at 4,200µF, bypassed
by smaller values to improve their high
frequency characteristic. After the seriespass regulator, more reservoirs are employed, these paralleled combinations of
high speed tantalum capacitors plus plastic
film types, the whole constructed to minimise
the supply source impedance and noise over
avery wide frequency range.
The preamplifier is organised into circuit
blocks virtually comprising modular op-amps
built to exact standards using the finest
discrete components. Each block is fully
encapsulated in resin and securely fixed to
the main board to minimise self resonance
and suspectibility to external vibration.
First in line comes the head amplifier, a
complementary
cascode
configuration.
Capacitor-coupled, considerable care has
been taken with the components used to
minimise signal degradation. A total of 22
transistors are employed in this circuit which
presents a purely resistive and rather low 4
ohms loading to the attached moving-coil
cartridge. Gain — which cannot be altered —
was nearly 40dB measured by input voltage
versus the normal moving-magnet input
sensitivity and is felt to be excessive. Suited
to very low output cartridges such as the
Ortofons, devices like the Koetsu could
almost overdrive this input, but where Sony's
own higher output moving-coils are concerned, their high output impedance of 40
ohms means that the output level is suitably
cut down to size when driving the low input
impedance of the head amplifier.
The second stage of the preamplifier,
which is also the moving- magnet input, has
selectable combinations of 100, 200 and
400pF input capacitance, as well as 25,50 and
100k-ohm input resistance, thus aiding cartridge matching. Based on a powerful low
noise operational amplifier, cascode FET inputs are used for this 20 transistor configuration which features conventional feedback
single stage equalisation, plus high precision
components chosen for their accuracy and
sound quality. The optional two- pole rumble
filter follows, leading to a unity gain buffer
driving the low impedance wide bandwidth
balance and volume controls. These are
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specified
at 3k- ohms,
and in particular the
volume unit has aspecial thick
film construction on aceramic
substrate. Accurate attenuation
is provided by acalibrated multiple
array of metal film resistors with very
low wiper noise and other spurious effects.
Tape record output terminals are fully
buffered, and may be shorted without affecting the unit. An output amplifier follows the
volume control, this of switchable gain. In
normal mode it drives the output terminals
while in the increased output mode, its level
is sufficient to provide ahealthy drive level to
the front panel headphone socket — enough
for the most insensitive of models. Power
amp muting occurs when headphones are
used.
The entire assembly is bolted to amassive
die-cast girder-type chassis for maximum
rigidity, and numerous remote mechanical
linkages are used to join front panel controls
to the actual components on the circuit
boards.
A consequence of the non-magnetic construction is a reduced screening against
external hum fields and more care is required
with system layout than is usual.
Viewed as a complete unit, the preamplifier, while nominally of straightline form, is
complicated by highly elaborate signal gain
stages, plus anumber of switched interfaces
to provide all the facilities which Sony have
deemed necessary to include. Discussion of
the manufacturer's specification is hardly
necessary save to say that as regards noise,
frequency response accuracy, distortion, it
approaches as near to perfection as the
present state of the art allows.

clinically clear
and free of a
particular ' slurring'
and mild distortion
which had up to this
point been attributed to the program source,
but which now must be put down to the
equipment previously used.
In the subjective sense, channel separation
was much better than usual, with the artificality of many recordings ruthlessly exposed.
Stereo images showed astability, focus and
precision rarely heard, with substantial depth
and ambience convincingly reproduced.
With reasonable load speakers, the large
power capacity endowed the system with a
near effortless delivery and dynamic range,
while its midrange neutrality was such that
considerations of ' sweetness' or ' hardness'
were irrevelant.
In short, aside from price considerations,
the sound was impressively good, without
any obvious and negative ' hi fi' effects.
As regards high levels, the amplifier overloaded with astrange buzzy quality and small
excursions into clipping are not worthwhile
(an aspect which can normally marginally
extend the dynamic range of some smaller
models).
Experiments with adverse loads such as a
simulated Isobarik were also unpromising,
particularly on the 8 ohm setting, but it did
prove happier on the 4ohm rating.

2) Preamplifier alone
Further experiments suggested that each
component of the Esprit system contributed
equally to the whole. Using a Koetsu, it
Sound quality
proved possible — with some limitation in
1) Esprit combination
Following Sony's helpful suggestion, which I maximum volume — to bypass the head
amplifier, in which condition a further imcan also recommend, of cleaning phono
provement in sound quality was noted. With
socket and plug contact surfaces with acloth
this cartridge the gain was considered to be
lightly moistened with methanol, the Esprit
amplifier was extensively auditioned over a too high with the head amplifier in circuit,
requiring very low volume range settings.
period of several weeks, with other reference
quality amplifier systems also used to help
3) Power amplifier alone
establish the Esprit's true attainment.
Substituted for alternative units in ' foreign'
It did not take very long to appreciate that
systems, the TA- N900 amplifiers quickly
Sony had achieved a major advance as reestablished their claim to ahigh performance
gards the sound quality of their product line,
level, with the virtues described in the preand that the margin between their new and
ceding description on the combination easily
old prestige ranges was embarrassingly
recognised.
great.

For the moment setting aside adverse load
and overload characteristics, the sound was
felt to be highly neutral, very secure, and well
controlled throughout the audible range.
Transients were well reproduced over the
entire spectrum, with the bass obviously taut,
articulate and powerful. Treble sounds were

Lab results
1) Power amplifier
(As mono
relevant.)
frequency
ing power

units, only per-channel ratings are
The negligible diminution at the
extremes demonstrated an amazbandwidth, the power delivery into

8 ohms comfortably exceeding the 23d6W
specification. In fact, that the level was happily dumped into 4 ohms resistive loading,
indicating a delivery of over 400W continuous: this is indeed abig amplifier. The 8ohm
+ 2µF, 20kHz, condition was survived, but at a
rather reduced level, and setting to '4ohms'
provided a small improvement to 18.5dbW.
For reactive loads it would appear that the
current protection in the output stages is a
trifle eager.
The peak or dynamic output results presented acomplex picture varying with setting
and load. On 8 ohms with '8ohms' set, the
peak output was little greater than the steady
state, due to the efficient regulated supplies.
Even short-term drive into the lower loads
curtailed output, the overall 10dB diminution
into 2ohms being rather severe.
It was not at its best on 2ohms loads, even
when set to that named level, but on the '4
ohms' setting it remained a large amplifier,
within 1dB of its 200W rating into 8ohms, and
yet capable of belting a difficult impedance
down to below 4ohms at 20.5dBW. Overall,
however, the '8 ohm' setting results dominated the performance, and even with a 4
ohm loading, 23.4d6W is possible. In conclusion, I cannot see the point of the
impedance selector unless it is otherwise
required for improving the thermal safety
margin on difficult loads.
Transient recovery was symmetrical as
well as very fast; the IHF slew factor well
exceeding the measurement limit of 'six
units', and the fast 150V/ps slew ratewas also

B &W LM1
A MICRO
REVOLUTION
IN SOUND
REPRODUCTION
For the first time Micro Size
means great sound at home,
in your car, yacht or caravan.
B&W, who created the
loudspeakers used by all
the world's major recording
companies, now miniaturise
their professional monitor.

Sony Esprit amplification: Table
Continuous avg power (dBW ref 8ohms, 0.5% max dist. OdBWMW)
(set to 8ohms.)
Loading ( mono power amplifier)
20Hz
8ohms
24.3
4ohms
23.4
8ohms + 2µF
N/A
*severe distortion above this level, all
settings, (4ohms, 18.5dBW)
Dynamic power lkHz (dBW peak)
Loading
2ohms
2ohm setting
17.0
4ohm "
15.5
8ohm "
14.4

Power amplifier

lkHz
24.3
23.4
N/A

20kHz
24.4
23.6
17.

4ohms
18.1
20.5
23.4

8ohms
19.0
22.0
24.8

Transient overload recovery

virtually instantaneous

Slew factor

>>6

Output impedance ( ohms)
8ohm setting

20Hz
0.2

Harmonic distortion ( dB)
at rated power 8ohms
at 1W
at 100mW

—68
—80
—70

Intermodulation distortion ( dB)
19/20kHz at peak rated power 8ohms
at peak rated power — 20dB
at — 20dB + 2i.d

—70
—90
—86

lkHz to 22kHz octave pink noise (dB)
of 1-2kHz difference power octave
at peak, 8ohms
at peak + 10dB, 8ohms
at peak 8ohms + 21AF
at peak — 10dB 8ohms + 2/LF
at peak — 10dB 8ohms

—70
—28
—26
—60
—70

Frequency response
AC coupled
DC "

15Hz-20kHz, -,0,-0.1dB
DC —95kHz; + 0, — 1dB

Noise ref OdBW A-wtd, linear
ref full power A — wtd

both better than — 100dB
> — 120dB

Please send me full information about the
B&W LAll loudspeaker system

Input impedance

50 k-ohms

DC offsets A/B

3/4 mV

Name

Channel separation

N/A

Address

Channel balance 20Hz-20kHz

±0.05dB
-

Sensitivity for 0dBW
for full 8ohm power
2ohm power

117mV
1.83V
1.0V

kil
B &W Loudspeakers Ltd
Meadow Road Worthing West Sussex.oNii
Tel. (0903) 205303

2RX

HN21
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confirmed. Output impedance was negligible
over the audio range, and was rather less
than typical top quality speaker cable.
At rated power, the - 66dB distortion spec.
was met, but not by alarge margin. Distortion
then fell rapidly to insignificant levels with
reducing power. The output was singularly
free of switching effects or higher order harmonics. The high frequency intermodulation
results were also good, particularly at
moderate power levels, where an 8ohm plus
2µF trial gave afine result.
The noise intermodulation results were
especially good into resistive loading, but at
nominal peak level the addition of 2p.F was
rejected, with intermittent protection latching, only just sufficiently delayed to permit
readings to betaken. However, at 10dB down
it recovered its composure into 8 ohm plus
2p,F, delivering very creditable figures.
The amplitude/frequency response was
remarkably wide, indeed some might say
unnecessarily so, and even on AC coupling, it
extended from 8Hz to 95kHz, + 0, - 1dB.
Output noise was exemplary and quite inaudible, which is an important point where
high power amplifiers are concerned. Input
impedance presented no problems at 50 kohms resistive, while DC offsets were negligible at well under 10mV. Channel separation
was dependent on layout and would typically
exceed 100dB, with the balance between the
amplifiers holding to ± 0.05dB.
Nearly a2V input was required for the full
power into 8ohm loads which was a lower
sensitivity than is usual.

lkHz
0.12
— 73
— 90
— 90 •
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0.16
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—82
—80
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Preamplifier
Distortion, (dB); OdB = 0.5V IHF
aux
pu mm
pu mc

20Hz
-85
-85
-80

1kHz
- 90
- go
- 90

20kHz
-90
-90
-85

Crosstalk ( dB) m-cpu

-85

- 95

-90

> - 80dB

Intermodulation 19/20kHz mc input
Pickup overload RIAA wtd ( dB)
mm ref 5mV i/p @ 1kHz
mc ref. 0.5mV i/p @ IkHz
Maximum output

pu mc

rolloff

32
10*

12.5V (+ 26dB IHF)

S/N ratio ( dB) A-wtd ref OdB
aux
pu mm

Frequency response

33
32
13
11
•note high mc gain of 40dB

Conclusion

>100dB(A)
82dB (A) with 10 ohm source
88dB
93dB (A)
78 dB(A) with 50µV input

pu ( mm, mc)
aux

+0, - 0.05dB 30Hz-20kHz
+0, - 0.05dB 20Hz-20kHz

aux
pu

-0.6db at 105kHz
-3dB at 30kHz

LF filter, optional

-3dB at 15Hz, 12dB/Oct

Input impedance

pu
mm
25/50
100 k-ohm
+100/
200/
400pF

pu
m-c
4ohm

aux/tun/tapt.

m- m
0.84
3.36

m-c
8.21.N
32.80/

aux/tun
50
200

Sensitivity (mV)
for 0db 0.5V output
for full power = 2V
Output impedance (ohms)

main
tape

DC offset

50 k-ohm

100
100
3mV/8m V* maximum
*bit high

2) Preamplifier
Distortion, typically at the - 85dB level or
better, can be regarded as quite negligible
over the whole frequency range via all inputs.
Crosstalk was also exemplary for a preamp,
measuring 90dB plus, this taken via the most
critical input, namely the moving-coil.
Intermodulation distortion ( again via the
m-cinput) was excellent at rated sensitivity,
and IHF overload margins into the movingmagnet were also fine, with 26dB regarded as
a good figure here. On moving-coil the picture changed, largely due to the unnecessarily high gain, and with an overload margin
of 33dB, 1kHz moving- magnet, the IHF m-c
reference was only 2dB lower, with Sony's
gain exceeding that by nearly 20dB. In
consequence the m-c IHF based ( 0.5mV
reference) overload margins were approximately 20dB poorer. Although this finding is
inconsequential where most cartridges are
concerned, it does affect the use of a high
output low impedance model such as the
Koetsu. Occasional peak outputs can approach 30 mV ( RMS equivalent) which when
loaded by the 4 ,ohms input resistance,
correspond to around 2mV at the Sony Esprit
head-amp.
The output showed afine headroom, with
up to 12.5V undistorted sinewave possible.
Signal/noise ratios were excellent, the
headamp close to the theoretical limit and the
moving- magnet clearly capable of use with
moving-coils, demonstrating an 88dB IHF
margin fed via 10 ohm source. Assuming an
0.5mV cartridge input instead of the 5mV IHF
the S/N ratio would still be more than satisfactory at - 68dB, this still somewhat better
than the disc surface noise level:
RIAA equalisation was to textbook standards, with around a ± 0.025dB variation from
the specified 30Hz to 15kHz. The pickup resHI-FI NEWS& FtECORDFtEVIEW
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ponse was sensibly rolled off above 30kHz
while the auxiliary bandwidth extended to
150kHz. The LF filter came in at 15Hz, with
little effect on the audible bass range.
As can be seen, the moving-coil sensitivity
was very high at 8.2p.V IHF, and only 33µV
was required for the full power 2V output, this
close to Sony's specification for a 4 ohm
impedance cartridge. Preamp output impedances of 100 ohms are sufficient to drive long
connector cables without fuss.
DC offset on one channel was, however, a

Silent-running Hall Effect
Motor fan dissipates waste
heat

little high at 8mV in view of the subsequent
gain of typically 30dB in aDC-coupled power
amplifier, this resulting in a250mV offset at
the speakers. The other channel gave asatisfactory 3mV, with the final speaker value of
90mV judged acceptable. To be on the safe
side, Iwould probably prefer to use AC coupling here, the Esprit power amplifier fortunately affording this option. Some high
quality two-way speakers have shown
adverse sensitivity to offset greater than
100m V, with 50mV being asafe margin at the
power amp output.

Both sections of the Esprit amplifier system
attain a high quality in terms of subjective
performance, construction and engineering.
A long and reliable working life can be anticipated from these superbly finished models,
which, in toto, provides some justification for
their high price.
However, if asked to place an absolute
judgement on equipment at this elevated
price level, Iwould have to suggest that value
considerations cease to have any real relevance. One can slip into the realms of fantasy
for a moment — for example if priced some
50% lower, one could relate the Esprit's
quality to a near size competitor such as the
Trio LO-8system reviewed afew months ago
(June) and against that particular yardstick
the Esprit is probably good value. Theorising
aside, it must be said that in the light of the
continuing sonic attainment of certain UK
models, still to be formally reviewed in this
magazine, costing far less, although admittedly offering less power, the Esprit system
does not really make sound economic sense.
Taking things as they stand, however, Ifeel
the preamp is a fine sounding product, although it could be improved by asimplication
of its facilities plus a reduction in head amp
gain. The power amps are also very good and
offered a consistent sound over a wide
dynamic range. Somewhat load intolerant,
they tended to work best with classic 8ohm
speakers, and remembering that the Carver
Cube (
HFNIRR Jan. '82) worked out at
around £ 1 per watt, then the Esprit on the
same scale is nearly £5 — an indication of the
price you can end up paying in order to obtain
an improvement in sound quality •
Output MOSFETs cluster
around a 'heatpipe'sink to
minimise length of high
current canying leads.

Pulse-locked power
supply is heavily
shielded to prevent
RF interference.
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21 The Burgate
61 Charlotte Street
Canterbury
London WI.
Kent.
Tel:. 01-5804632
Tel:- 0227 65315
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Ira
Avon.
V: . e g,D ear 2.97479 Tel• 0225 318197
D.J. ELECTRONICS
HAMPSHIRE AUDIO
8/12
Hursler Road
206 Lea Bridge Road
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ea
London El 0
Hampshire
Tel:- 01-556 0017
DESIGN STEREO 'iT
i
tei .r.e1
.5 2827
150 Narborough Road

K. J. LEISURESOUND
48 Wigmore Street
London W1
Tel. 01.486 0552
ALAN LAURENSON

MICRON AUDIO
172 Saslow Road

PHOTOCRAFT
40 Hrgh Street

Tolley
South Yorkshire.
Tel • 0742 360295

Pump Comer
2South Street
Dorking
Surrey
Tel,. 0306 882430
LINTONE AUDIO
7/11 Park Lane

MIDLAND
STUDIO HI Fl
Royal London Building
Wullruna Street
Wolverhampton
West Midlands

Ashford
Kent
TM- 0233 24441
PLANET HI Fl
88 High Skeet
Edgware
Middlesex
Tel.- 01.952 3238

Tie.
090277
1774
MISONS
LTD
11 Warwick
Road
GateShead
T
AW
Tel ..0632 770167
LION HOUSE
(MULTIPRODUCE LTD) Tel:- 0228 22620
2277229 Tottenham Q Rd C
MLO'N'IT'OR SOUND
54 Chapel Sheet
London W1
Tel . 01-637 1601
Chorley
LLOYD PATON LTD .Lancashire
T
.,.. 0257 ,7193 ,
34 M °`›dle
i
eWalk
THE MUSIC ROOM
()mean

R.E.W.
230 Tottenham C
I
Rd

L.J.
BUTTER
17 The
Brine
Devizes
Wiltshore
Tel.. 03802268
L.J. BUTTER
2 Becher Row

SakSbury
London
W1 2624
Tel:. 01.637
W e h. e.
..::
RADFORD HI Fl .„,..., SevENOAKS HI Fl
SeS4 G°uceRN • "."."'
118109400 Road

183 Barrack Road

Tel .024634923
HOMESOUND
MUSIC CENTRE
145 &dwell Sheet
Exeter Devon
Tel - 0392 72814
HOMESOUND
MUSIC CENTRE
36-38 Station Road

Tel:. oni 541338

Christchurch

Taunton

Manchestei.

221 St Vincents
Street
Glasgow
Scotland

ELLIS
79 HighMARKETING
Street

Tel:473981
HI
Fl0202
CENTRE

South Nonvoal
London SE25.
Tel:- 01.6530224
GRAMOPHONE TV
A WIRELESS
Rose Street
Edinburgh
Scotland
Tel .
..031 225 9535

Green Lane
WIlmslow

Tel.. 0823 73321
HUDDERSFIELD HI Fl
2/4 Crosschurch Street
Huddersfield
West Yorkshire
Tel • 0484 44668
K. J. LEISURESOUND
101 St. Albans Road
Watford

Tel:. 061 747 9722
G.E. MANDERS
2/4 Edwards Street
Grimsby
Humberside.
Tel..0472 51391
MARTINS OF
CHELSEA
33F Kings Road

Hertfordshire
Tel:. 0923 33011

London SW3.
Tel.. 01-730 332e

Tel:. 041 221 2527
RAM COMPUTER
NUSOUND
SERVICES
376/378 Edgware Road 15/17 North Parade
London W2.
Bradlord
Tel:- 01.7240454
Wet Yorkshire
R.J. PARKER & SONS Tel . 0274 391166
11 West End Lane
RAYLEIGH HI Fl
40A High Street
Rayleigh
Bitterne
Southampton
Hampsh ire
Essex
Tel.. 0703 445926
Tel:- 0268 779762

Cheshire
Tel:- 0625 522112
HI Fl CONNECTIONS
51 Beckenham Road
Beckenharn
Kent.
Tel• 01.658 3450

RAYLEIGH
HI Fl
105 High Skeet
Needham Market
Seolk
Tel -0449 721398

8°51°1
Avon

Tel, 0272 428247
RADFORD HI Fl
43 King Edwards Court
Winds or
Berkshire
Tel - Wrdsor 56931 .

SPEECHLEY
8 CO
1Hawthorn Way
Chesterton Cambridge
Tel. 0223 58611
STUDIO 99
81 Fairfax Road
Swiss Collage

UNILET
PRODUCTS
35
High Street
New Malden Surrey
Tel. 01.942 9567
UNILET PRODUCTS
14 Bute Street London SW7
Tel . 01.589 2586
UNILET PRODUCTS
Tel
• 01.624
270 High Street
.
London
NW68855
SUBJECTIVE AUDIO Guddlord Surrey
2.4 Camden High Street Tel - 0483 71534
VI fEsNhNiiAghL si
A,
U
eei
D10 VISUAL
Camden Town
LOnchon
NW1
Tel
• 01.38782E11
Central Arcade
Ayr Scotland
Tel 0292 264124
15 Market Street.
Nottingham
VICKERS HI Fl

Sevenoaks
Kent
Tel
.0732 59555/6
SHEFFIELD SOUND
CENTRE
101/107 Eccleshall
Street

Tel • 0602 412137
SUPERFI
34/36 °been Veclona
Street Leeds
Tel -0532 449075
TELEMECH AUDIO
VISUAL ENGINEERS
Sheffield
South Yorkshire.
23/33 Manschal Street
Tel 0742 23365
Aberdeen Scotland
SOUNDS SUPREME Tel:. 0224 574248
136 Portland Road
TELETAPE
Hove Susses
Tel ..0273 723399
A've
e
-88
nuSh
e eteebur'
ELECTRICAL
352/354 Lower
Adcliscombe Road
Croydon Surrey
Tet.01.654 1231

Tel- 01- 437 1651
TONBRIDGE HI Fl
19/21 Cherry Hdl Road
Tonedge Kent
Tel.0732366767

tOaictLyea, .
WARD II WILLIAMS
30 Stockons Road
Rornley
Stockport Cheshire
Tel.061 430 3610
ERIC WILEY
64 Eleanore Road
Caseelord West Yorks
Tel . 0977 553066
491.
°
155WNor
eK
thSSiation Road
Colchester Essex
Tel . 0206 49842
J.O. WINDOWS LTD
6Central Arcade
Newcastle-upon-Tyne
Tel . 0632 321356

To: Natural Sound Systems Ltd, Unit 7, Greycaine Road, Watford,
Herts WD2 4SB. Tel: (0923) 36740
E I
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Please send literature on Nakamichi Cassette Decks
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Address
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THE
UNWANTED
SPEAKER
EFFECT

FIG.1 & K
impedance tube

James Moir Pe Edward Hands
A careful look at what one ( or more)
speakers can do to the sound of others

T

HERE HAVE been many suggestions that
over awider frequency range. Also, insofar as
the presence of unused loudspeakers can
the major effect will appear at freqencies in
have a significant effect upon the acoustic
the region of the basic cone mass/stiffness
properties of the room in which ahi-fi system
resonance, it may be expected to be influenced
is operating, or upon the performance of an
by the output impedance of the driving
adjacent loudspeaker. Few listeners have
amplifier, for this will have asignificant effect
spare speakers in their own rooms, so the
on the amplitude of cone motion in that
suggestion may not be very relevant to the
frequency region. At frequencies remote
majority of enthusiasts. But a reviewer may
from resonance the amplifier will have little
have four of five pairs of speakers for inter,
effect.
comparison tests, while dealers commonly
To obtain some preliminary data on this
have twenty or thirty models around the walls
effect the absorption coefficient of atypical
of their demonstration rooms. The multiplicity
mid- range unit was measured in a Bruel &
of speakers may well affect the room acoustics
Kjaer impedance tube, the standard technique
and hence the quality of the sound from the
for measuring the normal absorption coefficient
pair of loudspeakers being demonstrated.
of asmall sample of absorbent material. The
.This is an interesting suggestion that came to
sample to be measured is mounted at the end
light again on reading Trevor Attewelfs loudof the larger diameter tube seen in fig. 1, the
speaker review in the June 1982 issue of this
test sine-wave signal being provided by a
magazine. An investigation we made over a cone type driver at the box end of the tube
year ago on some similar problems provided
(when assembled). A small microphone
data which required only an additional test to
mounted on acarriage can be traversed along
check the effect of having these unused
to measure the sound pressure distribution in
loudspeakers in our listening room.
the tube.
A speaker , unit in its enclosure can be
A signal radiated into the tube from the
expected to be a rather efficient absorber of
source driver is reflected from the partially
sound, for the cone is substantially transreflecting sample at the end of the tube, and
parent to sound over awide frequency range,
the combination of outgoing wave and reflected
and the interior of the enclosure is usually
wave produces pressure maxima and minima
packed with fibreglass or some similar sound
at points along the tube. The measured
absorbent. In addition, the unit and enclosure
difference between maxima and minima can
will form a Helmholtz resonator tuned to
be used to calculate the absorption coefficient of
some frequency in the region of the main
the test sample, in our case the mid- range
low-frequency resonance of the cone mass
loudspeaker unit.
and suspension stiffness. In consequence, a
This test technique also makes it easy to
loudspeaker is likely to be a particularly
check the effect of the driving amplifier output
effective sound absorber at these low freimpedance, for the voice-coil of the speaker
quencies. This resonance is generally below
can be short-circuited to achieve the utimate
about 10bHz in current woofer units, but the
in high damping factors. However, this
acoustic transparency of the cone could result
technique for measuring the absorption is
in the enclosure being afarly good absorber
limited to low frequencies by the excitation of
FIG.2 ABSORPTION COEFFICIENT OF 4" LOUDSPEAKER
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cross- modes in the impedance tube, so it
cannot be employed to check directly the
effective absorption coefficient of a large
woofer speaker.
Because of thissize limitation atypical midrange unit was measured, for it is reasonable
to expect that there will be the same increase
in the absorption coefficient for amid-frequency
resonance as there would be for the lower
frequency resonance of a woofer. Three
curves are shown, the left-hand curve being
the measured sound absorption coefficient
with the rear of the speaker unit open to air,
while the second curve shows the effect of
enclosing the rear of the unit. As would be
expected,
the
rear
enclosure
greatly
increases the frequency of the mass/stiffness
cone resonance because of the additional
stiffness due to tire air compressed in the rear
enclosure, but ft is noteworthy that the
absorption coefficient approximates 100% at
the resonant frequency for both conditions.
Shorting the voice-coil of the speaker is
seen to shift the resonant frequency slightly,
but also to reduce the effective absorption
from 100% to about 80%, and to reduce the
of the resonance, both changes being of the
kind to be expected. However, any effect
upon the acoustics of the listening room is a
function not only of the acoustic effectiveness
of the absorbent surface, but also of the area
of that surface. Few woofers have acone area
of as much as one square foot, but it is known
that the acoustically effective area of a
Helmholtz resonator is somewhat greater
than its physical area — although rarely
greater than twice this. So an effective area of
two square feet will be assumed in considering
the effects of the frequency selective absorption
that characterises alarge loudspeaker.
Because the cone area is small, the total
absorption provided by a 12in. loudspeaker
is still negligible compared with the absorption
provided by the furnishings in the average
domestic lounge. Each additional loudspeaker
would contribute rather less than two Sabines
of absorption, but the total absorption from the
other room furnishings will be in the region of
300 Sabines. Thus, if frequency selective
absorption by the loudspeaker is the suggested
cause of quality deterioration, it can be
concluded that one or two additional loudspeakers in the listening room are unlikely to
produce any significant change in the room
acoustics.
But perhaps we should not dispose of the
problem quite so quickly, for while the
average enthusiast will generally only have,
at the most, two pairs of loudspeakers in his
lounge, the reviewer may well have five or
more pairs standing around and not connected
to an amplifier system. A typical lounge will
HI-FI NEWS& RECORD REVIEW
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have a volume around 2,200 sq/ft. and a
reverberation time of about 0.4 seconds, the
latter resulting from atotal amount of sound
absorption of around 300 Sabines. If, rather
generously, we assume that a typical loudspeaker will have asound absorption of about
two Sabines, then even ten loudspeakers will
have atotal absorptión that is insignificant in
comparison with that provided by the normal
furnishings.
A reviewer addicted to steel furniture and a
sparse furnishing might have a room with a
reverberation time nearer to one second, with
atotal absorption of about 100 Sabines. The
addition of five pairs of speakers would then
increase the absorption by about 20%, an
increase that might just have an audible effect
on the quality of reproduced sound. Thus a
reviewer should not store the unused speakers
in his listening room ( particularly if he is
addicted to steel furniture!) although dealers'
demonstration rooms are another problem,
for they may have twenty or thirty pairs of
speakers in a room having a volume only
three or four times that of atypical domestic
lounge.
However, there may be other effects that it
is necessary to consider. When two pairs of
speakers are to be compared it is usual to
have the second pair close alongside the
reference pair. If it is assumed that the
speakers are of approximately the same size,
installing the second pair will effectively add
a baffle to one side of each of the reference
models: the frontage area of each speaker
will then be effectively doubled by the
presence of the other speaker. Again, it is
impossible to offer precise comment about
the overall effect of this increase in baffle
area, because it depends not only on the size
of the additional speaker but also on the
shape of the enclosure and the width of the
residual gap between the two. But it is
possible to illustrate the effect for a typical
situation. Fig. 3shows the measured effect on
the frequency response curve of our reference
loudspeaker when its frontal area is increased
by the addition of further similar speaker
cabinets close by. Curve (a) is the performance
of our reference speaker measured in our
outdoor speaker test facility at 8 metres
above ground. The curve immediately below
this ( b) illustrates the result of adding a
second similar speaker system immediately
adjacent to the reference system, where it will
be seen that the response is significantly
modified by th presence of the second
enclosure. The output in the region of 100Hz
to 500Hz is increased by aout 2dB and slightly
depressed in the next higher octave. To confirm
the reality of this change athird speaker system
of identical size was added on the other side
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of the reference unit. It will be seen from the
third curve (c) that the response changes
produced by adding aspeaker on one side are
magnified considerably by mounting speakers
on both sides of the centre unit.
One other aspect of the problem is thought
to be worth discussion .The impedance of the
voice-coil of a loudspeaker includes acomponent due to the acoustic load presented to
the cone by the space of front of the speaker.
As we have seen, this is a function of the
location of the speaker with respect to other
loudspeakers, the room wall, and any adjacent
furniture. It is interesting to see just how the
voice-coil impedance of the reference speaker
is affected by the presence of an adjacent
speaker.
The voice-coil impedance of the reference
speaker was measured with it standing in free
space, well away from other objects, and
again with asecond generally similar speaker
almost touching the side of the reference
enclosure, both speaker cones being in the
same plane.The two voice-coil impedance/
frequency curves proved to be almost
identical.As confirmation of the result, the
impedance/frequency curve of the reference
speaker was re- measured with the speakers
facing each other, with the two enclosures
only about 6mm apart.
This is a severe check on the effect of a
second speaker, and indeed the impedance
curve of the reference speaker differed from
that measured with the speaker in free space,
the results being shown in fig. 4. It will be
seen that the major effect appears in the
vicinity of the basic LF resonance, when the
impedance of the reference unit ( about
25ohms at the peak) decreased to 20ohms
when the voice-coil of the second speaker
was open-circuited, and to 16ohms when the
added speaker was short-circuited. It should
be remembered that this change only occurred
when the additional speaker was close against
and facing the reference unit; it seems
reasonable to assume that with normal
placement, with cones in the same plane,
there will be no significant effects on the
voice-coil-impedance.
Although these tests confirm that a significant change in performance can be
produced by having two speaker systems in
close proximity, they do not confirm that the
effect on sound quality is due to the presence
of a resonant speaker unit. To investigate
further, the two side cabinets in fig. 3 (c) were
turned round to bring the speaker openings
to the rear. The bottom curve (d) in fig. 3
illustrates the result of this reversal, where it
will be seen that the response of the reference
speaker system is substantially the same as
that obtained when the additional speakers'
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openings were in the same plane as for the
reference. It can therefore be reasonably
concluded that the aberrations of frequency
response that appear when asecond speaker
system is located close to the working system
are not due to the proximity of a resonant
speaker unit, but to the increase in the effective
baffle area around the reference system. Thus it
appears essential when comparing pairs of
speakers to avoid having the speakers close
together, or to have any other speakers or
even furniture in the vicinity of the systems
being compared.
Another point possibly worth investigation,
although not pursued in this series of tests,
concerns the response of any extra speakers
to transient excitation, which would not show
up in simple frequency runs. Extra speakers
could conceivably ' ring' in such amanner as
to add delayed colorations to the sound in a
room, another reason for keeping them well
away from the main units.
In addition to modifying the frequency
response of the working speaker, asecond or
third enclosure in the vicinity will also modify
the polar diagram, tending to narrow the
polar response at low frequencies but making
it much more ragged at middle and high
frequencies. This can only have the effect of
rendering the stereo image less well defined,
aresult that it is obviously best to avoid. This
limitation immediately introduces another
problem, that of the relative locations of the
pairs of units with respect to each other and
the room walls and floor. The acoustic
impedance into which aloudspeaker works is
afunction of the location of the speaker with
respect to the surrounding boundaries, and
as both the A and B speakers of apair being
compared are on one side of a room, they
cannot occupy identical positions with respect
to the surroundings. Each speaker sees a
different
acoustic
impedance/frequency
relation and in consequence has a different
working performance, even if the two units
really have identical performances when
measured in the same location.
This is a major problem when comparing
pairs of equally good loudspeakers. Each pair
of speakers can be beneficially or adversely
affected by its location, and if both pairs are
really about equal in performance a single
comparison test is likely to show that one pair
is 'obviously' much better than the other pair.
There is no simple solution to this location
problem, but our practice is to make two
comparison runs. In one run the speakers
used with one stereo system are mounted on
the outside of the reference pair and nearer to
the room side walls, but in the second
comparison the locations 'are reversed. The
quality ratings for the two locations are then
averaged to reduce the effect of the difference
41
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New Distribution

Sensational NE
Straight from our London Showrooms
PRE-AMPLIFIERS

AMPLIFIERS

C300 De Luxe Lab Standard.
Metal or Rosewood Case
Z502 Avance Black Series

L113 Integrated Amplifier 40
Watts PC
L114 Integrated Amplifier 48
Watts PC
L116 Integrated Amplifier 70
Watts PC

L120 Integrated Amplifier 110
Watts PC

£390.00
£195.00

POWERAMPLIFIERS
£94.00
£130.00

T115 AM/FM Digital frequency
Synth. 12 Pre- Sets, Station
Scanning
T14 De Luxe FM Only.
Frequency Synth. 12 Pre- Sets,
Station Scanning
T50A De Luxe Accu lock Tuner
to Match L55A and L58A
Amps.
T530 De Luxe Digital Synth. 24
Pre- Sets. To Match L500 Series
Z503 Avance Black Series. Pre
Select. Scanning and Timer

£170.00

£250.00

.digariggaZUZ).

L510 New Status Series
Integrated Amplifier. 8Watts
Class A then up to 100 Watts
Class AB PC
L550 New Status Series
Integrated Amplifier. 50 Watts
Class A only
L55A De Luxe Integrated
Amplifier 80 Watts PC

£395.00
£625.00
£269.00

M300 De Luxe Lab Standard.
40 Watts Class A or 150 Watts
AB PC. Metal or Rosewood
Case
Z501 Avance Black Series. 25
Watts Class A or 100 Watts AB
PC
Z504 Avance Black Series. 60
Watts Class A or 200 Watts AB
PC

£499.00

£299.00

T112 AM/FM with Lux
Acculock Tuning

£180.00
£180.00
£270.00
£190.00

RECEIVERS

£395.00

EQUALIZER
G120A 10- Band Graphic
Equalizer

£170.00

£230.00

£130.00

TUNERS
L58A De Luxe Integrated
Amplifier 100 Watts PC

T111 AM/FM with Flasher
Tuning

R5030 AM/FM CAT Tuning 38
Watts PC
R5045 AM/FM Digital Freq.
Synth. Pre- Sets. 40 Watts PC

£155.00
£195.00

CASSETTE DECKS
£130.00

K120 3Head Full Logic Dolby
B- C

Main Demonstration and Sales Showrooms:
Luxman, 3-5 Eden Grove, Holloway Road, London, N7 8E0. Tel: 01-609 0293/5
Regional Agents:
Analog Audio 849 High Road London N12 01-445 1443/3267
H ATV 183 Barrack Road Christchurch Dorset 0202 473901
Houlden HI Fl 27 Morgan Arcade Cardiff South Glamorgan 0222 44011
James Kerr & Co Ltd 98/110 Woodlands Road Glasgow G3 6HB 041-332 0988
Lion House 227/229 Tottenham Court Road London W1 01-637 1601
Lloyd Paton LPM Ltd 34 Moorfield Walk Urmston Manchester M31 1TT 061-747 9722/9949
G E Menders 2/4 Edward Street Grimsby Humberside DN32 9HJ 0472 51391
Midland Hl Fi Studio Royal London Buildings Wulfruma Street Wolverhampton West Midlands 0902 771774
PA Audio 98 Liverpool Road Crosby Liverpool 23 051-931 3695
RTTS (electronics) Ltd 21 Tamworth Street Litchfield Staffs 054 32 22877
Telesonic Ltd 92 Tottenham Court Road London W1 01-636 8177
Unilet Products Ltd Compton House 35 High Street New Malden Surrey 01-942 9567

£250.00

[MATE IDELITY
Policy brings you

vei Lower Prices
or from one of our Regional Agents
PD300 Belt Drive, Sub- Chassis
with Vacuum Disc Stabiliser
£340.00

4111111111111111111111111111•11111111M11101111111116.
•

•

IlL koni

K113 Mecha Logic, FL Peak
Meter
£99.00
K117 Full Logic, FL Peak Meter £ 140.00

PD370 Direct Drive with Arm
and Vacuum. Disc Stabiliser
PD555 Ultra Luxury Belt Drive
with Vacuum Disc Stabiliser
and space for Two Arms

K118 Full Logic with DBX NR £210.00
K15 3Head De Luxe Dolby HX £365.00

£999.00

MISCELLANEOUS

LOUDSPEAKERS

TURNTABLES

PD284 Direct Drive DC Servo.
Semi- Auto with Arm
PD284/C Same with Cartridge
PD288 Fully Automatic Direct
Drive with Arm
PD288/C Same with Cartridge
,•••

£199.00

Econosystem 3L114fT112/
K117 PD288C/LK100 Rack
£565.00
Econosystem 3/S As Above
with Pair MS20 Speakers
£750.00
Note: Econosystems cost less than their
component units when purchased
individually.

MS10 2- Way Multi- Vent Per Pair £130.00

LK1 Metal Rack
LK100 Rosewood Rack
CX1 M/C Head Amp

C115 Me Cartridg
LMC1 MiC Cartridge Lt Weight
PM1 Tumtable Mat Felt Finish
£90.00
£94.00

£30.00
£59.00
£150.00

£69.00
£99.00
£9.00'

CAR AUDIO
Main London Showroom Only
CA3 Stereo Cassette Player
£79.00

£135.00
£139.00

JJI

MS20 3-Way Multi-Vent Per Pair £200.00

COMPLETE SYSTEMS
Econosystem 2L113fT111/
K113 PD284C/LK100 Rack
Econosystem 2/S As Above
with Pair MS10 Speakers

r-

To: Mail Order Dept., Luxman, 3-5 Eden Grove, London,
N7 8EQ. Tel: 01-609 0293/5
Iwish to order

£399.00
£519.00

_J

. .

CK20 Stereo Cassette Deck
CM20 Stereo Amplifier 20 + 20
Watts
CS6 Stereo Speaker System
Input up to 50 Watts Pr.

£69.00
£39.00
£79.00

ORDER BY PHONE "
Phone 01-609 0293/5 and quote your Access or Barclaycard No.
for immediate despatch. 24 hr answering service.

Please send literature on
Ienclose £
(Please make cheques payable to " Howland West Ltd")
or debit my Access Card No
Barclaycard No
Name
Address

Signature

LUXMAN

You can now buy Luxman at the
same price as ordinary HiFi!

HIGH TECHNOLOGY
LOUDSPEAKER DRIVER
•Film Diaphragm Driver of Electrostatic Quality
«System Power Rating 100 Watt Max
«Above 400Hz - 20kHz approx
«Dim 590 x 128 mm approx
«Weight 3.3kg
«Tweeter may be used as Mid Range
with Optional Super Tweeter
«Sensitivity 86 dB/Watt Mean. at
1 metre approx
«As used in the Infinity System
IMAs manufactured by
Strathern Audio.

Typical Fequency Response

MAIL ORDER ADVERTISING
British Code of Advertising Practice
Advertisements in this publication are requirec to conform to the British
Code of Advertising Practice. In respect of mail order advertisements
where money is paid in advance, the code requires advertisers to fulfil
orders within 28 days, unless a longer delivery period is stated. Where
goods are returned undamaged within seven days, the purchaser's money
must be refunded. Please retain proof of postage/despatch. as this may be
needed.

Mail Order Protection Scheme
(Limited Liability)
If you order goods from Mail Order advertisements in this magazine and
pay by post in advance of delivery, HiFi News will consider
you for compensation it the Advertiser should become insolvent of
bankrupt, provided:
(1) You have not received the goods or had your money returned;
and
(2) You
write
to
the
Publisher
of
Hi Fi
News
summarising the situation not earlier than 28 days from the
day you sent your orcer and not later than two months from
that day.
Please do not wait until the last moment to inform us. When you write, we
will tell you how to make your claim and what evidence of payment is
required.
We guarantee to meet claims from readers made in accordance with the
above procedure as soon as possible after the Advertiser has been
declared bankrupt or insolvent up to alimit of £ 5,200 per annum for any
one Advertiser so affected and up to £ 10,000 per annum in respect of all
insolvent Advertisers. Claims maybe paid for higher amounts, or when the
above procedure has not been complied with, at the discretion of HiFi
News; but we do not guarantee to do so in view of the need to set
some limit to this commitment and to learn quickly of readers' difficulties.

R.F.R. DOWLING

This guarantee covers only advarce payment sent in direct response to an
advertisement in this magazine ( not, for example, payment made in
response to catalogues etc, received as a result of answering such
advertisements). Classified advertisements are excluded.

7 Bachelors Walk, Lisburn. Tel: 08462 71272

The Revox I377
For people who
tape their music
seriously
Record care
A first class way to remove bothersome dust from hi-fi records
is to immerse them in hot, soapy water and scrub them
vigorously with ascouring pad. One annoying side effect of
this method is that severe tracking problems may be
experienced due to the absence of grooves.
A better procedure is to prevent the dust getting on to the
disc in the first place. Dust is attracted by static. The Zerostat
anti- static pistol neutralises static, without contact, in seconds.
Don't get into alather over record care,
get yourself aZerostat from your local
hi-fi dealer
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Telephone: St. Ives (0480) 62225 Telex: 32303
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READERS LETTERS
about clinically concocted efforts
From: D. V. Ford, Westcliffe-on-Sea, Essex
Dear Sir, The response from Messrs. Robert
Beer and Maurice J. Kevington to my letter
concerning performance and sound qualtiy
was perhaps predictable, since HiFi News
caters primarily for the hi-fi enthusiast who is
not necessarily adiscerning music-lover.
When Mr. Kevington accuses me of 'tolerance of record imperfections', making it
sound like some sort of social disease, Imust
plead guilty. While I
agree that asilent surface
is desirable ( Sir Thomas Beecham once said
he longed for asilent gramophone!), it has no
bearing on the quality of the performance.
While stereo, quadraphony or digital, and
now laser, records are gimmicks designed to
enhance the sound, none of these things can
in themselves improve the performance.
Indeed, the advent of stereo has much to
answer for, because it was then that people
no longer asked ' is it agood performance?'
but 'is it in stereo?' as though mono recordings
could not possibly be satisfactory.
Admirers of Sir Thomas Beecham listen
eagerly to each new recording or reissue,
hoping to hear atell-tale shout or hiss or the
sound of his baton beating against the desk,
but presumably Messrs. Beer and Kevington
would flee from such distractions. As for
playing 78s, heaven forbid with all that
surface noise.
As for Mr. Beer, Ipicture him sitting in the
concert hall, pocket calculator at the ready,
carefully working out the percentage of
wrong notes to the bar. Sir Charles Groves
once said 'You can have athing accurate in
itself and as dull as ditchwater'. Presumably
this is what Mr. Beer means by 'clinical
perfection'. If so, heaven protect us: clinical
perfection rules out all the human element,
what we might call 'soul' or emotion, and
immediately bars not only Beecham but
Toscanini,
Furtwangler,
Koussevitzky,
Stokowski and most of the great interpreters.
One of the best albums Ihave bought
UNWANTED SPEAKER EFFECT
in speaker location with respect to the side
walls and the furniture.
An attempt to compensate for location
effects by mounting one speaker of one
system on the inside in one corner but on the
outside position in the other corner fails —
due to the shift in the acoustic centre of the
image source as the systems are switched.
Both units driven as one system must either
be on the inside or on the outside location
to maintain the same acoustic centre for the
program source. This is areal problem to an
equipment reviewer and impossible to solve
in a dealer's demonstration room where a
multiplicity of pairs must be demonstrated
without re-arranging the speaker locations.
Now to the final question: are the changes
introduced by an adjacent speaker audible, or
are they just another popular magazine
fantasy? When the differences introduced by
any change are small, it becomes very difficult
and time-consuming to arrive at awell based
conclusion. The same conclusion can be
reached much more quickly if pink-noise is
employed as program material, for almost
any change to a system is then audible. It
certainly increases the sensitivity of a
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recently was the one made ' live' at the Vienna
Festival by the Leningrad Philharmonic under
Mravinsky, performances far more exciting
than any studio-concocted clinically perfect
effort.
Yours Faithfully

about being cock-sure over mains
connections
From: Bryan Cogent, Malvern,
Worcestershire

decided that hard plastic castors, standing in
glass piano insulators,' provided the most
effective means of eliminating the damping
effect of standing loudspeakers on carpets.
Indeed, a recommendation to this effect is
included in my construction plans for the
'Essex' enclosure, designed specifically for
the Kefkit 3and first made available in 1977.
When Iincluded this recommendation in an
article on the home-construction of loudspeakers many years ago, the editor
commented that he knew of no theoretical
reason why either castors or glass insulators
should have any effect at all. Idid not pursue
the point, but Iknew from the sweat of my
own efforts that they did, and subsequent
experience has not prompted me to change
that view. P. M. may care to try this method
before he spikes holes in the carpet which, in
addition to arousing the wrath of the remainder
of the household, will probably also excite
resonance from the floor, especially if wooden.
Yours faithfully

Dear Sir, Following the publication of Angus
McKenzie's ' Positive Feedback' note on IEC
mains- plug hazards in your April issue, Ifelt
duly alerted to the problem. This makes it all
the more important to remind readers of the
risks, as Ihave just entered disaster area from
the same cause.
about who should meet repair costs
It must be fairly common to use 3- pin
From: John Taylor, Blackburn, Lanes
connectors for mains cable extension
Dear
Sir, A recent experience has led me to be
purposes, which is what Idid the other day.
concerned about the situation when one piece
Being acareful sort of chap who knows how
of faulty hi-fi equipment damages another.
to handle plugs and sockets, Ididn't think it
My power amplifier 'went DC' and damaged
necessary to bother with those new-fangled
shrotided plugs, so Iused one of the un - one of my speakers. The amplifier manufacturer
repaired the amp free of charge but refused to
shrouded pre-IEC ones. The mains live duly
pay for the repair of the speaker. Ihad
earthed itself just as Mr. McKenzie described,
returned both through my dealer, W. A. Brady
but unfortunately it did so via various hi-fi
and Sons of Liverpool, and they paid the
interconnecting cables, and by the time the
repair cost; but Ifeel that neither they nor I
fuse had blown Ihad awrecked transformer,
should have to pay this. My conclusions are,
two ruined voltage regulators, molten copper
firstly, that there should be a recognised
on a PCB, and several useless integrated
procedure rather than uncertainty in this
circuits. Iwon't be so cock-sure in future!
situation, and secondly that the quality of
Yours faithfully
after-sales service from the dealer and
manufacturer should play apart in selecting
about castors andspikes in the floor
each of these.
Yours faithfully
From: G. A. Jolly, Hockley, Essex
Dear Sir, Iwas gratified to read, under the
heading 'Standing Practice' ('Subjective
Sounds', August) that loudspeaker manufacturers are only now becoming aware of the
importance of stands in the performance of
their products. Ihave treated this factor in the
hi-fi chain, especially in carpeted rooms, as of
considerable importance for at least twenty
years, and after much experimentation

Note: Unfortunately, the legal situation as
defined by the ' Sale of Goods ( Implied Terms)
Act' is such that the retailer has total responsibility for practically everything to do with
the goods he has sold. It is up to him privately
to get what support he can from the manufacturer, which is sad and often results in
morally dubious situations. What do other
readers thin k? — Ed

comparison test by at least ten or twenty times,
for such asimple thing as moving the hand a
few inches at adistance of five feet produces
an audible change. If apink-noise comparison
does not reveal any difference it can be
therefore safely assumed that it is not significant when listening to ordinary program
material such as speech and music.
Thus the final check on the effect of having
asecond speaker close to aworking speaker
was to mount aspeaker outside in the open
air to eliminate the effect of the room and to
bring a second speaker up towards the
reference model while listening to the pinknoise signal. When the second speaker with
its voice-coil open was less than about 6ins
from the working speaker the sound quality
was just detectably changed while the speaker
was being moved, with the listeners standing
about 6ft. away and on the speaker axis. The
change was no more than just audible and
there is little doubt that it would be quite
inaudible if program material had been used
at the test signal instead of pink-noise.
We can summarise the conclusions as
follows. A few extra pairs of loudspeakers
have an insignificant effect on the acoustics
of atraditionally furnished room, but five or

ten pairs of unused speakers will have some
effect on the acoustic characteristics of a
more sparsely furnished room. However, any
unused speakers should not be stood close to
the working speakers as this produces changes
in the frequency response and polar diagram of
the speakers in use. Complying with Murphy's
Law, the changes in frequency response and
polar diagram are generally disadvantageous
and are to be avoided. Being larger than a
typical loudspeaker, the average item of
furniture will produce greater irregularities in
the polar diagram and increase the instability
of the stereo image when the furniture is
adjacent to one speaker.
All these effects can be minimised by
keeping the unused speakers well away from
the pair in use, but the same comments apply
to furniture in the vicinity of loudspeakers.
Hollow furniture such as chests of drawers,
cupboards and desks have the same frequency
selective effects as spare speaker enclosures,
but being of much greater volume have more
marked reactions on the acoustics of the
room. However, these furnishings are the
elements that determine the characteristic
sound of the listening room and are the factors
that are optimised in agood room.
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John Atkinson concludes
his report from the 1982
Chicago Show
I F, AFTER CONSUMING the first part of this
I report from the 1982 Summer Consumer
Electronics Show It month, the reader came
away with the impression that, apart from
controversy over such fine details as connecting
cables and telephones in the listening room,
nothing much was happening in audio, he
wouldn't be totally wrong. This is particularly
so in the world of rack systems and ' musiccentre substitutes' where designers are achieving new levels of achievement: in producing
silk purses out of sows' ears, they now even
leave out the 'latter. If the high-street audio
purchaser became aware of the true cost ol
the components going into his one-brand
system speakers he might then be a little
more amenable to being persuaded that the
sound to which he is accustomed was
capable of being improved by ' real' hi-fi.
Unfortunately, as he doesn't read magazines
such as HFNIRR where he could discover
such facts — the answer, for those interested,
is less than the cost of an LP (for the pair, of
course — he is not going to change his buying
attitudes. As he represents the majority of
consumers, the hi-fi industry is going to have
to continue its headlong dismemberment into
those who can only survive by cutting their
turnover, sorry, prices, and those who can
only survive by making less and less of more
and more expensive equipment, as with the
Sony Esprit amplifier reviewed by Martin
HIFI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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Colloms elsewhere in this issue ( p.32), where
even the cost of the volume control to the
manufacturer is probably more than the
wholesale price of the NAD 3020. At least,
however, the high-end is inhabited by
engineers who still have budgets with which
to realise their intentions for aproduct, so it is
with little apology that Iconclude this report
with further essays on the activities witnessed
at the expensive end of things.

On pianos & minis —
A common factor to a number of demonstrations in the rarefied atmosphere of the
Conrad Hilton was the sound of the piano.
Beethoven's Diabefli Variations, rather than
the non-music of the Sheffield Drum record,
were to be heard wafting into more than afew
corridors, and upon asking, Iwas told that it
was one of Peter McGrath's records 'of
courser. Ifound the afore-said Mr. McGrath
and his partner Julian Kreeger in a6th floor
room listening to a beautifully natural recording, via Quad ESL-63s, of Earl Wild performing
the Schulz-Elver massacre of the Blue Danube
—Strauss retired at half-time due to injury!
Neither producer Kreeger, who is an attorney,
nor engineer McGrath, who runs ahi-fi store
in Miami, have record industry backgrounds.
And yet their recordings, released on their
own Audiofon label, have so far achieved a

critical wipe-out, getting acclaim from such
mainstream organs as High Fidelity — . .
recordings that afford the listener aconcertlike experience in all its unvarnished vitality.'
— Stereo Review and Fanfare—'.. . as close
as any I've heard to reproducing what areal
piano sounds like in areal hall,' as well as the
undergrounds such as The Absolute Sound
and High Performance Review. And this with
amicrophone technique — two spaced omnis
— Ihave been castigating both in print and in
person! Interrupting the music, I
asked where
had they come from; and why, in just 2/
2
1
years, Audiofon has done so well?
JK: Well, Peter called me and asked me to
have lunch with him to talk about possibly
making some records. I'm a lawyer by
profession but I'm also a record collector,
and for the last seven years I've presented a
weekly radio programme, called 'Collectors'
Gallery', on VVTMI, a commercial station in
Miami. In the '60s I'd been classical music
consultant to VVVCG, ahigh powered classical
station in the South, and from '59 to '61, Iwas
classical music director to WKCR-FM in New
York, the Columbia College radio station.
Peter runs avery fine hi-fi store...'
PMcG: Yes, Ispecialise in what they call the
'high end' in this country. Igot deeply involved
with avariety of different people in recording;
Iguess the most seminal of them would be
Mark Levinson; he taught me that the true
understanding as to what music reproduction
was all about was to understand the other
aspect of it— music recording. Ilearned fairly
quickly about some of the things you can do
right, and some of the things that seemed not
to work out so right, and Ideveloped akeen
interest, doing alot of recording.
Iwas approached by some local artists who
wanted me to record them. Ihad reservations
and approached Julian with the idea of asking
him to guide me in terms of repertoire and so
forth. Idid not feel in aposition to be able to
make qualitative judgements on relative
quality but Julian said 'Well if you're going to
bring all of this effort and technology to bear
on the issue, why not apply it seriously to
some major artists?'; maybe not major in the
sense of being well-known but major in that
they are performing significant repertoire. He
took my idea and expanded on it greatly.
Julian's knowledge of music, and the musicians' respect for him is the key thing.
JA: You acquired the 30in./s Mark Levinson
recorder, two B & K4133 omni mikes, and you
and Julian went out and did it for yourselves.
What sound are you aiming for?
PMcG: Let me say this; there are some piano
recordings where the charm and beauty of
the performance is so overwhelming that you
can easily overlook their technical limitations
. . . there are a lot of good piano records out
there but none that are really satisfying in
terms of replicating the experience of the
piano, not in terms of your living room but in
terms of how you hear it in the hall. That's the
key thing that we're attuned to, the recital
experience.
The first and foremost characteristic about
the B & K microphone is its accurate tonal
quality; it adds no essential sound colour, as
far as we're concerned. When you approach
microphones, you can use the same values
that you use for loudspeakers. There are
certain loudspeakers that image very well,
there are certain loudspeakers that have
tremendous dynamic range, but for me the
most important thing is its tonal quality, irrespective of how it disperses the sound or how
loud it will play. For years I've regarded the
old Quad — and now the new one — as akey
design in that regard, and the B & K micro47

phone, whilst it's an omni and thus can give
certain complex problems in terms of
mastering — vertical modulation and so forth
— it reflects some of the Quad's certain tonal
purity. If you can't get the sound tone the way
you want it on the tape, regardless of how
good the image might be, you have problems. We've tried a lot of mikes and techniques but we kept coming back to the simple
fact that the B & Ks seemed to reproduce the
sound of the piano as we heard it in the hall.
JA: Do you not find them noisy? Some digital
recordings have had high hiss levels due to
the B & Kmikes.
PMcG: Yes and no: they're quiet enough —
the records speak for themselves — but we're
using them with Levinson electronics which
mitigate greatly. B & K are going to make
some improvements in this respect in the near
future — they're realising that people are
starting to turn to this microphone as amusic
recording device rather than as an instrumentation device.
JA: How far back from the musician do you
place the mikes?
JK: We try to encourage the artist to participate
in the ultimate decisions of mike placement..
.We're very fortunate to have found alovely
hall with avery good sound ... at the University
of Miami only 15 minutes from my office. We

competition but it doesn't show Peter's directto-cyl inder recording equipment...
JA: You must admit that it would be more
accurate to get a more solid stereo image.
The classic 90° crossed figure-of-eights
would give you correct amplitude-only
imagery.
PMcG: If there were figure-of-eights, if there
were Schoeps, for example, that went flat in
the low end, and had an extended high end, if
they gave the tone quality of the B & Ks, then
we would investigate it further. Interestingly
enough, though, our cutting engineer has
indicated that, despite the fact that we use
spaced omnis, with all of the vertical problems
that you should get, he's had no real difficulty.
JA: But you can get some funny time
problems...
PMcG: There's no question that it is possible
to get all kinds of phase errors, but it is the
sound that you get, if it's pleasing or not, that
is ultimately what's important. There are a
variety of ways that people employ — some
do it with figure-of-eights, some do it with
M-Smikes— but I
think that you are very hard
pressed to get an accurate sound the minute
that you introduce more than asecond mike.
There are alot of people in this country who
argue — perhaps not from atechnical basis
but who can argue elegantly — that there are

which is technically more correct!
JA: It's less good 'stereo', as classically,
defined, but it's more like...
PMcG: It's better at suspending disbelief,
which is what this is all about in the first
place! The whole technology is only of use
when suspension of disbelief occurs; that is
really what were attempting to do. We're
illusionists, the whole process is to build an
illusion and, sometimes, rigorous pursuit of
technical whatever may get in the way of the
magic.
We don't profess that the imaging on our
records is perfect, but on the other hand we
do suggest that the sound of the piano, in
terms of how it comes back into the room, is a
most gratifying experience, and — assuming
that the speakers aren't mucking it up too
much — it's not unlike what you would have
heard sitting 8-10 rows back in that very same
hall.
JA: You can apply that philosophy to hi-fi in
general, as well as to recording. You have
people pursuing accuracy and fidelity, but
who don't enjoy their records anymore, and
people who have systems on which they enjoy
their records, but which sometimes don't sound
like anything you'd hear in real life.
PMcG: Exactly! Pleasure, Iguess, is the
bottom line.
The small Audiofon catalogue includes
Leonard Shure playing the Beethoven Diabelli
Variations and Op.110 sonata, Ivan Davis with a
Schumann and Lizst recital, David Bar-illan
playing the Weber sonata, as well as Lizst's
second Ballade and Mephisto Waltz, and two
Earl Wild recordings, the first arecital including
works by Franck, Fauré and Ravel and the
second, recorded live at Carnegie Hall, featuring
12 great piano transcriptions, including that
Blue Danube. In the USA Audiofon can be
contacted at 2710 Ponce de Leon Blvd, Coral
Gables, Florida 33134, but in the UK, it has not
yet been decided who will distribute them.

On volts and amps

go out there and try a variety of different
microphone positions and then take the tape
back to the store, sit down with the artist and
play it back through whatever our reference
system is. We're not that doctrinaire about
how it should be done, it's more aquestion of
smoothing out the variables to get the sound
which seems to reflect best what the artist
wants, the character of the music, and ultimately what we're all most pleased with.
JA: And how far apart do you have the mikes?
PMcG: Let me show you this photograph
(above). it clearly shows how we get the
sound. You can see that with only two mikes,
we had to resort to multiple bows to get that
multi-mike sound!
JK: We made the photograph to throw-off the
48

very few coincident mike recordings that
have aproper image. They suggest that the
staging is a little too constricted, and the
sound is rigorously tight and dry; it's very often
lacking a certain ambience that seems to be
indigenous to the musical process. I'm not
saying that that's my position, but that may
well be the key to why the omni process
might work as well as the figure-of-eight,
because, indeed, reproduced sound is not a
real life thing. You do capture more ambience
than might be thought legitimate with omnis
and maybe the phasal inaccuracies add
something that, when played back through
these two unreal points, the speakers, can
give you more of an experience that
approximates to real life than something

Considering the general trade feeling that
amplifiers/tuners etc are all much of a
muchness, it was gratifying to find that the
world of high end electronics is as diverse
and as mutuality antagonistic as ever. The
valves vs bipolar transistors vs FETs argument
rages still, as does that of class-A vs class- B,
although it would seem that all concerned
now agree that the wrong capacitor in the
signal path will degrade the sound quality
totally, and that correct power amp power
supply design is mandatory for agood sound
(although whether this means that the psu
should be regulated, and thus 'stiff', or not
regulated at all, and thus 'floppy', different
designers come up with different stories).
Undoubtedly one of the hits of the show
was the prototype Boothroyd Stuart Meridian
preamp, to be available from January 1983.
The basic idea is to separate all the possible
functions into separate modules, ie disc
inputs,, tape inputs, volume, filter, tone controls,
the user then selecting just those suiting his
needs to add to the 'zebra' power supply
module. Each module plugs via gold-plated
connectors into the ones either side, and
special balanced-mode circuitry is used to
render the signal ' robust' enough to cope
with a large number of modules and hence
connectors. The use of electronic logic enables
function-switching to be performed elegantly:
the user just touches the front panel of the
module he wishes to use, or place in circuit,
and this switches off the module previously in
use. The system can be programmed to choose
which input, or even which radio station, is
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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Roger Modjeski's Music Reference
preamp (left) shows that there is
still life in valve design.

Matti Otala's longpromised Citation
XX power-amp
(above), for those with deep
pockets.
The massive Krell Class-A
power amp (above)
inaudibly heats up the
rooms in which it is used.

Meridian's new modular preamp
system includes FM tuner (shown), as
well as Ambisonics and power-amp
bridging modules.

selected upon switch-on, and if different tone
control settings are required for different
inputs, these can also be programmed so that
switching inputs automatically sets the
correct tone controls.
To some extent as backwards- as the
Meridian is forwards- looking, the RM-5
preamp from Music Reference illustrates the
diversity of design approaches in the USA.
Designed by Roger Modjeski, who did the
electronics for Harold Beveridge, it combines
valve circuitry in the signal path with solidstate voltage regulation, over-specification of
components, military grade pcbs, gold-plated
connectors, and very careful choice of capacitors. The factory uses an Apple computer to
conduct automatic testing and sorting of
valves, sourced from the USSR and Tungsram,
on the following parameters: noise voltage,
400Hz to 20k1-1z; subjective noise quality;
microphony; gain at 1kHz; SMPTE IM distortion; and anode DC levels. About 1% fall into SA
grade, 10% into A, and another 40% into
three lower grades, the rest being disposed
of, and the consumer gets the valves with his
preamp for which he is prepared to pay.
If I
am moving into the realms of money- noobject engineering, then it would be appropriate to discuss the Citation XX power
amplifier, the result of a three year design
programme by Matti Otala. The original brief
was just to design as good apower amplifier
as possible. More academic readers will have
read the flurry of papers on Transient, Interface,
Phase and other intermodulation distortions
in the JAES and Wireless World by the tireless
Finn over the last 10 years, and it would appear
that the $7,500 Citation XX, which has apacking
crate almost as beautifully styled as itself,
incorporates all of his thinking. Matti Otala
also pioneered the idea that loudspeakers
under dynamic conditions can have amuch
lower impedance than their static 8ohm rating
HI-FI NEWS& RECORD REVIEW
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would suggest; hefty current capability
becoming mandatory for a real- life power
amplifier. The XX thus has a power supply
consisting of two toroidal transformers with
80,000µF of reservoir capacitance; the voltage
rails are fed directly to the output devices via
massive gold plated copper bus bars which
connect directly to the leads of the output
devices. Instantaneous peak current delivery
is quoted as 200 amps(!), but Citation don't
say how long it will keep it up, only that this is
under 'transient' conditions. Steady-state
power output is 250 watts per channel into 8
ohms, 440 watts into 4ohms, 10Hz to 10kHz
with 0.1% THD. Switching is provided for
high and low-pass filters, and the user can
select one of three bias levels, depending on
how hot he wants it to run and how low the
ultimate distortion levels reached, against the
sustained power requirements. To show at
this price level no expense need be spared,
resistors are matched to an 0.03% tolerance
by laser trimming.
Physically built on asimilar scale, but relying
less on sophisticated circuitry and rather
more on good old solid class-A brute force,
the Krell power amps sounded excellent.
Coming in 100 watts stereo or 200 watts
mono packages, and looking as though they
have been carved out of solid aluminium bar,
it is claimed by the designers that these are
the only designs to remain in pure class-A up
to their rated power output, other models
changing to class-AB somewhere between 35%
and 60% of the full rated power to minimise
standing heat dissipation. Proponents of
class-A operation point out as advantages the
absence of crossover distortion, the constant
thermal stress on the output devices minimising signal modulation of their transfer
characteristics, and the constant current
drain on the power supply effectively providing
regulation, but against this must be placed

their chronic inefficiency, around 20%. This
means that over three-quarters of the electricity
for which the user is paying is wasted as heat,
implying much more expensive heatsinking
etc. The Krell designers point out that you
must accept this penalty if you are truly
serious about sound reproduction, and fit
pricey but silent running fans to help dissipate
the heat. They ignore the necessity for air
conditioning with the 200 watt model, however.
The superb build quality of the power amps is
matched by that of the matching preamp,
which is built as two separate mono units.
Acoustat, better known for their electrostatic speakers, have also entered the giant
power amp market with an all-FET — from
input to output — model, the 'Trans- Nova
Trim 200' which gives 200 watts per channel
into 8 ohms, but unlike the Krells, doesn't
quite double this into 4 ohms loads, giving
325 watts, thus not quite behaving as atrue
voltage source. As I pointed out earlier,
though, different designers give you conflicting
arguments on this, and every other facet, of
amp design, and a consensus concerning
resultant value judgments there isn't! Whilst
on the subject of amplifiers, though, Imust
admit that quite the most musical sounds at
the Conrad Hilton were being produced by
Naim, whose amplifiers set a standard of
balanced performance possibly unequalled
by other designs. Naim's new integrated
£150 model should be available this autumn.
Coming down from those lofty heights,
Hafler, whose DH- 110 preamplifier, soon to
be reviewed in HFNI RR, has picked up some
critical plaudits, introduced amatching digital
tuner and graphic equaliser, both again to be
available in ready- built or kit versions. Rogers
had tucked away in their room rather aneat
pre/power combination, based apparently on
their A100 integrated design, but styled to
match their T100 tuner— possibly the better
sounding of the new UK tuners, if not of a
finish to compare with the Quad FM4 ( said
model, however, receiving some State-side
criticism due to its UK- biased features). The
most tuner excitement, however, concerned
Larry Schotz' circuitry used in NAD's new
models. ( See HFNIRR June p.11).
As I mentioned last month, Japanese
amplifier designers in the mass market do not
seem — fortunately for us — to be motivated
in the direction of providing good solid
engineering, preferring rather to get the
performance via sophisticated circuitry
(trickery?) which, although giving their
marketing departments suitable pegs on which
to hang a global sales campaign, are not
always that original. There was suspicion in
many minds that Sansui's ' Feedforward'
topology bore more than a passing resemblance to Quad's 'current dumping', and
Chicago saw the introduction of ' perfect'
amplification from Yamaha, who two years
ago had been involved in negotiation with
Bob Carver concerning the fact that their little
B6 poweramp was uncomfortably close in
concept to his 'Cube'. The new M-70 power
amp compares the difference between the
output and input signal and feeds back any
difference 180° out of phase, aprocedure said
to 'cancel distortion'. Ifind it amazing that
Harold Black didn't think of such an idea when
he formulated the concept of feedback/feedforward back in the '30s.
Carver himself has expanded his product
line to include the TX- 11 tuner, seen in prototype form last year, which uses — what a
talent for creative writing the man has — an
'Asymmetrical Charge Coupled FM Detector',
as well as more powerful brothers of the
M400a ' Magnetic Field Amplifier'.
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Sitting on top of the DH500 MOSFET power amp, the Haller digital tunerstyling matches the OH110preamp.

John Farlowe's Exposure amp
impressed those who heard it.
Left is the Model VII preamp,
with aseparate power supply
per channel, as well as one for
the active crossover beneath.

Would you buy abrick
from this man? Harry
Weisfeld (below),
designer of the VP! 'Sack
EMF Damper' — basically
asteel brick in awooden
case — shows his latest
model. He couldn't say why it
should work, but work it
certainly does, cleaning up
the sound of some amplifiers
significantly.

The arguments still rage over digital and
analogue reproduction, with the controversy
producing an unfortunate byproduct in that it
would seem to be boring the very people
necessary to make digital a success ie, the
eventual consumer. Be that as it may, Sony's
neat PCM-F1 recorder popped up in anumber
of demonstration rooms and proved capable
of giving excellent sound quality, a fact I
found out for myself when recently using it
for some chamber music recordings in
parallel with a 15in./s half-track Revok.
Although the Sony has proved a totally
acceptable source in my own home, Iwould
have more confidence in digital technology
per se if some of the people Imet in Chicago
who most enthusiastically promoted the
virtues of the PCM-F1, particularly when
compared to its predecessors — ' Oh those
early machines just didn't sound right!' —
had not been just as enthusiastic protagonists of those early digital recorders when they
were introduced. We can all be fooled once
(or twice, or three, or more times — delete
whicheverapplicable in your own case) but we
won't get fooled asecond ( or third, or fourth
time), will we? Politicians, of course, are
allowed to answer that question with a
resounding 'Yes!'.
Just as Versailles was built to be atribute to
the everlasting French Feudal system on the
eve of its collapse, the imminent launch of
Compact Disc ( imminent, that is, everywhere
except the USA) is being preceded by an
explosive flowering of high quality analogue
record players. According to the US Linn
newsletter, the Linn Sondek is now the 35th
best turntable in the world, to judge by the
claims of reviewers and competing manufacturers. This raises the interesting point that, if
those claims are correct, why do manufacturers

The Mission
turntable (right)
uses aunique
'chuck' universal
arm mount.

Linn's 'Super-flosik'
tonearm (below)
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insist on comparing their new model only to
the model in 35th place? Linn point out that
for consumers to take any manufacturer's
claims seriously ( even their own, Ipresume)
and to use them to form opinions is ridiculous,
and that the only safe guides are their own
ears. Apart from the difficulties in finding a
dealer prepared to let you listen and make
your own decision, that seems sensible and
honest advice, indeed.
To digress slightly and return to digital
equipment, if you do discount the manufacturer's claims because of their less- thanaltruistic bias, with the exception of a very
small number of people with hands-on
experience, nearly all the promotion of PCM
technology, and the derision poured on those
who point out flaws and defects of the existing
systems, such as appeared in our ' Letters'
pages recently, comes from people who have
never heard or had any first-hand experience
of'digital'. Similarly, a good proportion of
those who are most aggressively ' anti-digital',
also have had zero exposure to it. Iam left
wondering why so manypeople feel impelled to
take up cudgels for and against something of
which they have had no experience. The blind
desire of the human race — as exemplified by
these attitudes of hi-fi enthusiasts — to
believe or disbelieve irrationally, is perhaps
something that should be guarded against.
The next time areader of HEN/AR is about to
strike aposture on ' digital', it would be worth
him counting to 10 and examining if there is
yet sufficient proof either way.
Before you all pelt me with rotten eggs
because Ihaven't managed to support either
side, I'll return to analogue players, where the
list of the world's best, as judged by manufacturers' and reviewers' claims, runs as
follows: Ariston RD11 and RD11s; Dunlop
Systemdek Mks Iand 11; Fons Digitronic and
CQ30 — for those of you with short memories,

the original HEN/AR review recommended the
CQ30 over the LP12! — STD's 305D, 305M,
305S; Thorens TD160, TD150, TD12411, TD12611
and £4,000 ' reference'; JBE; Winn Labs;
Kenwood Trio KD500; Denon DP3500 and
DP5000 ( with or without Cotter base); Technics
SP10 ( all versions); Oasis; Goldmund; Oracle
(both versions); Colony ' air bearing'; Sota
Sapphire; Lux PD300 and PD555; Logic DM101
Mks Iand II; Image; Dais — how does one
pronounce that? — Mission, Gyrodeck, and,
of course, the Pink Triangle. Faced with that
list, it's not surprising that many people still
decide to buy a Linn, the new Valhalla motor
pcb, Ifeel, audibly removing another layer of
gauze from the picture. Linn's new LV-X
'Super-Basik' also sounded good: one observer
commented that perhaps this is more the rightpriced arm SME should have done years ago
if they were to avoid recent upsets.
In the US, British manufacturers take
different attitudes to marketing; the costs of
the Transatlantic journey, and the need for
another link in the distribution chain, forcing
up the retail price accordingly, so that the
Linn and the Oracle cost around the same.
Logic, however, have managed to price the
DM101 Mk II in the US at little more than the
UK one, under- cutting the US competition, so
it could well take off.
There has not been space to discuss in
detail such US developments as stereo AM
radio — the FCC leaving the choice between
four competing systems ' for the market to
decide'; just how, though, no one is quite sure
— or the Transatlantic copyright issue —
'welcome to the recession!' was the reaction
of CES organiser Jack VVayman to the record
industry position that home-taping was the
main factor behind falling record sales. One
thing must be certain, however: despite
reports of its demise, the hi-fi industry,
worldwide, is still in there fighting •

Roger's LS1 heralds the introduction oían
impressive new range. More expensive
models include the LS5 and 7.

Mission 70, at EgO, comes
under the established 700,
with Mission hoping to repeat that
model's success.

The Souther linear tracking arm
(left) is non-driven; it uses the force on the
stylus to pull the arm across the record.

Yet another American 'passive' linear tracker, the Colony 'Air
Bearing' Af1-1 floats the arm assembly on an air cushion for
minimum friction.

Sansui introduced the
most different concept
in ICE, whereby small
remote control
modules— right is
the graphic
equaliser— are
coupled with
main amps and
cassette
players.
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Introducing the new
Bose 201 Direct/Reflecting
Loudspeaker.

High-density polystyrene
enclosure.
Contoured vent surface reduces
low-frequency distortion by up
to 20 dB over conventional
designs.
Direct Energy Control.
Adjusts radiation pattern of
outward-firing tweeter above
2kHz.

Powerful 6-inch woofer.
Long-excursion design assures
tight, detailed bass response.
Dual Freguence crossover
network.
Allows woofer and tweeter to
operate simultaneously over
nearly afull octave.

T

enew Bose 201 System is the most compact and economical
way to enjoy the legendary spatial realism of Direct/Reflecting®
loudspeakers. Its unique array of two high-performance drivers
creates abalance of reflected and direct sound energy that is similar to what you would hear in alive concert environment. You get an
astonishingly wide and spacious stereo effect from virtually every
seat in the room, with none of the harshness or "glare" of ordinary
bookshelf speakers.
ADirect Energy Control lets you adjust the stereo image of
each 201 speaker to fit almost any type of music or room. No conventional speaker gives you this kind of control over the spatial
properties of your music. And Bose's exclusive Dual Frequency
crossover network provides outstanding tonal accuracy with lifelike
midrange openness and definition.
Ask you authorized Bose dealer for aside-by-side comparison of the 201 Direct/Reflecting® Loudspeaker with any other
speaker in its class. For more information, write Bose (UK) Limited,
Trinity Trading Estate, Sittingboume, Kent, ME10 2PD.
Telephone: (0795) 75341.
Te

Bose 201 Loudspeakers radiate anaturalsounding balance of reflected and direct
sound ene-gy.

-"Better sound through research.

SOUNDINGS
Donald Aldous
The Wharfedale Story
NY chron icle of the Wharfedale saga must
Astart
with its founding-father Gilbert

Arthur Briggs ( 1890-1978). G.A.B. began his
career in the export textile business from 1906
to 1933, leading to the formation of Wharfedale
Wireless Works in his wife's name in 1933. He
records the fact that he pinched it from her in
1953 and sold it to the Rank Organisation at a
slight profit in 1958!
In the early days Gilbert bu ilt the loudspeakers himself to maintain output, which in April
1933 totalled 83 units. By March 1934 Wharfedale Wireless Works had produced and sold
4,600 loudspeakers, but had lost £ 1,000 in the
process. Not good business for acanny Yorkshi reman! By 1939 the output from the small
Brighouse factory had increased to around
9,000 speakers ayear, and in the second half of
the war 40,000 transformers were made for
the Admiralty.
Turning now to another facet of this remarkable man's talents, in addition to running the
loudspeaker factory G.A.B. commenced
writing and publishing books, concurrently
with presenting lecture/demonstrations in
the UK and in the USA, with direct
comparisons between ' live' and recorded
music. The accompanying picture shows atrio
of audiophiles, with Gilbert in sparkling form
flanked by Cyril (Audio Fairs) Rex-Hassan, on
the right, and me on the left.
As Raymond ( KEF) Cooke has pointed out,
there is no doubt that G.A.B.'s outpourings
were of immense value not only to his own
firm but also to the high fidelity industry
generally. His writings resulted from afusion
of his many abilities — an inquiring mind
linked to his skill in simplifying outwardly
complex situations, allied to a love of
language and an interest in people. Like
Elgar's interest in chemistry, the Briggs
approach to technology did not penetrate too
deeply anywhere.
The lecture demonstrations of live/
reproduced music, aformat which he made
peculiarly his own, were really an extension of
his writing. They were basically another
vehicle for stimulating interest in sound
reproduction, combining instruction with
entertainment. The last Royal Festival Hall

Above: DA, Gilbert Briggs, and Cyril
Rex-Hassan at an Audio Fair.
Right: Raymond Cooke (Ket Electronics)
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concert was on Saturday, May 9, 1959 —
admission 3s.6d. ( 17Y2p) to aterrace stall.
In his later years letters flowed into his office
from friends all over the world. He never
retired completely, for when he finally laid
down the reins at Wharfedale he continued to
write articles and books from his small officecum-studio in Ilkley. This was a place of
pilgrimage for many audio enthusiasts.
Typically, one of Gilbert's last pieces was a
contribution for the Encyclopaedia Britannica
on his other great love and hobby: pianos.
AS ENGINEER Martin Colloms reminded
me when Iwas pondering this .survey of
Wharfedale in its 50th year, Gilbert's Idle
(Bradford) firm was afertile breeding ground
for many talented people in our world of
audio. Perhaps the closest person to G.A.B. in
his pioneer days was the ebullient Raymond
Cooke, who had collaborated since his
London University days with Gilbert in
preparing the books on audio topics. He joined
Wharfedale Wireless Works as Technical
Director in 1955, apost he held until 1961 when
he left to form his own company KEF Electronics Ltd. Raymond began his career as an
analytical chemist, but after the war he
graduated in electrical engineering and
worked in the Philips organisation as a
production engineer. However, his love of
music and interest in audio led to his joining
the BBC in 1954, where he worked as adesign
engineer for sound recording and reproducing
equipment before moving on to Wharfedale.
The growth of KEF Electronics and its
reputation around the world is now afamiliar
story. During the 70s, KEF engineers
developed new methods of evaluating
loudspeaker performance using impulse
measurements
and
digital
computer
techniques, and these methods were
subsequently applied to the control of production.
ONE OF THE most percipient electronic
engineers Iknow is John Collinson, who
joined
Rank-Wharfedale
in
1966
as
Engineering Manager. John reminds me that
G.A.B. had established the Wharfedale brand
as aworld leader among serious loudspeaker
manufacturers, although by then he was no
longer concerned with the day-to-day running
of the company. It is worth noting that Gilbert
was over 60 when he made Wharfedale really
successful, so there's hope for the old 'uns yet.
Those were exciting times, and Wharfedale's
staff expanded from around 200 to 1,300
(including Leak) in the next few years. Here I
want to quote verbatim some comments of

John Collinson, as they throw afresh light on
today's hi-fi industry problems. He says about
this remarkable growth: ' In doing so, it
probably sowed the seeds of its own destruction, for genuine high fidelity is not that big a
business. Inevitably, commercial considerations of necessity took precedence over
genuine progress.'
J.C. makes another point, that whilst many
people are critical of the Rank Organisation's
part in this big growth, one must remember
that Rank owned Wharfedale for half its
existencé to date. It did meet areal demand at
that time very successfully, and John — for
one — does not regret the seven years he
spent looking after Wharfedale's engineering
affairs. In fact, he wishes the opportunities
were available again today.
John left Wharfedale in 1973 with Bill
Escott, Alan Cunnington, and several of their
skilled craftsmen to start Castle Acoustics in
Skipton. This company did quite well for some
years, until recently when the loudspeaker
industry as awhole began to contract; but it
has reorganised itself, as noted by Bill
Escott in last month's letter section. Any look
at the work of John Collinson, who has now
left Castle, must refer to his Quad days— from
1953— and to his operative skills with G.A.B.
in his concert/dems.
DO THESE names complete the Wharfedale
progeny? With all the emphasis I can
command, certainly not. Alex Garner and
John Dibb went to Tannoy, Graham Bank to
Celestion, Gordon Hathaway to Celestion then
on to the GPO, Peter Wall to Akai, Tim Hol Ito
AR, Richard Lee to Calrec, Peter Maltby to
Sharp, Mushtag Kanji to Koss, and Graham
Townsend to MIRA. Any more? Yes, the
ubiquitous George Tillett — formerly test
eng ineerwith various fi rms in the 30s — joi ned
Crescent Radio and Pye Telecommunications
in the 40s, then became Chief Engineer with
Armstrong and then Chief Audio Engineer
Decca Radio and Television in the 50s, leading
to Chief Engineer Heathkit Division of
Daystrom in 1958. George worked at RankWharfedale in the 60s and now lives in Florida
and is still scribbling about the world of audio.
That's the sort of stamina one needs for this
business today.
BRINGING THIS SURVEY right up-to-date,
we must mention Ken Russell, who joined
Rank-Wharfedale in 1962 as Technical
Manager, Acoustics, later being put in charge
of Research & Development. K.R. came to the
company from Plessey's Automatic Telephone
Company, and retained his Rank-Wharfedale
position until the unhappy July 23rd when
Rank HiFi closed its Wharfedale factory at
Idle. Reputedly some 350 jobs have been lost,
although a skeleton staff remains to handle
service calls. Ken Russell is still at the plant and
Sales/Marketing
Director
Roger
Fearn
organised the stand at the Harrogate International Festival of Sound & Video for the
Wharfedale set-up. As this piece is being
compiled we learn that nibbles are being
made to acquire the business and retain the
name, but Rank play their cards close to the
chest and no reliable facts are available as I
write. [
See Wharfedale Phoenix', page 17 — Ed]
ONE DOESN'T have to be unduly chauvinist
to believe that British loudspeakers and
designers are ahead of the rest of the world —
acontestable statement I
know— and we must
not let all these Wharfedale skills go to waste
because society cannot organise their use. As
John Collinson said to me, in itself Wharfedale's debacle is trivial when related to
industry as awhole, but it pointsto avery bleak
future. 'Tis ahard crazy world, my masters'.
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So were the expo
"Technics do not seem prepared
to sacrifice performance and quality
in an attempt to meet aparticular
commercial price target?'
It managed the far from easy feat
of sounding quite lively and generally
well controlled at the same time
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Technics
VSeries Amplifiers.

300/318 Bath Road, Slough, Berks. SL! 6JB.Tel: Sk m0134522.
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HOW SHOULD IIT GO?
et.

A study in three movements by Bernard Keel fe
Part 3: The Power of
Balance
I0 READER of this magazine needs to be

I \Ipersuaded of the importance of the actua
sound of music. Page after page is covered
with graphs, charts and statistics, all to
enable us to hear as faithfully as possible the
beautiful sounds that the composer has
conjured out of his imagination. Yet, I
suppose that to use the word beautiful is
already misleading, for it implies an
unchanging aural taste, an absolute
standard, whereas the canons of orchestral
beauty vary according to style, period, and
even the way orchestral sound has
developed in different countries. The
German tradition comes from the figured
bass and the string quartet, and so is built
round the sound of the strings, on the
foundation of apowerful bass line. Berlioz, no
pianist, and without experience of the
figured bass, fathered another tradition. His
conception of orchestral sound starts with
the melody, heightened by the rhythm and
the contrasting texture of the harmony; for
him the bass line is of much less importance.
So while German music has arich depth of
tone, Berlioz and his successors in France
and Russia produced abrilliant, sometimes
even strident sound, highly coloured by
brass and percussion. In the music of
Debussy and Ravel, the woodwind dominate
the sound, but Elgar, writing at the same
period produced few woodwind solos of any
significance. Even today there are marked
differences between countries. How many
readers actually like the sound of French or
Russian horn? British clarinettists cannot
work in Germany, because they play in a
different style on different instruments. Are
you aware that the famous Vienna
Philharmonic violin tone is produced on
rather ordinary and inexpensive instruments
owned by the orchestra? Clearly there
cannot be an ideal orchestral sound; every
period, every composer, virtually every
composition,requires its own unique aural
presentation.
Music composed in lines, such as that of
Bach and late Stravinsky must be etched
clearly on the ears. This is not difficult in the
right acoustic, for there is little sustained
sound to get in the way. However, for the
mass of orchestral music from the middle of
the 18th century onwards, we have astyle of
composition which may be broadly
described as tunes with harmonic
accompaniment. Composers found that as
long as the harmonic image was clear, they
could arrange the notes of achord in any
way they liked: sustained, broken up into
arpeggios or figuration, high or low in the
aural spectrum, in one colour or shared
between instruments. With this often dense
harmonic texture, the conductor's first task is
to make clear the melos, the continual thread
of musical thought which in awell-written
composition holds the listener's attention
from start to finish. Put simply, he has to

bring out the themes; no matter how lush
the string tone, however brilliant the brass
and percussion, if the audience cannot hear
the tunes, he's wasting his time.
One might assume that the composer has
done this already, and our first duty is to his
score. True, but Iventure to say that in
fulfilling that duty, there are few
compositions in which conductor and
players will not have to make some
modification to the printed marks. Quite
apart from the obvious question of acoustics
and the size of the orchestra, there is the
historical problem. Hardly asingle
instrument in aLondon orchestra sounds
today as its counterpart did ahundred years
ago: metal instead of wooden flutes;
different reeds for the oboes; German
instead of French style bassoons; wide-bore
trombones in place of the old 'pea-shooters';
nylon strings instead of gut. When Bach,
Beethoven, Berlioz, Wagner, Brahms,
Debussy, Elgar, and Malcolm Arnold each
wrote the identical note for ahorn or
trumpet, they expected to hear adifferent
sound, both in timbre and volume. The
experienced player knows this, and adjusts
his tone accordingly, but it's often hard to
persuade young players not to let rip on the
few notes they may have in aclassical
symphony, even though Beethoven or
Haydn may have marked them
This brings up one of the most important
aspects of orchestral balance; what George
Szell used to call the distinction between
effect and effort. Many composers mark their
scores with the effect they want and the
player and conductor must decide how
much effort is needed. The composer may
have written p in all sections, but to produce
abalanced sound, each department may
have to produce adifferent effort: mf in the
flute, p in the oboes, pp in the trumpets and
trombones, fin the harp and so on. Some
composers, like Mahler and Strauss, are
more precise in marking the effort needed,
but in more esoteric idioms, I
fear that many
faithful interpreters have given afalse
impression because the composer has
miscalculated. What ajoy it is to work from
the scores of composers like Elgar and
Puccini, who knew their craft to the last
semiquaver. •
In adjusting the depth of tone in an
accompaniment to asolo line, whether in the
wind or strings, the conductor must take into
account which sounds obliterate, and which
are transparent. Sustained tone easily
drowns amelody, and must be carefully
restrained, though it may be advisable to
keep acrisp attack, for example, in the brass,
and then bring down the tone; this conveys
he rhythmic excitement, but still allows the
heme to come through. This technique is
specially necessary in the Weber overtures:
in the opening of Euryanthe, for example,
he brass must come down and up in tone,
•
sthe theme drops down in pitch and rises
gain. This question of register is most
important in gauging the intensity of tone.
iolins are strortg and clear on the high E

string and the lowG string, but weak on the
middle D and A; the oboe and bassoon tend
to get louder in the low register, but softer as
they go higher; the clarinet and flute are
weak in the middle, powerful at the top, and
rich and warm at the bottom. All this must be
taken into account in the balance of chords;
it's not so difficult with several of the same
instrument, though it is sometimes
necessary to remind inexperienced players
that the low notes lack intensity, and may
need compensation in volume to match the
top. The real proems arise with the
multifarious timbres and intensities of a
mixture of woodwind and brass. It is nearly
always the bottom note that needs attention,
so the lowest bassoon, the fourth horn, and
the tuba must always be alert. Sometimes
the bass note is on an unexpected
instrument, for example the second clarinet
in the chords at the start of RimskyKorsakov's Scheherazade. Too often the
high notes in such passages are loud and
sharp, and that produces the shrill, ugly
sound so characteristic of bad amateur
orchestras. The balance, tuning and warmth
of achord are nearly always improved by
bringing out the lower notes. This applies
especially to the strings, and the rich tone of
such orchestras as the Berlin Philharmonic is
built on the sonority of the double-basses.
The weight of tone in an accompaniment
must aim to match the character as well as
the audibility of asolo line. There is always
the temptation to ask asolo player to give
more tone, or to turn up his microphone, but
this can destroy the mood that the composer
wants. One of the few woodwind solos of
any length in the music of Elgar, comes in
the slow movement of his 2nd symphony,
where the oboe is accompanied by the
solemn tread of the full orchestra. The
character of this astonishing passage
suggests theiplaintive voice of agriefstricken individual, one of, and in the midst
of an army of mourners. In the concert hall,
with acareful adjustment of the balance,
perhaps with the soloist lifting his bell, it can
be adeeply moving experience, but if the
solo is amplified too much in reproduction,
and lifted out of the crowd and turned into a
giant figure, theemotional relationship is
lost.
So far Ihave been dealing with practical
matters, but of course the creative
imagination must play its part. The character
in achord may be heightened by bringing
out one note — often highly effective in the
music of Debussy and Delius. A melody in
octaves sounds bright if the upper line is
stronger, rich and mellow if the lower one is
brought out. This applies especially to the
lush string writing of Tchaikovsky and
Rachmaninov, where the violin tone can
sound strident and even sharp, if it is forced
but of perspective with the lower strings. In
fact, hearing the lower lines clearly, helps the
higher instruments with their intonation.
There is aconsiderable variety of tone colour
at the command of good players. A melody
for the violins may sound wiry and hard

played on the top Estring, but the same
notes can be mellow and sweet played on
the A string. The vibrato can be varied — fast
and close for apassionate intensity, slower
for agentle mood, and omitted altogether to
produce amysterious toneless sound. Wind
players can lighten or darken the tone, or
make it intense or bland; horn players can
vary the position of the hand in the bell, and
trumpeters may even change instruments.
Sometimes adifficulty arises because the
composer wrote for adifferent instrument:
Berlioz wanted aparticular stopped sound
from the horns at the start of the ' March to
the Scaffold', but this is not really possible
on the modern instrument; Verdi wrote for
valve trombones, on which the players could
trill with an ease the slide instrument does
not allow.
The conductor's technique will have a
marked effect on the sound of an orchestra.
The way he wields his baton will
subconsciously influence the way the string
players use their bows: if he hacks at the air,
they are likely to tear at the strings and
produce aharsh tone; if he beats into the
sound, like Nikisch and Stokowski, he can
produce arich, sustained quality; if he
slashes at the brass, the attack may be
broken and rough. However, it does not
always follow that acrisp, unanimous start
to achord is required: the massive strength
that Furtwangler gets in the great chords of
Beethoven's Leonora No Z comes from a
beat that induced abroken attack.
Sometimes an indistinct beat is needed to
produce an imperceptible start to the sound,
as in the opening of The Swan of Tuonela, or
the Barber Adagio for Strings. Generally
speaking, the more vigorous the
movements, the harsher the tone.
Of course the tone of an orchestra must
reflect the style and character of the music.
You kill the delicate flavour of aMozart
symphony if you apply the thick sauce of a
string tone appropriate to Rachmaninov's
strong meat. But we often face the difficulty
of playing music in inappropriate
surroundings. Early classical music was
written for small rooms, and is distorted by
being performed in today's huge halls.
Haydn symphonies can sound afeeble
tinkle, especially with reduced strings, yet
originally they were regarded as noisy when
played, often with doubled wind, in the
Hanover Square Rooms, which measured 95
by 35 feet. This brings up the question of
more radical alterations to the score, a
subject which is guaranteed to send up
many apurist's blood pressure.
Let me first dispose of some myths and
illusions. Only the other day Iheard atalk
on the BBC, which once again perpetuated
the legend that Toscanini kept rigidly to the
score. In fact he perpetrated some of the
most radical and even tasteless alterations. I
have arecording of Beethoven's 8th
symphony in which he has added timpani III
to the return of the main theme in the first
movement, which is scored for cellos,
basses and bassoons. He altered the timpani
and trumpet parts in many places in
Mendelssohn's symphonies, and adds
timpani to the basses in the finale of
Brahms' 3rd symphony. He made many
small adjustments to the scoring of La Mer,
allegedly with Debussy's approval, and I
believe he even replaced Bach's trumpets
once with clarinets. This does not detract
from his greatness as aconductor, for he
was doing what many other conductors did
and still do to make the composer's
intentions clear, and I
think many laymen

would be surprised to know how often such
changes are made. Why should this be
necessary? Well, if we are honest, there are
many passages, which are inaudible in the
concert hall, though we think we hear them
because we know they are there, or can see
them in the score. On the other hand, many
highly praised performances are full of
doublings and strengthenings which give
greater clarity to atheme or harmony, but
escape all but the most acute ears. Szell's
highly praised recordings of Schumann's
symphonies have often been accepted at
their face value, whereas if they had been
advertised as edited by Mahler, they would
have been criticised for their impurity. In fact
they offer amasterly lesson in retouching,
and certainly in the case of the second
symphony reveal amajor debt to
Weingartner's edition. In many
performances today woodwind solos are
doubled, or 2nd violins are added to the first;
violas are added to the cellos in that famous
passage in the first movement of La Mer,
where Debussy, poor man, asked for 16
players. The closing bars of Dvorak's 7th
symphony have attracted afascinating
variety of additions, and might make agood
ear test for sceptics. What of the composer's
own alterations? Szell used to perform the
finale of Bartok's Concerto for Orchestra
with ahuge cut, which he said the composer
accepted. Walton rescored his Viola
Concerto, but some conductors still prefer
the original. Stravinsicy's recording of The
Rite of Spring with the Columbia Symphony
Orchestra is often praised for its clarity and
biting rhythm, without it's being pointed out
that much detail is altered, and that the final
'Danse Sacrale' is completely rescored and
rebarred. Ithink we should be alittle less
sensitive in these matters; after all, every
recording is adistortion of the original, and
in listening at home in asmall room we are
in atotally different relationship to the music
from the one the composer envisaged. I
wonder what Wagner would say about some
of the clinical recordings of his music, and
how in the name of Parsifal could he accept
the destruction of the hieratic atmosphere in
which he wanted his operas to be
performed?
We face acurious stage in the evolution of
musical performance, for today more people
listen through loudspeakers than in the
concert hall or theatre, and it is inescapable
that the reproduced sound is becoming the
norm. Some years ago Julius Harrison, afine
musician of the old school, remarked to me
that we were in danger of forgetting what an

BOOKS RECEIVED
NEW SOUNDS FOR WOODWIND by Bruno Bartolozzi,
translated and edited by Reginald Smith Brindle. Second
edition of the book originally published in 1967, issued
here with asupporting 7in. mono 45rpm disc of musical
examples. Very much amusicians' study, answering the
challenge of electronic music production with a fresh
approach to traditional instruments. Hard covers, 113
pages, numerous musical illustrations. Price £ 12.50.
Published by Oxford University Press, Music Dept., Ely
House, 37 Dover Street, London W1X 4AH.

orchestra should sound like. A veteran horn
player, whose experience goes back to
before the first war, told me that he didn't
like going to concerts at the Festival Hall,
because to him the sound was quite wrong,
with noisy horns and brass. There is much
force to the argument that in certain respects
the reproduced sound is superior in
accuracy, clarity and precision. If Ipursue the
thought that music should be heard in the
acoustic for which it was designed, baroque,
early classical, and much contemporary
music is well suited to the intimate focus
favoured by some producers, though Ihave
reservations about the false tonal
'impression created by aclose microphone.
Most instruments, and especially string
sections, need air for the tone to develop and
coalesce. The danger that Julius Harrison
and others have observed is chiefly in the
performance of music for large orchestra.
Already in the classical period composers
were aware of the need for what Elgar
referred to as the sustaining pedal effect. If
you play the piano without it, the sound is
likely to be dry and hard, but with it the
expert player can create abloom of sound
that blends one chord into another, and
enriches the overall tone. In the orchestra
this is achieved by writing notes or chords
that hold over from one passage to the next
or underpin an animated texture. You will
often hear in the music of Mozart along
sustained quiet note on the horn that serves
to pull the sounds together, and blends what
could be adisparate collection of
instrumental timbres. The tone is blended in
asimilar way when heard from adistance in
the right kind of resonant acoustic. This
made composers such as Wagner, Dvorak,
Strauss and Mahler, realise that they could
use awider and wider range of colour and
figuration without losing the harmonic
identity and, if properly balanced, without
losing the melos. The fundamental principle
was asynthesis of tone; the reproduced
sound, and the acoustic of many modern
halls often gives us an analysis of tone. In an
interview many years ago Furtwängler
observed that music was often performed
with the incisive line of an Ingres or aDurer,
when it required the fine shading and blend
of colour of aTitian or aRembrandt. If you
examine such paintings closely, you may see
little more than blobs and smears, which at a
distance are revealed as the material of a
masterpiece. So in music it is akind of
miracle that such afascinating amalgam of
tone can come out of the diverse timbres of
the modern orchestra •

OPERE IN DISCO by Carlo Marinelli, being acomprehensive discography with detailed supporting notes on 25
operas and three ballets, ranging from Monteverdi to
Berg — written in Italian. Price 30,000 Lire ( UK price not
given). Soft covers, 547 pages. Published by Discento
Ediziont; La Nuova Italia Editrice.
CONDUCTORS ON RECORD by John L. Holmes. An
encyclopaedia of internationally recorded orchestral
conductors from the early days of recording to 1977 -- the
sort of massive reference work that looks formidable but
which captivates the music-lover-cum-record-collector
the moment it is opened. Hard covers, 735 pages. Price
£25.00. Published by Victor Gollancz Ltd, 14 Henrietta
Street, London WC2E 80J.

SYSTEMS, RACKS & MINIS, being
Choice booklet
No. 27 compiled by David Prákel and Noel Keywood,
edited by Steven Harris. Detailed reports and measurements on 36 audio systems. Soft covers, 199 pages,
numerous graphical and other illustrations. Price £2,00.
Published by Sportscene Publishers Ltd, 14 Rathbone
Place, London W1P 1DE.

SPACE-LIGHT — a 'Holography and Laser Spectacular' by
Paul Walton. Described as 'asubjective tour around the
wonders of holography and lasers', this is a popular
exposition of lasers and their artistic potential, not an
audio or music book. Soft covers, 96 pages, numerous
illustrations — many in full colour. Price £5.95, Published
by Rout/edge & Kegan Paul, Broadway House, Newtown
Road, Henley-on-Thames, Oxon RG9 1EN.

MELLYMOBILE by George Melly, illustrated by Trog.
Autobiographical odds and ends pieced together by a
jazz-singer-turned-critic from various Punch writings
about his ' life on the road', spanning the period March
1978 to August 1981. Hard covers, 168 pages, 12
cartoons. Price £6.50. Published by Robson Books,
Bolsover House, 5-6 Clipstone Street, London W1P 7EB.

WHITE BOY SINGIN" THE BLUES by Michael Bane. This
volume 'chronicles the adoption, imitation, and alteration of black musical styles by whites, from the blues of
Memphis's Beale Street to the current mixture of sounds
and traditions called New Wave'. Soft covers, 269 pages.
Price £2.50. Published by Penguin Books Ltd, Harmon dsworth, Middlesex.

and now for something completely different

Jupiter, Venus and Mercury
the truth, the whole truth
and nothing but the truth.
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Distortion on & off record
John Linsley Hood describes asimple distortion
meter for pickup cartridge alignment

M

Y MAJOR spare-time interest is in
listening to recorded music. Because
Iam, by occupation, an electronics engineer
it is afairly predictable outcome that Iwould
become interested in having ago at
designing my own audio equipment for the
reproduction of the collection of
gramophone records which Ihave
accumulated over the past 40 years. Apart
from the possession of an inquisitive mind,
and awillingness to experiment, the two
major assets to which apotential audio
amplifier designer should have access ( apart
from the projections on the sides of his head)
are an oscilloscope and adistortion meter.
The first of these allows him to see whether
there is anything grossly amiss, and the
second shows him whether he has been
successful in eliminating some of the more
minor defects.
While it is true that both engineers and
critics have begun to doubt whether
instruments, alone, are fit to give any piece
of audio equipment aclean bill of acoustic
health, the converse remains undoubtedly
valid. No equipment having any major defect
demonstrable by instrumental measurement
would not be improved — other things being
equal — if that defect were eliminated. So, in
spite of the fact that most sensible engineers
are aware that there are defects which their
instruments may not readily reveal, the
scope and the THD meter remain test bench
companions, supplemented where possible
by other more specialised test gear.
So, having used such instruments to
enquire into the performance of his amplifier
designs, it is afairly natural step to use the
same instruments to enquire into the
performance of his ancillary equipment —
tuners, tape recorders and record players. To
his astonishment ( perhaps), an alarming
situation is revealed. His FM tuner gives
some 0.2 — 10% THD, his tape recorder
produces anything up to 4or 5% THD,
depending on signal level, and his record

player— worst of all —
hovers around the 3-15%
figure, depending on
frequency and modulation level.
If we assume that the amplifier designer
has been labouring to achieve distortion
levels below 0.02% over the bulk of the
audio band, he may well, at this stage,
decide that this is afutile effort, and take the
easy approach, with the odd half percent or
so being regarded as unimportant. Well,
would he be wrong? Alas, providence is
unkind to electronics engineers, and
contrives that the sort of distortions
generated by the electronics are much less
acceptable to the ear of the listener than the
much more substantial errors introduced, for
example, by the bad pressing of adisc, or by
TRIM
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its inadequate tracing
by the stylus of the cartridge.
The precise degree of objectionableness of the many possible distortion components is afield in which
the psycho-acoustic specialists have
uncovered alot of interesting data, not least
of which is that different listeners differ
somewhat in their objections. However, in
crude terms, it would appear that the
'mechanical' types of distortion — such as
those introduced by the inaccurate motions
of astylus or aloudspeaker cone— are
more tolerable psycho-acoustically than the
more unfamiliar waveform mutilations
generated by unsatisfactory electrical
behaviour.
Nevertheless, the situation remains that
developments in the field of audio amplifier
design have led to these being offered, not
necessarily only at the top end of the market,
with THD figures well below 0.01% over
much of the power, and frequency,
spectrum. There have been relatively small
improvements during this period in the
equipment available for reproducing discs —
if only because there is so much less scope
for change — and such small improvements
as there have been are all too easily masked
by small inaccuracies in setting up the
cartridge or arm.
For an electronic engineer with access to
appropriate test equipment, it is possible, for
example, to optimise the adjustments in arm
and cartridge geometry, so that an initial
replay THD level, from astandard 1kHz,
5cm/s test disc, of 8%+ is reduced to
something better than 1% THD under the
same conditions. Unfortunately it is not
possible to do the same job with an alignment protractor, no matter how well made,
simply because it cannot be guaranteed that
the major axis of the ellipse of the stylus is
correctly aligned.in its setting in the
cantilever, nor that the rake of the stylus is
established with adequate accuracy. After
all, the stylus is avery small item, and a5µ
error is very hard to see, even under a
microscope. This same error, unfortunately,
can make nonsense of the most precise and
careful adjustments by the user, when he
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assumes that stylus orientation is indeed
correct with respect to the stylus body.
Since this is the case, obviously the
answer is to use atest disc and aTHD meter,
and do the job that way. Test discs are fairly
easy to come by. Simple distortion meters,
capable of reading down to about 0.5%,
unfortunately are not. So, initially, simply to
save me the chore of lugging several lumps
of equipment backwards and forwards
between my laboratory and my living room
every time Isubstituted acartridge or upgraded an arm, and subsequently ( in atidied
up version) as acontribution to the facilities
offered by one of the more concerned of my
local dealers, Ievolved the present design.
Having done this work, and having
benefited by it in setting up my own three
domestic cartridges so that they now give
the sort of replay distortion figures the
designers had in mind ( in every case, the
THD improvement was better than two-fold,
and in the case of the best of the cartridges,
with the least well aligned stylus, the
improvement was sevenfold — and very
noticeable!) it seemed apity not to spread
the idea around abit further.
The design of the instrument
The basic intention of this design was to
make asmall, cheap, and easily portable unit
which could be plugged into the LS output or
headphone sockets of an audio amplifier,
and which would allow aTHD reading to be
displayed, by asuitable meter, on an
instrument which could be battery
operated, capable of measuring down to,
say, 0.2% THD. Since previous measurements with much more complex and
sensitive measuring gear had shown that
even the best of the PU cartridges in my
possession would not better 0.8% THD, it did
not seem worthwhile to attempt athreshold
sensitivity alot better than 0.2%.
Having contemplated the possible uses of
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such an instrument, it also seemed agood
idea to include within the package asimple
fixed frequency sinewave oscillator, of, say,
0.1% distortion or better, which would allow
the distortion meter also to be used for
setting up bias and recording levels with
tape or cassette recorders. If these recorders
are of the 'three-head' variety so that the
measurement can be made while the tape is
passing through the machine (' in real time'
as the computer jargon has it), this
measurement becomes very simple, and can
allow the user to determine just how much
leeway he has, around the '0 VU' level,
before the THD becomes objectionable, for
any given tape, in amatter of aminute or so.
The instrument case which Ihad in mind to
accommodate this unit was aVerocase box,
having an internal battery compartment
which accommodates four HP-7type batteries.
This required acircuit design which would
be economical in current consumption, and
would work from either 6V or ± 3V. The 741
type op-amp. would fit this requirement very
nicely, and only takes about 1mA per unit, at
this sort of voltage.
Given this decision, the circuit design
became fairly straightforward, and is shown
in fig.1.
The actual distortion measurement, in an
instrument of this type, is made by using an
AC millivoltmeter to give a ' 100%' reading,
at some convenient signal level, set by an
input 'sensitivity' control. Having set this
level to read ' 100%', the fundamental of the
input sinewave signal is then removed by a
'notch' filter and what is left ( ie, all
components of the signal which are not at
the fundamental frequency, which will
include any noise and mains ' hum' as well as
the distortion components) is then displayed
on the meter.
If one aims to look down to 0.2%, this
would be an inconveniently small reading on
ameter whose full scale setting was 100%,

so it is useful to organise the display to allow
a0-10% reading for this purpose, though it is
still helpful to allow the distortion to be
shown on the 0-100% range to facilitate
setting up.
Although there are many ' notch' circuits
which can be used for this purpose, the
simplest one is the 'Wien' network, in which
avariabte resistance in series with afixed
capacitor is compared, in impedance, with a
similar resistance in parallel with the
capacitor. These two variable resistances
can be the two halves of atwin-gang
potentiometer, which will then allow asingle
knob adjustment of notch frequency.
The way Ihave organised this in fig.1 is to
feed the 'parallel' network ( built up from C6,
R6 and VR2b) with the same signal in phase
opposition, by the interposition of aphase
inverting amplifier stage ( IC2). Since the
signal fed to the 'series' network requires to
be twice the sizeof that fed to the 'parallel'
one, this amplifier is adjusted to give again
of x2.
One of the problems in the use of aWien
network to generate a ' notch' is that the
notch isn't very sharp, and it will also
attenuate 2nd and 3rd harmonics of the
signal, which is not very satisfactory.
However, it is possible to sharpen it up, so .
that it will completely remove the
fundamental frequency while still having
100% transmission at 2nd harmonic and
higher frequencies. This Ihave done by
arranging alittle negative feedback around
the loop from the output of the output
amplifier ( IC3) to the inverting input of the
input buffer stage ( IC1). The extent of the
sharpening up of the notch is controlled by
the resistor ( R7). Too high avalue here (too
much feedback) would make the notch
adjustment very difficult to zero, whereas
too little might not allow agood reading of
the second harmonic residues.
IC4 is the millivoltmeter amplifier, and
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drives a100µA ( FSD) meter via aring of
small silicon diodes ( D1- D4). The switch S1a
controls the full-scale or ' notched' reading,
while Sib gives the choice of 100% and 10%
full scale meter readings. Since it is very
useful to be able to make aquick
comparison between the performance of the
'left' and ' right' channels, two input leads are
provided, selected by switch S2.
To round off the unit, asimple Wien bridge
oscillator is provided using IC5. This is
stabilised by apair of diodes, and will give a
sinewave output, with the component values
shown, at 1kHz, with adistortion of less than
0.15% if the output voltage from the
oscillator is set to 500mV RMS, by the
adjustment trimmer potentiometer VR4. ( R12
and R13 can be changed from 15k to 47k to
give a330Hz output). With abit of ingenuity,
the distortion monitor can be used both as
the millivoltmeter to set the output voltage,
and also as the distortion measuring
instrument to check that the oscillator THD is
adequately low. ( In this context, the THD will
worserpfairly rapidly if the oscillator output
is too high).
A double pole battery switch (S3) is
necessary to switch both the + 3v and the
—3v supply lines from the batteries.
Operation
As indicated in the preamble, my original
idea was to provide asimple portable unit
which would facilitate the proper setting of a
cartridge in its head shell, and to adjust, for
best performance, the bias and arm height
settings. My tests were done using a
Thorens TD 160 Super turntable, fitted with a
Rega arm, which takes SME type headshells.
The test record Iprefer, although now
unfortunately deleted, is HFS 69, which gives
steady tone bands at 300Hz, lkHz and 3kHz,
amongst other things. The lkHz and 3kHz
bands are recorded at 5cm/s groove
velocity, and lie at approximately '
A and
%rds of the way across the disc, which
allows agood assessment of the final
tracking alignment.
Strictly, one needs asuitable tone recorded
at the two geometric zero points, say, at 66
and 121mm radius. Single-sided test
pressings are ideal, as they often have a
continuous lkHz modulation on the other
side, but Howland West's HFS 81 has a
suitable 66mm track on side 1. To carry out the

test, the test disc is cleaned as thoroughly
as practicable and the required test tone
played. The THD meter should then be set
to give afull scale reading with the
switch in the ' FSD' calibration position,
by the use of the amplifier gain
control and/or the meter gain setting, as
appropriate. The stylus is then returned to
the start of the test track, to give the longest
measurement time possible, and the 'Tune'
and 'Trim' controls adjusted to give the best
null reading possible. Once an appropriate
position has been found for the setting of the
'Trim' potentiometer, it should not be
necessary to readjust this to cover any small
changes in frequency, though alarge
adjustment in operating frequency may
require that the 'Trim' control be reset —
depending on the accuracy of matching of
two halves of the 10k ganged 'Tune' pot.
Initial results from this test are likely to
appear very poor indeed, with THD
readings in the range 5-10% being not
uncommon, and fluctuating due to the
effects of 'wow', and dust in the grooves.
Repeated cleaning may help the latter, and,
for myself, Iwould generally wet the groove
with alittle distilled water to lessen replay
noise. A dampened Dust Bug may also be
helpful. Having got some readings, a
comparison between Land Rchannels will
allow an optimisation of the ' bias ( sidethrust
compensation) setting, to give some degree
of equality in performance between
channels. My own findings are, in general,
that a ' bias' setting can be found which will
give alarge improvement on one channel
without too much worsening of the other. It
is very rare indeed, in my experience, that
both channels are identical 'first time off'.
From this point on, it is simply amatter of
rather tedious and repetitive measurements,
with the angular and longitudinal position of
the cartridge in the head shell, and the
horizontality of the cartridge with respect to
the record surface, being adjusted, little by
little, until it is clear that no further benefit
can be gained, and the best compromise
between edge and middle of the disc, at the
recommended radii, has been reached.
Having optimised my own three
cartridges, with the final THD figures, for
1kHz and 3kHz, and on which Ihave reported
in full, Idecided that it would be agood idea
to extend the scope of this investigation abit

more widely, to include some further interesting PU units, and afurther 9cartridges
have been added to the list, through the kind
assistance of the HFNI RR Editorial office and
Shure Electronics Ltd. Ihave listed the final
THD figures arrived at with the help of the
Distortion monitor, with oscillograms to show
the waveform shape.
In the case of the low output moving-coil
cartridges, the necessary preamplification
was provided by my own ' Current Transfer'
type headamp. This has atotal harmonic
distortion content which would be less than
0.01% at the typical output voltage levels of
normal m-ccartridges, so that any
performance degradation due to this cause
may safely be neglected.
Tape recorder checking
This is avery much simpler business. In
the case of a '3- head' machine, all that is
necessary is to inject the lkHz tone from the
test oscillator into the 'Record' input, set the
meter FSD on the replayed signal, and read
off the THD with the instrument adjusted to
give the best null reading. This measurement
can then be repeated, for differing 'VU'
record levels, with adjustment of the FSD
setting as appropriate, and for different tape
types.
The HF ' bias' level, if adjustable, will also
be found to have asubstantial effect on the
tape replay distortion level, but one has a
more limited freedom to adjust this because
of the influence which HF ' bias' has on the
flatness of the overall frequency response.
(Increasing the bias tends to lower THD but
also roll off HF response).
In the case of the simpler 2- head recorder,
this business is more laborious, and it is
suggested that aseries of signals should be
recorded — of at least one minute duration
at each level — with the tape counter reading
being noted at each step, so that on replay it
is possible to be sure which is which, and
that there is adequate time to reset the FSD
on each new burst of signal.
Cartridge test results
Extending the scope of this to include
other cartridges from the HFNIRR review
collection produced some slightly surprising
results. As Ihave mentioned, my original
interest in this project arose from the
decision to optimise my cartridge geometry
to page 65
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The Revox B780 Receiver
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"Every Revox component is designeifule
built according to the most modem
engineering ideas and technology. This
results in equipment of the highest quality
that will retain its original performance
excellence throughout avery long useful
life". Willi Studer Dr H.C. Sc. tech.
The Revox B780 Receiver is afully
djqital FM Synthesized Tuner Amplifier.
4-16iug- microprocessor control ensures absolute
T curacy throughout the entire FM band in
"
Z increments. Station selection may be
ade either manually or from the 18-station
electronic memory.
The B780's amplifier is rated at
70w/channel min. RMS into 8Ohms from
20Hz - 20kHz with no more than 0.03% total
harmonic distortion and virtually no TIM.
With such refinements as
continuously adjustable mono and stereo
muting thresholds and ahigh blend switch
that does not affect the frequency response,
the B780 is areceiver for those who truly
appreciate the value of Revox precision.
e

Precision built,beautifully made.

il

EVox

Use this coupon to' obtain your free
copy of the latest Studer Revox
colour brochure together with the
name of your nearest Appointed
Stockist.
Name
Address

Town
Post Code
Post to Revox at the address below
FWO Bauch limited,
49 Theobald Street, Borehamwood, Herts., WD6 4RZ.
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V-95RX

The V-95RX and V- 90R are made to be left alone. Tell them
what they're required to do. Then ignore them and concentrate
on your music.
These TEACs are bi-directional. They reverse automatically at
the end of aside, so fast that you'll never notice. They're programmable, so you can hear exactly what you want to hear, as
many times as you like. If you do have to interrupt these decks,
you can do it from your easy chair by remote control.
There is, however, something about these decks you can't
ignore. Superb sound.
That's because they're built by the same people who build fine
recording equipment for studios and professionals around the
world— people who really know about music reproduction.
The TEAC V-95RX and V- 90R: just pure musical pleasure.
Features: •Real- Time Reverse • Positouch Transport Controls • Block Repeat
*Touch Fader Control System • Built-in dbe ( V-95RX only) • Computomatic
Program Search IV-95RX only) * Three Heads * Three Motors . RC- 95 Positouch
Remote Control ( optional)

• "dbx " is atrademark of dbx incorporated.

SATIN M117S

SHURE V15/5

SHURE V15/3 (original stylus)

SHURE V15/3 ( after replacement)

SONY XL55

TECHNICS 300MC

in anew arm/turntable combination by
direct off-disc distortion measurement, and
the reaMsation, in the course of this, just how
inconvenient my existing laboratory test
equipment could be in domestic setting. The
tests which Ithen made on my own three
pickup cartridges had led me to expect that
the initial THD readings would be quite high,
and that aTHD improvement of at least a
factor of two could be gained by appropriate,
though time-consuming, adjustments to
cartridge mounting angle and fore-and-aft
rake.
In the event, although improvements were
usually possible, these improvements were
less than Ihad expected. Ican only conclude
that Ihad not done the original setting up
very carefully, or, perhaps, that greater
practice in this task (the accumulated length
of time which Ihave now spent fiddling with
these items, including these tests, and some
vvhith Ihad made at afriendly and interested
focal dealer, now adds up to awearisome
total) has made me very much more skilled
in doing the job. My original thought, that
improvements in performance would
usually result from am increase in the antiskating bias, also proved unfounded. The
effects of bias adjustment were always more
noticeable on the lkHz tracks, perhaps
because they were on the outer bands of the
record, but some cartridges gave abetter
result with ahigher anti-skating bias, and
some with less.
Iregret that Icannot give the ' initial'
readings with my own cartridges, because I
failed to make anote of these at the time. I
remember, however, that the improvement
in the Ortoforr MC 20 was very large,
because my sample appeared to have the
major axis of its stylus ellipse set incorrectly
in the cantilever, so that its best performance
is given with its body visibly skewed in the
headshell. In view of the generally high
performance of these cartridges, and the
obvious evidence of care in their
manufacture, Ican only conclude that Ihad
an ' odd man out.' In spite of this, the MC20
remains my own reference standard for
tonal quality.

and is the unit Igenerally intend to leave on
the deck if it is likely to be used by my
children and their friends. It is arobust and
well-behaved unit, whose tonal quality is
pleasing and free from obvious defects, and
with agenerally mellow and warm sound. It
is not, however, either so revealing of line
detail ( both good and bad) or capable of
giving such an exciting sound as some of the
more exotic units.

Ortofon MC20: Tonally this is similar to the
V15/3, but abit warmer and fuller. The
revelation of fine detail is of acomparable
order. However, the improved dynamic
stereo separation gives adramatic
improvement in the sense of 'being there',
and, for the first time, Iwas aware that a
good stereo recording* could give me the
audible impression of being present in a
room full of instrumentalists, each doing
their thing. In fact, i
wondered, at first,
whether Iwould not find this sense of being
in the middle of alot of busy performers too
distracting to allow me to continue to
combine the twin pleasures of reading and
listening to music. However, one gets used
to anything, in time!
Certainly, this first acquaintance with the
world of the moving-coil cartridge reconciled
me to the need for an additional head
amplifier, and the need to remember to
switch it off when I'm not using it, since it is
battery operated.

Shure M75ED2: This was my second upgrading of cartridge quality, following my
initial change over from ' mono' to 'stereo',

Shure V15/3 Mk2: At one time this was the
standard recommendation for atop-quality
magnetic cartridge, and it still gives afine
acoustic performance, with aclinical
revelation of detail. Its stereo imaging is, I
think, less good thanthat of some more
modern units, and I
find the sound alittle
lacking in warmth. It is, nevertheless, avery
workmanlike transducer, with excellent
tracking ability.
In retesting my own cartridges for the
purpose of this article, to ensure adegree of
consistency in the test conditions between
these and the other units, ex-HFNI RR, Iwas a
little puzzled to discover on th re-test that the
THD figures were somewhat worse,
especially at 3kHz, than my own statistical
records of some two and ahalf years earlier
had indicated. On contemplating this point, it
occurred to me that alikely cause was that
the styli had worn to an extent adequate to
degrade the HF THD figure, even though this
was not visible to me during examination
(which Ido periodically) under ahigh
powered stereo optical microscope. Those
who
peered down such instruments
will agree, Ifeel, that the detection of avery
small degree of wear on the diamond
contact faces is not as easy as one would
wish.
Anyway, this was an easy matter to
resolve by obtaining areplacement stylus
and retesting. Through the good offices of
Shure Electronics Ltd. both the standard
V15/3 and the new VN35HE hyper-elliptical
stylus were tested, as well as the most recent
V15/5. The HE stylus is, for the record, better
acoustically as well as techrnically, and
substantially reduces the acoustic advantage
of my own m-cunit. At the small extra cost of
this unit, it appears to be aworthwhile
substitution for anybody with an existing
V15/3.

Shure V15/5: This is Shure's most recent
and prestigious cartridge, and Iwas glad of
an opportunity to test it. The obtainable THD
figureswere among the lowest of the group,
especially at 3kHz, though the 3kHz residues
showed some complex, and fleeting,
irregularities which could indeed have been
present in the groove, due to pressing or
cutting imperfections.
As Ihad mentioned earlier, there are tonal
differences between cartridge types, and in
listening trials it was clear that this cartridge
was firmly in the Shure V15 family. While my
initial impression was that the sound quality
was rather fuller and richer than the /3, but
without the analytical character of that unit,
subsequent more extensive and careful
listening made me revise this latter
judgement. There is, indeed, an
extraordinary wealth of fine detail in the
reproduced sound, giving the overall
impression of great delicacy, transparency
and truthfulness, which should win it many
friends among those existing Shure users
whose other equipment is good enough to
take advantage of the resolved detail.
Inevitably, the high price of this unit puts it
in direct competition with some of the more
up-market m-cunits, which may give a
•Not all recordings are in this league, by any means.
to page 68
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TURN YOUR HEAD
WITH THIS SPECIAL OFFER

MUSIC
That's what it's all about, so far as we're concerned; the enjoyment at home of whatever you like listening to whenever
Fi centre are very much geared to
you want. We at Reading Hi helping people find systems that sound right to them. We
ourselves have been through the ' seventies buy- it- on-spec
from the cheapest chain emporium' and ' upgrading for
upgrading's sake' syndromes, and have come out this end
poorer, sadder but a little wiser, with plenty of experience to
help our clients avoid similar mistakes. We will suggest and
guide, but never lay down the law — if asked to recommend
anything subjectivewe alwaysstress that it isa purely personal
recommendation and that we would prefer the customer to
decide for him ( her) self. Even amongst ourselves we agree to
differ over favourite speakers, cartridges and record- decks.
Our Stocks? Not everything under the sun— particularly the
rising sun — predominantly mid- and upper- range gear from
mainly British manufacturers. We're not ahuge concern and
we can't stock everything, so the omission of certain names
from our lists does not necessarily imply criticism. Over the
years we have developed a loyalty towards certain
manufacturers for the consistent quality of their products and
their care for the needs of their public and dealers beyond the
point of sales: many famous names, some newer and lesswellknown but already display the same care. We would like to
make mention of the following companies, in no special order
of merit; Al=3 Cambridge, ARMSTRONG, MISSION and CREEK
AUDIO for their amplifiers; the turntable boys REGA, C J
WALKER, DUNLOP SYSTEMDEK, ARISTON DUAL and our
mightythree, LINNSONDEK, MICHELL GYRODEC and DAIS; to
QUAD and ROGERS for those magnificent tuners; the new and
not so new tonearms, LUSTRE GST 801, HELIUS, DATUM,
LINN BASIK X, THE ARM, and the fabulous ZETA; cartridge
manufacturers GRADO KOETSU, A &. R CAMBRIDGE,
MISSION, DYNAVECTOR, OSAWA and FIDELITY RESEARCH;
speakers, ProAC, AKROYD, BEAM and CELESTION; and finally
to individual products; THE HEAD, THE GB CLAMP, our KEITH
MONKS RECORD CLEANING MACHINE and last but not least,
LAST. Thanks to MFSL, PROPRIUS, CBS-SONY, SHEFFIELD
LABS and TELARC for some great records and to NIMBUS for
'LAST OF THE TROUBADOURS' and DECCA for that ' RITE OF
SPRING' ( we're on our second copy already).
We're looking forward to hearing, and letting you audition,
the mouthwatering ( earlubricating) goodies promised from
MISSION, ROGERS, QUAD and whatever else is on the way,
maybe in our LISTENING ROOM, though we're thinking of
dubbing it 'WAITING ROOM' sincethings aren't as advanced as
we'd like...never mind; even if its not ready, we will do our best
to help you find what you are looking for.

HI-FI?

MUSIC!

READING HI-FI CENTRE, 6, HARRIS ARCADE,

* Superb Galaxie"17" Fringe Array:
Top performance all transmitters
U.K. and Continental
* Channelmaster automatic rotor
and control
* 12' x12" ( Maximum) mast, on
double chimney kit or Wall
brackets up to 21" clearance
* Up to 30 metres Low Loss
airspaced cable
* Fitted by professional installers
with 17 years of experience in this
field behind them
* Price including Labour, Parts, and
Journey up to 50 miles from
LUTON

ONLY £199.00 inc V.A.T.
Galaxie Circular 17 Element Stereo
Gain 15.9db F. to B. 33.7dB. L. 74"

WE DESIGN, MANUFACTURE, SUPPLY AND FIT
* Aerial range TV 10 to 136 Elements. FM. 4to 23 Element with Circular
dipole
* Notimported, flimsy, and flashily packaged. British, rugged, and
designed to work and stand up to our weather conditions for a
guaranteed five years.
* 10.I.Y. Interested, advice without obligation; complete range of
masts, brackets, cable and rotors. Mail order-service, write for
details, SAE appreciated.
* Your budget sets the limit of our range of services.
* Installation by professionals who own their own rotor systems, are
fully conversant with their use, and will fit your system within a50
mile radius of LUTON. Pre- surveys can be arranged, phone or write
for details.
SEE THE REST, THEN FOR THE BEST, CALL

RON SMITH

AERIALS

98 ASH ROAD LUTON BEDS.
Day — Luton 36561 9.0 to 6.0 Eve— Luton 29560 after 7.38 pm
-Shop Hours: 9.0 to 61 Closed Wednesday
5Minutes from M1 Motorway. Turnoff No. 11

Quotations from high
fidelity specialists are
invited for the supply of
the following new
equipment and its
installation in aprivate
residence situated in midHertfordshire ( Stevenage
area):
One Quad 44 Control Unit
One Quad 405 Power Amplifier
One Quad FM4 Stereo Tuner
Two Nakamichi 1000 ZXL
Cassette Decks
Replies to Box No.

0693

FRIAR ST., READING, BERKS, RGI.IDN. TELE ( 0734) 585463
MONSAT: 9.30am to 5.30pm. (LUNCH: 2to 3prn, EXCEPT SAT.)
DEMONSTRATION APPOINTMENTS ADVISED!
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A red in the McKenzie environment during

rather strange sequence of events occur-

the first two weeks of the Proms, When Ihad
been recording anumber of concerts both on
aTechnics digital machine ( SV-P100) and my
normal analogue Studer B67. Berlioz's Trojans I
thought excellent technically, although I
was not impressed by the singing of some of
the male soloists. Idid not notice anything
wrong with either the digital or analogue
tapes, but my younger colleagues had
claimed that the pilot-tone breakthrough
seemed much worse than usual around
19kHz.
This remained apuzzle for atime, but then a
few days later Iheard acontinuous HF tone in
the background during Mahler's ninth symphony. Two of my colleagues had been
present in the arena and noted that one of the
hall lightbulbs was 'singing' throughout the
concert; the BBC had noticed this.whistle at a
low level and had also assumed it to be
something in the hall,and indeed alightbulb it
was. On July 27th the BBC transmitted
Mahler's tenth symphony from the Proms
and Iwas most unimpressed with the sound
balance, finding positioning, especially of
woodwind, seriously smudged and much of
the sound lacking clarity and life, with an
excess of rather muddy reverberation.
However, Idid not notice any whistle. The
BBC had avery serious microphone fault on
the left channel, for which they later apologised. This had been due to one of the
microphone leads being improperly plugged
in into abox near agallery, which had probably been kicked thus causing the intermittency.
The following morning, my colleagues who
had been at the concert and Idiscussed
performance and interpretation, and whilst
we all admired Simon Rattle's reading, the
orchestra had seemed to be considerably
under- rehearsed.
My
colleagues
then
seriously criticised the whistle on the recordings, and when Iplayed back the Studer tape
at half-speed Iwas absolutely appalled at
what for me was evidently supersonic rubbish around the pilot-tone. We than made a
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going to be very disturbed by the phenomena
described. One of my young colleagues even
finds many car radio stereo systems and FM
tuners almost unbearable because of pilottone breakthrough. So even if us older folk
cannot hear what to us is supersonic, a
serious note must be taken of the effects on
younger listeners. Furthermore, it is highly
probable that the supersonic rubbish could
intermodulate with lower audio frequencies,
and that any 57kHz breakthrough could
double in frequency in some recorders and
beat with the recorder's RF bias, causing an
audible whistle.
It thus seems imperative, if we are to have a
radio-data system, that the industry should
series of recordings on the Studer, alternately
use properly designed low-pass filters in all
from the Hitachi 5500 tuner and the Revox
FM tuner outputs, with a minimum of atteB760, and the youngest of my colleagues
nuation at 15kHz but rolling off as steeply as
heard much more 19kHz rubbish out of the
possible above this (the broadcasting orgaHitachi than from the Revox, but only from
nisations do not transmit frequencies above
BBC Radio 2, 3 & 4, whilst Radio London and
15kHz as they are cut off extremely sharply
ILR stàtions ( all in stereo) gave no trouble.
both in the PCM links and in the audio input
On playing the tape back at half-speed
circuitry of their transmitters). This is all
there seemed to be dreadful noise modulaputting the cat amongst the pigeons and it
tion of what was aweak 19kHz whistle from
will be fascinating to see what happens. I
the Hitachi, whereas the Revox output was
hope that this problem will not discourage
clean. We then transferred both tuners to the
broadcasters from going ahead with radiolab and rechecked pilot-tone breakthrough.
data. In my view it is the manufacturers who
On the Hitachi, measurements were very
must put their house in order, although it
similar to what they had been when Ifirst
must be admitted that the phase-cancellation
reviewed it, showing no problem. This modtechnique seemed perfectly valid before
el, like most Japanese tuners, employs a
radio-data came along. The Quad FM4 tuner
phase-cancellation pilot-tone rejection cirhas aproper low-pass filter, like the Revox, as
cuit, thus giving the tuner aflat response up
to around the pilot-tone frequency but with
do most good European designs incidentally.
This problem could be solved for many
the pilot-tone itself rejected very well. Why
thousands of listeners who have phaseshould no problem exist on BBC Radio
cancellation tuners if some enterprising
London, etc, yet be serious on the BBC main
manufacturer could make asmall accessory
networks, but not all the time?
which would include active multiplex filters
After much investigation, and examination
cutting rapidly above 15kHz and featured
of the audio outputs from many tuners
unity gain for insertion between the tuner
between 16kHz and 25kHz, a considerable
audio outputs and preamplifier inputs. Iam
amount of noise in two humps around 2kHz
rather surprised that no-one has thought of
wide either side of the pilot-tone was appathis before, and in the present circumstances
rent in the outputs of all pilot-tone phaseits introduction is now a matter of some
cancellation tuners, but was not present in
urgency.
tuners having normal low-pass filters acting
We have been experimenting in the lab
above 15kHz. The answer came from the
recently ' with computerised measurements
BBC: they suggested that the presence of
on FM tuners using two Marconi 2019 signal
'radio-data' at 57kHz ± 2kHz (with suppressed
generators and aradiometer SMG 40 stereo
carrier and amplitude modulation) was probencoder. Capture- ratio is one of the most
ably causing tuners without low-pass filters a
difficult tests, which normally has to be
bit of aheadache. The BBC are investigating
several
times.
During
the
conducted
the problem, but so far my own measuremeasurement, it is vital that the two generments show that in the presence of radioators must be held to within afew Hz of each
data, the BBC's 19kHz pilot-tone area is
other, so the entire sequence can take up to 20
actually very clean as transmitted. However,
minutes or so; but if one links the internal
LBC in particular seemed to have some noise
standard frequency of one 2019 to the exterspikes supersonically which might have been
nal frequency standard input of the other, the
transmitted harmonic distortion of HF audio
test can take as little as 30 seconds.
components, occurring after the bandpass
However, if the test is computerised it can be
filter in the transmitter. The two oscillograms
quicker still, using also an audio analyser
show anormal BBC 19kHz pilot-tone, then the
such as the HP8903. The same equipment can
same plus radio-data ' rubbish' as presented
be used to test RF input sensitivity, limiting,
by atuner with phase-cancellation filtering.
signal-to-noise, various selectivities and
Although it is early days — as Iwrite — in
RFIM measurements, in minutes rather than
both the BBC's and my own investigations, it
hours.
would seem that perhaps all or the majority of
This not only allows far more tests to be
tuners employing just phase-cancellation for
removing 19kHz are going to present a conducted economically, but the reliability of
each measurement is far better and the
serious problem in the presence of radio-data
testing period is shorter. There are some
signals, and that perhaps Japanese manufacserious snags, though. Some computers can
turers will have to return to efficient low-pass
multiplex filters again. At this stage Ifeel
put out a lot of RF hash which can be very
tireséme. Tuners having well screened frontbound to support the BBC in their radio-data
experiments; the EBU and IEC recomends in which the input impedance is properly controlled, show no sign of aproblem in my
mendations do after all allow sub-carrier
computerised set-up, but occasionally combroadcasting, including the American SCA
puter logic breakthrough can cause chaos,
system, and the transmitting of various types
requiring a transformer to be used to feed
of data at 57kHz.
into the 300ohm aerial input instead of the
It is evident from this extraordinary sequ75ohm one. This problem can show an input
ence of occurrences that listeners up to their
impedance error all too rapidly, but surprimiddle 20s, and perhaps afew older than this
singly for the wrong reasons!
to p.68
who have exceptional EHF responses, are
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PICKUP DISTORTION
rather more dramatic '3-D' rendering of the
sound image, though not necessarily with
the same transparency. Some part of the
15/5 sound quality is undoubtedly due to
improvements in the stylus hardware, in that
the 15/3 with the H- Estylus is closer in
sound to the 15/5 than to the original 15/3.
Conclusions
Fiddling about with cartridge mounting
position to optimise cartridge performance
is arelatively time consuming business, in
which it is easy to take one step forward and
two steps back - which is frustrating. To set
one cartridge to the best possible
(comprómise) position, with an hour or so to
spare, is not difficult if one is patient. To go
through the same exercise with alarge boxfull which have to be installed in
headshells and then removed again, is a
much more tiresome exercise, and Iam left
with the feeling that Ihad not, in every case,
arrived at the best possible performance. I
am, however, left with agreatly increased
respect for 1
1FN/RR's patient reviewers,
like Noel Keywood, who have tested and
reported on amuch wider range of
performance statistics than Ihad attempted
- and also had organised alistening panel
to give abalanced assessment of the
resultant sound quality.
So far as Ihave come to any conclusions
as aresult of these trials, these are that, by
and large, one gets what one pays for. The
more expensive cartridges mainly ( but not
invariably) give amore pleasurable sound
with lower THD figures. Those cartridges
with ahyper-elliptical or fine-line stylus
profile can give alower off- record THD,
which will lead to acleaner, more
transparent, sound quality - but such cartridges are much more demanding of a
precise alignment in the headshell, since
any skewing of such astylus will make
matters worse than in aless elliptical profile.
In fact, tests on aconical stylus cartridge
gave aTHD figure in the range 2.2-2.5% at
1kHz, which didn't alter much whatever we
did with the alignment. The 3kHz THD was
around the 7-8% mark, which Iwould not
now regard as acceptable.
A by-product from this series of tests
which Ihad not expected, but which is
certainly useful to me, is the apparent
discovery that off- record distortion measurements can give asensitive indication of
stylus wear, at alevel which I, as arelatively
unskilled microscopist, cannot determine
optically. So, from now on, Iintend to keep a
periodic check on the measured THD level
(having first also replaced the styli in the
M75 and the MC20!) and if this starts to
creep up Ishall take this as awarning that
the time has come to renew •
FM RADIO
We have found it important that all interconnection cables between the computer and
the test equipment should be thoroughly
screened, for normal IEEE ribbon cable
radiates like the clappers. Computer manufacturers have, Isuggest, been taking insufficient care to screen their equipment fully: you
may even be disturbed by your own or
neighbour's computer if you are tuning in
anywhere from longwave to VHF.
The BBC kindly gave me details of the
microphone set-up they were using for the
Trojans, which is typical of what they have
been using during later Proms. Two semicoincident pairs of C414 micrbphones were
positioned for main pick-ups, the closer pair
normally being in hyper-cardioid mode, with

TABLE 1 Component List
Resistors (Carbon Film 5% except where noted)
VR1
VR2
VR3
VR4
R1
R2
R3
R4
R5
R6
R7
R8
R9
R10
All
R12
R13
R14
R15
R16
R17
R18
819

10k log pot/on-off
switch
10k dual gang pot
2k2 lin. pot.
4k7 ho riz. preset
12k
2k2
5k6
10k
470
470
47
220
2k2
2k2 1%
220 1%
15k (47k, see text)
15k (47k, see text)
22k
8k2
47k
47k
1k8
lk

Model
Satin M1175

Empire EDR9

Dynavector
DV20A Mk 11
Ortofon LM30
Sony XL55
AKG P25MD

Type
high o/p
m-c
m-m

high o/p
m-c
m-m
m-c
m-m

Capacitors
Cl
0.22µF
C2
0.47µF
C3
68nF
C4
1.51.LF Tantalum
C5
15e.LF "
C6
68nF
C7
471AP elec
C8
151.if Tantalum
C9
100nF
C10
lainF
Semiconductors
741 op-amp x5
IN4148 diode x6
Miscellaneous
100µA meter
Si 2P3W switch
S2
SPDT switch
Verocase
Phono sockets etc
Printed circuit boards, together with other
components, can be obtained from Robins
(Electronics) Greenway, West Monkton, Taunton,
Somerset TA2 8fs40

Downforce 1kHz THD ,1kHz THD3kHz THD 3kHz THD Comments
initial
final
initie
final
29m
0.8%L
0.85%L
3.1%L Distortion almost
1.1%R
0.9%R
4.0%R entirely 2nd
harmonic
19m

1.6%L
1.7%

1.4%L
1.4%

4.1%L
2.3%R

2.7%L Reasonably free of
2.1%R high order
Components

1.8gm

0.7%L
0.9%R

0.55%L
0.7%R

2.3%L
1.8%R

1.9%L Very low THD but
1.7%R sound rather
edgy

19m

0.9%L
1.6%R

1.0%L
1.3%R

2.3%L
2.891A

1.8%L 3kHz waveform free
2.0%R of spikes

1.7gm

1.1%L
1.3%R

1.2%L
1.2%R

3.2%L
3.1%R

3.0%L HF THD waveforms
2.8%R spikey

1.25gm

0.6%L
0.8%R

0.5%L
0.7%R

3.8%L
3.2%1

2.5%L lowest THD
2.7%R measured residues
smoothest

Technics
300MC

m-c

2grn

0.5%L
0.8%R

0.45%L
0.65%R

3.0%1_
3.0%R

2.4%L low THD but hard
2.2%R sound complex
spikey residues

Coral MC81

m-c

2gm

0.7%L
1.3%R

0.65%L
0.8%R

2.7%L
3.1%R

2.2%L
2.1%R

Shure V15/3

m- m

1.2gm

Shure M75ED2

m-m

Shure V15/3
new stylus
Shure V15/3
H- Estylus
Shure V15/5

m- m

Ortofon MC20

-

1.5% R

-

4.7%R

-

-

1.5%L
I.8%R

-

4.0%1.
5.1%R

m- m

1.2gm
1.2gm
1.2gm

m- m

1.2gm

0.65%L
0.75%R

0.9%L
1.2%R
0.8%L
0.75%R
0.7%L
0.7%R

1.6%1_
2.0%R

2.6%1.
3.2%R
1.65%L
1.75%R
1.5%L
1.9%R

-

0.8%L
1.1%R

-

m-c

1.8gm

the normally more dominant but more distant pair often in crossed '8' mode. An AKG
C422 on hyper-cardioid is also positioned as
an alternative main mike, particularly to
improve the clarity of strings. A C422 was
used in crossed-cardioid on woodwind and
six KM84 Neumann capacitors were employed for the soloists. Four C414s were used
in '8' pattern for the choir and appropriately
pan-potted, whilst two C451 omni-directional
capacitors replaced Sony Electrets for reverberation pick-up above the galleries.
Sony ECM5Os had been used in the gallery
on the first night, but some bad RF interference had been picked up on the right channel
which was occasionally noticeable on the
broadcast. An EMT250 digital reverberation
system was employed to add some bloom to

THD exclusively 2nd
harmonic with
some spikes
1.8gm bias

1.8gm bias
29m

3.8% L
3.9%R

the outputs of the soloists' mikes, and it
seemed to work very well. I
am still convinced
that such complex miking shouldn't really be
necessary if a more distant crossed- pair is
used for the maki pick-up; but the BBC
balance for the Trójans was very good, and
they do have to bear in mind that audience
noise can be rather troublesome at times,
when multi-miking can help matters quite a
lot. It seems that whilst the C422 stereo mike
has avery smooth response, most balancers
at the BBC seem to prefer the slightly toppier
quality of the C4-14s, but perhaps this is due to
the characteristics of their ridiculously small
control room at the hall. If only they could use
the transcription service room next door as
their control room - with suitable acoustic
treatment! •
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JVC's amps and speakers
are almost too good!
If you've got tone-arm
resonance you'll hear it...
so JVC invented silent tone arms.

Back in 1974 JVC made the speed accuracy
of direct drive turntables 100 times better by
inventing quartz control.
Today JVC Double-Servo Quartz controlled
turntables are 30 times more accurate than
conventional Quartz designs. Turntable platter
accuracy is now at perfection level.
However precise music reproduction still
faced one major enemy - extraneous vibration
and tone-arm resonance.
JVC engineers have found the way to

conquer this distracting resonance.
The QL-Y5F turntable attacks unwanted
resonance actively with its ElectroDynamic
Servo tone-arm. This purely electronic system
utilizes two linear motors to damp resonance
without sacrificing sensitivity. The result is
better record tracking - even on warped
records - lower distortion, ahigher signal-tonoise ratio and reduced wow and flutter.
If you're looking for aturntable that
eliminates all resonance, speed error,

unwanted noise and vibration with the
convenience of up-front computer
controls, the QL-Y5F is the one for you.
The QL-Y5F is just one ofJVCs range
of turntables which all provide the most for
their price. With its electronic tone-arm and
quartz precision the QL-Y3F matches vastly
more expensive turntables.
The L-F71 defeats tone-arm resonance
with acombination of alow mass straight
tone-arm and modified electroDynamic

The QI.-Y5F Electi.o-Servo Fully Automatic Quart7. Turntable.

YOUR GUIDE To THE BEST
QL-Y5F QLY3F Lf 71 QL-A51 Lf41
Electro-Dynemic Servo tone-arm

•

•

Low mass straght tone-arm

•

Builtin stroke

•

Direct-Drive
Double-Servo Quartz control

•

•

Fully automatic

•

•

Computerised up-front controls

L-A31

•

•

•

•

Servo. While the L-F41 gives you all the
advantages of alow mass tone-arm and fully
automatic controls.
The QL-A51 offers quartz accuracy at
astripped down price.
The low mass straight tone-arm L-M I
proves that you don't have to compromise
on quality for economy.
But hear the whole range ofJVC turntables at your local JVC dealer and discover
how to listen to your discs not your tone-arm!

JVC is the trademark of the Victor Company ofJapan.

your guide to the best in hi-fi.

POSITIVE DISC CLAMPING
Brian Stiles describes for the brave — or
foolhardy— aradical modification to the Linn Sondek *

T

HE IDEA OF improving disc/mat/platter
contact through the use of weights or
clamps is not new. In 1968 Percy Wilson
described a system in which the disc was
slightly raised at the periphery and then
tensioned by the use of aweight placed over
the spindle.' This arrangement prevented
badly dished records from rolling from one
point of contact to another, when placed with
the convex side downwards, and reduced the
dishing effect in the reversed position. He
also claimed that the tensioning reduced the
transmission of rumble in the vinyl disc, thus
improving tracking and generally cleaning up
reproduction. The author proposed an adaptation of this system for aThorensTD 160 tu rntable 2 using two circular arrangements of
rubber support grommets, one placed at the
periphery and the other, at a slightly lower
level, near the centre. Again aweight, placed
over the spindle was used to tension the disc.
In those days, it was thought desirable to
have no contact between the recorded area of
the record and the mat, but more recently,
several designs have appeared which, in
addition to eliminating dishing and mild warp
effects, achieve a vastly improved disc/mat/
platter contact over the entire playing surface,
•
thus more effectively absorbing vibrations
set up in the vinyl by the tracing stylus and
reducing so-called pi-effect. The Lux PD555
and PD300 use a vacuum pump system to
draw the disc firmly down onto the mat, and
the Oracle an extended and threaded spindle
in conjunction with a screw clamp arrangement. Various weight and clamp systems
have also appeared, achieving some improvement in disc coupling.
The limitations of such systems lie in their
inability to clamp positively the playing
surface to the mat in all cases. Providing the
disc is perfectly flat an improvement in
coupling can be achieved. Mild dishing,
provided that the concave surface of the dish
is placed downwards, can also be eliminated.
The reverse situation, ie, convex surface
downwards, clearly cannot be corrected and
the same is true of warping. Placing adomed
washer under the mat ( as in the Oracle
system) and using aclamp device which locks
firmly onto the spindle could prove more
effective, but then one is beginning to run out
of exposed spindle surface to be gripped by
the clamp with most turntable designs.
Use one of the specialist-thicker-mats in
addition, and the situation is hopeless.
There must be countless audiophiles, like
myself, in possession of one of the recent
wave of mechanically sound turntable designs,
where the reduction in rumble, transmission of
drive motor vibration, wow and flutter, and
acoustic/mechanical feedback, would permit
further improvement brought about by the
use of areally effective disc coupling system.
Such turntables are by no means cheap, and a
reluctance to abandon the whole system and
start from scratch, purchasing an expensive
design with abuilt-in coupling arrangement,
especially with compact digital disc systems
looming on the not too distant horizon,
perfectly understandable. It is with such
audiophiles in mind that the coupling system,

is

1. ' Gadgets for hi-fi', HFN Jan.68 p.57.
2. HFN Feb.70.
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which has proved very effective on a Linn
Sondek, is described here.
Constructional Details
Several years ago Itoyed with the idea of
fixing a short length of threaded brass rod
into the machining hole of the Linn Sondek
LP12 spindle and using a clamp and screw
arrangement to draw the disc firmly down
onto the mat, but abandoned the project since
the whole system seemed too flimsy to stand
up to any clamping force. Recent development,
however, spurred me on to further efforts in this
direction. My original idea was to drill and tap
the spindle, thus providing a really firm
anchorage for athreaded extension, permitting
the use of ascrew clamp. In practice this proved
to be impossible since the spindle is made of
hardened steel which is much too hard to drill
or tap. An extension can, however, be brazed
onto the end of the spindle, provided that the
lower ( bearing part) of the spindle is simultaneously cooled; since any excessive heating
would cause it to loose its hardness, vital to the
bearing function.
The procedure is carried out as follows.
After removal of the outer platter, the drive
belt is removed and the inner platter integral
with the spindle is gently drawn out of the
bearing housing. The whole length of the
bearing is now protected — in my case with a
tightly fitting plastic syringe tube — and then
clamped firmly in the jaws of a lathe. The
inner platter, which is a press fit over the
spindle, can now be gently drawn off the
spindle by pulling and twisting from side to
side simultaneously. An unthreaded piece of
stainless steel rod 13mm long and 1mm over
spindle diameter is made up. A domed
hollow is then machined on the lathe in one
end of this rod to fit perfectly over the original
domed spindle shape. The exact centre of this
hollow is then drilled to accept asmall stainless
steel locating pin which positively locates the
extension with the original spindle during

brazing, using the machining hole already
present in the latter to locate the other end of
the pin, a small gap being left between
original and extension for the braze solder to
run in and make the joint. After checking for
correct alignment the lower part of the spindle
is suitably cooled and the braze joint is then
made.
After brazing, the oversize extension is
machined down on the lathe to original
spindle diameter, thus correcting any slight
misalignment incurred, and the thread for the
clamp-screw cut. M 7 ( 1/4 Whit) was used on
the original version and avery fine thread is
definitely not recommended since tightening
and removal would be tediously long. The
thread should be taken down to the same
level as the brazed joint as shown in fig. 1, the
arrow indicating the position of the joint,
which is not visible in the photograph. On no
account should the modified spindle be
replaced in the alloy inner platter until the
thread has been tested in conjunction with
the brass clamp-screw, since repeated replacement and drawing off will cause the
relatively soft aluminium locating hole to
enlarge and the tight press fit will be lost.
The brass clamp-screw, alloy clamping disc
and domed washer (fig. 2) are now machined
to the exact dimensions shown in the working
drawings (fig. 3). The clamp-screw is fabricated
from 30mm serrated brass rod to give better
grip during tightening and removal. The
clamping disc is made up from 10mm alloy
plate; the four 22mm dia. holes not only give
increased lightness but permit the clamping
disc to be more easily gripped during removal

FIG 1

FIG 2
and replacement. Perfectionists might prefer
to machine the damp-screw from a similar
sized rod of serrated aluminium, sleeved with
threaded brass rod to prevent thread-wear,
thus giving an ultra lightweight clamping
system. Personally, Ilike the extra weight that
the brass gives, enabling the clamp-screw to
be spun on and ()if the spindle more smoothly.
The brass and alloy parts weigh a total of
175gm ( clamping disc 609m; clamp-screw
115gm). This extra weight ( plus the minimal
extra weight incurred by the spindle extension
and domed washer) is not considered excessive
for a high quality hardened and suitably
lubricated main bearing system, and is 3or 4
times less than many commercially available
disc clamping weights. Ferrous metals should
not be used to fabricate the clamp parts since
they may induce hum in some types of pickup
cartridge and might also affect bias.
The refitted modified spindle can be seen in
*or any other turntable
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fig. 4, and fig.5 shows a close-up of the
clamping disc and brass clamp-screw fitted to
the spindle. A lmm thick washer ( not shown)
is made up from Teflon sheet to fit tightly over
the sleeved portion of the brass clamp-screw;
this prevents a grinding metal to metal
contact, and hence wear, between the clamping
disc and clamp-screw when the latter is
tightened down.
One very important point concerning
individual player systems: the 90mm clamping
disc diameter was chosen to give adequate
clearance between the author's Entré cartridge
on the innermost groove and the periphery of
the former. Isuspect that this clearance will
hold good for avery wide range of modern
cartridges, i
but owners of excessively wide
models are advised to check this point prior to
construction and to make the clamping disc
correspondingly smaller. The Linn rubber
mat can be used with the clamping system
but the radial disc-support strips should be
removed first with asharp blade held almost
parallel to the mat; the mat is then fitted
upside down and provides aperfectly smooth
surface to support the disc. The removal of
the support strips, however, means that the
mat has avery slightly convex surface shape.

different mat types since even a very thick
profile can be accommodated without any
loss of clamping force, due to the extended
spindle length. The composition of such mats
is a bone of contention, with some people
advocating pliable, lossy, even sticky, substances, while others favour progressively
harder materials to the extent of glass at the
other end of the scale. There seems to be
unanimous agreement, however, that the
mat surface should be as smooth as possible,
thus giving uniform support to the disc and
eliminating air gaps created by the ridges or
pips of many designs.
In the author's view the mat is anecessary
evil which should perform four main functions.
The underside should effectively damp out
any vibrations or resonances born by the
turntable platter, the surface should, in turn,
damp, provide arigid support for, and lastly
bond, the vinyl disc firmly to the platter. Clearly
the requirements of damping and rigidity of
support are in conflict if a lossy, pliable
substance is used to support the disc. In our
The change in shape involves a drop of
case the last requirement, that of bonding the
0.5mm at the periphery of the mat relative to
disc to the platter, is taken care of by the
the centre, and is of little consequence
whether the clamp is used or not; however, a clamping force. For this reason sticky mats
are not recommended, their sticky function is
slightly concave mat shape would give better
disc clamping, especially at the periphery. If a largely superfluous, and it would also be
tedious to remove from the disc after playing
mat thinner than the Linn rubber one is used
due to the bonding force provided by the
then extra ( or one thicker) Teflon clamp-screw
clamp.
washers will have to be made up since one
The Osawa Disk SE22 mat was found to be
runs out of thread on the spindle and inan excellent compromise. It is very accurately
sufficient clamping force is available.
moulded in dense, quite hard, rubber and is
The very positive clamping obtained is well
fairly heavy and thick. Both surfaces are
illustrated in figs. 6and 7. The gap between
perfectly smooth and beautifully finished;
the mat, raised at its centre by the domed
furthermore, it has aslightly concave shape
washer, and the disc prior to clamping can be
which is most desirable since it provides a
clearly seen in fig. 6. After clamping, aperfect
better support for the periphery of the disc.
bond between disc and mat/platter is seen in
Unfortunately the Linn turntable platter has a
fig. 7, with no air gaps whatsoever (focusing
thin ridge at its edge which fouls the edge of
is deliberately on the rim of the platter to
this mat, which is of larger diameter than the
illustrate this point; hence the un sharp
standard item. The periphery of the mat
clamping system in the background). The
complete player system with adisc clamped
slopes inwards quite considerably, however,
and ready to be played is shown in fig. 8 and when used in the reversed position
almost fits, but not quite, there still being an
showing that the clamp in no way detracts
air gap at the rim of the platter. There are two
from the elegant, functional look of the unit.
solutions to the problem: the mat can be
made to fit by trimming, which would be
Specialist Mats
messy since the rubber is dense and thick,
The design of the clamping system makes it
valuable support area would also be lost; or
eminently suitable for experimenting with

FIG 4
FIG 5

FIG 5
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the offending rim can be either machined or
carefully filed off.
Having gone thus far with the clamp
modifications this seemed to be a small
hurdle and Ichose the latter course. The mat
can now be used the ' right' way up where it
projects some 2mm over the edge of the
platter. Ipreferred to use it inverted, however,
since valuable extra support and damping
could now be given to the periphery of the
disc due to the outwards sloping edge of the
mat. I
was so pleased with the sound obtained
from this mat fitted to the modified turntable
that Ibonded it, to the outer platter only,
using contact adhesive. This can be thoroughly
recommended to anyone not wishing to
experimentwith further mattypes,forthevery
firm platter/mat bonding which is obtained.
The job must be done very accurately le, in
situ, since the spindle hole of the mat is now
also the only means of accurately locating the
outer and inner platter flanges. Great care
should also be taken over the adhesive
application, both layers must be thin and very
uniformly applied and pockets of trapped air
should be avoided during the actual bonding.
The domed washer is now used on top of the
mat.
Greater clamping force can be obtained at
the disc periphery by slightly increasing the
thickness of the washer, but some discs,
particularly older, thicker ones, will crack at
the centre if this is done. This does not appear
to be serious since the cracks, which extend
out radially from the spindle hole, rarely
exceed 1cm in length and do not get any
worse with repeated clampings. Older discs
vary considerably in thickness, weight and
vinyl mix from their modern counterparts and
anyone with alarge proportion of such discs
in his collection and wishing to avoid this
slight cracking would be well advised to make
some tests, if necessary slightly reducing the
thickness of the domed washer. This raises
the question of how much force is needed to
clamp the disc. The clamping screw should
be tightened down until resistance is just felt
and then no more, any further tightening —
this applying especially to dished records
where the concave surface is uppermost —
will force the vinyl immediately under the
clamp into the rubber mat and the disc
periphery will go from a position of good
contact to one where it begins to lift off the
mat in places, thus defeating the object of the
exercise.
A simple vibration transmission test
The effect of clamping can be easily demonstrated using a method proposed by Lux,
which Ihave elaborated on slightly. Take a
perfectly flat disc and place it on the turntable
minus domed washer and clamp, position the
cartridge over the exact centre of the playing
band and lower it onto the surface without
revolving the turntable. Turn up the amplifier
volume control to just over halfway and,
holding alight plastic ballpoint pen vertically,
allow the blunt end to drop onto the central
run-in groove portion of the disc from a
height of approximately 1cm, using thethumb
and forefinger as aguide. Repeat this several
times and a noise will be produced by the
speakers rather like someone walking about on
awooden floor overhead in hobnail boots.
Now set a tape recorder to produce a
healthy signal of about — 5 VU from this
tapping sound and make arecording, starting
at a point opposite to the cartridge and
travelling right round the run-in band finishing
up at the pont of starting, finally tapping out a
code to indicate the end of the test. Repeat
this same procedure with the domed washer
replaced and the disc firmly clamped down
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FIG 8
onto the turntable.
The back-to-back recording of the two
modes obtained enables an A/B comparison
to be made and reveals more clearly an effect
which is audible whilst making the tests. The
unclamped mode produces a sharp, rather
hollow sound whilst the clamped mode
produces a heavily damped, rather rubbery
sound at amuch lower level, the intensity of
which is markedly reduced as the ballpoint
travels away from the cartridge. Providing an
unwanted disc is used, these tests can be
repeated, choosing circles at various points
across the playing surface working outwards
to finally end up at the lead-in groove band.
Damping from the clamped mode is audibly
reduced at the periphery of the disc since the
clamping effect is obviously greatest in the
region of the clamp itself. However, aclear
difference can still be heard between clamped
and unclamped modes.
In these tests the disc is acting as asounding
board and vibrations set up by tapping the
surface are transmitted through the vinyl and
detected by the cartridge stylus. This situation is
analogous to pi-effect, where the ballpoint
end is the stylus itself, generating its own
mechanical vibrations in the disc vinyl, which
are in turn fed back into the stylus, colouring
the reproduced sound. All this goes on at a
much lower level, of course, butif the disc can
be demonstrated to be audibly better damped
for a given set of vibrations at a high level,
and the pickup cartridge less microphonic,
then it follows that pi-effect must also be
reduced during normal playing conditions. A
nice theory indeed and one which is certainly
borne out by the general cleaning up of sound
in the clamped mode.
Clamped vs Unclamped Sound
A comparison was made between clamped
and unclamped records, using the Linn rubber
mat in both cases. Unclamped discs were
played with the domed washer removed to
give the normal flat support area. Ancillary
equipment consisted of Entré cartridge,
Mission 774 arm ( smallest damping paddle),
Trio KA1000 amplifier and modified KEF
drive units mounted in special low- resonance
enclosures giving avery high degree of midrange accuracy. When comparing warped or
badly dished records where the disc/mat
contact was considered poor ie, 50% of the
playing surface in contact with the mat, an
immediate and dramatic cleaning- up of the
sound was audible in the clamped mode. The

elimination of air gaps and much firmer
disc/mat/platter contact is not the ony reason
for this improvement. As has already been
commented on in these pages the cartridge is
provided with a warp free playing surface,
thereby maximising tracking stability. Records
which were flat, giving adisc/mat contact of
90% or more, produced far more subtle improvements, needing very attentive listening
to appreciate the differences. This situation is
aggravated by the inability to make direct A/B
comparisons.
A short passage of the music was played
and then a swift change made from the
clamped to the uclamped mode or vice versa
and the same passage repeated, the stylus
being cleaned before each repeat. Other tests
involved playing the same passage twice
over in the same mode to get a firmer
impression of the type of sound preduced
before changing over.
A dear impression emerged f4n these
tests that the clamped mode was producing a
consistently more solid and stable sound
picture, with more accurate stereo imagery
and there was a greater sense of depth.
Individual instruments often had more attack
and detail, treble was less strident and bass
generally firmer and cleaner. Furthermore a
slightly ' edgy' impression which Isometimes
get when listening to discs was removed, the
sound being nearer to live FM stereo transmissions or good tapes of such transmissions.
Having established the superiority of the
clamped mode using the Linn rubbermat, the
turntable platter was modified to accept the
Disc SE22 mat, as previously described, and
further listening tests carried out, this time in
the clamped mode only. These tests, using a
much wider range of recordings, proved to be
a revelation. Previous impressions were
confirmed, the most striking being the
absolutely rock solid lateral and depth
imagery, together with excellent transients
and a general tautness and cleanness of
sound. With closed eyes or in a darkened
room, the accuracy with which individual
instruments and singers could be located was
uncanny. Closely placed sound sources were
identified without any merging or blurring,
each source sharp and distinct and with a
senseof space around it, furthermore the left/
right relationship of such sources was always
clearly distinguishable, however closely
bunched they were. High frequency tracking
was outstandingly good with no sense of
strain or unease whatsoever, and this held
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Amadeus at 35
It is scarcely believable that 35
years have passed since the Brainin
String Quartet gave such an auspicious first concert at Dartington.
The four players met in somewhat
unusual circurnetances during the
last War when Norbert Brainin,
Siegmund Nissel and Peter Schidlof all left aVienna over-run by the
Nazis, meeting up in England as
friendly enemy aliens in our
internment cam ps. When they met
English cellist, Martin Lovett, the
plossibility of forming a quartet
blossomed. Initially they called
themselves the Brainin String
Quartet, but by the time they
made their London debut at the
Wigmore Hall in January 1948
they had renamed themselves the
Amadeus. The quartet's progress
and
consistency
have
been
legendary. The personnel have
remained unchanged for more
than athird of acentury — almost
unique in an ensemble of any kind
— and their great status has been
reflected in ahuge popular following, an,enormous recorded catalogue, OBEs, doctorates and
insignia
from
many foreign
governments, including the German and Austrian Crosses of

Honour.
At the RFH at 3.15 on Sunday
Noverner 21st they will be giving
the first of three London concerts
marking their 35th anniversary.
The programme: Haydn Op.64/6
(The ' Lark'), Beethoven Op.95,
and Schubert in D minor ' Death
aril the Maiden'. We hope to publish
an
interview with the
Amadeus Quartet in our January
issue.

Swansea Festival
The three-week 35th Swansea
Festival of Music and the Arts
begins on September 30th with a
performance of Bruckner 8 with
the LPO/Tennstedt. Two further
LPO concerts will be conducted by
Vernon Handley, one of our two
Audio Awardees this year. Two
concerts from the Philharmonic
under Michael Tilson Thomas
conclude the festival but in
between there are visits from the
Bamburg SO/Loughran, the London Mozart Players/Blech and the
BBC Welsh/Berglund. Soloists
this year Igor Oistrakh, Mark Kaplan, ChoLiang Lin and John Lill.
Recitalists include Segovia (Oct
5th) Sir George Thalben Ball,
Imogen Cooper and Felicity Lott.

POSITIVE DISC CLAMPING

should be done, of course.
On the other hand, as has been
pointed out recently: in amedium
to large record collection the discs
probably represent by far the
biggest single investment in the
whole system, and many record
enthusiasts might well consider
A word of caution
Needless to say this modification the cost of a really effective disc
should only be attempted by a coupling system worthwhile just
skilled machinist/welder with all for the benefit it brings in correctthe aids of aprecision light-metal- ing dishing and all butthe severest
workshop to hand. Ruined Linn form of warping. Although the
main- bearing
spindles
are modifications described refertothe
expensive items to replace and a Linn Sondek, they are of such a
bearing tip which has lost its hard- general nature that they could
ness through overheating will easily be carried out on other turnmore rapidly wear out. If you table designs, provided of course
happen to have afriend who pos- that the spindle or platter/spindle
sesses such skills then well and assembly can be removed without
good. If not, don't expect the work otherwise upsetting the drive
to be cheap. Machining hours are mechanism. Manufacturers' warexpensive and afair bit of work is ranties, however, will be almost
involved to get the job done certainly be invalidated by such
accurately: which is the onlyway it undertakings. •
good right up to the final grooves
of the side. This enhanced focus,
clarity and tautness gave good
stereo recordings ahigh degree of
realism and immediacy.
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There are two chamber groups
appearing, the Gabrieli String
Quartet and the London Fortepiano Trio, and the Guild for the
Promotion of Welsh Music is
presenting a concert by Cardiff
Polyphonic Choir/Richard Elfyn
Jones. The festival also includes a
poetry reading session by Philip
Madoc, a jazz concert with
'Shorty' Rogers and the British
National Youth Jazz Orchestra,
and it also incorporates three of
the Welsh National Operas current
productions:
Handel's
Tamburlaine, Verdi's Masked Ball
and Don Giovanni. '
Peripheral'
events include afestival exhibition,
'Rodin and his Contemporaries',
which will include works by
Daumier, Renoir, Picasso and
Barbara Hepworth.
d'Ascoli's QEH Recital in January,
Edward Greenfield remarked that
'if at the moment it is inevitable
Gunther Breest
that Bernard d'Ascoli should be
A Producer and Recording Super- known as the blind pianist whose
visor with Polydor International virtuosity is scarcely credible, there
since 1970, Günther Breest has is no doubt whatsoever that this
taken over from Dr Hans Hirsch as will very soon seem an irrelevance
Director of A&R Production for next to the power of his musicianDeutsch
Grammophon.
After ship!'. Following his October
studies at the Frankfurt School of Concert, Bernard d'Ascoli is
Music and West German Aca- undertaking his first major UK
demy of Music at Detmold, where tour — 21 concerts in November
he trained as aSound Engineer at alone. He is also playing Mozart
the Acoustical Institute, Breest with the Halle under Groves, and
took adiploma as an organist and Beethoven Piano Concerto 4with
then worked for four years as the RPO/Berglund ( RFH Nov 30th).
Sound Engineer for Icelandic Bernard d'Asco-li's first record, of
Radio in Reykjavik, the Hessischer works by Franck and Liszt (the B
Rundfunk in Frankfurt and Ber- minor Sonata), CFP 40380, was
telssmann
in Güttersloh. He reviewed last month — an ausjoined DG, Hamburg, as a Pro- picious debut indeed.
ducer and Recording Supervisor
in 1970. Due to him, new contracts
were signed with artists such as
Strasbourg
Giulini, Barenboim, Perlman and
Levine and he produced anumber
Philharmonic
of notable operatic ventures, The Strasbourg Philharmonic Orincluding Barenboim's Samson & chestra makes its first ever visit to
Delilah and The Secret Marriage, these shores this year giving conGiulini's Rigoletto and Falstaff, certs at Reading, Portsmouth,
Maazel's Luisa Miller and Boulez' Nottingham, Middlesbrough and
Lulu. Since 1979 Günther Breest Leeds before coming to London
has been responsible for Kara- on October 10th. The orchestra is
jan's productions, which include conducted by its British Guest
Tosca, Turandot and, of course, Conductor, Vernon Handley, and
Parsifal
the soloist in the series is Igor
Oistrakh. The orchestra was
founded in 1855, and has had
Bernard d'Ascali
many eminent conductors, inThe brilliant and much acclaimed cluding Richard Strauss, Hans
blind young French pianist Ber- Pfitzner, Klemperer, and Alceo
nard d'Ascoli makes his Barbican Galliera. Its reputation here has
debut on October 14th in arecital been established largely on hearof Beethoven ( Ops 57 and 110) say, but in recent years anumber
and Chopin ( Ballade Op. 23. of successful recordings in which
Fminor Fantasia Op 49, Berceuse the orchestra conducted by its
Op 57, and Scherzo in C-Sharp present Music Director, Alain
Minor Op 39/3). Bernard d'Ascoli Lombard, have arrived from
won third prize in the 1981 Leeds France. The orchestra has toured
International Piano Competition, Russia, the United States, West
a controversial decision which Germany and Japan in recent
nevertheless brought him notable years, and enjoys a successful
success and deserved public not- collaboration with the Opera du
ice. Writing for the Guardian after Rhin.
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A LAND of seemingly endless
CC ONSIDER
icy wastes, of deep red sunsets and pale
luminous dawns; aland where winter holds
its relentless grip for seven or eight months of
the year, aland of fantastic legends and folk
music as rich as it is original. Consider then
the music of Jean Sibelius: elemental,
unadorned, sometimes bleak, forbidding and
desolate, sometimes sunny and fervently
optimistic. Is there another composer whose
work so vividly reflects the land which gave it
birth? Ithink not.
From the very outset Sibelius was in full
possession of his own musical language and
style. There were, of course, the inevitable
early influences— Grieg for one and, not
surprisingly, the late romantic Russians,
Borodin and, later, Tchaikovsky. Despite the
rich natural sources of inspiration, Sibelius'
Finnish predecessors were notably thin on
the ground, leaving the door wide open for a
new and substantial national voice to
emerge.
It was, however, afellow Finn who
provided the initial stimulus for Sibelius' first
major orchestral opus. In 1890, while
studying in Berlin, he heard the eminent
conductor/composer Robert Kajanus ( later,
of course, adistinguished Sibelian) direct the
Berlin Philharmonic in aperformance of his
choral symphony Aino, based on the great
national epic poem Kalevala. Its colourful
mythology took an instant hold on Sibelius
and, in due course his own Kullervo was
born. Doubtless because of its programmatic
nature, Sibelius decided not to call the
completed five-movementwork asymphony,
but instead inscribed the title page of the
score 'Asymphonic poem lor soloists, chorus
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and orchestra'. Even at this stage of his career
Sibelius clearly harboured much stricter
principles regarding the nature of the
symphony than, say, his contemporary,
Gustav Mahler, whose massive ' programme
symphonies' were soon to burst upon the
musical world.
Kullervo was aconsiderable achievement
given that its 26-year old composer had
barelydabbled in orchestral composition
before he set to work on it. Although its
command of form and structure hardly bears
comparison with the First Symphony, which
followed only afew years later, the level of
creative originality and imagination was
quite remarkable. There are haunting and
ingenious orchestral sonorities to be found
that point far beyond to the mature Sibelius.
Happily, Paavo Berglund chose to include
Kullervo as part& his variable complete cycle
of the symphonies ( HMV SLS 5129), anda
confident, stirring performance it is too. If I
have reservations about EMI's recording,
they concern the spaciousness of the imagery
which, while appropriate to the epic nature of
the piece, turns out in practice to be rather too
much of agood thing. The middle ta back of
the orchestra appears to be coming across a
very great distance, alittle like the effect of
looking through the wrong end of a
telescope. But no matter — concert
performances of Kullervo are virtually nonexistent so one is grateful for the
opportunity of hearing this not
inconsiderable piece in areading which
makes out so strong acase.
Having flexed his symphonic muscles with
works like Kullervo and the Lemminkainen
Legends, the time was clearly ripe for

Sibelius, the ' pure' symphonist, to emerge.
Significantly, the germination of his First
Symphony coincided with aparticularly
repressive period in Finland's long
domination by Imperial Russia; so, in asense
it was ironic that the shadow of Tchaikovsky
should have loomed so large in Sibelius's first
symphony proper at atime when he and his
fellow countrymen had at last begun to
consolidate their resistance to oppression.
But loom it did: the Pathetique, for instance,
made aprofound impression upon Sibelius
when it reached Helsinki in 1894 — apoint
strikingly borne out for me in the respective
openings of both works. Tchaikovsky's
mournful bassoon solo is not far removed
from the desolate, melancholic clarinet
musings at the start of the Sibelius. But
curiosity apart, such comparisons threaten
to do Sibelius an injustice. He may not yet
have freed himself completely from lateromantic conventions he inherited, but his
musical voice was already strong,
uncompromising and authoritative.
My first encounter with any Sibelius
symphony came about, Ithink, by way of
Anthony Collins' once celebrated account of
the First. I'll not forget the impact of that
seething opening movement in aDecca
recording which, at the time (the 1950s),
represented the highest-offi: the crack of the
timpani, the growl of the bass trombone and
bass tuba — their presence was astonishingly
life- like. If the catalogue be true only the Third
and Fourth ( coupled together on Eclipse ECS
604) still remain of that pioneering cycle.
Perhaps Decca will find occasion to put them
out again. ( But, please, not in those
emasculated, simulated-stereo Eclipse
transfers. For all their tendency to 'fizz' on top,
Ace of Clubs reissues offered afar better
representation of the original LXTs.)
With the advent of stereo it was appropriate
that Decca should have superseded their owri
technical excellence. And, of course, they did
with their Maazel/Vienna Philharmonic
recording of the work — the first instalment
of acomplete cycle from aperiod which, for
me, represented Maazel at his best ( now
Decca Jubilee JB 506-9). Listening again,
though, to these mid- price reissues ( available
boxed or individually) the series as awhole
still strikes me as only sporadically
convincing. The First fairs best, principally, l
think, on account of its romantic Russian
connotations ( and remember that Maazet
was also recording the Tchaikovsky
Symphonies at the time), but elsewhere the
lush, ardent inflection of his readings,
together with that 'golden' Vienna sound,
does rather cut across Sibelius' elemental
landscapes.
The First, though, is tremendous,
particularly in the outer movements where
Maazel summons up afeast of colour from
the matchless Viennese players. Just listen to
those magnificent horns rising to each
restatement of the first movement's
muscular first subject, or to the body and
sweep of those celebrated strings,
magnificent and so very poignant in the
Finale's big melody, but no less thrilling
scything into its bristling allegros ( Iswear
Rimsky-Korsakov had ahand in these
orchestrations!). Maazel puts on quite a
sprint for these pages, but with the VP0 equal
to the challenge no other conductor quite
succeeds in propelling the music forward
with this degree of rhythmic swagger.
Of the other contenders, Colin Davis with
the Boston Symphony comes closest to
Maazel ( Philips 9500 140 coupled with
Finlandia), though textures here are of a
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slightly darker hue and the terrain is
decidedly rougher. Iam greatly taken by
Davis' Sibelius; its rugged, uncompromising
vigour seems to me to cut through to the
basics of the music far more successfully than
many aglossier rival. Unfortunately, Philips
have not served him terribly well from a
technical point of view. Though to some
extent variable from symphony to
symphony, the sound throughout the series
is generally of arather congested, dry cast:
the Boston brass is fiercely to the fore and
excessively bright to my ears (though
goodness knows those penetrating Boston
trumpets need no such encouragement).
Placed in amore natural perspective their
contribution would have been thrilling
indeed.
Would that Davis' First had had the benefit
of the spacious, big- boned sound afforded to
Berglund for his Bournemouth Symphony
performance ( HMV Greensleeve ESD 7095
coupled with Symphony 7). Berglund's
account has so much going for it— it has
breadth, asure grasp of the work's classical
architecture, astark, uncommonly
impressive reading of the slow movement—
but like so much of the Berglund cycle it is a
reading which hovers between ahigh level of
competence and something more. That
intangible spark of inspiration which signals
greatness never really materialises. Ishould
make brief mention of Okko Kamu's
recording with the Finnish Radio Orchestra
(DG 2535 457). This has afine idiomatic ring
about it, but it does fall short of the
performances above when it comes to
matters of orchestral prowess and recording
quality. More about Kamu anon.
Given the political climate in which the First
and Second symphonies were composed, it
is tempting to regard them as akind of
patriotic symphonic diptych, the First
celebrating apeople's heroic resistance to the
oppressor, the Second forecasting its
eventual triumph and liberation. Such fervent
notions have been put forward for years now,
but as Robert Layton points out in his
excellent notes for the Berglund set, Erik
Tawaststjerna's authoritative study of the
composer reveals otherwise. According to
Tawaststjerna, the Second Symphony was in
fact inspired by feelings of afar more
intimate, personal nature. The lamenting
wind figure in the Finale, it seems, sprang
directly from Sibelius' memory of his sisterin-law, Elli Jârnefelt, who took her own life,
while the blazing theme of the coda came to
him during the summer of 1899 while he was
staying at Gallén-Kallela's villa in Karelia.
Tawaststjerna relates how, at one point,
Sibelius lept to his feet and exclaimed ' Now I
will show you what impression this room
makes on me, its basic mood'. So much for
symbols of nationalistic defiance in the face
of the oppressor! At any rate, the Second
Symphony's impassioned rhetoric has
earned it immense international popularity.
Together with the Fifth it is the most popular
and oft- performed of the Sibelius
symphonies.
There are 15 versions of the Second
currently listed, but for my money none of the
recent contenders — the three most notable
being Karajan, Ashkenazy and Berglund—
can hold acandle to those justly lauded
accounts under George Szell, Beecham,
Barbirolli (with Beecham's orchestrak, the RPO
— ared-blooded, highly charged account, not
to be overlooked), Stokowski and
Koussevitsky— classics all, in their individual
ways. For the ' sound-first' collector, then,
some sort of compromise is in order.
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Sonically, the Ashkenazy and Berglund
versions ( Decca SXOL 7513 and HMV ASD
3497 respectively) lead the field, although
neither exactly inspires me musically. If I
were pushed to achoice between the two,
then Berglund probably comes out on top. Yet,
for all its undeniable quality — the excellence
of the playing ( horns especially imposing), its
fine sense of space and line— there is
something all too considered about the
approach. Idon't, for instance, feel the
amazing follow-through tensions of
Beecham's famous ' live' BBC Symphony
recording of 1954, or, for that matter, the
Koussevitsky or Stokowski recordings ( the
latter, especially, tremendous— Dell'Arte DA
9004). Too often, it is as though Berglund has
intentionally backed off to aposition of safety
so as not to be caught up in the music's
turbulence. The second movement is an
especially good example: by the time
Beecham has arrived at the last and biggest
climax, the tension has reached fever pitch
and emotions are fitto burst. Berglund, on the
other hand, allows the current of the
movement to slip away from him with the
result that the stark but highly-charged final
pages somewhat peter out. It could be argued
that Beecham trades too heavily upon
forward momentum; his tempi are, after all,
fraught with urgency throughout. But what a
sense of accumulative energy this reading
communicates; you can almost smell the
atmosphere. You can also hear, of course,
Beecham's stentorian shouts of
encouragement — enough to put the fear of
God into any orchestra!
Ihaven't yet mentioned the recent digital
Karajan/EMI disc ( HMV ASO 4060). Iknow I
am at variance with some of my colleagues
but Ido find the whole experience needlessly
overblown from both the sound and
interpretative points of view. Certainly Idon't
much care for EMI's overtly vibrant, almost
cavernous, representation of Berlin's
Philharmonie acoustic. For one thing it does
not take kindly to full-throated fortissimos
from the brass ( cleanliness of line goes to the
four winds in the clatter of the big tuttis),
while the strings take on the kind of plush
'Mantovaniesque' quality that has given
Karajan and his Berliners abad name
occasionally in the past. It's altogether too
inflated an image of the Berlin sound.
Constant pre- and post-echo ( on my copy)
hardly helps matters, either. As for Karajan's
reading, Iwould certainly not place it
alongside his finest Sibelius. Any
performance which presents the Finale's big
tune as languorously and self-consciously as
this has to me lost touch with the spirit of the
piece. Not that the Berliners are at their best
here anyway. There are far too many
instances of uncharacteristically ragged
ensemble.
No doubt for very different reasons, the
same is true of Okko Kamu's recording with
the Berlin Philharmonic ( DG 2535 458)— a
gramophone debut which came as aresult of
Kamu's prize for winning the first
Karajan International Conducting
Competition in 1967. Indeed, as if
by some Freudian slip, the spine
of my copy's sleeve credits
Karajan as the conductor! Well,
Karajan could perhaps learn a
thing or two about the
essential root character of
the piece from his young
Finnish protégé. True
it's a somewhat impe
tuous unfinished
reading of the score,

areading riddled with extremes of tempo and
dynamics and afew too many immature
mannerisms. Come the first climax of the
second movement, for instance, the
conception may be absolutely spot-on but
those potent silences between the bare brass
statements are simply taken too far. But
there's no denying Kamu's courage and
conviction or, for that matter, the excitement
and atmosphere he generates. Idare say he
will have grown into something far more
durable by now.
Which brings me full-circle to my personal
favourite — aperformance which really
shows up the tricksiness, however exciting, of
areading like Kamu's. Irefer to George Szell's
inspired account with the Concertgebouw
(Philips 6527 111) amodel of proportion and
design, carrying with it, though, all the heatof-the- moment electricity and
unpredictabililty of alive performance. I
could catalogue countless instances where
Szell's acute perception and miraculous ear
give rise to tiny revelations — moments of
incomparable frisson — but space forbids.
Ultimately no more satisfying account of the
score on disc. The 1965 Philips recording is a
little dry and enclosed, but warm and
beautifully balanced.
It was in 1907, the year that Sibelius' Third
Symphony was finally unveiled, that the
famous meeting between him and Gustav
Mahler took place in Helsinki. Their candid
exchange upon the nature of the symphony
has been quoted often. ' The Symphony is the
World! It must embrace everything!' insisted
Mahler, while Sibelius, of course, stood
firmly by his classical ideals. The Third
Symphony could hardly have expounded
those ideals with greater assurance. Here we
encounter acomplete departure from the
richer textures and large-scale symphonic
forms of the late romantics. The scoring is
lean to adegree, the form concise and strictly
disciplined. Indeed, the first movement — a
model of organic unity, lucidly argued — has
been singled out for its clarity and simplicity
of outline, as comparable with
anything produced by the
great classical masters.
' The first performance

'3

which really brought
home to me just how
much Sibelius draws
lfrom so little, as it were,
was that by Sir John
Barbirolli and the Hallé
Orchestra ( sadly
deleted). Flawed though
it is, Istill retain a
special affection for
this recording.
Barbirolli
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adopts acontroversially measured tempo for
the first movement but conveys amarvellous
sense of momentum and inevitability
through the way in which he pushes
home the simple rhythmic germ of
the movement, lending it asplendidly base,
earthy quality. At this tempo, the effect of the
recapitulation is all the more exciting, with
Barbirolli encouraging aplangent, reedy
sound from his woodwinds in their nagging
counterpoint to the cellos. Characteristically,
though, he rather lays on the affection in the
deceptively innocent second movement, and
in so doing, somewhat undermines, to my
rnind, the deeper mysteries which lie beneath
its simple exterior.
Berglund ( ESD 7094 — generously coupled
with his less eventful Fifth) conveys better the
strangeness of the rapt divided cellos episode
which Prokofiev is said to have so admired.
Indeed, Idon't think Berglund's cycle yielded
anything better than this Third; it is a
remarkably vital account of the score— taut
and masterfully controlled without ever
lapsing into rigidity ( an all too common
Berglund frailty). Textural detail is superbly
sifted out: the haunting exchange between
the violins and lower strings in the spare,
withdrawn middle section of the first
movement for example. Berglund allows
ample room for those widely spaced treble
and bass lines to work their magic ( in contrast
to, say, Maazel whose impatience totally robs
the passage of its potency). It is asimple
masterstroke of orchestration, executed here
with exemplary clarity. First-class sound from
HMV — spacious, weighty and of impressive
tonal range. Excellent playing, too: the
Bournemouth strings aquit themselves
splendidly while the horns seize all their
opportunities in the Finale. Highly
recommended, then but consider, too, Davis'
virile Boston version ( Philips 9500 142). The
sound is nothing like as ' open', but it is an
enjoyably clear-sighted account and the
coupling — an excellent Sixth — is that much
more rewarding.
With the Fourth Symphony ( 1911) we move
into an austere and forbidding world — a
world of solitude and uncertainty where
death is never very far away. The distinctive
opening bars immediately plunge us into
gloom ( four notes — C, D, Fsharp and E —
constituting the kernel of the entire work); a
lament for solo cello seems to speak of every
man's vulnerability in the face of nature's allpervading power. Sibelius wrote nothing
more personal or uncompromising than this.
The threat of cancer had been hanging over
him since the spring of 1908 when his doctor
diagnosed athroat tumour. Surgery
succeeded in removing it but fear of a
recurrence remained with him constantly for
many years, colouring works like The Bard, In
Memoriam and this Fourth Symphony. This
is music which does not give up its secrets too
readily; the language is one of stark extreme,
its shifting emotions elusive. Small wonder
that audience reactions to it over the years
have ranged from bewilderment to hostility,
while generations of celebrated conductors,
not all of them immediately associated with
Sibelius, have found themselves endlessly
fascinated and challenged by its seemingly
unfathomable mysteries.
Of the ten currently available recordings,
three dominate the catalogue; two of them
come from Karajan, the other from
Ashkenazy. ( Regrettably, Beecham's 1927
LPO recording is unavailable at present due
to the untimely demise of World Records. It
was Beecham who prefaced arehearsal of the
piece with the remark ' Gentlemen, we are
about to rehearse the greatest symphony of
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the 20th century' — adding sotto voce, '
not
that that's saying very much!'). All three discs
offer excellent sound but Decca's superb
digital recording for Ashkenazy ( SXDL 7517)
must take the palm. Here is aproduction of
breathtaking clarity and depth, whose tonal
bloom somehow never detracts from the
chilling austerity of the scoring. Ashkenazy's
is an undeniably impressive reading — until,
that is, you experience the third of Karajan's
recordings ( HMV ASD 3485) and, in
particular, the emotional heart of the
symphony— the great Largo. A movement of
profound personal associations ( Sibelius
requested that it be played at his funeral) it
conveys in Karajan's hands the desolation of
Shostakovich with all the ineffable sadness of
afuneral march by Mahler. It is amagnificent
realisation of an incomparable movement.
Not even Karajan's earlier DG recording, fine
though it is in most respects, can match the
sense of infinite space and pent-up elemental
power that he communicates here. His
fractionally slower speed, for one thing,
makes all the difference. Suddenly one is
aware of just how much Ashkenazy loses by
adopting amore fluent line for the
movement. Even the big, cold EMI sound
picture seems somehow appropriate here.
Icy flutes and mystical far-away horns hover
over the third movement's barren landscape;
the brass, better defined than in the Second,
take on an almost ruthless severity in the
outer movements.
And so to the Fifth Symphony. It is hard to
understand now how awork whose
symphonic argument evolves with such
single-minded assurance and inevitability,
could ever have posed such problems for its
composer. Yet, initially, that was certainly the
case. A number of dramatic revisions took
place before the Fifth finally emerged in the
three- movement form we know today. ( Any
among you who have heard the original fourmovement version— acolleague of mine has
abroadcast tape in his possession — will
know just how radical those re-workings
were.) Musicologists, of course, continue to
delight in discussing the unorthodox
structural layout of the opening movement—
its cunningly incorporated scherzo giving rise
to adouble exposition etc, etc— but
theoretical analyses need not concern the
listener. What matters most is the overriding
sense of unity that Sibelius creates from the
opening horn motif through to the Finale's
noble peroration. Sibelius's Eroica', and
listening to those titanic final pages, Ican
think of no more appropriate description.
What of the 15 current versions? Ishould
say straight away that my favourite account
of the Fifth is sadly no longer available. Irefer
to Bernstein's recording; hardly the greatest
CBS sound— in fact, rather thin and recessed
— but areading of unparalleled breadth
matched only, to my mind, by Simon Rattle's
recent EMI version with the Philharmonia
(HMV digital ASD 4168 coupled with Night
Ride and Sunrise). Regular readers will
probably recall that Christopher Breunig was
disappointed with the Rattle disc in
comparison with Ashkenazy's recent Decca
account ( also digital and also with the
Philharmonia: SXDL 7541 coupled with En
Saga). Imust beg to differ, for although I
would concede that the Decca sound is
marginally superior ( the wind voices are a
touch reticient on the HMV — quite seriously
so as they peel out of the Finale's uplifting
melody over that familiar horn ostinato), for
me Ashkenazy's reading bears little of the
Rattle personality. His first movement, for
example, strikes me as rather too well tailored
—cautious even. Both, though, do give the

music ample room to expand — and that is
more than can be said of one or two other
versions: Maazel, for instance, or Davis, both
of whom sell the Finale short in this respect.
Davis starts out marvellously with afirst
movement at once imposing and acutely
atmospheric. He paces the big central climax
to thrilling effect, though as Ipointed out
before, the Philips engineers have rather
over- indulged those Boston brasses. His
second movement is surely far too slow,
though at the other extreme Maazel is just as
far too fast, despite the marking Andante
quasi allegretto. Again, Rattle seems to find
the happy medium.
Karajan, of course, has recorded the Fifth
three times over the years, and all three
recordings are currently available. The early
Philharmonia account ( HMV Concert Classics
SXLP 30430 coupled with the Seventh) and
the later DG/Berlin Philharmonic version
(DG 2542 109) are both magnificent, though
the latter obviously reaps the benefits of
more sophisticated sound ( which is not to say
that the Philharmonia disc now sounds its
age — it most certainly does not). His third
version for EMI ( ASO 3409 coupled with En
Saga) is, like the Second, rather let down by
the glossy effect that EMI have fashioned
from the Philharmonies generous acoustic.
Again the big climaxes tend to spread into
rather acacophony and the strings are made
to sound inappropriately plush.
(Incidentally, there is afrightful tape joint at
two bars after letter 0 in the Finale, just before
the start of the coda. Interestingly, the Davis
recording is thus marred at exactly the same
point.)
For my money, then, Rattle's is quite the
most accomplished Fifth to have appeared in
along time. There is certainly no more
stirring account of the Finale, which is as
faithful to the letter of the score as it is in
spirit. Take the appearance of the famous
pendulum- like idea in the horns: what a
thrilling crescendo Rattle achieves the
second time around, shortly after letter E, and
what definition in the basses. Then there are
the shimmering ppp strings in the central
section ( wonderfully hushed playing—
rhythm and articulation cleanly sustained).
Or again, the aching poignancy of the violins
and violas as we move into that tremendous
coda, broadly and majestically unfolded here
with optimum value given at each of Sibelius'
carefully placed crescendos. That Rattle has
really lived with this score before committing
it to disc, is richly evident from first to last.
'The Sixth Symphony is wild and
impassioned in character. Sombre with
pastoral contrasts. Probably in four
movements with the end rising to asombre
roaring of the orchestra in which the main
theme is drowned.' So wrote Sibelius in 1918
as he put the finishing touches to the third
version of his Fifth Symphony. Yet nothing
could have been further removed from that
description than the work which eventually
emerged. ' A fascinating study in half- tones',
Constant Lambert called it— and his words
were apt. Falling between the epic utterances
of the Fifth and Seventh Symphonies, the
Sixth possesses an intimacy and refinement
which place it among the most perfect of all
Sibelius' achievements. In relation to some of
the more extravagant canvasses issuing forth
at the time from the pens of contemporaries
like Ravel, Strauss, Mahler and Scriabin, this
was indeed ' The purest and coldest water that
SI

[had] flowed from [ Sibelius'] fountain, to
quote Cecil Gray's pioneering study of the
composer.
Ican be brief in my assessment here since
only two of the five recordings listed— Davis
and Karajan — really merit serious
consideration. In fairness, lshould say that
the Vienna Philharmonic sound well on the
Maazel recording ( JR 44 coupled with the
none too distinguished Third that I
mentioned earlier) warming, as only they
know how, some of the Sibelius' most genial
music. Yet, in Maazel's hands, those sudden
switches to greyer shades are all too heavyhanded in comparison with Davis or Karajan.
(That marvellous moment towards the end of
the first movement, for instance, where
divided tremolandi in the lower strings
introduce asudden note of restless menace.)
For me, Davis — characteristically clean of
line and keen of rhythm — scores over
Karajan by virtue of his sheer unaffected
directness. There are times here where
Karajan simply cannot resist over- colouring
the music — over- playing his expressive
hand, if you like-- and it is precisely these
moments where the clear-headed freshness
of Davis proves so convincing. Ido not want
to denigrate the Karajan performance; it is
undeniably areading of rare beauty and
atmosphere, blessed with radiant playing
from the Berlin Philharmonic. But as Ilisten, I
find myself thinking of Cecil Gray's ' pure,
clear water' metaphor and begin asking
myself if this is really the kind of beauty for
this particular piece.

Davis, then, strikes me as aclearfirst choice
for the Sixth ( Philips 9500 142). Sibelius'
sparing employment of the brass suits the
aforementioned Boston/Philips sound
(bright and cleanly focused, though, Irepeat,
alittle on the dry, constricted side). The
coupling — Davis' vigorous account of the
Third— adds further to the disc's desirability.
Karajan, on DG 2452 137, offers atremendous
Seventh as his coupling — aSeventh so fine,
in fact, that duplication would seem to be
more or less inevitable even if you happen to
be building your library from scratch.
But for Tapio/a, which Istill regard as
Sibelius' final symphonic utterance ( bearing
in mind that the Seventh itself began life as
'Fantasia Sinfonica'), the great C- major
Seventh stands as the summation of all
Sibelius strove to achieve in terms of
symphonic unity and integration. It is a
majestic and breataking monolith, virtually
without precedent in the whole of the
symphonic repertoire. Not for nothing did
Koussevitsky refer to it as Sibelius' Parsifal.
Sadly, Koussevitsky's pioneering BBC
Symphony Orchestra account ( in the World
Records set SH 173/4) and the celebrated
Beecham recording of 1957, the year of
Sibelius' death, are no longer available ( a
temporary absence, Itrust). To my mind,
though, Karajan's reading — given, too, the
added advantages of more up-to-date sound
— is finer still. I've not heard anyone convey
the work's solemn, noble beauty, its exorable
power and grandeur better. Then can be no
doubt that agreat Bruckner conductor is at
the helm here. You can literally fee/the music
evolving — and that, of course, is not
necessarily always the case. Take Berglund's
Bournemouth Symphony performance ( ESD
7095— agenerous coupling with No.1). Ifeel
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Sibelius 1915. Photo: Apollo
little sense of elemental ' pull' beneath the
surface of this reading. Indeed, stretches of it
(the approach to the final climax, for instance)
strike me as too relaxed by half. Then there is
Maazel ( JR 46 coupled with his disappointing
Fifth), whose reading, to me, conveys a
feeling of fresh, open- aired luxuriance—
inappropriate surely, given those grey
shadowy landscapes that Karajan paints so
commandingly. Who can blame him for
succumbing to the lush radiance of the VPO
strings though; they do sound magnificent.
At the other extreme from Maazel and
Berglund are Davis and Rozhdestvensky.
Rugged readings both, with Davis, perhaps
predictably, the more muscular of the two—
the more successful, too, in maintaining
tension, momentum and asense of growth
over the single- movement span. The opening
paragraph, for example, builds superbly with
finely delineated, deeply rooted bass lines,
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At our MUSIC IN THE HOME studio, the needs of true music- lovers rather than mere
HiFi buffs have always been our first priority. Eventhose who want the best, regardless of
expense, can safely consult us because we will advée them frankly and honestly, making
sure that they do not waste their money on needless fripperies or unproductive gimmicks.
An installation based on the Pink Triangle turntable with SME arm, atop quality cassette
deck, the QUAD 44/405 amplifier system with FM4 inner and apair of QUAD ESL 63
loudspeakers will not leave you much change out of £3,000, but you will end up with as fine a
music system as money can buy.
Nevertheless, we know only too well that most rrwsic-lovers have to think in terms of an
outlay of no more than £500, and for over 25 years our unique combination of experience,
technical expertise and musical knowledge has been specially directed towards meeting the
requirements of such people, providing them with installations which will fit easily into
their homes and give lasting musical satisfaction in the years to come. It is on this level,
especially, that the importance of choosing the right loudspeakers cannot be exaggerated
and, having spent several years vainly searching for amore economical alternative to the
magnificent, BBC-designed LS3/5A compact monitor, we finally decided to produce such
amodel specifically for our clients.
Since we only choose the name "FIDELIO" when our design — based on KEF
components and our own, specially designed, 12 1
/ x71
2
/ xSin enclosure — had reached its
2
definitive stage, we cannot pretend that earlier prototypes were identified by us asLeonore
1,2 and 3, but when you hear our new speaker (which costs £150, incl. VAT, per pair) you
will surely agree that it was aptly named: not only does it produce the kind of sweet and true
sound musical ears find it easy to live with, but its very neatness cannot but contribute to
domestic harmony. With these speakers, areally superb system can be installed for less
than £450, while the addition of asub-woofer produces results which can only be described
as sensational.

We are open daily from 9.30-5.30 (Thursdays 9.30.1.00; Fridays 9.30-7.00)

Heinitz & Kirk Ltd

MUSIC IN THE HOME

35 Moscow Road Queensway London W2
Telephone 01-229 2077
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Andrew Keener talks to

Cecile Ousset

IANO COMPETITIONS, we been in the shops for a month.
have been sharply reminded When we met in London last April,
over the past couple of years, are she was en route to Wales after
not the final arbiters of success, or having played the Brahms B-flat
otherwise, that some of their with KurtMasur atthe Festival Hall
organisers would have us think, the previous evening.
The image- makers, force of public ( Her recording of the work, also
opinion, or even point-blank with Masur,SheProudly points out
disagreement between one panel as the first by a woman pianist
of judges and another over an since Gina Bachauer's; but it is,
artist's worth have all recently she insists, the work's expressive
played a part in diverting the range which most sorely taxes
course of competition justice, and technique and stamina). Suitcases
therefore the artist's fortunes; one were already in the hall of her
need look no further than recent hotel, and time was short, but our
contracts with the respective red conversation was nevertheless
and yellow labels of two of the big- long enough to reveal anature of
gest recording companies to see grace and warmth which did much
to relieve some considerable
the process at work.
Cecile Ousset has, however, language difficulties; her sense of
inspired no such controversy. The humour is a ready one and she
qualities in her playing which so laughs often.
There was ' no escape' from
impressed juries atthe Marguerite
Long Competition (where she was music in the Ousset household,
awinner at 17) and, ayear later, at although prompting came less
the Queen Elisabeth Competition from parents nut my father does
ences to the ' grand manner' in her play the piano version. The piano
in Brussels, were also strongly sing very well, and plays the piano
playing (' people in this country is in danger of sounding so
by
earl')
than
from
six
musically
approved by critics, public, and
seem
surprised that Ican play small' — ('you could have fooled
was number
within a few years, by the East active sisters—' and I
Mozart!')
is deceptive. In conver- me', said afriend after listening to
German record company Eterna, seven!'. She needs little encoursation it is difficult to reconcile the the record) — ' but the Ravel
agement
to
talk
of
her
most
treaswho recorded her in the Brahms Bgently humouros manner with the version can be very useful to
flat Concerto ( available here on ured childhood records. They
vibrance of sonority at the climax confirm your own views of any
were
of
Chopin,
and
almost
without
Ace of Diamonds, then Aurora, but
of Ondine, or the grand sound and 'orchestration' Mussorgsky had in
now deleted). Records which exception by Artur Rubinstein,
mind forth is or that bar. Yes, ! think
followed of solo Brahms, Schum- whom she met at the Marguerite style of her opening Promenade
from Pictures at an Exhibition there is no doubt that he was thinkman, a French anthology and Long Competition when he was
(both on ASD 4281); only the ing in orchestral colours, even if
some Chopin ( Cambridge Records one of the judges ('to meet, to say
sleeve photograph of Cecile Ous- not in the colours some other
CAM 1) were greeted with almost nothing of becoming friendly with
orchestrators have used.
universal warmth, and several of this god of childhood, was like set at the keyboard, which exudes
Wild horses would not elicit
a quiet strength of personality,
the monthly advertisements of being part of some dream') and
from.methe name of the illustrious
hints
at
the
playing
to
be
found.
one London record dealer carried Alexander Brailowsky, 'whose
When Ireviewed the coupling conductor whose recording of his
comments on these and Miss records were never as inspiring as
orchestration
originally
last month, one of its most own
Ousset's
British
appearances he was in the concert hall, even
graced
the
catalogue
some
which were complimentary to say when he was old, which is when I memorable features seemed to
sixteen years ago, and mention of
the least.
heard him as achild. He was abig me her range of sound, often more
than
in
many
a which sent Mlle Ousset into peals
And yet, with the exception ofthe personality with a big heart and telling
performance
of
Ravel's of laughter. This month ( October)
Chopin recital, the records have much humanity'.
orchestration of Pictures. Since finds her in London, Ontario for a
become generally unavailable in
The pair of pianistic influences is
series of masterclasses ( before
this country, unremarked for some atelling one ('they are from an age that version came later, of course,
returning via her hometown of
it
seemed
reasonable
that
she
eight years, it has seemed, by the in which there were perhaps fewer
might have consciously put aside Paris to this country to play the
larger companies. Thankfully, the pianists but more personalities'),
all thoughts of it when preparing Grieg Concerto). Perhaps London,
contract with EMI has changed all for something of each player lies at
England will seriously consider
that. By the time these words the heart of Ousset's own artistic the original. ' Ididn't do that, no. I
adore Ravel's orchestration. But the idea as well; Ican think of few
appear, Cecile Ousset will have nature — ' aremarkable combinenatural
and
relaxed
it's so extraordinary and rich that more
committed her ' Prom' concerto tion of classical poise with
personalities suitable for away of
you
have
to
forget
many
of
the
(Saint-Saëns No.2) to disc, and romantic warmth', wrote The
teaching which can seem sadly
her HMV solo debut recital of Guardian some months ago. Her special devices, the distinctive
artificial and ill-at-ease •
sounds
at
certain
points,
when
you
Mussorgsky and Ravel will have delighted chuckle at such refer-
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MUSIC ON RECORD: SIBELIUS
keeping one ever-conscious of the music's
source. Ihave spoken at length about Philips'
encouragement of the over-zealous Boston
brasses. But if they are obtrusive, astronger
description is needed for the Moscow
Philharmonic under Rozhdestvensky. That
noble, thrice- repeated idea on the trombone,
molto fortissimo, and quivering with slavonic
vibrato? Thank you, but not in this music,
though it could be argued, of course, that the
coarser-grained Russian sonorities are
actually well suited to Sibelius' rough-hewn
textures. For all its passing interest, though,
HI-FI NEWS& RECORD REVIEW
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this is not aseries that Ihave found myself
warming to. Symphony No.1 probably fairs
best, for obvious reasons, but again,
providing you can take those ungainly horns.
Ireturn, finally, then, with relief to the
splendours of the Berlin Philharmonic under
Karajan. Indeed, hearing Karajan in the
Seventh Symphony and then in Tapiola (
and
the more Ihear these works, the more utterly
inseparable they strike me) one can
appreciate why it was that Sibelius' death in
1957 should have been preceded by 30 years
of possibly the most profound silence that
musical history has ever known. What else
was there to be said? •

Foreground illustration of Sibelius-on the title page
of this article is reproduced by kind permission of
EMI Records, and comes from the box cover of
their newly released four-record reissue set of
items from the Paavo Berglund series. Included in
the box (SLS 5269) are Finlandia; The Swan of
Tuonela; En Saga; Tapio/a; Pohjola's Daughter;
The Oceanides; The Bard; Karelia Suite
(Intermezzo & Alla Marcia); Scenes Historiques
Suite No.?; Lemminkainen's Return; Luonnofar;
Spring Song; Scene with Cranes; Valse triste;
Serenade No.2; Humoreske No.5; incidential
Music from Pe/leas & Melisande; King Christian II;
and Swanwhite. Not to be missed either, is
Karajan's fine new recording of the First
Symphony (ASD 4097)— see reviews.
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Europe's Greatest Hi-fi,TV Video and
Microcomputer Superstores!
Opening Sept 20th

42 Tottenham Court Road

Opening late Sept - 471-473 Oxford Street (Marble Arch end)
Europe's greatest! That's quite a
claim. But when you come into either
of atar new London superstores, you'll
not only understand our excitement_
you'll share it.
Even if you're among the thousands
who know our Tottenham Court Road
store. we think you'll be amazed by its
total transformation— inside and out.
And. of course, our Oxford Street store
is brand-new in every sense of the
phrase.

microcomputers for home and business.
even the smallest of businesses, are
And all in asetting that has been custommaking the move to micro.
designed for home entertainment in the
1980's— and beyond— where TV, video,
14 days to make up your mind
hi-fi, microcomputers, even video movieEven the most knowledgeable
making can all be linked in avariety of
sometimes have difficulty in making up
exciting ways.
their minds. That's why every Laskys
The ideal setting
store offers you a14-day ' exchange
period' during which you can change
The right setting is something we've
been at infinate pains to perfect over the your purchase to ensure that it is exactly
right for your needs.
years. Now throughout every
And that's only the first, of many ways
Total home entertainment
department— and especially in our Home
in which we try extra-hard to help.
Entertainment
Studio—
we
think
we've
What is so very new about the new
Instant credit? No problem, even if you
got it just about right
generation of Laskys? First, our stock
need up to £ 1000— and three years to pay.
which has to be among the most farTest-play the big names
Extended guarantee period
ranging anywhere in the world,
For many years Laskys have had the
including the best of the models you can
We now give you a2- year free guarantee
latest Sound Comparators which allow
read about elsewhere in this magazine.
on most items, which is ayear longer
you
to
test
play
many
combinations
of
At the latest Laskys, you can hear all
than alot of stores. And, of course, any
the great names in hi-fi ... experience the equipment Now you can try your hand
work that has to be done is carried out
with
video
comparators,
too,
and
many
fantastic new possibilities in video and
by our own carefully trained engineers_
TV... discover the amazing new world of top-name microcomputers. This way
yet another assurance of satisfaction.
you'll discover why families, as well as
So come on in and experience the new
generation of Laskys Superstores_
SPECIAL CELEBRATORY SALE AT ALL STORES
superstores that offer you the best when
you buy and the best after you have
bought
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CLASSICAL REVIEWS

BEST of the MONTH
Amadeus: honed and polished Beethoven

87

Burgon Requiem: Hickox's prowess

87
89

Fiery and cultured Franck
Quietly compelling Haydn organ

91
97

Vivacious La Périchole

99
101

Karajan's penetrating Sibelius 1
Felicity of The Bartered Bride
HoRigor's gloriously distinctive Vivaldi

103
103

Kocsis' vital Wagner transcriptions
Agnes Baltsa: asplendid recital

music.
The sound- recording has been quite well
managed. The whole ensemble, the ariagroups and the famous central choralesetting of 'Wachet auf' all balance reason-

INFORMATION
RECORD RATINGS
Record ratings are designed to summarise our critics'
findings, but should be noted in conjunction with the
full reports—and taken as aguide only.

D
H

Very Good
Good
Moderate
Poor
Historical
(pre- LP)

103

ably, despite the distant- sounding organ; the
tonal qualities of the instruments are realistic,
and the acoustic quality of the whole is
effectively coloured, but direct and clear. By
today's highest standards, however, the
whole lacks immediacy of impact, and this is
not only the fault of the conductor and
performers. [
6:2]
Stephen Daw

Two well-known cantatas, these, and, I'm
sorry to say, not performances to write home
about. Apart from the ever- radiant freshness
of Ameling, none of the singers sounds
happy or authoritative. The ECO, which today
sounds curiously quirky as aBach orchestra,
plays the notes without much savouring of
the expression in this marvellous music; the
trumpet parts in ' Ein feste Burg' ( admitted as
unauthentic on the sleeve) are unnecessarily
included; speeds are orthodox in the choral
and aria movements, but there is afrightening lack of zestthroughout, and the recitatives
completely fail to capture our attention. Only
the choir ( previously unknown to me) sounds
fresh and alive to the light and shade of the

Recording
A

Performance
1
2
3
4
H(
or 1, 2,3,4
as appropriate)

Occasionally a record may be worthy of special
mention, taking it beyond the 'very good' bracket. In
such superlative cases astar is added to the letter or
figure as appropriate: eg, B:1*, A* : 2 or
(exceptionally) A*:1*.
HiFi News & Record
Review.

BEETHOVEN: Cello Sonata in A, Op.69 /
SCHUBERT: Sonata in a, D.821 ' Arpeggione'
Paul Tortelier (v/c) / Maria de la Pau (pno)
HMV ASD4075 digital
This is essentially a disc for Tortelier's
admirers — and who could resist the joyous
exuberance he brings to the Op.69 finale
semiquaver arches? But as a representation
of Beethoven's sonata it is seriously flawed
by the barely adequate pianism: inadequate
in terms of dynamic range in the playing ( too
narrow), uncertain articulation ( blurred/inaudible semiquaver passages in first movement), and in the want of imparting understanding of Beethoven's keyboard writing.
This is arecording of agreat cellist accompanied, and versions such as the Richter/
PRINT AND PAPER
For several years our classical record reviews
have been printed in a rather small, closely
spacedtype,which hasenabled usto coverthe
whole range of releases without sacrificing
material from the magazine's other sections.
But we know that some readers have suffered
adegree of eye- strain, so it gives us pleasure
to continue with our policy of allocating more
space to the Record Review section. This
permits us to use the more easily read typeface employed in other parts of the magazine,
and should soon enable us to enliven the
record reviews with illustrations, permit more
variety in review lengths and pursue some
other innovations. There is one tiny snag: a
change from glossy to matt paper for one 32page section each month, to pay for the extra
space. But we think it's a worthwhile
exchange.

RECORD PRICES (
EMI; DECCA; PHILIPS; MERCURY; DG; CBS; RCA; ASV; ERATO; ARION; Import Music)
This chart is provided as an approximate index to prices readers may ordinarily expect to find in retail shops
(very rough guide: ' Full' £ 5.50, ' Mid' £ 4.00, ' Low' £ 2.50). Where prices are given with reviews, these are
manufacturers' Recommended Retail or Ordinary List prices.
FULL PRICE
SAN, ASD, EMD, CSD; SXL, SXDL, SET, ZRG, DSLO, HEAD, AO, AP, EK; 9500, 6500, 6514; 2530, 2531,
2533; 35/36/37/72/73/76000; RL; DCA/ACA; STU, NUM; ARN; Ades
MID PRICE
ESO, SXLP, HQS/M, HLM, ESDW(2), SXDW(2); SDD, GOS, GRV, ZK, SOL: 9502; 2542; 6527, SRI; 61000; RL,
ACM/ASW; NKF
LOW PRICE
SPA, DPA(2), ECS, SA, VIV, OLS; 6570, 6833; 2535, 2538, 2547, 2548; 30000; GL, VICS
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and he lingers over the scherzo. The cello
tends to overlay the piano in a bold digital
recording which tells us nothing about the
ambient setting. Iliked the Schubert better—
it was written for an obsolete instrument —
but Tortelier's finger- noises are obtrusive at
the begining of the work. A pity the sensitive
Harrell/Levine RCA Arpeggione has gone.
[A:2/3]
Christopher Breunig
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Joie-de-vivre of Rossini

J. S. BACH: Cantata 80, ' Ein feste Burg
1st unser Gott' ( BINV 80) 11 Cantata 140,
'Wachet auf, ruft uns die Stimme' ( 140)
Elly Ameling (sop) / Linda Finnie (alt) / Aldo
Ba/din (ten)/ Samuel Ramey (bass)/ London
Voices / ECO / Leppard
Philips 6514 097

Rostropovich, or Barenboim/Du Pré, confirm
how necessary it is for the pianist to be, if not
dominant, then equal in performance. Some
of Tortelier's detailing strikes me as Quixotic,

BEETHOVEN: Diabelli
120
Daniel Barenboim (pno)
DG 2532 048 digital

Variations,

Op.

'Furtwängler seems determined to teach
Beethoven ... asevere lesson'. That phrase,
from a 1956 EMG Monthly Letter review,
came to mind as Ilistened to Barenboim's
black- and-white account of these piano variations. ( Even before his youthful sonata cycle
for EMI, he had recorded the Diabelli for
Westminster.) Here he seems to outline the
individuality of each variation with great
deliberation, rather than letting the work flow
forwards — the contrast between the Allegro
con brio
and Mena allegro is heavily
underlined in 21; the semiquavers in 23 are
short-changed in the exaggerated drive to
Beethoven's forte accented dotted-crotchets.
(One sees the point, but Barenboim is unsubtle.) The second-section repeats in 27,28 are
surprisingly scrambled; Barenboim even distorts the accented quavers in 28 to give a
slurring of the rhythmic notation. Weighty
phrasing of inner parts brings agrim sobriety
to the music. With amore modest technique
to draw on, Bishop-Kovacevich — admittedly
less pointful in the Mozart aria variation ( 22)
— is often clearer in articulation at fast
speeds. His intimate reading of the fugue ( 24)
is more affecting. Katchen realises the element of virtuoso challenge here; no-one has
played the decorations in 31 as beautifully.
And in the very last movement ( commentators often see this Tempo di Minuetto as an
extremely profound masterstroke) he brings
off the joke: after the great Largo/Fugue
summation of 31-32 Katchen tricks you into
thinking a whole new fertile chain of movements is about to develop, whereas Barenboim goes for the conventional ' profound
ending' approach. He sounds disdainful of
simpler early variations, such as 3, but his
daringly extended 22 aptly concludgs side 1.
The digital piano sound is clean, but has a
somewhat flat image. This is both a significant yet disappointing re-examination of Op.
120. [
A:1/21
Christopher Breunig

BEETHOVEN: Romance in G, Op. 40 11
Romance in F, Op. / MENDELSSOHN:
Violin Concerto in e, Op. 64
Stern (yin) / BSO / Ozawa
CBS 37204 digital
Is yet another recording of the Mendelssohn
(Stern's second in the current catalogue, the
first being coupled with the Tchaikovsky
Violin Concerto) really needed? Ithink not
when the performance is as disappointing as
this, especially coming from such apotentially strong team as Stern/Ozawa/Boston SO.
CBS' trebly recording only serves to empha85
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sise the rather thin, edgy timbre created by
Stern, the characteristic full bloom of his tone
never quite emerging. This is not helped by a
somewhat mannered interpretation which
rarely allows the music to speak for itself.
Furthermore, the uneasy fluctuations of tempo that pervade the performance deny the
work any real element of unification. Ozawa
must take some of the blame for this, as he
must for the technically adequate but somewhat lifeless orchestral contribution. The
Beethoven Romances fare a little better, but
these are also well- represented in the catalogue already.
The recording is something of adisappointment too, as the better qualities of digital
processing are absent here. Although the
sound has afair degree of clarity, the dynamic
range is not particularly outstanding nor are
the instrumental timbres authentically maintained. Moreover, some extraneous noise is
annoyingly present indicating a ( nowadays)
unusual lack of care in the mastering/pressing. Altogether then, a surprisingly unsatisfying disc that cannot really be considered a
contender. [
C:3]
Barbara Jahn

BEETHOVEN: Late String Quartets
Amadeus Quartet
DG 2740 265 (
4 recs) ( special price)
This set, which marks the 35th anniversary of
the Amadeus, clearly supersedes their 1964
series, with abetter sound and re-considered
interpretations. The Op. 130 Cavatina, '
casual
at aswinging Andante' as the Penguin Guide
puts it, is now over aminute longer, although
the section marked ' Beklemmt' still has the
airy manner of a Schubert march. Some of
the slow movement from Op. 127 lacks
mystical inwardness, and Op. 131 that emotional charge which makes Bernstein's Vienna strings record so memorable. The
Amadeus are at their best in the finale from
Op. 135 ( some will find the leader's very
personal vibrato cloying), and throughout
these honed and polished readings are marvellously played. Inevitably, though, if you
keep reworking the same thing, the original
freshness must get smoothed away. [
A:1]
Christopher Breunig

BRAHMS: Complete Original Works for
Piano Duet
Duo Crommelynck
Pavane ADW 7085/87 (
3 recS)
The Duo Crommelynck, Patrick Crommelynck
and Taeko Kuwata, are pianists who are new
to me and it would seem new also to the
British catalogue, although their recordings
for Pavane released in Europe have gained
acclaim. In addition to the widely known
Hungarian Dances, Liebeslieder — Neue
Liebeslieder, the 16 Waltzes Op. 39 and the
Schumann Variations, the Duo Crommelynck
perform the five numbers of Souvenir de la
Russe, a Brahms rarity published in 1851
under the pseudonym of G. B. Marx (!). The 21
Hungarian Dances come hard on the recording by the Labèque sisters ( Philips 6514 107)
and the differences are considerable: the
Crommelynck approach is far less flexible
rhythmically, with aless ' romantic' approach
to the big moment and paradoxically, they
are less skittish too in the more knock- about,
lighthearted, numbers which are such fun in
the French pair's version. There is a fair
smattering of schmalz in some of these
dances too which goes missing here. Compared with the rather brittle piano duet
sound, though, of Beroff and Collard in the
Liebeslieder and the Op. 39 Waltzes (
ASD
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4079), the Crommelynck duo's tone is more
conventionally Brahmsian, and they do produce some rich sonorities and telling contrasts of heavy melodic legato and detached
secondo playing.
The piano duet sound from Pavane is
homogeneous and both parts are consistently centred, although a little far back, but
unfortunately the over- reverberant acoustic
is a great drawback. Typically, the problem
increases with the volume and the thickness
of the texture, and at worst, the shadow of a
forte chord can virtually obliterate the subsequent piano passage — certainly not unknown in alive performance either, of course,
but perhaps not something with which one
would want to live. Overall, then, [
B/C:2]
Roger Bowen

BRIDGE: A Prayer* CI Three Tagore Settings** 11 Symphonic Poem: Isabella
Sarah Walker (m.sop.)** / Chelsea Opera
Group Ch.* 81 Orch. / Prospect Music Group /
Howard Williams
Pearl SHE 568 (£5.50) ( Pavilion)
Fine pieces all, dating from Bridge's late 20s
to the Tagore settings of 1922-25. The rather
Parry-ish choral setting of Thomas àKempis'
A Prayer, written during the First World War,
is a work of genuine feeling and secure
craftsmanship, topped and tailed by a
memorable, chromatically harmonised motive on horns. The performance possesses
both conviction and understanding, and intonation problems are far fewer than one
might expect from the largely amateur forces.
Yet it is the other two works on the disc which
command attention. The 1908 tone poem,
based on Keats' Florentine tale of alove affair
destroyed by Isabella's disapproving and
murderous brothers, is replete with orchestral refinement and ardent invention; no
wonder Sir Henry Wood, who conducted the
first performance at aProm, was so impressed with the piece. It offers an excellent
complement to two other early orchestral
works on Lyrita SRCS 114 (
Dance Rhapsody
and Dance Poem). On the present disc, an
occasional lack of opulence and security in
the string department detracts little from an
accomplished and sympathetic performance.
The settings of Tagore love poems for
mezzo-soprano and orchestra, rich with
Scriabinesque chromaticism, bitonality and
sensuality, are similarly compelling, and are
sung by Sarah Walker with characteristic
intelligence, intensity and beauty of sound.
Pearl's recordings, balanced by Neville
Boyling at Abbey Road, are clean, if a little
hard, though how much of this is attributable
to alack of tonal depth in the playing of lower
strings and wind is difficult to judge. Strongly
recommended, even so — though my copy
was bedevilled throughout by LH channel
rasps before many aforte attack. [
6:2/1]
Andrew Keener

BRUCKNER: Symphony I in c ( Vienna
Version)
Cologne Radio Symphony Orchestra / Wand
Harmonia Mundi 1C 065-99937
For two important reasons this is a notable
issue: it restores to favour the 1890-91
revision known as the ' Vienna Version' ( since
Haas published the original 1865-66 version
in 1937, that has been the usual choice of
conductors and record companies), and it is
also one of the very best performances in the

Wand series to date. The differences between
the versions are fascinating, and they go
beyond changes in orchestration and phrasing — the ' new' lead- back to the scherzo is a
case in point. The performance is stylish,
confident, full-blooded, with some almost
startlingly clear details. The Adagio is not
lingered over, whereas quite properly the trio
is taken at the slow tempo called for in the
revised version.
Ths recording, studied in conjunction with
Günter Brosche's score published in 1980 in
the ' Nowak' edition, will reward the Bruckner
lover. The recording is inclined to favour the
high woodwind and brass, but it is entirely
acceptable with that one reservation. [
B:1]
Peter Branscombe

BRUCKNER: Symphony 9 in d
Dresden State Orch / Jochum
EMI ASO 4218
This is Jochum's third version of Bruckner's
Ninth in 26 years. In essentials his approach
has altered little — less since his 1966 Berlin
performance than between that and the 1956
Bavarian Radio Orchestra performance. Never has even he taken the magnificent Adagio
quite as slowly as with the Dresden Orchestra
now ( Horenstein and Schuricht took Ph
minutes less), persuading from it the very
greatest expressiveness and solemnity possible. Helped by the orchestra at the top of its
form, he avoids ponderousness, maintaining
a sense of slow, inexorable movement and
(aided by the recording) of spacious, crystalline textures. All the same, his 'expressive
pauses ( e.g. at 0 in the first movement),
cajoling of phrases and adjustment of tempos
will worry not only the puritanical; his
reluctance to end the enigmatic final sustained brass chords of the Adagio is perhaps
symptomatic.
The recording comfortably accommodates
the weightiest climaxes, and details are given
an easy prominence without being brought
forward unnaturally. A profound, glowing
performance — yet it lacks something of the
austerity and bleakness which was also part
of Bruckner's vision. [
A:1/2]
Peter Branscombe

BURGON: Requiem
Jennifer Smith (sop) / Ann Murray (m-sop) /
Anthony Rolfe-Johnson (ten) / LS Chorus /
Wooburn Singers / City of London Sinfonia /
Hickox
Argo ZRDL 1007 digital
Geoffrey Burgon has steadily gained in reputation through composition in awide variety
of fields and has, especially in the last ten
years, produced a fair number of major
works, of which the Requiem (
1976) is aprime
example. For this setting, the Latin text is
interspersed with Spanish verse by the sixteenth-century mystic, St John of the Cross.
This results is an exceptionally difficult progression of ideas to set to music: the ' dark
night of the soul' predominates ( and Burgon
expresses the guilt and ' inevitable' forthcoming damnation most effectively) with
only the very final few verses intimating
redemption and unity with God. The music at
the end, however, suggests something very
different from this everlasting rest, and proffers afrightening commentary on the efficacy
of religious striving. Death, here, seems to be
presented not as apath to salvation but as the
87
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ultimate deception. Burgon's style for this
piece appears, at first, to be eclectic but
acquires its own inevitable logic, hinting,
through grotesque contrast, at the final
betrayal of the ecstatic Doctor's spiritual

the often- used to the original. Ihave been
greatly impressed by them: Miss Dring had
remarkable lyrical gifts and asensitive appreciation of the interplay of words and music.
The result is rewarding to both performers

fulfilment.
Richard Hickox takes full advantage of this
opportunity to show his prowess as aconductor of substantial forces. He steps surefootedly through this possible minefield of ascore,
avoiding the lure of over-emphasising the
contrasts or of allowing the beauty of individual effects to hinder the overall shaping of
the work. He has fine forces and soloists to
work with and all knit well together to give
unity to the performance. The recording
acoustic is too impersonal for the nature of
the piece, but the sound is otherwise very
satisfactory. [ A:1*]
Doug Hammond

COPLAND: El Salon Mexico E Dance
Symphony E Fanfare for the Common
Man E Rodeo — Four Dance Episodes
Detroit SO / Dorati
Decca SXDL 7547 digital
Each of these works expresses Copland's
desire — at first subconscious, later manifest
— to make his music acceptable to that
figment of the sociologist's imagination, the
Common Man. The use of rhythms associated with popular music ( jan in the case of
the Dance Symphony) or folk song and dance
hall music in Rodeo and El Salon Mexico
excite the ear with recognition and association, while the Fanfare, born out of the third
Symphony and Lincoln Portrait, dignifies the
eponymous hero. It is an apt programme with
a universal theme expressed in music that is
wholly American but which has become
international. Copland himself has recorded
it all in the past, and others have helped to
popularise and establish everything except,
possibly, the Symphony which despite its
date ( 1931) owes much of its material to an
early ballet Grogh and aprocess of argument
unsuited to such plain talking asisto be found
in the other works.
Dorati is, at first thought, an unlikely
interpreter of the American scene, but his ear,
sharpened no doubt through contact with the
Detroit Orchestra, has caught its inflections
faithfully and he directs the music with gusto
and welcome precision, articulating the gawky melodic lines of the Symphony with
controlled flexibility, and the robust sections
of Rodeo and Mexico
with deliberated
abandon. Matched by recording which gives
access to the music without submitting it to
the scalpel, balancing it sensibly and realistically highlighting its colourful incidents, this
is a Copland concert to value and to excite.
[A:1]
Kenneth Dommett

and listeners.
More persuasive advocacy of these songs
than that provided by two musicians of the
stature of Robert Tear and Philip Ledger
woud be difficult to come by. They obviously
know each other well, and cooperate with
unselfish accord. The repertory of English
song will be enhanced by the revival of
interest in Dring's work which must be the
inevitable consequence of this issue— and is
indeed the declared object of it. If the other
kinds of music which she wrote be of the
same quality, one can only look forward to
hearing them.
The recording is fully to the standard of the
performance. Here and there Ifelt that Robert
Tear is slightly too close to his microphone
(or rather the microphone, as John Shuttleworth seems to have followed his usual
practice here), but this is an almost insoluble
problem. The balance is exact, and the overall
effect musically and emotionally satisfying:
this is avery fine issue. [
A:1*/1 ]
Peter Turner

all seven piano concertos performed by
Field's Irish compatriots. From the charmingly juvenile First Concerto, with its variations
on Twas within a Mile of Edinboro' Town,
through to the sometimes bizarre later concertos, the spirit of Field the performer
dominates. Unfortunately so many of the
larger movements are less than successful —
Field seems to have been unable to hit on a
convincing formal scheme: the first movement of the Seventh is interupted by alento
nocturnesque interlude, but even the most
inept passages fail to disconcert John O'Connor, clearly adevoted exponent (there was a
recent broadcast too) and he has an obvious
rapport with both Field's bravura style and his
lyric qualities. There are, though, some lovely
slow movements: the Second's is a simple
song-without-words, and that of the Fourth is
agraceful siciliano with pizzicato strings and
amelting cantelina from the soloist ( afelicity
of scoring rather rare for Field and one which
shows a sensitive interplay between John
O'Connor and the ICO), Orchestral textures
are not as transparently recorded as the
limited forces would seem to allow, although
there is a reasonable balance between solo
and accompaniment. The piano sound is a
little muffled and there is occasionally a hint
of pitch wobble. [
B/C: 1/2]
Roger Bowen

STEPHEN FOSTER
Beautiful Dreamer and other songs
Robert White (ten)/ National Philharmonic
Orchestra / Gerhardt
RCA LP 6035
Robert White has established areputation as
an interpreter of 19th century ballads, and on
the whole he sings the more sentimental
ones with welcome directness and enough
sincerity to make them acceptable to audiences far more cynical than those to whom
such songs were originally directed. His
success with the type of art song — / dream of
Jeanie, Come With Thy Sweet Voice Again,
Sweetly She Sleeps etc— with which Foster
interspersed his Minstrel Show songs is
consequently assured, but an unfortunate
archness, a salon sophistication one might
perhaps call it, tends to creep into the
extravert numbers which robs them of some
of their ' bones and banjo' vitality. The rather
soupy arrangements must take some of the
blame for this, and it is arguable that these
songs do not need such reinforcement to
make their points. It would be ridiculous of
course to try to argue apurist case for such a
popular repertoire; nevertheless a piano
accompaniment usually suffices to point up
Foster's individuality and charm. The recording is smooth, suitably rich and well balanced, and will undoubtedly please Mr
White's army of admirers. [ A:1/2]
Kenneth Dommett

MADELEINE DRING: The Far Away Princess
Robert Tear (ten) / Philip Ledger (pno)
Meridian E77050
Madeleine Dring ( 1923-1977) showed an
almost Mozartian precocity at playing and
composing music, and produced quite an
extensive amount and range, little of which is
ever heard today. However, the distinguished
tenor, Robert Tear, got to know some of her
songs and recognised their merit. He began
to include them in his recitals, and has now
made this recording of settings of poems by
Aitken,
Armstrong,
Betjeman,
Herrick,
Shakespeare and Skelton, so that the selection covers textual ground which varies from
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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FIELD: The Complete Piano Concertos
John O'Connor (pno) / New Irish Chamber
Orchestra
Claddagh Records CSM 55-58 (
4 recs)
Ah, the creator of the Nocturne — studied
with Clementi you know. And that is very
much the extent of many listeners' ( and
performers') aquaintance with John Field.
Even the much vaunted set of 19 Nocturnes is
available only in the one version by Veronica
McSwiney ( again on Claddagh, CSM 50-1),
plus aselection from Daniel Adni ( ASD 3599)
so it is fitting that the bicentenary of his birth
is marked by this first complete recording of

FRANCK: Symphony in d
Bavarian Radio SO / Kondrashin
Philips 6514 119 (
digital)
Idoubt that Ishall ever forget arehearsal by
the late Kirill Kondrashin on which Ieavesdropped in West Germany some three years
ago. The orchestra, one of the excellent
provincial theatre ensembles which abound
in that country, was being put through its
paces in Tchaikovsky's Fifth Symphony, and
within half an hour one felt that there was
nothing the players could, or would, not do
for this extraordinarily strong-willed personality and trainer. So it is with this concert
performance — tonally magnificent and
abundant in grand, expressive gesture; here
is the fieriness of many a Kondrashin/Melodiya performance combined with one of
Europe's most cultured orchestras. Weighty
and pungent ( but homogeneous and welltuned) brass follow an opening full of atmosphere, and pp strings sound especially fine.
The playing is practically free from mishap.
(This concert performance is, presumably, of
the same 1980 vintage as the recent Shostakovich 13 from the same artists — 6514 120.
The absence of such documentation in both
cases is a pity). A briefly errant 2nd horn
shortly before the first movement reprise is of
little moment, as are acouple of split notes;
the writing for horn in the Allegretto, however, which Dennis Brain confessed struck more
fear into him than any Mozart concerto, is
beautifully shaped. This latter movement
unfolds at an attractively brisk pace ( with
separated violins that sound particularly
engaging), and the Finale, though controversially fast with a predictable easing of
tempo for the second group, communicates a
rare feeling of joy.
The Bavarian Radio recording is very fine,
combining warmth with impact — brass and
timpani are burnished and powerful. On the
whole, the sound seems to me ashade more
opulent than on the Shostakovich disc,
though Ifully expect to be told that location
and microphone set-up were identical!
Coughs and shuffles, albeit not too obtrusive,
are apity. [ A/A*: 1]
Andrew Keener
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FRESCOBALDI: Keyboard Works from
the 1615 and 1637 Books
(10 selected works from each)
Christopher Hogwood (4 hpds)
Oiseau Lyre D2602 digital ( 2 records) ( full
price)
The keyboard music of Frescobaldi presents
special challenges to its interpreter. First,
there are severe technical demands, similar
to those which arise in the keyboard works of
John Bull. Even more problematic is the
aspect of characterisation of the music, which
is obviously expected (the music has strong
individuality) but is possessed of great subtlety, demanding intuition, intellectual control and considerable dramatic flexibility. The
whole atmosphere of the music seems to cry
out for spontaneity and asense of occasion —
musical qualities which are not exactly contrary to the idea of a recording, but which
present alarge-scale undertaking of this type
with many problems.
On the whole, Oiseau Lyre and Christopher
Hogwood do agood job. Iplace them in that
order because the recording — made in a
museum, and involving four contrasting
historic instruments — is perhaps the most
outstanding aspect of all; one of the best
digital and/or harpsichord records I have
heard. The performances are secure and the
instruments very well chosen ( although I
couldn't see why — apart perhaps from
matters of compass — the newest ( 1697)
instrument was selected for the rather conservative Battaglia piece). However, Idid feel
a lack of gesture and rhetorical flexibility in
the playing. Did Frescobaldi really arpeggiate
chords at basically the same speeds in any
context? Were his trills so very rhythmically
exact and predictable? Did he use this kind of
ritardando in this way? Did he never sound as
though he was moved, or excited by his own
music in performance? Christopher Hogwood's playing is never tasteless, but I
should
prefer a little more flavour, even a little

lines at the peak of the storm — or rather the
synthesised representation of them — hardly
penetrate as they should).
Perhaps, then, not the best example of
Tomita's wizardry that I've yet encountered
but agood clean bit of sonic fun to tickle your
speakers all the same. Of its kind — [A:21
Edward Seckerson

in volume for the pp phrases beginning ' Mit
leisem Gang' in the recitative before ' Die
Himmel erzahlen'. This set joins two others
from Decca (those conducted by Münchinger
and Dorati) in the ' special mention' category;
but Marriner's recording ( Jan ' 81) is my first
choice. [
A:2111
Peter Branscombe

HANDEL: Flute Sonatas
ASMF Chamber Ensemble
Philips 6514 096 digital
In March Ireviewed atwo- disc set from CRD
on which Stephen Preston and colleagues
performed 11 chamber works by Handel
(pseudo- Handel in some cases), using mainly
18th-century instruments. On the new Philips, William Bennett ( playing amodern flute)
is joined by Nicholas Kraemer ( harpsichord)
and Denis Vigay ( cello) in a programme of
five works: the three Hallé Sonatas and the E
minor ( Op. 1, No. 1A) which were included on
the CRD set, plus astriking little ' new' Sonata
in D, identified in the only known source, a
Brussels Royal Conservatory manuscript, as
being by ' Sr Weisse' — but as Anthony Hicks
convincingly argues in his sleevenote, ' it can
confidently be reassigned to Handel', not
least on the basis of quotation from others of
his works. Mr Bennett is an excellent flautist,
expressive and assured, and his continuo
players are also stylish and neat. The recording is of a very high order, clear, carefully
balanced and direct. If Iam inclined to prefer
the CRD issue, it is partly for reasons of
quantity, partly because Stephen Preston's
18th- century flute, and his playing of it, go
straight to the heart of the matter. For others,
the excellence of the ASMF modern performances, plus the addition of the D major
Sonata, will be decisive. [
A:11
Peter Branscombe

subjective piquancy, here and there.
[A*:1/21
Stephen Daw
GROFÉ: Grand Canyon Suite
Plasma SO IIsao Tomita
RCA RS9005
Iam very sensitive about my Grand Canyon
Suite, having been weaned on Felix Slatkin's
old Hollywood Bowl recording ( Capital) long
before I ever heard my first Beethoven
symphony — but this really isn't so bad.
Indeed, as one who has stood in disbelief on
the north rim of the Canyon, 10,000 feet
above the Colorado river, and wondered at
this seemingly extra-terrestial expanse of
pink and grey rock, there is something
strangely appropriate about Tomita's synthesised impressions of the old score.
As usual, the instrumentation is ingeniously deployed between a galaxy of different
Moogs, Prophets, Synclaviers, Yamahas and
Mellotrons with some startling results. The
opening Sunrise, for instance, is actually
more effective than the original in its evocation of sheer space and strange luminous
colours. Then, of course, there is the familiar
On the Trail (
the only movement of Grofé's
suite that I grew to loathe), replete with
suitably ' horsey' electronic noises — of a
more graphic nature than the original, Imight
add! Best of all is the spectacular Cloudburst
movement, though Iam not so sure that
Tomita quite seized all his opportunities to
the full here ( the ' lightning' cut-outs don't
really come off, while thetrumpet and horn

HAYDN: 'The Creation' (
sung in German)
Burrovves / Wohlers / Morris / Greenberg /
Nimsgem / Chicago Symphony Chorus and

HAYDN: The Six Organ Concertos
Ton Koopman / Amsterdam Baroque Orchestra / Koopman
Philips 6769 065 (
2 recs)
We used to learn that there were three organ
concertos by Haydn, but Georg Feder of the
Joseph Haydn Institute in theoretical terms,
and now Ton Koopman in practical terms,
argue persuasively that six is the correct
number — that works labelled clavier concertos can be apportioned between harpsichord
and organ according to the range of the
keyboard parts. So to the familiar Hoboken
XVIII: 1, 5 and 8 are now added 2, 7 and 10
(Koopman has recorded XVIII: 3and 11 on the
harpsichord, and also the first volume of
concertinos and divertimentos: these isstles
are keenly awaited). Ton Koopman here uses
the Lindsen organ at Beek-Ubbergen, alovely
instrument dating from 1831 and recently
restored; both the size of the orchestra
(strings 3/3/1/1/1/, with 2oboes and bassoon
in No. 1) and its tonal characteristics help in
the search for authenticity. The performances
sparkle, yet are unhurried; the slow movements emerge more interesting, thoughtful
than usual, and ideally pertinent and brief
cadenzas are improvised in Nos. 1and 2. The
recording is alert, spacious and precise, and
faithfully balanced. The music is agreeable, at
times much more than that. The performances are quietly compelling. [
A:1*1
Peter Branscombe

Orch / So/ti
Decca D262D 2 digital ( 2 recs)
The Creation has been fortunate in the
recording studios — as it thoroughly deserves to be. Here is another fine version, the
first in digital sound. Sir Georg Solti's love
and enthusiasm for the marvellous score are
soon apparent, and he secures exciting and
fresh playing from the Chicago SO; the
chorus is full-blooded and clear-toned; and
there is beautiful and stylish singing from
most of the soloists. Norma Burrowes is a
wonderful Gabriel, angelic in purity and deft
in ornaments; Rüdiger Wohlers gives much
pleasure as Uriel; and Sylvia Greenberg and
Siegmund Nimsgern are a fine Eve and
Adam. As Raphael, James Morris is uneven
— often eloquent in recitative and arioso, but
very clumsy in his first entry in the trio ' Zu dir,
oHerr'. A miscalculation is the uncomfortably
fast Allegro in ' Holde Gattin'; once or twice
elsewhere atempo is not quite steady — yet it
is a heart-warming account of the work,
illuminated with a host of deft and felicitous
details from the wind sections of the orchestra especially. A harpsichord continuo contributes tactfully to the orchestral texture.
Balance is generally very good, and the
recording .comfortably reproduces a very
wide dynamic range ( there is a hint of
constriction only in the final chorus). A shock
was the sudden and very artificial reduction

HAYDN: Symphonies 6 in D ' le matin', 7
in C ' Le midi', 8 in G ' Le soir'
ASMF / Marriner
Philips 6514 076 digital
This is an obvious and very welcome addition
to Marriner's series of nicknamed Haydn
symphonies ( and for once the names are
authentic). The performances are lithe,
strong yet delicate, beautifully played; there
is much to savour, whether the attention
focuses on little details of phrasing or the
sweep of almost any one of these outstanding movements. The unnamed harpsichordist provides an imaginative though never
fussy continuo, and the numerous solos are
put across with deft and felicitous touch. The
string tone is sweet and expressive — and
fiery in the last movement of all, La tempesta,
where the flute adds its brilliant flicker of
lightning. One could argue, particularly after
comparison with the new Müller-Brühl performances, that in terms of fullness of tone
and suavity of texture Marriner is here close
to the Haydn of two or three decades later —
but on their own terms these performances
are irresistibly appealing. The digital recording allows us to hear every strand of the
music with pleasing clarity, and with no sense
that the performance is mechanically reproduced. IA: II
Peter Branscombe
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HAYDN: Symphonies 6 in D, 7in C, 8 in G
Capella Clementina / Müller-Bruhl
Schwann VMS 2085 (£5.65) ( TOL)
These symphonies ( see also review above)
used to occur frequently on asingle record —
indeed,Helmut Müller-Brühl himself recorded
them some years back on the same label with
Cologne CO. The new versions here, recorded on historic instruments, date from
sessions at Brühl in June 1979; they make a
welcome contrast to the Dorati performances
(in abox containing Nos 1to 19) and those of
Klee with the Prague CO, currently the only
ones available. Müller-Brühl's preference for
unexceptionable tempi ( the fast movements
spritely but not rushed, the slower ones
dignified and poised — though that of No. 8is
imperfectly sustained) aids his little orchestra
in the search for clarity and neatness of
texture, though one or two of the taxing solos
with which Haydn at once tested and rewarded the virtuosity of his new colleagues
when he joined the Esterhazy establishment
are not entirely comfortable here, and phrasing is mannered in places. For the most part
(the bassoon solo in the Andante of 8 being
an obvious exception) the solos are justly
balanced and stand out with just the right
degree of clarity; the recorded quality is
good, though Ishould have preferred more
distant microphone placing. [
B:2]
Peter Branscombe

HAYDN: Symphonies 39 in g III 35 in Bb
59 in A E 49 in f ' La Passione' Cl 58 in F
L'Estro Armonico / Solomons
CBS D3 37861 (
3recds) digital
Readers who take half an interest in Haydn
will be aware that Derek Solomons and
L'Estro Armonico have already recorded for
Saga two volumes of three records each
containing the symphonies which Haydn
wrote during his employment with the Morzin family ( they were reviewed in April last
year and February this). What looks like
becoming aregular series now continues, on
the CBS label, with six works widely separated in numbering, but which can be either
shown or conjectured to have been composed in or around 1767-68. As before, the
venue is St Barnabas, Woodside Park, and
Martini and Rossi Ltd continue their generous
sponsorship; new is the use of digital recording, and admirably unobtrusive, clean and
true are the results. The excellent little
orchestra of original instruments positively
sparkles, and not a strand is lost. The crisp,
urgent opening of No. 39, with natural
dynamic contrasts, commands attention at
the very start; and at the close of the set, No.
58 strikes me now as awork Ihad underestimated — the first movement wittily sounds
like anything but an opening Allegro, the
minuet is weird in its phrasing, and there are
harmonic shocks in the finale which emerge
all the more starkly in a chamber performance. Throughout, the harpsichord tinkles
away perceptively, if perhaps a little too
remotely. One is sometimes aware of the
problems of using contemporary instruments, but the horns ring out proudly, and the
string tone is very pleasing. As before, Derek
Solomons' direction secures fine ensemble
and extremely musical performances. [
A:1]
Peter Branscombe
LISZT: Concerto in the Hungarian Style
(orch. Tchaikovsky) E Hungarian Fantasia / SCHUBERT arr. LISZT: Wanderer
Fil-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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Fantasia
Cyprien Katsaris (pno) /

Philadelphia /

Ormandy
EMI ASD 4258
Icannot pretend to have had avery good time
with this record, so committed Lisztophiles
will have to read between the lines alittle. Let
me turn first to that unfortunate setting of
Schubert's Wanderer Fantasia. Ihave never
been able to fathom just what Liszt thought
he might add to Schubert's titanic masterpiece, for rarely in musical literature has such
scale, range of mood and accumulative
power been conveyed from the keyboard
alone. In the event, he succeeded only — to
my mind — in dissipating the work's
architectural strengths by treating what is,
after all, a fundamentally symphonic composition in this ' concerted' fashion. It strikes
me as badly orchestrated, too, with, for
example, thin unsupported wind lines protruding rather lamely from the texture as
though urgently in need of fleshing- out.
This performance is rather bland, too.
Granted the odds are somewhat stacked
against them, but Katsaris and Ormandy
convey little sense of growth and unity. The
piano that he uses here — Katsa ris' own — is
much vaunted on the sleeve of the record. So
far as one can judge, it sounds to be an
instrument of the smoothest tonal qualities,
but given that this is its recording debut the
engineers might have afforded it alittle more
weight.
Space forbids me from going into the
involved details surrounding the so-called
lost Concerto in the Hungarian Style — a
work generally attributed to Sophie Menter,
one of Liszt's starriest pupils, and orchestrated, it seems, by her friend Tchaikovsky at
Liszt's suggestion. It certainly sounds like
Liszt but then such showy pianistic gestures
as it displays could very easily have emanated from the pen of one of his most talented
champions. On the level of its rather more
inventive companion, the Hungarian Fantasia, it is mildly entertaining but ultimately
rather empty. The piano balance is better
here, the orchestral accompaniment suitably
full. [
13:3/2]
Edward Seckerson

LISZT: Reminiscences de ' La Juive' CI
Fantaisie et Fugue sur le Nom de ' BACH'
CI Mazurka E Romanesca
Gregor Weichert (pno)
Accord ACC 140033 (£ 5.49) ( Studio Import)
Imust admit that both the Reminiscences de
'La Juive' and Gregor Weicher were new to
me, and each in their own way was no
disappointment. Like the other Reminiscences, of Don Giovanni, and of Bellini's
Norma, those of Halévy's La Juive are Liszt's
weaving, through a process of development
and variation, of characteristic themes into a
free- composed work of quite some brilliance
and
power.
Display
and
virtuoso
pyrotechnics there are a- plenty — and
Weichert grasps these with obvious enthusiasm ( not to say with seeming ease!) — but
there are some gloriously fashioned melodies too. The BACH Fantasy and Fugue,
Listz's transcription of the earlier version for
organ, is also conceived on the grand scale
and Weichert works hard for the Fantasy not
to sound overblown. The smaller- scale
Mazurka and Romanesca are just as true a
test of his sensitive melody playing and tight
rhythmic control.
Even given moderate demands, the solo
piano is notoriously difficult to record, and

Liszt's grandiosely ambitious designs are
distinctly not of moderate proportions, while
the recording fails to convey the full power of
aconcert grand at full stretch. It also contrives
to be at one and the same time, brittle in the
upper registers and dull and lacking bass
definition at forte and fortissimo. [
B/C:1/2]
Roger Bowen

LOCATELLI: 3 Concerti grossi, Op. 1
/Music/
Philips 9502 069
Cast in the mould of the Italian baroque, these
concerti of Locatelli sometimes sound more
sombre and austere than those of his contemporaries. The searching melodic lines and
rich suspensions are all there, but so too are
some bold angular movements of striking
effect. The Concerto in fis the longest on the
record, and perhaps the most sombre, consisting largely of slowish movements, and it
is not until the start of the Concerto in cthat
the sound is lightened by extended solo
passages.
The fine performance of IMusici reflects
some of these qualities, and there is sometimes a feeling of hushed reverence in the
performance of the more melancholy passages. As far as Iam concerned, IMusici can
rarely be accused of musical mis judgement,
and Ifind these performances particularly
satisfying.
The typical Philips sound is given a
pleasingly wide spread, and there is arealistic
instrumental balance as well as remarkably
silent surfaces. [ A:1]
Colin Evans

MAHLER: Symphony 2 ' Resurrection'
Jo Vincent (sop) / Kathleen Ferrier (con) /
Concertgebouvv Chorus 81 Orchestra /
Klemperer
Decca D264D 218 (
2 recs)
Mahler's ' Resurrection' Symphony proved a
key work in Otto Klemperer's conducting
career ( see his book Minor Recollections). He
made two commercial recordings, and this
1951 Holland Festival performance is transcribed from radio archive 78s. Royalties will
go to the Kathleen Ferrier Cancer Research
Fund. It is a more volatile, fiery reading than
the familiar EMI/Legge production reflects,
with the bitter irony heavily underlined. Very
characteristically, Klemperer lunges into the
finale subito, after a revelatory Urlicht sung
by Ferrier — you should have the set for that
alone. The sound is not so dated that
orchestral detail is overlaid, and surface
crackle is minimal. There is aunique magnificence about the Concertgebouw's playing for
Klemperer — much here is not conveyed by
other recordings, not least the momentous
atmosphere. [
H: ill *] Christopher Breunig

MENDELSSOHN: Lieder — Auf Flügeln des
Gesanges E Gruss E Neue Liebe CI Romanze
CI Bel der Wiege E Triistung E lm Herbst Cl
Frühlingslied E Der Mond E Die Liebende
schreibt E Suleika ( Ach, um deine feuchten
Schwingen) E Suleika ( Was bedeutet die
Bewegung?) E Lieblingsplâtzchen CI Das
erste Veilchen D Des Mâdchens Klage
Nachtlied E Hexenlied
E//y Ameling (sop) / Rudolf Jansen (pno)
CBS 36678 digital
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P.D.R.
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Chartwell PM110
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P.O.R
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P.O.R
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Another welcome recording from one of the
world's most acclaimed sopranos. Doubly so
for those who are enamoured of MendeIssohn's lieder, as a fair number of this
selection are not otherwise available on disc
now. Elly Ameling displays her customary
clarity and warmth of tone, and although her
intonation is slightly suspect at times, these
instances are so rare that they hardly detract
from her delightful performances. Her usual
accompanists on disc, Jorg Demus or Dalton
Baldwin, have this time been replaced by
Rudolf Jansen. Unfortunately, he has neither
the power nor the vivacity to be considered
her equal here: his tone being just alittle too
refined and lacking in weight, especially in
the bass, and dynamically he never asserts
himself. This could possibly be considered a
more authentic style of performance, but I

was an important stage in Mozart's development as amusical dramatist and in his bid to
gain employment at the Mannheim court. He
was consequently profoundly anxious that it
should represent the best that he coud
achieve, and he accordingly made anumber
of revisions to the score before the premiere,
jettisoning some fine music in order to
advance the action. The opera failed to secure
his future, but remained a work in which
Mozart retained his confidence, and in 1786,
after several unsuccessful attempts, he managed to get another performance in Vienna. It
was aprivate performance and being Lent he
had to be content with aconcert version. For
this he had to replace the original castrato
Idamante with atenor, which involved agood

be placed very far back and sound rather as if
the skins were slack and were being struck
with wooden sticks. The balance and detail in
the remaining two works is happier and the
strings have a clear and realistic if slightly
close-up sound. [ B:2]
Kenneth Dommett

MOZART: Symphony No. 38 in D, K504
'Prague'
Concertgebouw / Harnoncourt
Telefunken 6.42805AZ digital
Recording's technical miracles fall upon us
monthly in showers of superlatives, exciting
our expectations with the promise that with
every new advance we come closer to an
ideal. Not, one begins to think, the ideal of the
fact of music played at home or heard live in a
concert hall, but of a scientist's dream measured by machines and heard in the head
without benefit of ears. Direct Metal Mastering goes one step further toward the eradication of the record collector's bête noire,
surface noise and pre- and post-echo, though
it still cannot frustrate the gremlin who
applies the clicks and bumps between the
scientific miracle and the commercial product

deal of revision.
This record, asupplement to Harnoncourt's
1980 version of the opera as produced in
find it unconvincing.
Munich, contains both the rejections and
The rather impersonal acoustic used is
revisions, including the Gavotte from the
somewhat daunting and cold, as is the
ballet music. The artists used here are not all
distanced setting of the performers. Howevthe same as those in the complete recording
er, the overall sound seems to be an accurate
but are very impressive. As to the music, the
enough reproduction of the original, devoid
most remarkable item is undoubtedly Eletof highlighting. The very low recording level
tra's ambitious and harmonically audacious
increases the noise floor, but is not too
'D'Oreste, d'Aice' which Mozart reluctantly
disturbing. A very worthwhile issue.
abandoned in favour of the recitative ' Oh
[A:1/2]
Barbara Jahn
smania! oh Furie!' also included here and
magnificently sung by Felicity Palmer. The
bought over the counter.
two major items on side one will be known to
This new version of the Prague is somestudents of Mozart's concert arias — the duet
MENDELSSOHN: Piano Trio No. 1 in d,
thing in the nature of a performance experi'Spiegarti non poss'io' ( K489) for the Vienna
Op. 49 E Piano Trio No. 2 in c, Op. 66
ment too, though not uniquely so. We have
Eugene Istomin (pno) / Isaac Stern (yin) /
Ilia ( Rachel Yakar) and Idamante ( Francisco
become used to Mozart without all the
Araiza) and the seldom heard tenor version of
Leonard Rose (vIc)
notated repeats, though Britten gave his
'Non temer amato bene' ( K490) with the violin
Mozart entire, and the Academy of Ancient
CBS 76914
obbligato. The two remaining arias, IdaMusic have made it part of their credo.
mante's ' No, la morte' ( in the castrato version
Harnoncourt, usually associated with period
Although Mendelssohn's First Piano Trio is a
sung here by Trudeliese Schmidt) and
stylishness if not parti pris notions of authenmore popular work than the second, as
ldomeneo's ' Torna la pace' were excised
ticity, here gets to grips with a big modern
reflected by the relative number of recordings
orchestra, but with the help of an analytical
before the first performance.
available in the catalogue, Op. 66 is no mean
The recording, one of Telefunken's Direct
digital recording makes it sound as if it were
work and contains many of the characteristic
Metal Discs(see MartinColloms',article in last
much smaller. It is a splendid performance,
ideas and turns of phrase for which the
month's HFN), is as noise-free as promised
full of life and colour, its lines carefully and so
composer is so well loved. Its themes lack the
and the digital sound brilliant, so bright in fact
cleanly drawn that the listener used to
immediate memorability of those of Op. 49
that at first, second and third hearings it still
mushier recording is astonished at the ingbut, nevertheless, they are used with Menseems unnatural, clinically sectioned and
enuity of the music, delighting in counterdelssohn's habitual skill and sensitivity.
bathed in harsh unshaded light. The performpoint as clever and rewarding as any in the
Despite a few misgivings, Ifind the two
ances outweigh most of the aural discomfort
Jupiter. But it never actually sounds like that;
performances presented here both invigoratwhich, compared with the original set, will
the music heard live never blasts at one so
ing and moving. The lstomin/Stern/Rose Trio
take some getting used to. 18:11
vehemently or so relentlessly that one
play with characteristic panache and ardour,
Kenneth Dommett
appears about to be engulfed by it, and I
giving all they have in emotion and technical
doubt if, in the long run, many will emerge
dexterity to these works, but at times the
without feeling that they have been battered
pieces seem almost in danger of being
MOZART: Serenade No. 13 in G, K525
into submission by Science while surrenderswamped
by this
powerful
approach.
'Eine kleine
Nachtmusik' (
11 Divering to Art. [
11:1*]
Kenneth Dommett
Perhaps a more balanced view of the works
timento No. 1in D, K136 CI Serenade No.
could have been taken here, the obvious
6 in D, 1(239 ' Serenata notturna'
conflict of inner emotion and outer manners
Polish Chamber Orchestra IMaksymiuk
MOZART: Violin Concerto No. 2 in D,
in the character of the composer providing a
EMI ESD 7175 digital
model. However, commitment is not aquality
1(211 El Violin Concerto No. 4 in D, K218
Anne-Sophie Mutter (yin) / Philharmonia I
to be found lacking on this disc and for those
There is no shortage of recordings of any of
who like their Mendelssohn full of guts, these
Muti
these pieces and a new one really needs to
performances should fit the bill admirably.
EMI ASD 4185 digital
offer something special if it is to make its way
The stereo placing of the performers is
among the competition. Maksymiuk appears
strangely flat, with little sense of depth, while
Mozart's development in the few months that
to have decided that emphatic dynamic
left-to- right imagery is very clear. The overall
separate these two concertos was remarkcontrasts
and
jerkily
expressive
phrasing
sound emphasises higher frequencies to the
able. The first, composed in June 1775,
coupled with high speed would achieve his
point of being edgy at times, but in general
conforms to the general standard of such
personal claim to attention. Unhappily the
the sound is reasonably authentic and easy
concertos by Stamitz, Cannabich and the like,
results are less than compelling. The orchesenough on the ear, given the attack and
while the second, completed in October the
tra, usually very good in Mozart, chases the
power of the performances. [
13:11
same year, still pre-eminently a work of
music with the abandon of a dog worrying
Doug Hammond
entertainment, explores a more personal
sheep, seldom allowing it any respite and
landscape. Miss Mutter,
a protégé of
failing signally to evoke the atmosphere of
Karajan, entered the Mozart field in 1978 in a
evening
reflection
implied
in
either
of
the
MOZART: Idomeneo — Supplement
highly acclaimed account of the composer's
serenades. The second of these is for two
Trudeliese Schmidt (sop)/ Rachel Yakar (sop)
two other mature violin concertos, in G and A,
separate groups of strings with a pair of
/ Francisco Araiza (ten) / Werner Hollweg
with Karajan and the Berlin Philharmonic on
drums occupying the middle ground and
DG, a record still listed. Her style is positive,
(ten) / Mozart Orchestra of Zurich Opera
playing an independent role. The differentiawith firmly drawn lines and a rich tone,
House / Harnoncourt
tion between the two groups is not sharply
Telefunken 6.42650AZ digital
occasionally more powerful than sweet, but
defined though it is definable and the drums,
with a sense of commitment behind it. The
instead of being between the groups seem to
Idomeneo, first produced in Munich in 1781,
95
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manner of the performances is large scale
concert hall with the soloist out in front of the
orchestra. Under Muti's direction the Philharmonia provide excellent support, with sensible tempos that give everyone the chance to
phrase eloquently. The digital recording
offers good balance of sound and detail
without being clinical. [ A:1]
Kenneth Dommett

OCKEGHEM: Complete Secular Music
The Medieval Ensemble of London / P. Davies
/ T. Davies
Oiseau Lyre D254D3 digital
The dazzlingly fertile musical mind of Johannes Ockeghem is glimpsed behind this three
record compilation of his complete secular
works. Easily discernable is his total identification with the moods and stylized formulae
of 15th century poetry, concerning itself as it
does largely with the preoccupations of
courtly love: the beauty of the lady (
Autre
Venus estes); the pain of love (
Je n'ay deuil):
her indifference (
Fors seulement l'actente);
total fidelity (
D'un autre amer mon cuer
s'abasseroit), and more rarely ( much more
rarely!) fulfilment (
Tant fuz gentement resbuy). All the emotions from darkest despair
to blissful exuberance are expressed in the
traditional formal schemes of the rondeau,
the ballade and the bergerette, and in the
customary 15th century three-part texture of
cantus, tenor and contratenor (
not all taken
vocally). The Medieval Ensemble actually
vary the combination of voices most skilfully
between the alto of Margaret Philpot, the
countertenor of Timothy Penrose, Rogers
Covey- Crump tenor and the two baritones of
Geoffrey Shaw and Michael George, and this
variety plus the high quality of the performance from the entire group even in the most
complex of pieces, makes avery attractive set
of what could be a little too monochrome a
scoring. The instrumental line ranges between bowed, plucked and blown, further
adding contrast, some numbers being taken
by instruments alone.
The independently moving vocal lines are
quite naturally separated across the speakers
and are well forward. The instrumental
accompaniment, because of the nature of the
attack of particular instruments, is sometimes
less well projected, struggling occasionally
against two vocalists; but by and large the
balance is good, and the solo vocal numbers
are very well supported. [ A:11 Roger Bowen

OFFENBACH: Overtures— La belle Hélène
Cl La fille du tambour-major O Orphée aux
enfers O La Grand- Duchesse de Gerolstein LI
La Périchole 111 Les deux aveugles LI Barbebleue 111 La vie parisienne
Ph//harmonía / Marriner
Philips 6514 098 digital
Offenbach, like the equally busy Sullivan,
frequently left to others the time-consuming
business of composing overtures; if they
were inclined to listen at all ( instead of
unwrapping confectionary, exchanging gossip, or arriving late), his Parisian audiences
expected little more than a loosely-strung
procession of tunes to come. However, with
the exception of the overture to Orphée aux
enfers (
played here in the familiar concoction
by Carl Binder) and La belle Hélène (
which
telescopes the 66- bar Prelude with music
from Act Il), original versions of the overtures
on this disc do exist, and these are presented

here. And well- made, enjoyable pieces they
are. Comparison with collections by Martinon
(Eclipse) and Fremaux ( HMV Greensleeve)
reveals the greater ardour and dash of both
Frenchmen ( the latter's CBSO in particular
producing, where appropriate, some splendidly saucy trombone playing), but the many
tender moments are shaped with great delicacy. Solos are notably fine: especially
memorable are those for clarinet, violin and
cello in Orphée (
although the latter is balanced far too closely), and the waltz in La
belle Hélène shows the Philharmonie strings
at their most gently seductive.
The recording is nicely distanced and
sweet-toned, if not as clear of inner detail as it
might have been. Don't, however, be initially
misled into setting too high a level, for the
dynamic range is impressively wide, and tutti
crashes in La fille du tambour-major and La
GrandeDuchesse de Gerolstein will startle
the unwary. [ A:1/2]
Andrew Keener

OFFENBACH: La Périchole
Pierrette Delange (sop) IMichele Command
(sop) / Teresa Berganza (m-sop) / Sonia
Nigoghossian (m-sop) / José Carreras (ten) /
Michel Sénéchal (ten) / Hugues Brambilla
(ten) / Henri Amiel (ten) / Gabriel Bacquier
(bar)/ Michel Trempont (bar) / André Batisse
(speaker) / Chorus & Orchestra of Capitole de

PARRY:
Ode
on
the
Nativity" /
VAUGHAN WILLIAMS: The Sons of Light
*Teresa Cahill (sop) / Bach Choir / RCM
Chorus / LPO / Willcocks
Lyrita SRCS125 (£ 5.52) ( Conifer)
Parry's Christmas setting of Dunbar's Ode
was first heard at Hereford in 1912. Although
it is uneven in inspiration, and rather as with
some of Brahms' choral music suggests
symphonic writing with the voices treated as
instrumental strands, it has its touching
passages — if you heard these by chance on
-the radio, or playing in a record shop, you
would probably want the disc. The Vaughan
Williams is more consistently telling, ahighly
original setting. The words are by Ursule
Vaughan Williams, and they deal with the
Greek legend of the sun as achariot driven by
Apollo, with Signs of the Zodiac ( ascherzo),
and with the story of Genesis. It was composed ( 1950) for the Schools Music Association, yet the brilliance of the orchestration
shows no concessions at all — the orchestra
is not just given an accompanying role. These
performances sound admirable, cleanly focused and properly expansive. [A:1]
Christopher Breunig

Toulouse / Plasson
EMI SLS 5276 digital ( 2 recs)
For a long time La Périchole found a good
deal more favour on mainland Europe than in
Britain, but in recent years that situation has
gradually changed, largely thanks to the
amateur operatic societies who have used a
reorganised, English- language version of the
work. This fine new recording of the three- act
reworking that Offenbach himself made of his
1868 two-act original rides on the tide of that
popularity. With supplied translation in hand
(if your French is not up to it) this version
brings to life the vivacious French tradition of
Offenbach performance. I suppose that,
strictly speaking, Teresa Berganza's voice
might be thought alittle too heavy for the title
role, and José Carreras' warmth of tone too
full for the typically French- operetta tenor
part of Piquillo, but the casting of these two
great artists in the leading roles lends a
universality to the whole performance, enriching the humanity of Offenbach's satire
while never increasing the lurking sentimentality of the piece. Both artists are
startling in the control and flexibility they
bring to their performances, though the work
offers Berganza more opportunity to display
this. Gabriel Bacquier as the viceroy, Don
Andres, brings a great deal of vigour and
humour to the part and is in excellent voice.
Of the other members of the cast, none falls
below the very high standard of the overall
production and the chorus and orchestra are
equally attuned to the atmosphere of this
reading. The conductor, Michel Plasson,
must receive much of the praise for this
success, for he balances the component parts
and paces the whole with particular skill —
the Act 1Finale for example is an epitome of
well-judged tempi and thoughtfully graded
dynamics.
The sound is captured in close detail, with
the gloriously tinny cymbal seeming horribly
lifelike. Ifind the heavy presence of the
soloists appropriate to the work and the
enclosed atmosphere suitably redolent of the
theatre. [
A*: 1*]
Doug Hammond

RIMSKY-KORSAKOV: Scheherazade
Moscow RSO / Fedoseyev
EMI ASO 4272 digital
This is the first digital Melodiya disc to have
come my way and Imust say that Iwas
immediately struck by an appreciable mellowing of the sound in the upper registers.
The digitarprocess appears to have tamed, to
alarge extent, the Melodiya ' glare' — particularly with regard to fortissimo brass writing;
tonal quality seemed to me generally richer
and warmer than is sometimes the case from
this source. The characteristic ' spotlighting'
remains, of course, though in this case there
is certainly some cause to be grateful, so
showy, for instance, are the improvisatory
bassoon solos in the second movement.*
Not that Vladimir Fedoseyev generally
gives his players much room to express as
freely as they might. The third movement is
impatient to a degree — those long, exotic
melodic phrases skipped over with little or no
regard for their inherent sensuality. Differentiation between dynamics here is at
something of a premium, too, and there is
just no delicacy in the texturing. Drop the
stylus anywhere in Beecham's celebrated
account and you are bound to happen across
a phrase caressed and savoured with all the
wonder of afirst-time discovery.
Fundamentally, then, what Fedoseyev's
reading really lacks is asense of fantasy: the
very opening bars, far from conveying an
image that is at once grandly imposing,
sound bloated and weary, and even the Finale
— dashingly played though it is — somehow
lacks accumulative excitement. Nothing to do
with speed, either ( I have heard many a
slower performance generate twice the
momentum), just aquestion of colour, dynamic contrast and rhythmic point ( what a far
cry this is from Svetlanov's stunning Melodiya account — now deleted). Ishould add,
incidentally, that the final climax of the
movement is marred by apreponderance of
trombones and cymbal. Last words for the
solo violinist, Boris Korsakov, who, I'm afraid,
is none too beguiling ( intonation, please!); I
somehow doubt that this Sultana Schehera97
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zade would have escaped with her head!
[A/B:31
Edward Seckerson
*Although recorded by Melodiya in the USSR, the 'original
sound recording' was made in conjunction with Victor Music
Industries, Japan. Music Ed.

REGER: Concerto in A for Violin and
Orchestra, Op. 101
Yuuko Shiokawa (yin) / NSO / Kloss
COLOSSEUM COLOS SM514 (£ 5.65) ( TOL)
Perhaps it is an oversimplification to suggest
that Reger has not achieved the popularity
attained by that of some of his more famous
contemporary composers because of his
inability to produce individual and memorable melodic material. There is some truth in
the notion, however, and as adirect consequence those gifts that he did possess seem to
be highlighted. Reger could certainly handle
compositional procedures — formal, motivic,
and conceptual — extremely competently,
and this is finely illustrated by the Violin
Concerto recorded here, as is the highly
individual harmonic idiom that makes his
style so identifiable. In the hands of acapable
and sympathetic performer, like Yuuko
Shiokawa, the work takes on aclearly defined
character of heady late- Romanticism that
makes one wonder why it is not heard more
often. Her playing is fresh and assured, warm
and clear in tone with penetrating insistence
but without any edginess. In her lucid interpretation of the concerto she brings out those
elements of the melodythat are most memorable and so aids the listener's assimilation of
the work. She is not well supported by the
Nuremberg SO, whose playing is a little
ragged and uninspired in places. The latter
also suffers the further disadvantage of being
poorly recorded, at adistance and with edge
added to the upper frequencies. Yuuko
Shiokawa herself escapes this fate and comes
across with great presence and stable stereo
positioning, quite well to the fore of the
orchestra. Because of this positioning she
also escapes being swamped in the louder
passages, where clarity in the orchestral
texture becomes limited.
This is now the only recording of the work
in the catalogue and I
would recommend it on
the strength of the soloist alone. [
A/C: 1*/2]
Doug Hammond

remedied in the other overtures and is more
than compensated for by the drive and
joie- de-vivre of the readings. Together, the
two genres complement each other ideally.
The original 1978 analogue recordings
have been remixed to digital masters, and are
extremely good, marked by the smoothness
and natural quality of the sound. The 1982
recordings are, if anything, even better, with
greater detail coming through and a more
vivid, highly- polished presence being felt.
The sound is not spectacular but that sort of
approach would distract attention away from
the performances and the music.
Some listeners may still preferthe chamber
music versions of these works ( 2vins, vc and
cb) and for them two complete versions are
already available in the catalogue, but Ithink
few will fail to find the zest of these performances from the PCO invigorating. [Alr/A:1*/1]
Doug Hammond

ROSSINI: The Six String Sonatas No. 1in
G, No. 2in A, No. 3in C, No. 4in Bb, No. 5in
Eb, No. 6in D D Opera Overtures— La Scala
di seta, L'inganno felice, La cambiale di
matrimoio, II Signor Bruschino
PCO/Maksymiuk
EMI ESDW 717 (
2 recs) ( digital)
Ilook forward to new issues from the Polish
Chamber Orchestra, and this present tworecord set is partly that. EMI have already
issued the 1978 recordings of Rossini's String
Sonatas 2-5 presented here in their string
orchestra guise. Now they have judiciously
added them to '1982 recordings of Sonatas 1
and 6 and together with four overtures have
made a more complete package.
The chief asset of this orchestra is its
superb string section: in the String Sonatas,
written when the composer was twelve, the
control of Jerry Maksymiuk makes its presence known in the precise ensemble in fast
passagework and the aptness of the phrasing, the violins often playing as one man. La
scala di seta is let down by out- of-tune oboes
persistently dropping below pitch, but this is

same setting as was included in Flâmig's
programme which Ireviewed last December.
The performances have due weight and
dignity — the bigger works go very well, with
spirit and perception, but in the Cant/ones
sacrae, four-part pieces with added continuo,
the impression created is rather generalized,
with less clarity to the part-writing than I
should have liked, especially in the slowermoving numbers. The recording — made in
St John's, Smith Square — has atmosphere
and space, yet lacks the ultimate in clarity.
The back of the sleeve contains notes and
texts ( with translations), but there are too
many misprints — and Ihope future volumes
will identify the works by the Schütz WorkList ( SWV) numbers [
13:2]
Peter Branscombe

SCHÜTZ: Italian Madrigals
Capella Lipsiensis / Knothe
Philips 9502 061
The only other version of Schütz's set of
Italian madrigals is the Archiv issue ( October
1976) in which Jürgens conducts the Mon .
teverdi Choir of Hamburg; that version is
spread over four sides. It is greatly to the
advantage of the prospective owner of this
exciting and beautiful opus 1 of Schütz that
Philips comfortably accommodate all 19
madrigals on one disc. Knothe's Capella
Lipsiensis employs solo voices, and in every
case his performances are quicker ( sometimes only marginally, sometimes considerably) than those of his Hamburg rivals.
Sometimes Jürgens's broader approach
gives him the edge, with greater appreciation
of the intricate and dense five- part writing
(only the last of the set is in eight parts). On
the whole, though, Iprefer Knothe's soloistic
treatment — even if the listener is left in no
doubt of the strain the singers are under, with
often awkward tessitura, taxing dissonances
and suspensions. The balance is very good,
with all the lines coming through. The grief,
exuberance and passion of the music are
appreciated, and the text ( printed complete
with translation on an insert) is pretty well
enunciated ( the men aren't always able to
avoid a harsh ' kv' for ' qu'). The recording is
good, with a nice sense of breadth, though
my finished pressing has patches of surface
noise. [
A:2]
Peter Branscombe

SCHÜTZ: Nine Vocal Works
Soloists / London Bach Society Chorus /
Steinitz
Meridian E77049
'Music by Heinrich Schütz: Volume 1' is the
title of this striking collection, and its appearance is the more welcome in that none of the
pieces seems to be available in the British
catalogue ( many of them are to be had in
Germany). The works included are the splendid Magnificat SWV 468, the three related
Cant/ones sacrae '
Aspice, pater', ' Nonne hic
est' and ' Reduc, domine deus meus' SWV
73-5, and three other settings from the same
1625 book: ' Cantate domino', ' Sicut Moses'
and ' 0 boe, odulcis' ( SWV 81; 68 and 53); and
there are two German settings: ' Stehe auf,
meine Freundin', a fine double- choir motet
which was discovered only adecade ago and
has not been available on record before, and
'Jauchzet dem Herren' SWV 36 — not the

RAY SEALEY: Platero
Ray Sealey (narr) / Karen Chapman, Andrea
Hayman (gtrs)
Hyperion A 66046
Platero and Iis the story of a donkey. Ray
Seeley is an admirer of the book, and when he
needed atext around which to write music for
two young guitar pupils — then aged 14 and
12 — he decided to set parts of the book,
using the music to enhance the text and to
provide his pupils with music which would
stimulate their interpretative gifts. The resultant collaboration is the source of this recording.
One's enjoyment of this ' elegy for two
young guitarists and narrator' ( to quote the
full title) will obviously depend on one's
sympathy with the story and the extent to
which one finds the narration ' enhanced' by
the music; and my guess is that there are vast
numbers of people who are going to like it
very much indeed. They will certainly be
assisted in that appreciation by performances
of great charm. The amount of work which
lies behind this artless rendering must have
been immense, but one would never guess: it
all sounds so very spontaneous, almost as
though the two young performers had picked
up their instruments and begun to accompany a reader. Iam sure that that was how
they wished to sound; and they do.
Good recordings of speech are not common ( and far from easy to make, as those of
us who have tried know well), but there is one
here: it is extremely natural, and free from
those annoying resonances which so often
obtrude. The guitars, too, have avery natural
sound, with plenty of life and nice room to
breathe. In the probable event of your liking
the material, you will find this issue a
treasure. [
A:1]
Peter Turner
SIBELIUS: Symphony 1 in e, Op. 39 D
Karelia Suite, Op. 11
BP() / Karajan
HMV ASD4097 digital
Karajan's first Philharmonia recording of
Sibelius symphonies ( 1952-5 and 1960) excluded the First, as did his DG set where
Kamu conducted Nos. 1-3. The long wait has
been worthwhile. This is also afirst recording
of the three Karelia movements; the outer
'Intermezzo' and ' Alla Marcia' have the rhythmic consistency one expects — some fabulous soft string playing in ( i) — whilst the
'Ballade' is beautifully evocative. Karajan
brings penetrating musicianship to the Eminor symphony, and I
was impressed by the
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incredible energy of the finale. But then,
Stokowski was around 20 years older when
he made the CBS version!
The recorded sound is warm and fairly
natural, if without the sharpness of the
Boston/Philips ( less happily coupled with
Finlandia). The HMV is not too dissimilar to
the CBS, which has a vast acoustic sense:
spread here is more confined. Indeed the
Berlin recording suggests rather too much
crammed into the image width. It is of course

No wonder that Johann Strauss junior earned
the title of 'The Waltz King'. He had a
marvellous gift for melody, and also for
orchestration. In his own particular field he
was unmatched, and this record which gives
seven of his most famous waltzes should
delight all those who enjoy the very best in
light music. The orchestra, conducted by Willi
Boskovsky, are specialists in their chosen line
and play the familiar tunes with afreshness of
approach and that particular Viennese lilt
which is so difficult to imitate, but which
certainly makes all the difference. It is never
for a moment exaggerated. The digital recording is clean, with wide stereo spread,
excellent definition, and above all awarm yet
brilliant acoustic which is exactly right for
music of this type. This must surely be a
winner in the popular market. [
A:11
John Freestone

It is consequently amatter of importance and
the occasion for congratulation that HMV, in
collaboration with Polish artists, have paid
this tribute to his gifts. The selection of works
to some extent confines itself to music that
has already appeared on record at onetime or
another — the ballet-pantomime Mandragora is an exception — and those interested
in exploring further the music of this elusive
spirit would no doubt have welcomed one or
other of those compositions about which we
similar to the digital Second ( ASD4060).,
read such glowing reports but seldom hear —
which I ( and A.McK.) criticised at the time.
The Love Songs of aPrincess, The Songs of
EMI continue their distinctive cover dean Infatuated Muezzin and the Stabat Mater,
signs, but the reverse of the sleeve unnecesfor example. But let us not be ungracious, for
sarily perpetuates the now- stale Lauterwasthere is much to enjoy here.
ser portrait. There is a mid- priced duplicaThe two symphonies are currently availtion: the VPO/Maazel ' Jubilee'. Once consiable in splendid performances by Antal
dered asuperb piece of engineering, it all too
Dorati on a recent digital Decca recording,
easily shows that its effectiveness stems from
and it has to be admitted that these analogue
close focuses favoured by Decca. Anyway,
versions, good as they are, reveal less of
this is a new, indispensable Sibelius couSUK: Piano Quartet in a, Op. 1 / String
Szmanowski's intricate detail than one would
pling. [
A:1*1
Christopher Breunig
Quartet No. 2 in Bb, Op. 11
hope to hear. Of course, they are intricate
Pavel Stepan (pno) / Suk Quartet
scores for very large, almost Mahlerian
Supraphon 1111 2974 (
Lugtons / H R
forces, which tax the finest engineering, and
SMETANA: The Bartered Bride
Taylor)
the Third, with its oriental melisma and
Gabriela Benackova, Peter Dvorksy, Richard
filigree string writing — at one point the
Novak etc / Czech Philharmonic Chorus &
Suk's Piano Quartet, to which the composer
violins are divided into 12 or 13 parts — is
Orchestra / Kosler
gave the ascription ' opus 1', was written
especially demanding. Here the chorus and
Supraphon 1116 3511-3 digital ( 3 recs)
while he was studying with Dvorak and
solo violin and tenor voice have been suc(Lugtons / H R Taylor)
completed during the Easter holiday of 1891.
cessfully balanced against the vast orchestral
Suk was 17. The work pleased the master and
tapestry and Semkow matches Dorati in his
This is the second digital opera from Supwas first performed by Conservatory stucontrol of dynamics and rhythmic flow.
raphon — the first was Martinu's Greek
dents on May 13, the first violin being Karel
Kasprzyk is not quite so successful in the
Passion— and very brilliant it is. In fact rather
Hoffmann to whom Suk later played second
Straussian Second Symphony, though he too
too brilliant perhaps, for the sound has a
fiddle as a member of the famous Czech
contrives to enunciate the complex lines of
sharp cutting edge to it, particularly in
Quartet. The Piano Quartet is an ex uberant
the final fugue with clarity and apparent ease.
climaxes, that sounds unnatural though it is
work, its two lively outer movements enclosHis performance of the Concert Overture —
certainly exciting. The balances are not all
ing a lyrical Adagio whose cello theme,
one of the composer's earliest works and
they might be either if it is hoped to convey an
echoing Gounod's Ave Maria, was greatly
another influenced by the Strauss- Mahler impression of a stage performance. In comadmired by Dvorak. This performance, the
Wagner ethos — is rousingly done and a
mon with most Czech productions the singers
first recording for along time, if not the very
useful addition to the catalogue.
are ' up front', and this includes the chorus
first, captures the youthful urgency of the
The second record contains two later
which sounds a bit too weighty and, for a
music beautifully. The Quartet, described
works, both for the stage. Mandragora and
village crowd, rather too well drilled. The
here as No. 2is in fact the one usually known
Harnasie are both ballets and both represent
credits accruing to this new version of the
as No. 1 ( No. 2 is in C minor and bears the
a different stage in Szymanowski's work in
most popular of all Czech operas far outweigh
opus number 31). There is currently arecordthat the textures are much clearer, the music
these few criticisms, however.Zdenek Kosler,
ing on Ace of Diamonds by the Musikverein
generally leaner and economical, and the
highly acclaimed at home and known here
Quartet coupled with Kodaly's No. 2 and
influence of Polish folk music more in evithrough his many recordings for Supraphon,
Wolf's Italian Serenade, but this is the more
dence — actual folk music is in fact incorpospins this favourite score along with all the
idiomatic version. The first movement meanrated into Harnasie. These are perhaps more
zest of someone discovering it for the very
ders somewhat but the three remaining
compelling listening than the symphonies
first time — one has only to listen to the
movements are tauter and more compulsive.
and are likely to attract listeners whose tastes
Overture to get the flavour of it — and his
It is dedicated to Suk's colleagues in the
fail to respond to the Art Nouveau characterreading is full of felicity. The cast, headed by
Czech Quartet and was first played by them in
istics of the earlier pieces. An earlier Polish
the delectable Gabriela Benackova-CaPova
November 1896. Recording quality of both
recording of Harnasie directed by Rowicki
as Marenka, Peter Dvorsky as Jenik, and the
works is acceptable, the piano neatly intecame out briefly on the Aurora label and is
always reliable Richard Novak as Kecal the
grated into the ensemble in the first item, and
still available as an import ( Muza) but techmarriage broker, is as strong as any to be
a natural spread is achieved in the string
nically and artistically Wit's performance is to
found in the Supraphon lists, unmarred by
quartet. [
A:11
Kenneth Dommett
be preferred. The final item is the curiously
vibrato and similar problems. Surprisingly
titled Sinfonia ( Symphonie) Concertante,
perhaps, considering its popularity, there is
sub-titled Symphony No. 4. Szymanowski
SZYMANOWSKI: Concert Overture, Op.
currently no other recording listed, but in any
began it with Rubinstein in mind as soloist
12'
CI
Symphony
No.
2
in
Bb,
Op.
19
2 O
event this would be hard to beat. Surfaces are
but financial problems dictated that he play
Symphony
No.
3
'
Song
of
the
Night',
Op.
blessedly silent and the accompanying bookthe piano part himself. As he was not in the
27 3 Li Sinfonia Concertante ( Symphony
let with libretto is informative though, as
habit of giving concert performances SzymaNo. 4) Op. 60 4 E Mandragora, Op. 43 5 Li
usual, the English comes as abit of asurprise
nowski adapted the part to suit his own
Harnasie, Op. 55 6
to the native speaker. A pity they can't find
technique. It is a curious yet compelling
Wieslaw
Ochman
(ten)
2
,
Kazimierz
Pustelak
different paper to print it on; the glossy stuff
amalgam of his love of Mediterranean colour,
(ten) 4,Andrzej Bachleda (ten) 5,Jan Harazim
used now has astrong and pervasive smell of
almost Byzantine complexity, and North
(spkr)
4, Wojciech
Musial
(vIn)
2, Wieslaw
glue size that just will not go away. [
A:1*1
European directness. This performance is
Kenneth Dommett
Kwasny (vIn) 5,Zdzislaw Lapinski (vIc) 4,Piotr
exemplary though at times one could wish
Paleczny (pno) 3 / Polish Radio Chorus2'
5 /
the piano's textural pattern- making was a
Polish Radio National SO / Kasprzyk" /
little more strongly in evidence. No notes
Semkow34 /
were provided with the review set, but the
JOHANN STRAUSS ( 2nd) -- '
The Blue
HMV SLS 5242 (
3 recs)
recordings were all made in Katowice in late
Danube' 0 ' Roses of the South' CI ' Vienna
1979 and March 1981, and one can only hope
Blood' III ' Voices of Spring' Ci ' Artist's Life' CJ
As Ihope to show in aMusic on Record article
that more will emerge to celebrate the
'tales from the Vienna Woods' 111 ' Emperor
to be published later, Szymanowski is a
centenary of one of Poland's most important
Waltz'
composer of greater merit and interest than
composers after Chopin. Generally [
A/B:1/
Johann Strauss Orchestra of Vienna / Willi
the generally meagre representation of his
1*]
Kenneth Dommett
Boskovsky
music on record in this country would imply.
EMI ASD 4178 digital
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CRAZY SUMMER CARTRIDGE SALE

UNREPEATABLE OFFER ON LATEST AMERICAN ACUTEX CARTRIDGE SYSTEM
Manufacturer's entire U.K. Stock must be liquidated at BELOW COST

GRADO CARTRIDGES

The entire Acutex series is based on the newly developed
tri induced magnet cartridge design and will fit almost any
arm.
7d-induction: How it works
The triarmature attached to the base of the cantilever is
composed of three poles facing in three directions. One of
them acts as aneutral ground to avoid spurious crosstalk.
And the set of armatures pick up stereo signals and transmit
them to electric conversion system, while avoiding
crosstalk.

Sale
Price

This unique TriInduced Magnetic System is the basis for
ACUTEX International cartridge series manufactured in
Japan.
It provides outstandingly clear channel separation and high resolving power in addition to adynamic, solid and
rich tonal quality.

Acutex M310 III E

Acutex M315 III SIR

Frequency Response
Stylus .
Compliance
Tracking Force

20 Hz - 25 KHz
Bi-Radiai
15 x 10" cm/dyne
1.0 - 2.0g ,

Frequency Response
Stylus
Compliance
Tracking Force

20 Hz - 40 KHz
Perfect TR
36 x 10 cm/dyne
1.5 - 13g

Frequency Response
Stylus
Compliance
Tracking Force

20 Hz - 35 KHz
SIR
24 x 1e 6 cm/dyne
1.5 - 2.3g

Frequency Response
Stylus
Compliance
Tracking Force

20 Hz - 45 KHz
Perfect .TR
Saturn V
42 x 1e° cm/dyne
Convert any Acutex to alow mass
1.5 - 2.3g
cartridge with the Saturn V

£3.95
Acutex M312 III SIR

£5.95

£8.95
Acutex M320 Ill STR

£ 11.95

Only £2.30

THORENS TURNTABLES

(
Carriage £.
5.00)
TD 160 " SUPER" Upgraded " Audiophile" version of the popular TO 160
turntable. Without arm, but will accept most good quality arms. Now
available in Mahogany or Black
OUR PRICE £ 149.95
TO 160 II BC. Turntable without arm, but will accept most popular arms.
Mahogany or Black
OUR PRICE £ 109.95
TO 166 MK II. Excellent performance at areally keen price Turntable complete
withlow mass arm
OUR PRICE £ 102.00
TO 104 Mk II. Completewitharm. 33&45rpm with fineadjustment and strobe
OUR PRICE £88.75

TBMIVegesmierezàevetraleirsarzusmodC
e
i
VeneaE
inuie

strobe & speed control. Available with Thorens arm or without arm. Please
enquire for price.
Thorens Conversion Kit ( upgrades 160 M kill
£25.00 ( Post free)

Q.E.D. ACCESSORIES
Special Offer! Volume controls 4or 8ohm £8.95
NEW!Conducting Record SleevesCRS-per 10
£6.50
NEW! Moving Coil Pre-Amp MCA- 1 ( batteries 84p)
£27.95
NEW! Moving Coil Equaliser 26/3
£21.95
(3ED AdiustableSpeaker Stand, pair
£25.00
Peak Programme Indicator PP12
SPECIAL OFFER £ 18.50
Mains Interference Suppressor (3amp) 6/2
£12.50
Mains Interference Suppressor- Heavy Duty ( 6am p)6/4
£17.50
Mains Distributor Unit-4way in line 18/2P
£7.50
Mains Distribution Unit-6way in line- 28/1
£11.99
Suppressed Distrib. Unit-4way 19/1
£12.99
Suppressed Distrib. Unit- 4in line-DU4
£14.50
Suppressed Distrib. Unit. 6in line-DU65
£16.95
Mains Distributor Unit-4way in line 18/2P
£7.50
Mains Distribution Unit - 6way in line-28/1
£11.99
6amp Plugs for Distribution Units- 9/3
90p
Speaker Switching Unit- 2way- 2/2
£6.75
Speaker Control Centre- Screw, 24/1
£16.95
Tape Switching Unit- 2wayDIN 22/1
£17.00
Tape Switch ing Unit -3way DIN 23/1
£21.00
Tape Switching Unit- 2way Phono
£22.00
Tape Switching Unit-3wayPhono 23/2
£27.00
Turntable Switch- 2way
SPECIAL OFFER £9.95
Amplifier Switching Unit 16/2
£15.95
HeadphoneAdaptor & Control MkIIHC2
SPECIAL OFFER £9.95
Headphone Adaptor 2way 5/3
£7.95
VariableCartridgeFqualiser 26/2
SPECIAL OFFER £ 12.95
Attenuator ( DIN to Phono) 14/1
£5.95
Attenuator(DIN to DIN)14/2
£5.50
Attenuator ( Phono to Phono)14/3
£5.95
SurroundSound Adaptor - DIN 21/2
SPECIAL OFFER £ 12.95
Dust Cover Renovation Kit OCR 2
£3.90
Tape HeadCleanerSpray
50gm 99p 100gm £1.98
Record CleanerSpray
40g m 89p 100gm £ 1.75
Jet Clean Aerosol
SPECIAL OFFER 89p
Static ZeroSpray (Dustcovers etc)
£1.55
79Strand Speaker Cable 13/8, BlackorWhite
per metre 70p
P&P on cable £ 1.00 per order. Other items 50p per order.
To: Fotronix International Ltd., Cousteau House, Greycaine Road, Watford
WD2 4SB.
Please send me

I
enclose cheque/PO for f
or charge myAccess/Barclaycard No
Name

Post 50p

FTE + 1
£6.95
FCE+1
£7.95
F3E
+
£ 10.95
F2 +
£15.95
F1 +
£24.95
GTSu per
£8.95
GCSuper
£11.95
GF3Super
£17.95
G1 +
£39.95
F2 Stylus
£11.95
F1 Stylus
£14.95

Signature

Address
HFN/10/82

HUNT E.D.A. Record Brushes
(Post Free)
Mk 6Carbon Fibre& Velvet
£6.95
Mk 4Carbon Fibre
£5.95
SweepArm - Carbon Fibre £7.95

ACCESSORIES

G.B. Record Clamp
£19.95
Monitor Audio Sound Cables
Flat 3.6m pair
£10.00.
Round 10m pair
£19.50.
ADC " PRO-GRIP" Clamp £9.95
ADC " PRO-GRAM" Digital
Stylus Scales £21.00
ADC LMG-1 Headsheil
£4.60
Shure Stylus Scale £5.99
MonitorAudio'Pod'
GA Glass Soundisc £ 15.95*
"LE MAT" byAudio Ref £ 18.95*
Zerostat Pistol £6.99
Discwasher DU
£8.99
Discwasher SC-2
£4.75
Osawa Accessories
Speakers Stands, pair £ 15.95.
0M-10Diskmat £8.50*
Stylus Microscop'e £2.95
Protractor £2.95
Headshell - Mag Alloy
Copper Litzwires £5.95
Nagaoka Accessories
KilavoltAnti-StatGun £ 13.00
RC410 Clamp
£9.99
AG99L Headshell Wires £3.40
RC100Cleaner £7.95
RC200 Cleaner £ 10.95
Record Sleeves (50) £4.99
Record Sleeves ( 12)
£ 1.99
Pixa1111Roller £5.75
Pixall Refill' or 11
90p
Permostat Kit
£4.50
Permostat Refi II
£3.50
PermostatJumbo Refill
£6.95
*Postage £1. Other items 50p
Audio Technica
AT6006A '
Safety Raiser'
£9.90
AT637StylusCleaner
£9.95

HEADPHONES ( P&P £ 1.50)
AUDIO TECHNICA
ATH01
Post Free £9.50
ATH03
£ 13.95
ATH05
£ 17.95
ATH-7 El ectret
£59.00
STAX
LambdaJunior £99.95
SR44
£59.95
SR5*
£53.40
SRX3*
£ 102.35
SR LAMBDA* £ 115.00
SR SIGMA*
£ 159.00
*Energiser needed
SRD6SB Energiser £39.00
SRD7S8 Energiser
£52.00
SRDX Energiser £62.30
YAMAHA
YH100
£41.50
HP1
£34.50
SENNHEISER
HD40
£10.95
HD222
£29.95
HD410 (
400)
£13.99
HD414X
£21.90
HD424X
£31.50
HD224X
£39.50
HD420
£25.90
HD430
£34.50
HD230
£49.00

Previous
Discount Price
£8.95
£10.95
£14.50
£24.95
£35.95
£16.00
£21.00
£29.00
£72.50
£22.50
£28.50

Post 50p

CARTRIDGES AND STYLI
Genuine article in Maker's Box. Post 50p

CARTRIDGES WITH STYU

EliteEE1800
£19.00
EliteEE1700 £49.00
EliteEEI 500
£36.00
EliteEEI400 £23.00
Elite EEI 300H
£ 13.99
FidelityResearch FR101SE P.O.A.
Goldring G900E
£ 16.50
Goldring G900 ' 1GC'
Sp.Off .
Goldring G920IGC £29.95
Goldring G910IGC
Sp. Off .
Nagaoka MPIO
£ 13.00
Nagaoka MP11
£ 15.00
Nagaoka MP15
f31.00
Nagaoka M P20
£37.00
Nagaoka MP30
£46.00
Nagaoka M P50
£74.00
Ortofon SME 30H
£77.95
Stanton 881S
£59.95
Stanton 681EEE £32.00
Stanton 680EE
£ 19.95
Stanton 500EE
£ 12.70
Stanton 500E
£ 11.75
Stanton 500A/AL £ 10.25
Ortofon VMS 3011 £29.90
Ortofon VMS20E11 £23.50
Ortofon VMS 10E11
£ 15.90
Ortofon VMS5E11 £8.90
Ortofon FF15E11 £9.90
Shure M44-7
Sp. Off. £795
Shure M44E
So. Off. £8.95
Shure M55E .
£13.30
Shure M75EJ Type 2
£ 19.60
Shure M75H-EJ Type 2
f21.85
Shure M75EDType 2
£22.45
Shure M75HE Type 2
£24.75
Shure M95EJ
£20.80
Shure M95ED
Sp. Off. £ 17.95
Shure M95HE
£31.50
Shure M97EJ
£31.99
Shure M97HE
£48.50
Shure M97HE AH
£50.95
ShureV15111
Sp. Off. £49.95
Shure V1511I HE
£57.95
ShureV15IV
Sp. Off. £69.95
SHURE V15 Mk5 -

REPLACEMENT STYLI

EE1850
£ 15.00
.
EE1750
£29.00
EE1550
£23.00
EE1450
£11.00
EE1350
£7.00
S101SE
£26.50
0140E
£9.95
D140IGC
£29.75
D170IGC
£ 16.50
01601GC
£29.75
N-10MP
£5.50
N-11MP
£7.00
N-15MP
£22.00
N-20MP
£25.00
N3OMP
£35.00
N5OMP
£52.00
L3OH
£31.00
081
£33.60
136800E EE
£ 18.80
0680
£ 13.99
05100EE
£ 10.40
05100E
£8.80
05107A/AL
£6.60
03011
£22.00
D20E11
£15.50
D10E11
£11.25
D5E11
£6.50
NF15Elor 11
£8.95
N44-7
£4.95
N44E
£6.40
N55E
£7.40
N75EJ Type 2
£8.45
N75H-EJ Type 2
,£ 12.55
N75EDType 2
£ 14.10
N75HE Type 2
£ 15.10
N95EJ
£ 10.55
N95ED
£ 18.05
N95HE
£ 19.10
N97EJ
£ 12.10
N97HE
£26.35
N97HE
£26.35
VN35E
£ 18.80
VN35HE
£ 19.95
VN45HE
£27.45
OUR PRICE £99.50

MOVING COIL CARTRIDGES
Audio Technica AT3200XE £26.95
AudioTechnicaAT3100XE £24.95
AudioTechnicaAT31E
AudioTechnicaAT32E
f65.00
Audio TeChnica AT33E £97.00
AT630T/former £31.95
AT650T/former £85.00
AT31E+AT630
f62.95
AT32E+AT630 £87.50
AT32E+AT650 £ 138.00
AT33E+AT630 £ 119.00
AT33E+AT650 £ 169.95
Mayware MC-2V
£69.00
MaywareMC-3L £49.45

Post 50p

Zenn MC-Z7
POA
Ortofon MC200
£99.90
Ortofon MC2011
Sp. Off. £75.00
Ortofon MC1011
£39.90
Ortofon MCA 76 Preamp
£65.00
Ortofon MCA- 10
£58.40
Dynavector 10X Mk11 £49.90
Dynavector 20A Mk11 £86.25
Dynavector DV50A £76.95
Dynavector Karat Ruby £82.50
Dynavector DV23R
POA
Fidelity Research
P.O.A.
Elite MCPre -Amp ( Mains) £82.00

"STEREO PAL" by OSA WA
PERSONAL STEREO CASSETTE PLAYER WITH LIGHTWEIGHT
HEADPHONES & CASE. PROVISION FOR EXTRA PAIR OF PHONES,
TONE CONTROL. TALK LINE.

£29.95

With Batteries
PostiPacting £3.00

more ' slick' and modern — but what sets this
Philips issue apart is the playing of Heinz
Rossini: '
Una voce poco fa' (// Barbiere di
Holliger. The actual oboe sound has a glorSiviglia) D 'Tanti effete (
La Donna del Lago)
iously distinctive quality; the attack is clean
'Nacqui all'affanno' — ' Non plu mesta' (
La
Ozawa
but without harshness; the phrasing is so
Cenerentola) IVerdi: ' La luce langue' (
MacHMV ASO 4173 digital
musical, and his prodigiously capacious
beth).
lungs mean that the melodic line can be
Agnes Baltsa (m-sop) IMunich Radio Orch /
On a 1979 EMI Mozart record, David Oissustained unbroken for phenomenally long
Wallberg
trakh's commendation of the Moscowperiods. All of the slow movements of the
EMI ASO 4279 digital
trained violinist was noted: ' a subtle and
solo concertos are real treats for the senses —
profound understanding of the style of the
the liquid solo line floating on its bed of string
Agnes Baltsa is one of the finest mezzoworks he performs, noble taste, faultless skill,
sonority. The bassoon line in the double
sopranos now before the public. The recital
and vivid temperament'. Yet I find his
concerto is atruly independent virtuoso part
she has chosen is a deliberately challenging
TchaikovskY, elegantly accompanied by Seiji
and Klaus Thunemann plays superbly oppoone, and her technical skill and interpretative
Ozawa, comparatively featureless — apart
site Holliger. A really full sound comes from
ability are given full scope in this well varied
from one jarring stroke of individuality where
this digital recording with aclarity which does
programme. Her singing of the Rossini arias
Spivakov plays sulponticello at the end of the
ample justice to Vivaldi's scoring. Soloist is
shows the range and agility of her voice, but
long finale rallentando ( 232) ( aghostly effect
very slightly unnaturally to the fore but
at the moment she does not fully convey the
used in Britten's YPG percussion variation). I Holliger's tone makes it worth it(!), and
light hearted charm and the sparkle which the
say featureless, yet paradoxically I think
certainly he never overshadows even the
pieces from // Barbiere and La Cenerentola
Spivakov strains to characterise too much;
continuo group whose harpsichord attack
demand, and there are too many intrusive H's
his tone has an abrasiveness, and the vibrato
comes through the texture very clearly.
in the coloratura passages. She shows that
obtrudes. If Milstein is the prince in his
1P4*/A:1*1
Roger Bowen
she can do without them in ' Parto, parto' (
La
Tchaikovskian marble castle, Spivakov is the
Clemenza di tito) which is given a splendid
villager at the iron gate! More positively,
performance, and also in the unusual but
John Willan's recording ( listed as made at
WAGNER: Transcriptions from Lohendelightful aria from // Giuramento. She is
Abbey Road) has avery credible hall sound,
grin, Tristan and Isolde, Die Meistersineven better in the more dramatic music on the
and presence, with a not unrealistic soloist
ger and Parsifal by Franz Liszt and Zoltan
reverse side of the disc, her ' La luce langue'
balance. Whether this disc is worth getting for
Kocsis
from
Macbeth
being
brilliantly
done.
the fillup is hard to say.
Zoltan Kocsis (pno)
Altogether this is a splendid recital, well
The sound is good on the German Decca
Philips 9500 970 digital
accompanied by the Munich Radio Orchestra
transfer ( 6.41451AW) of the Chung/LSO/Pre under Heinz Wallberg. The digital recording is
vin TchaikovskY and Sibelius coupling: these
This young Hungarian pianist's second disc
amazingly lifelike with excellent definition,
imports are very cheap, but transfers vary —
for Philips mixes Liszt's idiomatic paragood stereo and just the right balance bethe Bernstein ' Das Lied von der Erde' is awful!
phrases of Wagnerian themes with Kocsis'
tween voice and orchestra. Highly recom[A:2/3]
Christopher Breunig
own rather more direct transcriptions. In his
mended. [
A*:11
John Freestone
own sleeve notes Kocsis neatly summarises
the extent of Liszt's transcription activities of
VERDI: ' La Traviata'
the Wagner operas and comments that surPonselle (sop) Jagel (ten) / Tibbett (bar) I
prisingly Liszt often chose the simplest mateChorus and Orch New York Metropolitan
rial almost randomly and then drew on
Opera / Panizza
themes from other scenes in the opera,
Pearl Gemm 235/6 p (£ 11.00) Pavilion
CONSORTIUM HAFNIENSIS: Mixed Conwelding all together with improvisation.
sort
As if to fill the gaps in the transcription
Consortium Hafniensis
These recordings were taken off air onto
repertoire Kocsis offers us his own introducCanzone CAN 101 (£ 5.25) (TOL)
acetate discs in 1935, and naturally the sound
tion which butt joins Liszt's transcription of

TCHAIKOVSKY: Violin Concerto in D,
Op. 35 D Capriccio Italien, Op. 45
Vladimir Spivakov (yin) / Philharmonia /

quality is very poor. The raison d'etre for this
issue is to perpetuate the ' Violetta' of the
legendary Rosa Ponselle. She sang the role
for the first time at Covent Garden in 1930,
and the critics were unanimous in their
unstinted praise. A few bars are missing from
the end of ' Sempre libera', as though the
stylus skipped a groove or two during the
transfer, but this is of little consequence in the
circumstances. Through the hiss and crackle
the voice of Ponselle can be clearly heard, and
what a voice it was! This is, then, a unique
opportunity of hearing the great singer in a
live performance of one of her most celebrated roles. [
H:1]
John Freestone

VIVALDI: Three Oboe Concertos, RV 452
in C, RV 454 in d, RV 446 in CD Concerto
in G for oboe, bassoon and strings
Heinz Holliger (ob)/ Klaus Thunemann (bsn) /
IMusic
Philips 6514 167 digital
The Concerto in d RV 454 is one of the finest
examples of Vivaldi's solo concerto form,
both in the balance of its structure and in the
quality of its material. It actually comes from
the Op. 8 set (which also includes the Four
Seasons) and if the other concertos, Nos. 10,
11, 12, are of interest then they can be found,
played by Collegium Aureum with Helmut
Hucke as oboe soloist ( in Nos. 9 and 12) on
Harmonia Mundi 065 99802. There is little to
choose between the accompaniment of I
Musici and the Collegium Aureum —
although the Italian group sounds marginally
Hl-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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lsolde's Liebestod and replaces Liszt's four
bar intro. Sadly, for the modern ear, Liszt's
tremolo effects conjure associations of a ' pit'
piano accompaniment to Victorian melodrama or asilent film rather than Cornish legend.
Liszt, oddly, did not paraphrase or transcribe the prime Wagnerian candidate for this
treatment, namely the Meistersinger prelude
which Kocsis has himself transcribed to
magnificent effect. Tempi are at times slow
but Kocsis' command of the Lisztian ' orchestral' piano is truly astonishing in its clarity and
vitality. The tolling bells in the Festival March
from Parsifal are marvellously caught.
Spoiled only by breathing noises (from pianist not processing one must presume) the
bass weight and transient impact are surely
deserving of star rating though some cartridges may well not agree. [A*: 1*/1
David Prâkel

The consort consists of seven young Danish
musicians, who use avariety of instruments.
One of their number, Jorn Jorkov, is also a
very pleasing counter-tenor, who has two
solos. The programme is almost entirely
English music of the sixteenth century, taken
from The Walsingham Consort Books and
The Matthew Holmes Consort Books; but we
are warned that 'the performance ... contains considerable amounts of spontaneous
embellishment' and so ' will show only some
resemblance' to the received text. Such
'embellishments' were of course fashionable
in the period, and are therefore legitimate
today; but their nature must be to some
extent aproduct of guesswork and taste, and I

CLASSICAL
COLLECTIONS
VOCAL
AGNES BALTSA — RECITAL Donizetti:
'0 mio Fernando' (
La Favorita) IMascagni:
'Voi lo sapete' (
Cavelleria Rusticana)I Mercadante: '
Or la sull'onda' (
II giuramento)
Mozart:Part°, parto' (
La Clemenza di Tito) I

find the present performance somewhat
mannered and uninspiring.
There are some very nice things about this
recital, but Isense a degree of constriction,
arising perhaps from technique
being
pushed to its limits; a freer and less taxing
approach might have been more musically
satisfying.
The recording is a very pleasant one. The
players chose a large room in a castle as a
suitable acoustic environment, and it works
very well, giving a nice air around the music
without losing detail. One can imagine greater presence and impact, but in general there
is nothing here to intervene between listener
and music. The standard of performance is
frankly not that of the Academy of Ancient
Music, for example, but the issue is well
worth ahearing. [
B:1/2]
Peter Turner
103

PLACIDO DOMINGO - CON AMORE
Operatic arias by Bizet, Donizetti, Leoncavallo, Mascagni, Puccini and Verdi. Two popular
songs.
Credit available at discount
prices, with written quotations.
Typical APR 30.6%
Licensed Credit Broker.
MAIL ORDER SERVICE

.

.

..

P.O.A.
. E109.00

RCA Red Seal RL 14265 (
digital)

All prices correct at time of preparation and subject to variations
without notice. E & 0E.
ON SALE = Special Low Prices to, limited dock

*CASSETTE RECORDERS IP&P f4.50) . Pioneer A6 ........... .... f109.00
Aiwa AD3100 . . e9.00
Pioneer A7 .....
Aiwa AD3200 . . ON SALE
Pl.:In"' A9 --......
Aiwa A03300
ON SALE
Quad 33 & 303
£
21500
Aiwa AD3500 £ 14898
Quad 405
P0 A
Aiwa AD3800 .. .... .. ON SALE
Rogers A75 & AIDO . . P.O.A.
A.i wa S0150
ON SALE
Aiwa SOLEO
.
. ON SALE
Sansui AUD22 .... .
£99.90
Akai GXF35 . ON SALE
Sansui AUD33
£122 00
Hitachi DE10 ... . ON SALE
Sansui AUD9 .. . £299.00
Hitachi 0025 .. ON SALE
Hitachi 0044 .
PO A. *HEADPHONES fP & P0175)
Hitachi 0055 . . ON SALE
AKG K40
f7&0
Hitachi 0E57
f131 00
AKG K41
£ 11 90
Hitachi 0065
£ 118 50
AKG K80
£ 16 00
Hitachi DE66 . . . £ 179.00
AKG £ 240
.
£ 5.00
Hitachi 0099 .
£
215.00
AGO K340
.
£5900
Hitachi 01100M
f19900
Beyer 01220
£.29.5e
Hitachi D2200M ..
SOS.
Beyer DT330
f16.40
Hitachi D3300M £255.00
Beyer 01440 .. £2900
Maranta cd330 portable ........ f130.00
Beyer DT550 . £ 2.00
SD1030 Special Offer .... ..... £6990
Beyer D11380 £48 00
Full Nakamichi range, low prices on
Beyer 011000 £99 90
application.
Koss PRO4X
£49 00
Pioneer 01200
ON SALE
Koss Tech VFR
£37 00
Pioneer CT320 .. . f64.00
Koss Phase 2
f3990
Pioneer CT520 .. . f94.00
Koss HVXLC . .. 0900
Pioneer CT4
.
£84.50
Pioneer SOLS
E18.00
Pioneer CT5
£ 109 00
Pioneer SE4
f16 90
Pioneer 0160 . .. ON SALE
Pioneer SE550 . £ 19.95
Pioneer CT7R .
ON SALE
Pioneer 5E650 . . £24.75
Pioneer 0180 .
ON SALE
Sennheiser 00222 . . 029.90
Pioneer CT9R
ON SALE
Sennheiser H02240 . £3900
Sansui D95M
Sennheiser HD230
P0A
Sansui 0150M ...
£79.00
Sennheiser HD40 . 01.50
Sansui 1)300M
£109.00
Sennheiser 110410 . . . f15.00
Sansui 0350M
£149 00
Sennheiser 110414X £22 00
Sansui D550M
• £ 189.00
Teac V5RX
Teac V9

Placido Domingo (ten) / Various orchestras
and conductors

Open aCredit Pent Account with Ilszto Heli
Only)
Open 9.15-1, 2.00-5.30 Mon to Sat Cheques with £50 cheque cards
only accepted for counter sales with only one cheque per transaction.
All prices include VAT at 15%. Cheques accepted for Mail Order.
BARCLAYCARD, ACCESS CARD accepted for normal prices.
P.P.O.A.
P & Pon application

Ariston RD Mkt Special offer
£119.00
Aiwa APD30 .. £79.90
Aiwa APD35 .. .. £52.50
Aiwa APD60 ..
E89.90
Aiwa APD80
2132.00
Hitachi HT2OS ... . E43.00
Hitachi HT5OS ..... ..... ........... ON SALE
Hitachi HTESS BTU
Hitachi
Dual C5505
HTL76

..

£ 149.90

Maranta TT2000CT . . E58.50
Michell Focus range ... . P.O.A.
Pioneer PL120 ..
f53 50
Pioneer P1320 ...
£76 00
Pioneer PL2 . ... ..
f52.50
Pioneer PL4 .
E85.50
Pioneer PL6 .
E99.00
Pioneer Pli
.
. E125.00
Sansui SR222 Mk4 ..................£85.00
Sansui FRD25 .
E49.50
Sansui FRD55
£157 00
£ 145 00
Sansui PM?
Thorens TD 160 series special low
prices. 10166, 101605 & 10147
*CARTRIDGES e& P £1.501
AKGP8E
£39 50
Dynavector 10X Mk2
£49 .90
Dynavector Karat Ruby
sgsoo
Dynavector exchange cartridges to
order
Empire 999REX £560
Proton FF15E Mk 2Special offer
sagg
proton VMS20E Mk2
£22 go

STOP PRESS

Aiwa M808 ... . ON SALE
Aurex System 10 SfEl ............ E217.00
Hitachi ACTO2 incl LS ........... f249.00
Maranta PM310 System VR100 & LS
£325.00
Maranta PM350 System VR100 & LS
£399.00
Panasonic System 2800 ........ f329.00
Panasonic SG240 ............... ON SALE
Pioneer X330S incl CS353
ON
X3301,05505, 0550T,
SALE
X7705, 0770T, X990T,
AT
XR110, XR210, 00310,
ROCK
Pioneer 0551 excludes
BOTTOM
LS
PRICES
Sansui SilverSlack Systems Ex.
Speakers:
Sansui IS220/222 ..
£
2669.00
Sansui IS339333 .. . f319.00
Sansui IS550/555 .. . E339.00
Sansui IS770/777 . f499.90
Sansui IS990/999
£
729 00
*LOUDSPEAKERS
IP & Pon Application)
069.00
Celestion Ditton 100
Celestion Ditton 110
£89.00
Celestion Orton 130 £180.00
Celestion Ditton 150 .
f149 50
Celestion Ditton 200 ..... .... £180.00
Celestion Ditton 300 .. ... £199.00
Celestion SL6 ..
Goodmans MINI 2 . ... f47.50
Goodmans 030
£
26 90
Goodmans 035 ..... . . f37.50
Goodmans 040 ................. ...... f34.50
Goodmans 050 ... .
£43 50
Goodmans Q60
. P.O.A.
Goodmans 070 ... .. .. . £63.00

Goodmans Maxim . . £75.00
Hitachi range .
ONLY A FEW REMAINING
KEF Reference 101 . £162.00
KEF Reference 103.2 .............£225.00
KEF Reference 105.2
0749.00
KEF Reference 105.1
on sale
£500.00
KEF Reference 105.4
f539.00
KEF Coda
.
£79.00
KEF Cantor
£99.00
FM3 Tuner + 33 Pre- Amplifier
KEF Caprice . £149.00
KEF Carlton ... £229.00
+ 303 Power Amplifier
Monitor Audio Baby Monitor Special
offer .
£55.00
SCOOP PURCHASE £298 COMPLETE
Monitor Audio MA9
£79.00
*LOUDSPEAKER KITS
Monitor Audio MAI6
E67.00
KEF Ref 104AB kit . .......... ....... f107.00
Mordaunt Short Series 'S range.
Pageant, Festival & Carnival on desTUNERS ( P&P Ed.501
monstration
P.O.A.
Aiwa AT9500
ON SALE
Mordaunt Short MS2D
MK 90
Aiwa STR50 ........... .....
ON SALE
Mordaunt Short Pageant 2Special
Hitachi FT3500
£62.90
offer
.f139E0
Hitachi FT4500 . E105.00
NAD 1Special offer
£85.50
Hitachi FT5500 .. ..... ................ f135.00
NAD 8040 ... £7990
Maranta ST3101 ......................
Sennheiser H0420 ............... . f25.00
Pioneer range ... ON SALE
Ortofon VMS30E .
E29.90
Marantz ST450 ........................ f96.00
Sennheiser HD430 ......-......... E34.00
ON SALE
Quad Electronstatic
Proton SME3OH cartridge for SME
Pioneer F5L ... .. f91.00
Sennheiser Unipolar 2000 System
P.O A
Quad BSLB3
series 3arm
f77.00
£99.00
Rogers Compact .
Monitor Special
Shure
V15
Type
4
£69.00
Pioneer F9 .. ..... ........ £ 189.00
Stax SRS
.. £53.00
offer
£ 159.00
Shure V15 Type 5 .f115.00
Rogers I.S3S.AS
Shure VI 5Type 3HE
£65.00
Pioneer TX720L
£129.50
Stax SR44 . ................ • .. £64.00
Studio 1
P.O.A.
Shure M97HEAH £49.90
Sansui range available at sale prices.
Shure M97HE
£40.50
Quad FM4
£229.00
Stay SRD7SB ... £46.00
Sansui J11 ...
££75.00
Shure
M97EJ
£30.50
Rogers 775 & 1100 . . P.O.A.
Stax Lambda
£115.00
Spendor BC1 & SA1, SA2, LISA
Shure M97ED
£33.75
Sansui 15
am so
Stax Junior SR84 .... ...
£125 00
prices on application
Shure M95HE ... £2700
Sansui 17 . . £88.50
Stet( Sigma ... f159.00 .
Wharfedale Laser 20
£39.90
Shure M95ED .
£ 19.00
Sensui T9 .
f107.00
Wharfedale Laser 40
£49.90
Shure M95EJ
Wharfedale Laser 80
£7990
Shure
M7HE
Type
2
£17.00
Sansui 1057
f138.00
Wharfedale Laser 120 ........... £ 162.00
Shure M75EHJ Type 2
£16.00
Sansui TUS9
f185.00
@PICKUP ARMS & ACCESSORIES
Wharfedale E20
£ 138.00
Shure M75ED Type 2
£15.00
IP & P £ 1.751
Wharfedale E30
£ 159.00
Shure
M75FJ
Type
2
£13.50
ADC ALTI ................................ £33.00
Wharfedale E50
Shure M75-65
£12.80
ADC LMF1 ...
Wharfedale E70
£273.00
Shure M55E
£15.25
'AMPLIFIERS IP & P £4.501
ADC LMF2 .... ... .
£67 50
Wharfedale TSR 109 Mk2 ...... Exam
Shure M44E . ................. £13.80
Aiwa M8200 .. ON SALE
ADC LMGI shell
£4.50
Wharfedale TSR102 Mk11
Po A.
Aiwa M9500 ..
ON SALE
Hadcock ( range) ............... ON SALE
Aiwa SAA60
ON SALE
RECEIVERS IP & P £5.501
*STYLI IP & P £ 1.501
Micro Seiki MA303 .... £45.00
iwa
AXS50
Hitachi HA2800 .....
59.00
A
ON SALE
SME CAI series 3arm ,
Hitachi HA3800 . ON SALE
Hitachi
ON SALE
Shure 55E ........ ..... .....................£
9.50
shell
£17.90
Hitachi HA4800 ..... £ 105.00
Hitachi HTA4000
0149.00
Shure .... ... .......................£8.20
Hitachi HA6800 .. - . £ 185S0
Pi otear SX400L
£79.50
Shure 575E012
SME Series 3S
£79.00
.f11.50
Hitachi HMA6500 & HCA6500
smc juojoc '
£129.00
p¡
Share
HET2
£ 13 00
£170.00
SME 3009S2 with detachable shell)
Sotear SX700L ..................... £ 117.00
OW 00
Shure N7HEJT2 .......... .......... ...£ 12.06
Hitachi HMA7500 MK2 £ 197.00
£1119.00
gansui R5L
ansui R7 . . £ 114.00
Shure N95ED . ............. ............ £ 14.00
Marentz
Hitachi HCA7500
PM310 MK2 £f59.90
126.00
SMEd3009
S
SAU4
£56 00
ug en
Sa nsui R992 ........... ... ...........
.... £
125.00 Shure N95EJ .. ..... £.
11 50
..
.........
£39.90
Shure N95HE .... ............ ........... £18.50
Pioneer SA420 .. £49.50 * TURNTABLES IP & P[9501
'RACK SYSTEMS IP & Pon applicaShure VN45HE . ........... ............ 0900
tionl ( some speakers do not i
nc l
ud
e
Shure VN35HE ...
Pioneer SA520 ........................ £79.90
Some turntable packa ges do not i
n.
loudspeakers/
..................... 026.25
P26.25
Shore VN5HE
£54.50
Pioneer SA720
SA620 .....„................
£ 112.00
chide acartridge, and some do not inAiwa M101 portable mainsibattery
Shure
N97HE .....„...................
f25S0
Pioneer
..
.. £ 134.00
dude epickup arm, pl ease chec kbe- system sio ............................. U45.00
Shure N97EJ
£ 15.90
Pioneer A5 ............................... £89.00
fore ordering.
Aiwa M501 .. ..... ... ON SALE
Shure 59700 .......................... £ 18.90
*TIMERS, GRAPHIC EQUALISERS,
REMOTE CONTROLS & MIXERS
Aiwa MT80
.. E59.50
Aiwa GE80 .
E60.00
Aiwa RCR300
E89.00
ADC SA1 Analyser ................£ 119.06
ACD IC range of sound shapers, Discount prices on application
Pioneer SG300
£
79.00
Pioneer 01510
f37.50
Sansui AT202
£42.50
Sansui 007
£91.00
Teac M144 Porta Studio
499.00

Unrepeatable Bargain
on QUAD

NOW OPEN
SUPERB NEW
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166 St. ALBANS ROAD, WATFORD, W02 4A5.
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All the operatic arias have been previously
released, but they are now given in digitally
reprocessed transfers Certainly the sound is
most impressive, and the singing is of a
consistently high standard. There are two
bands conducted by Ennio Morricone who is
also responsible for the arrangements, and
they are popular songs recorded in atotally
different way. The singer is quite clearly using
the close microphone technique, and the
voice emerges from aridiculously over reverberant accompaniment in a highly artificial
atmosphere. Ifind it difficult to understand
why these two bands were included on this
particular record. Iam sure they will not
appeal to admirers of Domingo as an operatic
singer, and I doubt if those who could
appreciate these would have much time for
the operatic excerpts. The two styles just
don't mix. [
A/C: 1 /41
John Freestone

HEDDLE NASH - VOLUME 11
Arias and concerted numbers by Gounod,
Handel, Verdi, Rossini etc.
Heddle Nash (ten} / Various orchestras and
conductors
Pearl Gemm 237 ® (£4.49) Pavilion
Heddle Nash was certainly the finest English
lyric tenor of his generation, and these
recordings show him in a wide variety of
material, including asplendid performance of
the recitative ' Deeper and deeper still' and the
aria 'Waft her Angels' from Handel's Jeptha.
There are concerted numbers with other
famous contemporary English artists, including Licette Min and Nobel. The recordings
have been exceptionally well transferred, and
the surface noise is surprisingly low when
one considers that all the items were made
between 1929 and 1931. [
H:1/2]
John Freestone

ORCHESTRAL / INSTRUMENTAL
MUSIC
GUITAR

FOR

DOUBLE-BASS

AND

Works by Eccles, De Falla, Granados, Haydn,
Milne, Ortiz and Paganini
Dennis Milne (dbl-bass) / David Russell (gtr)
Pearl SHE 569 (£5.50)
This LP debut recital for Dennis Milne and
David Russell is now four years old and many
bass enthusiasts will by now have bought it
as an import on the French Festival Classique
label ( FC 501). The Pearl issue sounds far less
equalised than the older import which was
cut at a higher level and compressed. The
richer balance favouring bass has now been
redressed and the acoustic ( St John's Smith
Square) can be more clearly heard despite the
increase in tape hiss.
All the works are given in Dennis Milne's
own arrangements for the two instruments
with the Sonata in A minor by Henry Eccles
now sounding very fine; indeed this must be
one of the most appealing recordings of the
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Eccles Sonata with good ornamentation and
some spirited playing. Taken as a whole,
however, the recital seems to lack confidence
which comes over in the ' safe' tempi and
cautious intonation — only the Ortiz Ricecare
spring to life. (There is confusion between the
two sleeves as to whether two or three
Ricecare were used in this arrangement
though the records are identical.) [ B:1121
David Prlikel

LA FOLIA
Atrium Musicae de madrid / Paniagua
Harmonia Mundi HM 1050 (
analogue to

sound, for which the pieces were originally
conceived, by the virtuosic use of vibrato ( or
the lack of it) and tone, while also making the
pieces sound totally ' right' on the cello.
Gerald Moore is the accompanist for these
three recordings as he is for some of the other
reissues. He produces the sort of playing
typical of him: refined, sensitive, and technically precise, thus supporting du Pré in
making these classic performances. It is
perhaps only in Kol Nidrei, in the piano
arrangement which is, Ithink, apoor second
to the orchestral version, that the sparkle is
slightly dulled, but even here there are
delights to savour. The recordings have tape
hiss but are otherwise surprisingly good,
considering their age, and do not get in the
way of the music. [ 13: 1 */ 1 ] Doug Hammond

digital)
A folia was originally, according to Paniagua,
a dance in which whirling movements by
men,
carrying
younger
men
wearing
women's clothing, include temporary insanity. Such techniques are found in many
cultures, and are by no means unpopular
today ... Paniagua has gone to innumerable
sources, as well as his own invention, to
discover authentic examples (though the list
of ' sources not used' is considerably longer). I
am still puzzled as to whether he intends the
result to be taken seriously: it consists,
roughly, of passages of lovely music, interspersed with manic interludes. A huge variety
of ' period' instruments is used, with the
inclusion of such things as aLand Rover, two
lawn- mowers, a toy pistol, a whip, a pocket
synthesiser, various sausage- balloons all differently coloured, a ' conversation with the
RTVF'. The most' intriguing is a guitare
testiculaire! It's all most splendidly done, and
includes a delightful joke, here perpetrated
for the first time, so far as Iknow; but Iwon't
spoil it by telling you what it is.
This label and these performers produced
one of the all-time- great recordings with
Villancicos. Ihad great hopes that here we
might have another — alas, no. This is avery
good recording, with a few demonstration
passages ( such as some superb church bells),
but what point has been served by the
'analogue to digital' technique is not apparent to me: Isuspect that all- analogue might
have had that extra touch. Here, the final
spark of spontaneity and presence is just not
there; but that doesn't mean that this is other
than athoroughly enjoyable issue, with some
marvellous playing. [
A/B:1]
Peter Turner

SYMPHONIC POEMS FROM PERSIA
RAHBARI: Persian Mysticism in G / PEJMAN: Dance ( from the opera'Samandar') D
Ballet- Impressions D Rhapsody / HOSSEIN:
Sheherazade/ DEHLAVI: Bijan and Manijen/
OSTOVAR: Iranian Suite / MASSOUDIEH:
Symphonic movement
NSO / Rahbari
COLLOSSEUM COLOS SM 1501 (
3 recs)
(TO L)

None of this is so bad as to demand serious
criticism, but lack of consistency here is less
than fair to some of the composers. [
A/B:1/21
Doug Hammond

VIOLA DA GAMBA: D'Hervelois / Abel /
Marais
Frantisek Slama (via gba) / Josef Hala (hpd)
Supraphon 1111 2975
Three composers of the 17th- 18th centuries
are represented in this recital, which begins
with two sonatas by Karl Friedrich Abel, who
joined.J. C. Bach in the organisation of highly
successful London concerts: agreeable stuff,
but not exactly strenuous music. These are
followed by. a Chaconne from the earlier
composer Marin Marais — a much more
interesting, demanding and virtuosic piece
with many riches. The second side is devoted
to varied and charming studies from Louis de
Caix d'Hervelois' first book.
The sleeve- note gives abrief history of the
instrument, but curiously says nothing about
the one played here. It has avery full, round
tone which could easily be mistaken for a
modern ' cello, which suggests that it is alate
one, and therefore very appropriate for the
musical period surveyed. Frantisek Slama, a
'cellist, plays with great beauty and artistry,
though with small exploration of the range of
tone- colours of which the instrument is
capable. He is admirably partnered by the
harpsichord of Josef Hala, and as the production is a very good one, the recital is most

Although all six Iranian composers represented in this three record set studied music
at European colleges and conservatories, and
have imbued their music with an intriguing
and effective synthesis of Western and Iranian elements, only Aminollah Hossein has
chosen to remain in Europe, settling in Paris.
The others have returned to teach and
compose in Teheran, maintaining their roots
in both the art and folk music of Persia. All
except Houchang Ostovar have allowed the
Romanticism inherent in that music to infiltrate their personal idioms, and have retained
motivic, modal and structural elements of
middle- Eastern music to influence their
approach to composition in a modern Western style. The resulting sound, in the case of
Ahmad Pejman for instance, is fascinatingly
seductive, packed with subtle rhythmic and
melodic interchange and delicately constructed orchestral textures. The repetitive
element of Iranian melody is interestingly
developed by Hossein and requires a listening ear sympathetic to an idiom that relies on
subtle differences rather than development.
His Sheherazade begins with a parody of
JACQUELINE DU PRÉ RECITAL
Rimsky-Korsakov but soon settles into somePARADIS: Sicilienne* / SCHUMANN:
thing more convincingly indigenous, less
Three Fantasy Pieces, Op. 73* / MENDELSexotic in its appeal.
SOHN: Song without Words in D, Op. 109* /
The Nuremberg SO is perhaps at its best in
FAURÉ: Élégie in c, Op. 24* / J. S. BACH:
much of this music, responding to the obAdagio from Toccata in C, BWV 564** /
vious enthusiasm and insight of the conducSAINT-SAËNS: Le Cygne from Carnival of
tor, Ali Rahbari, who is also represented as a
the Animals*** / FALLA: Jota from Suite
composer in this set. Flexibility of ensemble
populaire espagnole** ** / BRUCH: Kol Nidand expression are its chief assets here,
rei, Op. 47*
though it is not always able to produce the
Jacqueline du Pré / Gerald Moore (pno)* /
„intensity and power required for Ostovar's
Roy Jesson (org)** / Os/an Ellis (harp)***
Iranian Suite. Lack of weight is aproblem in a
John Williams (gtr)****
number of the other items, which suggests a
EMI HQS 1437
certain degree of indifference when it is
necessary to ' pull out all the stops' in order to
It is good to be reminded again of the artistry
bring off the desired effects.
that Jacqueline du Pré achieved in her prime,
The recording quality varies between
the charismatic ability to convey the essence
pieces, with those requiring the more conof a piece to her audience with immediacy
ventional orchestral set-ups suffering the
and great emotional interaction. This recital
most. Ostovar's Suite is treated to a vivid,
from EMI vividly captures that artistry with its
close-miked sound that emphasises the
mixture of reissue and tracks released for the
stereo placings and the differences in timbre
first time. The first three items on the disc are
between sections. The other pieces have, to
new to the catalogue yet in no way are they
varying degrees, that vividness restricted by
inferior to the other performances on the
lack of textural translucency or HF restriction
record. In Schumann's Three Fantasy Pieces
which brings acertain cosiness to the sound.
the cellist adeptly suggests the clarinet

enjoyable.
The area Ifound most open to criticism is
that of balance: the harpsichord never attains
the full brilliance of a live sound, and the
balance seems variable, as though it were
being manipulated by the engineers in response to their notion of the relative importance of the two instruments at any moment.
Such decisions should be left to the performers; and if that were the case here, Iregard
some decisions as regrettable. Do not,
however, spurn the issue because of that!
[A/B:1]
Peter Turner

FAMOUS WALTZES — Volume 2
Waltzes by — Lanner, Lehar, Rosas and
Ziehrer
Orchestra of the Vienna Volksoper / FranzBauer-Theussl
Philips 6514 068 digital
Although one automatically thinks of the
Strauss family when waltzes are mentioned,
there were of course many other composers
who distinguished themselves in this field.
The father of them all was Josef Lanner, who
was born in 1801, and indeed it was in his
dance orchestra that Johann Strauss senior
gained his early experience. Carl Michael
Ziehrer continued the tradition of the Strauss
family, and later still Franz Lehar made a
significant contribution, including waltzes
like the famous one from The Merry Widow.
This record gives outstanding examples of
waltzes by the composers mentioned as well
as one — ' Uber den Wellen' — byJuventino
Rosas, who was a Mexican from the Otomi
Indian tribe. All these selections are splendidly played by the orchestra of the Vienna
Volksoper, and the digital recording is admirable, with a firm and well spread stereo
image, fine definition, and a very clean but
warm overall acoustic [A:11
John Freestone
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No texts are includ e d, nor even a
Idetailed list of the wor k' s contents
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It is now 21 yea rs si
nce Or(ALH916). However, this is a disc Dvorak's development an d an
My four remaining records are mandy's
recording
o f Orff' s
of Beethoven, two with NYPO/ Carmina Burana fi rst appeared that would sound murky on aless
admirable
confirmation
of
than top-quality deck, and the
Bernstein. Much as Ilike Bern- (
Kertesz' own genius. [
B:1 1r] K.D.
and 45 years since the work itself
stein's vigorous acco m pan i
ment, i
solo balance reminds one of the
In arranging Mercury's invaTul
was new). Thanks to Rutgers
rank Serkin's 1962 ' Em peror '
old tag ' a symphony with piano able series of Ameri can record University
Choir,
Philadelphia
Concerto after those by Arrau ,
obbligato'. This is a deeply sen- i
ngs for reissue on th e i
r Go l
den
Orchestra, the soloists ( of whom
Brendel, Curzon. or Kemp ff .Th ere
ous reading where, as in the I
mports label Philips are ge nera ll y
Messrs Petrak and Presnell are
is some snatchin g at p hrases — o
Symphonies, Loughran explores adopting a more ration a lattitude
utstanding), and Ormandy's liltthough this is a more ec ht-S er ki n i
the orchestral fabric in an un- t
owards programmes. The lat est
ng, powerfully rhythmical direcperformance than the Telarc! Th e t
hurried way. Not all Lill's playing t
o arrive ( SRI 75049) beg i
ns w i
th
ion, the old warhorse stands up
heavy tape- hiss is modifi ed;there p
has that degree of expressive Ginastera's colourful and musretty
well
to
critical
scrutiny,
and
is less spread an d ha ll am bi ence d
concentration that separates out cular Overture to th e Creole
eserves its place in the series
here, and aloss in pian o f
orte credi- (
the most distinguished interpreters: 'Faust', his Op4; Barber's equa ll y
60116). The recording itself is
bility. More ' mono', bass heav i
er
i
Serkin, Arrau, Curzon. [
A/B:1] rn
uscular Stravinskian essay, the
mmediate and reasonably spaciin this transfer ( 60122)18/C:1]. The o
C.B. Capric-orn Concerto for flute,
us, but how does the perforAndrew
Davis'
version
o
f
o
1960 Stern Violin Concerto ( pre- m
boe, trumpet and strings; and
ance compare with the dozen
Dvorak's Symphony No.7 i
n d R
ferable to his remake with Baren - o
oger Session's early-guignolthers
available?
A working
boim) has quite agood sou n d, bar d
appeared originally in an album s
tyle suite The Black Maskers
efinition of Hell might be to have
containing reissues of his Phil- d
tape- noise. There is a welco me to
rawn from music written in 1923
listen to all twelve and find out!
harmonia recordings of Nos 8and f
o
r a production
of Leonid

CBS Great Performances
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but neither is there any sentiRiccardo Castagno's harpischord
Andreyev's play. This is musc of 75009. If you haven't already
mental rubbish either: this is all
accompaniments are stylistically
great power and invention, and fallen captive to these irresistible
P.T.
cluttered, too. The recording is of fine stuff. 1A:11
easier to take than some of the orchestrations then let me persua perfectly acceptable quality —
composer's later work. As usual in ade you. Characteristically ripe
clear and of reasonable breadth.
this series the orchestra is the Mercury sound but less compres [13:21
S.D.
Eastman- Rochester and the con- sed acoustically than the old
EMI are releasing an album of
Andre Watts's recital of Gershductor Howard Hanson, whose ' Living Presence' vintage. [
B:11
operatic excerpts sung by Placido
vvin's original versopn of the
EMI ASD 4270). There
wide-ranging
sympathies
and
E.S. Rhapsody in Blue, the Three Pre- Domingo. (
understanding of so broad a The classic Münchinger/VPO reare concerted number from Aida,
ludes of 1926 and thirteen of the
spectrum of styles is a constant cording of Schubert's 8th. ( The
contents of the ' Gershwin Song Faust, Don Carlo and Mefistofele,
source of surprise and admiration. Unfinished), dating from 1959, is
and his partners include MontBook' of 1932 — reflections on
The originals all appeared here paired with the Abbado/LSO perserrat Caballe, Mirella Freni and
rather than
arrangements of
about 20 years ago, products of formance of Mendelsohn's 4th
Sherill Milnes. All are good
some of the composer's finest
what was then anew approach to ( The Italian) on Decca's Viva label,
although the Faust duet with Freni
microphone
technique.
The VIV 33. The Mendelsohn is given songs to date (' Somebody Loves sounds more like Puccini than
Me', ' Man I Love', ' Liza', etc)
sound is still lively, over- bright on a vivacious reading and should
Gounod. The transfers are unideserved resuscitation from the
occasion, but exciting and clear, not disappoint, but the Schubert
formly excellent and Domingo is
archives,
for
he
plays
it
all
with
[B:1]
K.D. performance is altogether more
in splendid voice throughout.
high seriousness and remarkable
The title '
Little Marches by profound. The latter recording
[A:1]
J.F.
bravura. He may lack some of the
Great Masters' flatters Rosetti shows signs of age with some
The Glory ( M?) of the Human
dash to be found in Gershwin's
and Vranicky, yet it would be a hiss and HF limitation, but is
Voice restores that unique artist
own recordings, but he eschews
brave man who, aurally blind- otherwise surprisingly smooth,
Florence Foster Jenkins to the
folded as it were, fancied his set at a distance in avery natural the over-sentimentalisation that record catalogues. Her art was
mars many another performance.
chances of ordering their merits acoustic. The Mendelsohn has
less hiss and greater detail, but From Watts' playing emerges a indeed a heady brew, and in ceron this evidence against Beet- also is a little edgy and has a composer of virtuoso piano music tain moods one band can be very
hoven,
CPE
Bach,
and
the restricted stereo spread. [
B:1 * ] as well as acreator of great songs. enjoyable. Two are possible —
brothers Haydn. The Netherlands
D.H. The recording is immediate, clean just — but Idefy anyone to tackle a
Wind Ensemble are heard to
The Waldteufel waltzes per- and admirably focussed ( CBS third without pause for spiritual

Vocal/Operatic

sparkling advantage in this ten- formed by the National Philhar- 60311). [ A:1)
K.D.
year- old recording ( reviewed in monic/Douglas
Gamley
on
DG have selected five of their
March 1973 HFNIRR); the quality Decca's reissue VIV 32 are ' Les recordings of Schubert's '
Favouron Philips Sequenza 6527 117
remains very high, with clear Patineurs', Mon reve', ' Toujours ite Chamber Works for inclusion
definition and silent surfaces — ou jamais', ' The Grenadiers', in a four- disc box ( 2740 269). The
though it must be admitted that a ' Espana', ' Dolores',
and Melos Quartet give fiery, perceptotal playing time of little over 40 ' Pomone'. Recorded in 1975, this tive performances of the D minor

refreshment. RCA INTS 5200 ( M)
also perpetuates ' A Faust Trayesty' on the flip side, but without
litv of Madam Jene p
kins, it is often, as Irving remarked
of Tree's Hamlet, vulgar without
being in the least funny'. ( H:????1

minutes is hardly generous. The collection gives adequate read- Quartet (' Death and the Maiden')
J.F.
choice and ordering of works ings
of the works, without and the C minor Quartet MoveA reCitalof Gregorianchantbythe
creates a perhaps surprising approaching the finesse and ment ( first issued May 1975); Benedictines of Ss. Maurice and
variety of mood and texture. charm of Boskovsky's two collec- three members of the Amadeus Maur, Clervaux ( Philips Sequenza
dd [
A•11PB tions on
EMI's Greensleeves Quartet are joined by Emil Gilels 6527 131) ( 1967) has two great
and R •
Ze
eritz for an merits: it includes many items
Warmly
DG's collection of Mozart's label. The recording is only let affectionate, occasionally rather which used to be totally familiar to
Symphonies 29, 35 and 38-41 down by a little harshness, which free performance of the 'Trout' Catholic congregations, both in
(2740 268, 3 recs) is a valedictory can become tiring. With so many Quintet ( August 1976); for the the liturgy proper and in services
salute to the late Karl Bitihm, waltzes to Waldteufel's credit, it is
String Quintet we return to the such as Benediction, but which
unquestionably one of the great a shame that some receive mulMelos Quartet, with Rostropovich have been swept away by the
Mozart interpreters of our time, tiple recordings while the major- an inspired and inspiring second modern reformers; and it shows
though some felt his approach too ity have yet to find their way onto cellist — a truly revelatory per- how the chant can still be lovely,
magisterial on occasion. The disc. [ 13:21
D.H. formance, this ( June 1978); and even when rendered by a choir
same has been said of Klemfinally, the Octet is done by the which is far from being the best in
perer's Beethoven with the same
Vienna Chamber Ensemble in a the world. This issue ( already reBach's complete ( four) flute
degree of accuracy. Bitihm always
rather smooth, safe fashion ( May issued as one of atwo- record set
sought the profundity which lies Sonatas appear alongside the one 1981). In every case the recorded on 6768 181) will provide a nosfor
unaccompanied
flute
and
beneath the surface of Mozart's
quality is very high, with neat talgic
déjà-vu
(
and
perhaps
three which are probably not by
music, and usually found it,
balancing and silent surfaces. salutory reassesements) for many
him at all ( in g, C and E flat) on
though again, he did sometimes
[A:1 / 21
P.B. not- still-young
Catholics
and
underline it too heavily as in his Philips ' Living Baroque' 6768 176;
If names like Lazarus, Water- others.
Ensemble,
pitch
and
the performers ( Maxence Larrieu,
version of the G minor whose
son, Kalliwoda, Lovreglio and attack are not all they should be,
Rafael
Puyana
and
Wieland
Kuijopening movement's pulse beats
Oberthür do not immediately but there is afair sense of rhythm
a shade too slowly and deliber- ken) give the performances a suggest music to your mind, that and flow, and an abundance of
sense of lively rapport, despite
ately. His last Mozart symphony
is because your knowledge of atmosphere which transcends
serious problems of instrumental
recording is included here — a
Victorian salon- music for clarinet musical purism. IB:2I
P.T.
balance
which
are
not
helped
by
a
remarkably supply and affectionand piano has suffered from the
Felix Prohaska made probably
recording
that
thrusts
the
ate performance of the A major
general neglect which has obs- the first LP of Mahler's Knaben
(modern) flute forward, stresses
(K201) to which he added asparkcured much excellent and often Wunderhorn songs with orchesthe
percussive
weight
of
a
heavy
ling but firmly controlled Haffner,
virtuosic work. Such ignorance tra. A decade later he re- did them
harpsichord
and
renders
the
and, almost as if he were aware of
can be usefully dispelled by an for Vanguard, with Maureen
gamba almost inaudible; what is
his approaching end, a movingly
issue
entitled
The
Victorian Forrester/Heinz Rehfuss; this 1362
more, Kuijken is the one whose
beautiful Masonic Funeral Music.
This came out in 1981, the others contribution
and
instrument Clarinettist (
ASV ACM 2040) stereo production ( serviceable
in 1979 and 1977 respectively. All should not be missed. [ C:11 S.D. (
1978) on which the performers but a bit grubby) now appears on
are with his favourite Vienna
Admirers of Arthur Grumiaux are Colin Bradbury — whom we the inexpensive Harmonia Mundi
Philharmonic who always played will welcome the return of his all know with gratitude as the label ( HM B 5116). Slack orchestra
so well for him. Recording quality complete recording of Corelli's principle clarinettist of the BBCSO direction and Rehfuss' tired and
is excellent throughout. [ Al] K.D. Opus 5 accompanied solos on — and Oliver Davies. An excel- inaccurately pitched singing were
To the best of my knowledge, Philips ' Living Baroque' 6768 178 lently-balanced recording, with a severely criticised. However, if
the
Dorati/Philharmonia
Hun- ( 2 records). Although Grumiaux very realistic and natural tone you find Szell ( EMI) or Haitink
garica
account of Respighi's has many excellent qualities, from both instruments, together ( Philips) unaffordable, then Iam

Chamber/Solo

Ancient Airs and Dances in
Mercury's Golden Import Series
has not appeared over here
before except on special import. A
warm welcome, then, to SRI

these may not strike all listeners
as appropriate to this music, and
others will miss the cello or
gamba that should from part of
the continuo accompaniment;

with splendid playing, produce a
delightful and revealing concert
which includes a lovely Three
Intermezzi by Stanford. There is
doubtless no great music here,

inclined to say this very homespun Vienna Festival Orchestra
disc offers reasonable value, at
£ 2.20 — at least the bass- baritone
brings amiable characterisation
107
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to his part. Voices too forw ard, 50s performance, an d thi s 19 73
strings tizzy, so [
B/C:2/3]. CB. recording was appa ren tly pro Once it had ben decide d to
duced f
or Vanguard
Recording
make an extraction from De
cca's Society Inc and has the distincti on
epic
collection
of
Moz art's of including Alf re d De ll er, as well
Soprano Concert Arias rele ased
as April Cantel o ,Wilf re d Brown
earlier this year, it was per haps and
others,
th e
Am bros i
an
inevitable that those recorde d by
Singers and th e Ka l
mar Chamber
Kin iTe Kanawa would be the first Orchestra of London w ith W a l
ter
chosen for reissue separately.
Bergmann,
continuo.
Des pi te
This reissue, exactly as in the five
some affecting singing, it a ll
record set, contains seven arias
sounds a little precious and lackspanning Mozart's activities in
lustre compared with th e more
thisfertile field ( K272, 583, 79, 582,
recent Purcell of people lik e Hog 490,
528
and
383) ( Decca wood ( the Theatre Music vo l
umes
SLX6999, full price). They are all
on Oiseau Lyre) and Eli o tGar diravishingly sung and all well
ner ( DG Arch iv 2742 001 Th e Fai
ry
worth acquiring. The novelty for Queen) which has an a lt oget her
most people is likely to be K79 Oh,
brisker approach; Purcell w i
th
temerario Arbace! written in
bite. The recordin g , t
oo,
f
al
ls
Mozart's tenth year and already
somewhat below the standa rdset
displaying an astonishing comby Hogwood's and Eliot Gar di ner '
s:
mand of vocal pyrotechnics and
location is unspecified, bu t i
s a
orchestral insight, but Ah, lo large empty space with l
ots o f
previdi (
K272), Non temer, amato
reverberant coloration, placin g o f
bene (
K470) with its exquisite all but soloists is t
oo di stant to
violin obbligato by Rainer Küche,
counteract this and the resu l
t is
and Bella mia fiamma (
K528) adisappointing [
C:2/3]
R.B.
show off the singer's rich legato
Copland's opera Th e Ten der
and impeccable tessitura at their Land irrevocably calls t
o m i
nd
very finest. The accompaniments,
Rodgers and Hammerst e i
n mus iby the Vienna Chamber Orchestra
cals of American rura llif e. I
t has
directed by Gyárgy Fischer, are only been recorded once ,i
n an
stylish and apt, and the sou nd
abridged form con ducte d by the
admirable [
A:1*]
.D.
composer. This vers i
on ,unargu Tiresias, you will rememb er,
ably autho rit ati ve,
has
reapwas the Greek gentleman turn ed
peared after a lon g i
nterva l ( CBS
into awoman for slaying asacr ed
60314) and can no w t
ak
e i
ts place
snake, and who, on declaring th at alongside Copland' s o th er ' opera '
he preferred it, was struck bli nd
The
Second Hurri
cane,
also
for impertinence. Poulenc, w ho
recently made av a il a bl e here for
turned this mythological gestu re the first tim e i
n the Bernstein
of feminism on its head in Les celebratory issue. The singers i
n
Mamelles de Tires/as (
Thérès e,
The Tende r Lan d are not housesporting a pair of balloons at hold names bu t acqu i
t thembosom- level, bursts them with a selves well in m us i
c w hi ch i
n any
cigarette, and sprouts a beard
), event is afar cry from La Scala or
has his hero/heroine declare th at the Met, while th e mus i
c, largely
he/she 'wants to make war, not rhapsodic in th e manner of
children'. Strong words in pos t- Appalachian Sprin g,i
s among the
war Paris, where many awoma
n, most attractive and lyrical Copleft by a fighting spouse to fen d land has eve rwr i
tten. Th e original
for herself, assumed a ' male' rol e. dates from 1966 an dth e sound still
That apart, there is little morali s- comes across with bri
gh
ti
mmediing behind this harmless sexu al acy. [
A:11
K.D.
Disneyland, set in the Paris of th
e
An attractive luxury issue in
mid-40s. Whether or not th
e December 1980, '
Hayd n '
s M us i
c
re-appearance of André Cluyten s' fo r Eng l
an d' ,came from the Folio
1953 recording, on EMI 2C 06
1
Society complete with ascholarly,
12510 ( mono), will enjoy th e sam
e finely illustrated bo o k by Ch ri
ssuccess as the cheeky 198
() topher Hogwood. The two records
Coliseum production is open t
e are now available on Oi seau Lyre
question; the wild twists an
exts and
d D26302 with full vo ca lt
turns of plot and symb o lare a
s helpful notes on a dou bl e i
nmuch visual as aural, and w i
thou
t sertion-sheet. The Acad em y o f
the help of the forme r,th e cons
- Ancient Music give li ve l
y , ap tant patter does become a shad
e preciative accounts o f th e ' Sur monotonous. But the music ha s prise' Symph on y ( i
n Sa l
omon '
s
its moments, and th ere ar
or fl ute,
e interesting transcriptio n f
several pages of chara ct
er i
st i
c string quartet and fo rt
e pi ano )
,the
melodic elegance and beauty. Th
e String Quartet op. 71/3, the Trio s
Pathé recording comes u p wet
I Hob. IV:2 and 3 ,( last movement
(though voices are rathe r l
ou d
only and XV:18, a handful of
and forward), and the cast
, songs ( sprightly singing from
headed by Denise Duval and Jean
Judith Nelson and Paul Elliott),
Giraudeau, sing in lively fashi on
• and a couple of tiny keyboard
[C: 1]
A.K.
pieces. The Unitarian Chapel,
Tippett conducting Purcell may
Rosslyn Hill, where the recordings
seem
unusual but Ha rmon i
a
were made in September 1978,
Mundi issue his version o f Ode
sounds rather cavernous for the
to Saint Cecilia on HM 5110.1ha ve
songs and keyboard pieces, but
been unable to verify if thi s i
s a
the authentic instruments are
straight reissue of Tippett's l
at
e
nicely balanced [
A:1]
P.B.
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Akai
CSF36R
CSF14
Aiwa
AD3100
ADR600
AD3150
AD3250
iAD3700
AD3600
AD3800
JVC
KDA11
DD4
DD5
Nakamichi
Full range
680ZX
Pioneer
CT320
CTS20
CT4
CT5
Sansui
D95
D150
D300
D370
D570
TEAC A770
Sony
TCFX5
TCFX5C
TCX6C
Technics
Full range
Tandberg
Full range

Akai
AMU110 ( 22 x2) . £56.00
JVC
Full range
POA
Marantz
PM310 (40 x2) . £62.00
Pioneer
SA420 (21 x2)
£59.00
SA520 ( 32 x2)
£89.00
A5 (35 x2)
£99.00
A6 ( 65 x2)
£139.00
Sansui
A9 ( 65 x2)
£116.00
A7 (45 x2)
£96.00
A5 (25 x2)
£64.00
AUD22 (45 x2) . £106.00
AUD33 ( 65 x2)
£129.00
Sony
TAAX4 (55 x2)
£98.00
Technics
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POA
Trio
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POA
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POA
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Akai
RTK110L
Denon
TU200
JVC
Full range
Pioneer
TX520L
F5L
TX7800
Technics
Full range
Tandberg
Full range

£65.00
£59.00

£89.95
£189.95
£79.95
£99.95
£189.95
£172.00
£250.00
£65.00
£ 129.(X)
£149.130
POA
£499.00
£62.00
£76.00
£88.00
£ 105.0()
£64.00
£74.00
£99.00
£149.00
£189.00
f99.00
£95,00
£ 105.00
£124.00
POA
POA

POA
£69.00
£109.00
£78.00

SPEAKERS (PAIRS)

Audiomaster
A.R.
POA
JBL
POA
Magna
£99.00
Metro
£69.00
KLH
331
£59.00
327
£149.00
Koss M80
£131.00
Monitor Audio
POA
Tammy
POA
Wharfedale
Laser 60
£69.00
Laser 40
£55.00
E20
£105.00
E50
£249.00
B& W
POA
Mordaunt-Short
POA
Yamaha
POA

POA
POA

I

JVC
RECEIVERS
POA I
Pioneer
POA
Sony
POA
Technics
POA
Denon
POA
Sansui
POA

TURNTABLES

Aiwa LX100
Sony PD(65
J.V.C.
Pioneer
PL120
PLX50
Sansui
Technics
Thorens
TD104Mk11
TD105Mk11

£153.00
£95.00

£149.95
£111.00
POA
£52.00
£89.00
POA
POA
POA
f69.00
£89.00
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win through on the undoubted assuming you've got a car to
appeal of Annabella's precocious drive. Faint praise damning again.
leads — a million times more So I'll cut my losses, urge any
acceptable than the awful Clare Y- reg users to indulge, and a
Grogan's despite her seemingly personal rating of [A*:21 and
overwhelming desire to outstrip move on to the subject of Bill
( apt word) Sue Lyon in the Lolita Nelson's The Love That Whirls
department. Lots of faults then ( Mercury Whirl 3) an album very
but all- in-all I'm glad that the like Quit Dreaming And Get On The
' - •
Beam his previous Phonogram
Springsteen and Miami Steve. albums around. .
IKEABLE The Birthday Party One of those wonderful but
Annabella was just one year old release, in that it present Bebop
are not. Distress and destruc- extremely rare animals, a studio when Barclay James Harvest first DeBill in keyboard concoction
tion, that's the name of their game. album that sounds totally live, it began gigging. These days, while mood, replete with further helpings
Throughout Junkyard (
4AD CAD packs a vitality that's impossible hardly amajor force, even in their of his Wilson, Keppel and Eno
207), vampire vocalist Nick Cave to ignore, such cuts as Angelyn, a native Oldham, the band are ventures into electronic Eastern
and his associated monsters of great Tex-Mex partydown, and massive in Europe, as Concert promises and suchlike. Though
Melbourne once more embark on the equally infectious Turn The For The People (
Polydor POLD interest is never allowed to flag
one of their metallic prowls Music Down being roof- raisers of 5052) alive recording of an open- and the quality matches up to the
through the graveyard in an the instant kind. Even Out Of air show that attrracted 250,000 width most of the time, it's on
endeavour to rouse the spirit of Work, asong about unemployment Berliners, attests. A film of the titles like Flaming Desire, where
Poe punk. Only fractionally do they and inflation, simply shrieks with proceedings received alate- night Nelson forgets about being the
connect with the living — ironically the kind of joy that the Drifters and screening on BBC-TV at the end of face beneath the fez and simply
.
ber sipping my latches onto akiller dance riff, that
on Dead Joe, where rockabilly
meets Velvet Underground with Coasters once brought to t eir
uy
some conviction. In the main more humour- lined successes. final brew of the evening as I he sounds most potent and makes
though, it's catacomb chorus time And when you can sing about viewed,
adjudging
both the one forget that here's a great
and songs in the mould of Six Inch such subjects and still manage to beverage and BJH's music warm, guitar- player who'd left his plecGold Blade, which thrives on lines convince folks that there's still a pleasant and ideal at bedtime. The trum at home for far too long. By
like ' Istuck a six inch gold blade promised land not too far up arrival of the album, which con- the way, if you purchase one of
into the head of agirl'. Cliff Richard ahead, then you've really got tains some of the band's time the first 10,000 copies of the album,
would not approve. Nor, for that something going for you. Which honoured ghosts plus two new you'll also receive a freebie that
matter, do I. [ 13:4]
Gary U.S. Bonds most surely has! songs (
In Memory Of The Martyrs contains Bill's music to the YorkFar more palatable, though less [
A/B:1*1
and Life Is For Living) has done shire Actors' Company's production
likely to sell, is Jack Lancaster's
Also worth investigating is the little to change my opinion. [ A:21
of Cocteau's La Bell Et La Bete. If
Skinningrove Bay (
Kamera KAM unusual Behind The Gardens,
Funk of the Month spot is, on not, you've probably bought copy
003), on which the singing sax and Behind The Wall, Under The Tree this occasion, allocated to Change, 10,001! [ B:1/21
synth man regales us with tales of ( CBS 85545), apurely instrumental who appear to have cut their ties
At
eleventh
man
in
the
the North Yorkshire coastline, the album pinpointing the talents of with WEA, their latest offering, batting order we have Kevin
Cleveland Hills and hamlets that harpist Andreas Vollenweider. The Share Your Love, emerging on Rowland, these days an apt
bear names such as Carlin How. harp has hardly been plonked in London SH 8550. The group choice for any village green
Aided by such other erudite AA anger throughout the history of possess a couple of exemplary activity, as Too-Rye-Ay (
Mercury
map- users as Rod Argent, John rock, though folk music has lead singers in James Robinson MERS 5), the title of Rowland and
Perry, Rick Van Der Linden, Phil enjoyed more than its fill of heart- and Deborah Cooper though, once The Dexy's second album, surely
Collins, Gary Moore, Bernie Frost string heroes like Derek Bell and more, it's the back- room brigade indicates. Kev's still the great soul
and Clive Bunker, Lancaster blends Alan Stivell, while jazz has been that really takes things higher, the rebel, reshaping the sound of Stax
folk, jazz, funk and even Beatle-era able to boast such pleasant pluckers producing-writing-arranging team — though these days he gets to
pop to provide an engaging if not as Dorothy Ashby and the so- of Petrus, Malavasi and Romani, Memphis via Meath and Mayo,
totally satisfactory glimpse of the wonderful Gaspar Reardon. Now Italy's answer to Chick's Rodgers his fiddle-flouting friends from The
countryside in which he spent his Vollenweider, aided by his own and Edwards, shaping an agree- Emerald Express, plus assorted
boyhood days. Performancewise battery of synths ( located in a ably laid-back album. [
A:21
flute, tin whistle, banjo and accorthere's little to gripe about, while field, so they say) and a brace or
Being the kind of loony who'll ' dion toters, adding a piquant
the music is generally shapely three of willing percussionists, admit, in public, to liking Shakatak, touch of Guinness flavoured folk
enough. However, it's the words puts things to rights in amanner I'll own up that Casiopea's Mint to the proceedings. It's an intethat prove the ultimate let- down, that might have even set Harpo Jams (
Alfa ALF 85869) is the gration that works at most levels
Near then, but not quite the stick talking, both playing pretty and record that's been delegated for and while I'm not totally convinced
easing into the gentle end of funk. background duties during current that Plan B, aformer single, is the
.
.
" tru- sort of material I'd choose for
of Whitby rock we might have
Because of the way things are, it s typing chores
a cert that Behind The Gardens mental quartet Casiopea provide remodelling, the rest of the album
hoped for.[A:21
Other problems beset Talk Talk, will be forgotten in the rush to the that sort of music — light-weight, is admirable and likely to figure on
whose debut album, The Party's manure pile. Which is apity for it's eminently tuneful jazz-funk that'd my audit for plaudits at the year's
Over, is now out on EMI EMC an album that posesses much of make
great
driving
music, end. [
A:1*1
3413. Like Soft Cell, Depeche
the charm of Oldfield's original
Mode, Human League and a
incursion into campanology and
thousand other contenders they're
has as much potential. Somebody
in at the already crowded end of surely ought to be told. [
A*:1]
the bubble bath. All pop and fizz,
Bow Wow Wow's IWant Candy
with keyboards bouncing like
(EMI EMG 3416) is a more confupogos a-go-go, they're aSouthend
sing mickle of MacLaren, being a
four- piece formed by singer Mark
16-tracker formed from both
Hollis,
bassist
Paul
Webb,
recent RCA material and earlier
drummer Lee Harris and keyEMI-ware including the band's
boardsman
Simon
Prince.
C30 C60 C90 Go and WORK. hits
Together they proffer the kind of
plus most of the contents of the
brightly shimmering pop that
Cassette Pet tape. The quartet of
Radio One DJ's practically fall
over themselves to present as fill- new recordings, among which are
ups between the main business of the title cut and the remake of
providing slick intros and an Louis Ouartorze, both recent
accompanying line in thin jokes. singles, are bright, urgent pop
But will the vastly overcrowded that owe much to the production
world of synthpop soon relegate grip of Kenny Laguna. Less satisTalk Talk to the world of ' do you factory are the EMI items, mainly
remember?' along with their local masterminded by ol' Malcolm
pier railway? Possibly. In the Tackytapes himself. They're nigh
meantime, the band continue to Shabby Road studiowise and only Talk Talk
109

Fred Dellar

keep their head above water thanks
to hits such as Today. [
A:2]
For those who have already
tasted failure, a reminder that
there might come asecond chance
is served by the arrival of On The
Line (
EMI-America AML 3022)
another welcome Gary U.S. Bonds
revival album produced by Bruce
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There's alot more
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Very helpful, if not the best dressed crowd in town
They certainly know about hi fi and they're not
afraid to voice their opinions either
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You won't find another store to match
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ECAUSE they don't chase the
obvious trends in jazz, Keith

Rippers' wea k spot. This double
album might have held together
more, slashed back to a single
album. There's far too much of it
based around athumping junglefunk rhythm plus abit of blowing
on top which in the end doesn't go
very far. But having said that, in
the context that they find themselves in, this band represents a
breath of fresh air, and a chance
for adifferent audience to turn on
to the opportunities of improvisa-

does it. It's fascinating. Bands just
don't sound like this these days.
And when you get over the
quaintness of the whole thing,
Torme isn't half a bad singer.
And there are pockets of unexpected exuberance like a section
on The Blues, where the band
actually sounds like a Charles
Mingus team. But for most of the
time we're being lulled by black
and white movies soundtrack
voicings. Torme's phrasing is immaculate and relaxed and if you
can get right into it there's alot of
enjoyable stuff on this disc which
although recorded in the distant
past in mono, comes over a bit
sharp nevertheless. And all sitters- in in pub lounges all over the
country who insist on singing The
Lady Is a Tramp should be made
to study Torme's version before
having another go. [
13:2]
Drum solos tend to separate
listeners. Some people can't
stand them at all, no matter who's
doing the drumming. Some peopie love them, and others can
handle them now and again. It's
likely that What About? — on
Affinity AFF75 — will appeal to a

rippett and Louis Moholo aren't
sfforded the recognition they deserve. No Gossip on Free Music
Production SAJ 28 amply shows
what they're about. Tippett has
stuck with the acoustic keyboard
and is loosely in a post- McCoy
Tyner school of muscularly inventive piano playing. His strength is
that while he takes things out
further and more often than other
A:2/3].
pianists in this school, he's bles- tion. [
Generosity and humanity desed with a sense of spontaneous
mand that you stay cool as the
form, so that structures are alscene which the Rippers are part of
ways liable to appear, giving the
listener a helping hand with suddenly discovers the likes of
Sun Ra. Suddenly Sun Ra is all the
something to lock onto. Of course
rage — an overnight sensation in
there are risks in such adventurhis middle fifties. Y Records have
combination is heady. It is at the
ous playing. The risk is always
put out his Strange Celestial Roads
there that parts of the performsame time intellectually and emoance, by nature of the approach, (Y 19LP) and as often happens is
tionally uplifting. In the special
these
circumstances,
it's
not
one
of
unrehearsed, may not completely
moments where all the compohis best. But John Gilmore isthere
come off. But when it all comes
nents merge into the music — like
together there's the joyous magic in the 27 piece Arkestra, and he's
his playing on the title track — it
always worth hearing. Sun Ra
of a music which emerges as a
makes no sense to analyse what's
albums tend to lurch from the
fortuitous surprise to both perforgoing on, for what's happening is
mers and listeners alike. This duo
wildly attractive to the confoundmore than licks and tricks. It may
album is like that. Throughout the
edly pedestrian. This set is nearer
be a specialised experience, but
hr,dl
sthere's an unmisthe latter. The band st om ps
for what it is, it is excellent. [
A:1/2]
takable
go
commitment.
Moholo through afew tunes with compeModern jazz, post bop or whatshould
by
now
be
widely tence rather than inspiration. And
limited audience of drummers ever you want to call it, is having
accepted as one of the world's
strangely for an album directed at
anxious to hear Andrew Cyrille to come to terms with its status as
most exciting and unique jazz the progressive end of the rock
unfettered by other players, run- a historic music. The funny thing
drummers. There's no one quite
market, the music is pretty
fling through a selection of solo about jazz is that while it has
like him. Where other drummers
straight
down-the- line
jazz.
outings. The interesting thing ab - always been a revolutionary
may give in their own identity a There's just a hint of his space
out this album is how straight, music, broadening musical horinod and a wink to influential
mythology here, and almost notight and traditional Cyrille's zons, and suffering contemporpredecessors, Moholo is his own
thing of his soundscape rumina- drumming is despite his avant aneously for it, the older it has got,
man throughout. His style has tions. EA/B:21
garde association with Cecil the more prone it is to being cut
been changing too. The early
Another — moreconscious — all Taylor. That's not to say that he and dried and being put into
1970s brought him a reputation out attack on the youth market actually sounds like he's playing sanitised compartments. Thus,
for being a driving powerful comes from Lester Bowie's wee traditional jazz drumming, but traditional jazz is safely perdrummer, capable of propelling a brother, Joseph and his New York that the devices and techniques formed today by recreationists.
loose and lunging big band like energy band, Defunkt. Thermo- are based on what most drum- Bebop is no longer dangerous —
the Brotherhood of Breath into a nuclear
Sweat
on
Hannibal
mers have to learn. There's amis- it's often played today by musisharply moving rhythmic force
records ( HNBL 1311) is superhip, conception about free playing, cians with no intention of playing
with astyle relying on percussive slickand—edgy likeJamesChance and perhaps free drumming in anything new and challenging.
explosions and cracking accents. (
1.1 mi ht expect after Bowie's
particular, that all you do is just The strange thing is that it isn't
linkwith Chance).The band istight play what's in your head without
only older musicians settled
Now that power is spread about.
and sharp, but Idon't know how taking very much care about what
On this album for example, that much Ireallylikewhatthey do.Funk you put into your head in the first down on astyle who are involved,
it's often young new players.
energy
is
diffused
into
an
that sounds neurotic and jumpy place. Cyrille doesn't just lash out
Wynton Marsalis (
CBS 85404)
approach which is more bubbling
gets to be wearing. They throw in — he takes care to get it right. And
features the 20 year old trumpter
and dense. Moholo keeps the pot
a couple of jazz numbers which
that's why some of his playing on
on adazzling display of modern jazz
boiling with a filigree of sunburare OK, but totally out of context, this album sounds like Max set in astyle that was adventurous
sting patterns, repeating and inand in jazz terms don't cut much. If
Roach. It's confident and assured,
over 20 years ago. It can sound
terlocking. At the core of his
your mood can handle such an
and everything comes out with
like an old Miles Davis band — and
playing the more direct pulse is
up-front assualt on your sensibilicrisp precision. Recently Roach
to be fair, some tracks have the
still there, only it's much more
ties, this album may even get you
has been applying his traditional
Davis rhythm section of Hancock/
subtlely stated. Together they
on your feet for a bop about the technique to free playing, and
Williams/Carter — except that the
work well. At times, Tippett leans
floor. But there's something misinstead of maintaining one line
young trumpeter displays more
back, allowing Moholo's blustersing. When you accentuate one
and superimposing embellishchops. If Marsalis follows Davis'
ing to carry the music's momenside of music — say aggression —
ments, he has been moving his
career path, it'll take another 20
tum forward. But more important
to the extent that you eliminate
music around alot more, opening
years for him to catch up stylistithan all the musical consideraany beauty, then you devalue that
up a greater selection of choices.
cally to where Davis is now. In the
tions, there's a spiritual side to
music. [A:2I
Because he was playing in that
meantime we have an . extremely
this record which can reach out
Leaping out of the re-releases
kind of milieu with the links of
impressive album of burnished
and touch. The qualities repreon the Affinity label is a 1956 cut Taylor, Cyrille got there first — but
and charmingly executed modern
sented in this performance are
called Lulu's Back In Town by Mel the end effect is similar. Jazz
jazz. There is great detail in the
rare indeed, and that's why I'd
Torme and the Marty Paich Dek- drumming has links running
dynamic balance of the band,
recommend this record highly. In
Tette — ( AFF 85). It has all the through it with other kinds of maybe something Marsalis pickthe end, whether or not these
ingredients which should add drummers
up drumming. Some jazz iik
ed up from his stint with Art
musicians are fully recognised for
their contribution, their music
to a non-starter for me. I'm very accentuate pa icu ar
speaks for itself — to the right ears.
wary of jazz singers, and Ican't than others, and in Cyrille's case Blakey. The trumpeter's brother
[A:1*I
stand West Coast jazz. Yet here's a his style owes alot to rudimentary Branford plays reeds engagingly,
By comparison, Rip Rig and
collection of standards played by drumming which goes back to the again fitting snugly into the genre
Panic's IAm Cold (
Virgin V2228)
comes over as the germ of a
music. Where Tippett and MohoIo's performance speaks of experience and judgement, it's the

West Coast players like Bob Enevoldsen, Bud Shank and Bob
Cooper,
which
makes
for
pleasantly attractive listening,
Maybe it's the period sound that

parade ground. It's the distinctive
mix of influences which form an
individual's style and here we
have technically disciplined precision alongside free spirit. The

Ken Hyder

in which the music operates.
What they'll be doing in ten years
is anyone's guess, but in the
meantime, this is more pleasant
than essential. [
A:2]
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maintenance equipment our family of record
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for efficiency over 28 years. Improvements
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As amatter of interest we still receive
requests for parts to fit our original Dust Bugs
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Our unique range is designed to be used in a
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IXING TALENTS as contrasted
as those of Rod Argent ( no
relation) and the Gabrieli string
quartet may seem gimmicky, but
backing the smooth and serene
voice of Barbara Courtney- King,
with other instruments including
Julian Lloyd Webber's cello, the
assorted accompanists blend to
make a success of Pastourelle
(RCA Red Seal RL 25413). MY
record of the month is inspired by
the ' Songs of the Auvergne'. In the
June issue, reviewing an Elisabeth
Sifiderstrám record, Isuggested
that one of her tracks, a Swedish
folk song, could reach the same
degree of popularity if only it were
to get a comparable lift-off from
radio recitalists who are always
playing the Victoria de los Angeles
Songs of the Auvergne. If the
Spanish soprano, and others who
have sung the Canteloube arrange-

good act, but the music is not very
interesting in itself. [
B:2]

M

Denis Argent
considers the lighter side
figured in the title of his autobiography. The other eleven tracks
are all good songs, well sung and
expertly accompanied by Keith
Swallow: Road to Mandalay,
Simon the Cellarer, End of a
Perfect Day, Lean/n' and two
songs which, according to the
singer's own sleeve note, were
newly learned for the recording.
There is not a disappointment in
the
whole
well
balanced

ments, put the Auvergne on the sequence. [
A:11
map, Pastourelle now dresses the
Less totally successful is volume
old Auvergne in new style, four of Your 100 Instrumental
possibly
reflecting
today's Favourites (
MFP 50565) by MFP's
Auvergne in its aspect as a ' house' bandleader, Geoff Love. If
national park, a tourist attraction he is also MFP's resident arranger
for these sessions, then his is the
with
signposted
routes
and
scheduled viewpoints. But the credit for some utterly outstanding
tracks. Tuxedo Junction is one of the
modern arrangements by David
the delights of the month because
Cullen are subtle, full of pleasant
mixtures of traditional wind and this 1939 riff number by Erskine
Hawkins ( which was a hit long
string instruments with electric
before the Glenn Miller heyday) is
piano. Even the dreaded bass
prettyfied with strings in adelightguitar is unobtrusive and tasteful.
ful arrangement. The effect is to
The best known of the Auvergne
make the rather meagre tune
songs is featured as the first track
on the second side, but there are sound better than it did in its
original brass- and- saxes guise —
several other totally successful
arrangements.
The
singer, just as those arrangements of
however, is the star. In these days Beatles tunes for strings make
when there seem so few who are Lennon and McCartney seem the
recording in the middle ground last of the great melodists rather
between conventional soprano than the precursors of synthetic
song and pop yelling, Barbara pop. Another pleasure is to hear
Courtney-King's is a voice to be what the Geoff Love orchestra
cherished: tuneful and relaxed. does with Lullaby of Bird/and, and
This record, which comes in an there is an arrangement of Moonillustrated and informative double light Serenade that sounds like the
sleevewith thewords of the songs, familiar top line at first, but one is
deserves critical praise and, justifying the heading of this feature, to
A:1*]
be thoroughly popular. [
A batch of five Music for Pleasure
releases must, by definition, be
aimed precisely at the popular
market and, since the whole MFP
operation is professional and able
to afford absolutely any star
material if it looks like selling, the
critical reader can expect high
standards — just as Classics for
Pleasure can rate with more
expensive labels in earlier pages
of this magazine.
No ' serious' singer, for example,
is more popular than Ian Wallace,
vocally the anchor man of Steve
Race's music quiz on radio and TV

soon intrigued to find that there
are interesting things going on
below — subtle bossa nova-ish
rhythms, no less. Charming! The
record includes several film and
TV themes, including Dallas and
Brideshead and, to these ears, is
marred only by Tubular Bells, an
ugly theme for an ugly film, The
Exorcist. Altogether, however, it
adds up to a more interesting
selection than any of Geoff Love's
earlier albums in this series. As the
arrangements are so good —
played, no doubt, by a galaxy of
top session men — this record will
please our readers, when they are
in the mood for something light,
just as much asthethousandswho

as well as presenter of his own
concert show. My Kind of Music
63) could well be the
singer's own choice rather than a
producer's; the songs are all the
sort that Mr Wallace so obviously
enjoys singing off the cuff as Mr
Race leads him in with the flair of a
veteran accompanist. Flanders'
and Swann's Mud, for example, is
so much a Wallace song that it

from me — especially as there are
tunes from Harry Warren and
other 1940s songwriters, as well as
latter-day classics such as Paul
Simon's Bridge over Troubled
Water, Bacharach's The Look of
Love and (
a love song?) Lloyd
VVebber's Argentina. My quarrel
with the engineers is that the bass
guitar is over- recorded; they, and
the producer, may insist that the
beat is essential for mass sales
Istill disagree. [
13:1/21
This is Valerie Monese (
MFP
50562) is a ' selection which Ihad
expected to like as it includes
Gershwin, Kern and Bernstein as
well as such modern melodies as
the Cavatina theme and ( again!)
Argentina. But again the beat

After the simple Britishness of
Blackpool we come to the electronic wizardry of Klaus Wunderlich.
Rendezvous (
EMI ODN
1006),
performed on aWersi Helios with
the aid of the soloist's own eighttrack studio, emerges as easy
listening — or, as he calls it, antistress music. The tunes run from
Greensleeves, via Gershwin, to
Lloyd Webber (yes, Argentina
again) and on astraight title count
Klaus loses to Phil, 28-35. On
musicality, hovvever, he wins. [
13:1]

There seems to be no end to the
procession of great guitarists
across this page. In the steps of
John Williams, Herb Ellis and
Barney Kessel comes young
Martin Taylor. Skye Boat (
Concord
CJ 184) does not sound like the
most evocative title for a jazz
album; it is in fact the Scottish folk
song chosen by Taylor ( who is
English) as his unaccompanied
solo after recording five jazz standards and two originals with bass
and drums. His technique is amazing and his standards ( explained
on the sleeve note) are high. To
bothered me. In Summertime, for
one who grew up, musically, in the
example, the jerky accompaniheyday of Eddie Lang, today's
ment is so at odds with the nicely
guitar
stars
achieve
the
sung top line that one feels that
impossible in termsof sheer sPeed
they must have been recorded
and dexterity. One just has the
separately and mixed later. Nor
slight lingering doubt, after all that
am Ihappy with arranger Mike
skill; like Peggy Lee, one asks ' Is
Timoney's treatment of Villa, from
that all there is?' What happened,
The Merry Widow, which strikes
in fact, to the music, to melody?
me as Vienna vulgarised with a
However, casting doubts aside,
pop beat. However, one can this is an outstanding record —
forgive
producer/arranger and, apart from Taylor's skill, then
Gordon
Lorenz
a lot when a drum solo from Jimmie Smith,
listening to his own composition on the St Thomas track, that is
Live for Another Day. Here the more ' meaningful' than most of
singer, the song and the instruits kin. [ A:1-k]
ments all come together perfectly,
From 1958 comes The Kid and
and anyone willing to pay the the Brute (
Verve 2304 555). Those
modest price (£2.25) of an MFP are the nicknames of Illinois
disc will be rewarded by this track,
Jacquet and Ben Webster, and the
pleasant proof that good new non- differences in style are illuminatpop songs are being written. As
she is of Spanish/Italian descent, ing, especially on a blues lasting
Senorita/Signorina Monese has
an interesting vocal heritage, and

nearly 12 minutes. [
111/2]
But the king of them all is The

she sings Ciribiribin in Italian as to Essential
Coleman
Hawkins
the manner born. Like Barbara ( Verve 2304 537).This is acompila Courtney- King, she is not a tion ranging from 1948 to 1958,
conventional soprano, and with when he was playing better than
the right choice of material is ever —
taking
the
bebop
versatile enough to deserve great revolution in his stride and still
success in the light/popular field.
rolling
out
those
rich-toned
Some of these arrangements,
phrases. Iused to think Jamaica
however, do not seem quite right Shout (
1933) was my favourite
for her; at times she sounds like Hawkins record, but Inow pick
Deanna Durbin, of happy memory, Sunday, a 1958 track which also
and her Argentina makes the has Roy Eldridge in top form. A
words more meaningful than word too for one of my favourite
Elaine Page did. Ican look forward Gershwin tunes, How Long Has
to her next record, but this present
ThisBeen Going On, a1957 track in
one does not quite come off. which Hawkins is superbly accombuy
MFPs
off
supermarket (111/21
panied by Oscar Peterson, an
shelves. So it rates [
A:1].
Cannon and Ball Together [ MFP earlier Peterson minus his later
Before review records flowed
m y wa y re gularly I had actually
50561) can fairly be summed up as flowery habits. Hawkins died
paid good money for the Geoff holiday camp pop. That is not of years and honours in 1969.
Love Singers. They are, after all, meant as a sneer; having visited Perhaps if he had died young like
easy listening at its best, and an some of these ( now ' holiday Bix or Bird, or tragically like Prez,
earlier album of his Hundred centres') in the past summer I they would be writing books about
Favourite Love Songs did include know how much effort and money him. This record is not afull recogpersonal favourites. So Volume goes into providing evening enter- nition of his greatness — but it
Four ( MFP 50564) gets awelcome

tainment. Cannon and Ball are a helps. (
B:Ve
r]
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Make apig
of your5elf
at the 1982
Custom Car
Show.
The Pigs come back to Ally Pally
Oct 28— Oct 31. To celebrate CCs - •
great achievement in running off with
the Most Sexist Publication' award,
Alexandra Palace will be the venue for the
greatest collection of pigs and piggery since Danish Bacon.
Wallow in the UK's creamiest machines. Ally Pally will be packed
with the creamiest cars, bikes and trucks around. Enough chrome,
guts and paintjobs to keep you salivating for months.
Squeal at the Radio Luxembourg Road Show. It's free. It's fast.
It's something your trotters will never forget.
Slobber at the competitions. Remember our amazing DIY pig
mask? This is your big chance to prove you cut it out. 10 best
pig masks win Hog De'Limelight (that's him above) signed prints.
Also, win all sorts of wizzo bits to turn your machine into areal
machine.
Snuffle round the stands. CB stands. Custom stands. Even a
stand to show you how to stand on asailboard. Enough stands
to keep you as happy as apig in clover.

114

4‘egit>sees\
Grunt at the ladies. Ladies? What ladies?
Great day out for the whole litter. Custom Car Show lasts four
whole pig- packed days, Thursday October 28 ' til Sunday
October 31. Opens Thursday 12.00— 9pm, Friday — Sunday
10.00— 7pm. Free programme. Free parking for 2000 cars.
Free entry for anyone who turns up dressed as apig.
Otherwise, admission only f2.50 for adults, f1,50 for 11-14yrs
and free for under 11s. So bring the piglets.

eShow
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Alvin Gold

Bthis report are both up-market models —
EYOND THE FACTthat the two speakers in

which is not saying much in today's economic
climate — there are really very few similarities between them. It's rather as though, given
a blank sheet of paper and the instruction to
produce ahigh quality loudspeaker, the two
designers involved not only had different
ideas how to achieve their ends, they even
differed over what those ends should be.
But in avariety of ways, the JBL and the QLN
don't show many of the signs of being
engineered according to the usual cost and
raw materials compromises. They are both, in
their way, no-compromise designs, and it is in
this fact, rather than in my engineering
parallels between them, that their only real
point of contact is to be found.
For the purposes of this review, most of the
listening involved was done in amoderate size
domestic living room with fairly light
furnishings and aslightly livelier than average
sound quality. The room has tall ceilings and
measures about 17 x15ft, which is about right
for the QLN ( though I
have heard them sounding very effective in much larger rooms). It is
perhaps near the lower limit for the JBLs,
which quite obviously have all the qualities
necessary to drive much larger volumes of air.
The main system used for listening was a
Linn player ( with lttok arm and Asak and
cartridge) and Naim 32/250 amplification.
Other equipment was tried also, and there is
no reason to think the equipment used was
anything less than entirely suitable for the
purpose. Measurements were conducted, as
usual, by James Moir Associates, and laid
some emphasis on response checks off the
main axis for reasons that will become
apparent.

JBL L150A
Manufacturer's specification: 3-way enclosure with ABR
bass loading. Drive-units: 25mm dome radiator HF, 130mm
cone midrange, 300mm LF with 300mm passive radiator.
Crossover frequencies: 1kHz and 4kHz. Nominal
impedance: 8ohms. Sensitivity: 89cIB spl at 1m on-axis for 1
watt input (2.83V into 8ohms). Power handling: up to 500
watts. Dimensions: 1054 x 432 x 330mm. Weight: 41kg.
Price: about £ 1000 per pair inc. VAT. Country of origin:
USA. Distributor: Harman Audio UK Ltd, Mil I
Street, Slough,
Berks SL2 5DD. Tel: 0753 76911.

Northridge, California- based James B Lansing made their reputation in the world of
studio monitors and manufacturing driveunits for PA, cinemas, and the like. Domestic
loudspeakers have, Isuppose, been almost a
sideline, in the UK at least, and their most
notable abilities and problem areas stemmed
directly from their studio heritage. It was
always easy to dismiss JBL loudspeakers as
far as the hi-fi ' purist' was concerned. They
went very loud, for sure, and they didn't need
much encouragement from the amplifier to
do so, either. But they almost always had
higher levels of coloration than conventionally thought acceptable, with a distinctly
rough top-end performance to match. On top
of this, most ( but not all) JBLs tended to be
almost antisocially large by British hi-fi
standards, and the net result was arange of
speakers with, well, limited appeal.
The L150A, though, is not open to all these
criticisms. It's still apretty large speaker for
most rooms. Putting them back against the
wall helps, and there is acase for saying that
the 1metre + high Li 50A takes up less usable
HI-FI NEWS& RECORD REVIEW
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Two loudspeakers:
QLN 18e JBL L150A

space in most rooms than apair of diminutive
LS3/5As or something similar; the latter are at
their best on tall stands well away from room
boundaries, and thus tie up more floor space.
Size apart, though, the L150A, like the related
but smaller L96, is adistinctly more domestically orientated beast, with asound that is far
removed from that of their professional
speakers.
Even as large speakers go, the JBL is a
thoroughly well- engineered design from the
outside; however, the inside is rather less
impressive, as is often the case with US
speakers. Thus the cabinet itself is extremely
heavily built, but is internallyControl led by just
one brace running front to back, with ' athin.
layer of what appears to be fibreglass on the
internal surfaces. The crossover is attached to
the rear wall, and is of complex construction
(though not necessarily complex electrically),
but Iwas surprised to see that the L150A has
been wired internallywith cheap ' n' nastyflex,
with tagged connections, especially as the
design brief obviously included very high
power handling. The input terminals on the
back are not much better; they justacceptthick
RS and QED cables, but are awkward to use,
and the connection cannot be cleaned, as it
should be periodically, because it's hidden
inside the plastic twist-to- grip fitting.
The front baffle is black, and the remainder
of the cabinet is in an excellent matt finish
walnut veneer. Three drive- units plus an ABR
are fitted. The tweeter is an aluminised 25mm
dome, the mid unit a130mm cone, both placed
to the right of the baffle centre line, but not
'handed,' and the bass unit is a massive
300mm pulp unit, which has been impregnated to modify its behaviour. The ABR
appears to be just pulp, and has the same
diameter as the bass driver.
Other constructional notes: the L150A is
designed for free standing use, the cabinet
includes asmall plinth to facilitate this; mid
and high frequency drive- units are associated
with wide- range level controls, whose
behavior is examined later. Finally, a substantially made grille, which is in the form of a
framework with abrown cloth stretched over
(other colours are available), is supplied, but
had agross effect on performance, and thereforetook no part in thetests. Forthe record, the
tweeter is well protected by amesh grille cover,
and only the mid- unit dome centre cap looks
particularly vulnerable to prying fingers.

situations) results in a2-4dB loss of output in
the 4-11kHz range, but virtually no change
elsewhere.
Setting both controls at OdB gave th bresult
shown in fig.1c. This is an interesting
response, especially at low frequencies. The
balance is overall alittle forward, but turned
out nottoo surprisinglyto givethe best results
of all when used with backs against a wall.
Room boundaries lend support at low
frequencies, and some roll-off is desirable
when aspeaker is to be used this way so that
the resultant response atthe listening position
is something more like flat. This is obvious
enough, of course, but what is sometimes
neglected by UK manufacturers of monitor
type speakers, it appears, is how much more
important this is when the speaker is large
with considerable low frequency output. I
used both settings for the listening tests, but
preferred the latter in my room on balance —
but different rooms might change this. The
—6dB point is well below 40Hz.
30° off the horizontal axis, the curve
produced ( fig./d) is even more remarkable,
there being very little loss of HF, and only a
marginal sharpening of the tweeter's
resonant peak, which appears to be around
12kHz before it starts rolling off. The latter
sounds worse on paper than it does in
practice. In fact, this is afairly typical way for a
tweeter to behave ( unless it's the tweeter of a
Celestion SL6, that is!). Off-axis vertically, the
response, as might be expected, was less well
integrated, as fig.1d shows, confirming what

Test results
A number of frequency response plots were
taken to investigate the effects of different
measuring microphone positions, and the
effects of the controls, as well asthe usual axial
sinewave
and
pink
noise
responses.
Measurements were also made off- axis, both
30° off the horizontal axis (the microphone
being on the left of the speaker as it faces the
drive- units) and also 15° off the vertical axis,
the microphone being above cabinet level.
Piecing together the various strands, the
optimum setting of the level controls was with
the midrange control at — 3dB, and the tweeter
one at OdB. This gave the remarkably flat
overall characteristic shown in fig.1a when
measured on the midrange unit axis ( 30cm
below the top of the cabinet to be precise).
Measuring on the cabinet diagonal ( ie,
roughly in line with the bass unit, but probably
unrealistically low when listening in most
115

The 1150A shows that
..18Ls are suitable
for more than
'rock' music

JBL L150A
i

fLtOMees\

TOP ' 0'
(MIKE 30cm BELOW TOP)

DISTORTION . 10d8

10d8

can be very easily heard — that the Li 50A, like
so many speakers, tend to sound at its best,
when the listener is at anormal sitting height.
Efficiency, at a quoted B9cIB/W is on the
higher side of normal, and the impedance
modulus (fig.1g) should be easy to drive. In
addition, there was absolutely no sign of
overdrive at any level Icould reach with the
70watt Naim 250, and although the speaker is
said to be suitable for up to 300 watt amplifiers, this shouldn't be necessary in most
rooms. 2nd and 3rd harmonic distortion levels
were extremely low at all frequencies.
On audition
Iwas extremely impressed by the Li 50A. It
has anumber of musically important virtues
which are just not to be found on the majority
of British made speakers in this class, and
whilst it has some obvious enough
weaknesses, they tend to be the kind that are
not on the whole obstructive, musically. It
does need a good turntable and amplifier,
though. The test system suited extremely well
in practice, and produced tangibly ' real'
images of great solidity which were well
projected in space. The Li 50A, however, is not
forgiving of inadequate equipment, which
tends to make the sound glassy and uneven.
Although use with agood amplifier will go a
long way to alleviating this, there is atrace of
glassiness at high frequencies, which is
probably the characteristic that will be
criticised most. At the other frequency
extreme, I
could not entirely get rid of afeeling
that the bass was alittle over-warm, as though
there was some overhang. Nonetheless, this
tendency was much less severe than with
most large speakers, and only the Linn
Isobarik, and possibly the Proac Studio 3,
which Ihave not heard at length, suggest
themselves as being obviously clearer and
better defined in this area.
Anyone who might think the L150A would
sound like a JBL studio speaker will be
surprised. Apart from the effects noted at the
frequency extremes (which, in any case, are
where most speakers get into obvious trou ble)
there is no outstanding tonal character to get
in the way of the reproduction. On the
contrary, one of the two features of the JBL
that impressed mostwas itsabilityto generate
afull range of tonal colours in response to the
music it's fed. Many speakers — many hi fi
systems, in fact — squash the tonal range, in
rather the same way awashed out photograph
will squash the range of colour saturation, and
with much the same effect: a uniformity of
presentation that tends to rneke things merge.
The other really strong feature of the Li 50A
is its dynamic quality. Notes tend to have well
defined leading edges, without the fudging
that many loudspeakers impose. Loud
passages are reproduced as such, and quiet
ones are no less effective, and don't leave the
listener reaching to turn the volume up.
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Stereo imagery is solid rather than holographicallY precise, aquality that apes real life
music- making well. There is undoubtedly less
obvious differentiation of depth images than
is the case with many of the better British
loudspeakers, and this is in character for a
speaker that is used against a wall. A larger
room, and keeping the speakers away from
the walls will change this situation, but was
not practical in my own room because it led to
an exacerbation of astanding wave problem,
the room presently not in afull furnished state.
In summary then, an extremely capable
design, suitable as ageneral purpose speaker
in alarger room, and specificallysuited for use
at high SPLs with moderately powerful amplifiers — quality rather than quantity being the
criterion here. The L150A certainly lacks the
extra refinement of other expensive speakers
such as the B&W 801 and KEF 105, but its
dynamic qualities more than make up for this
on the end of a good hi-fi system. For those
interested in a speaker similiar to the L150A,
but unwilling to pay as much, it would be a
good idea to listen to the smaller L96, which is
almost as potent in the bass, and perhaps a
little better controlled there too.
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QLN is a small Swedish company whose
speakers are imported into this country by
Absolute Sounds, who also handle arange of
mostly N. American esotericà including Audio
Research, Threshold, and the famous Oracle.
The QLN1, the only product currently available, has established itself an excellent reputation as an esoteric product, and has been
seen at hi-fi shows and the like on the end of
some fairly exotic systems.

—.

10dB

90dB

OLN 1
Manufacturer's specification: 2-wayacoustic suspension
enclosure made from high density particle board. Driveunits: 1in. soft dome tweeter with ferrofluid cooling, Gin.
woofer. Sensitivity: 86dB spl at 1m at 1kHz for 1watt input.
Frequency responses: 65Hz-20kHz. + 2dB. Dimensions:
350mm high x250mm maximum width. Weight: 8kg. Price:
£299 per pair inc. VAT. Country of origin: Sweden. Distributor: Absolute Sounds, 42 Parkside, London SW19. Tel: 01947 5047.
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The QLN falls into the LS3/5a category as far
as positioning and stand mounting are concerned, and is in some ways related to the
mainstream of European speakerdesign, both
in the drive- units used, and in the small size of
the cabinet. It is unusual mostly in the design
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of the latter, being constructed of the dense,
resinous particle board known as ' Medite', as
used in the baffle of the Rogers Studio 1, the
cabinet of the Linn Sara, and a few other
places. It's visually unusual, too, in having an
unusual shape which has consequences on
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subsequent audition.
The shape of the QLN is that of a leaning
truncated pyramid, whose front baffle and
sides slope inwa rds to the top. At the base, the
QLN measures around 27 cm deep x25 wide;
the top is under 20 x16 cms.
The cabinetwork is extremely fine, with
properly air-tight seals for once. The dense,
heavy Medite cabinet is finished in atextured
black paint finish that Itake to be Nextel. This
very tough finish normally has to be heat
cured, which is difficult to arrange on wood
finishes for obvious reasons, so perhaps QLN
use adifferent process or material. Certainly,
in the few months I
have been using the QLNs,
the finish has given every indication of being
more resistant to scuffing than wood veneers.
Internally, the standards of construction are
no less impressive. The two side panels carry
thin damping layers — perhaps too thin but
the remainder is well filled with acoustic foam
and wadding. The crossover has a large
number of expensive looking components,
including three enormous- looking air-cored
inductors, and is attached inside the back
panel. Internal wiring is respectable and
soldered rather than using slide-on joins, and
for connections from the amplifier, 4mm
terminals are fitted.
The shape of the QLN effectively rids the
cabinet of most parallel surfaces, the
exception being the top and base, and
standing waves internally will be more difficult to excite as aresult. In addition, the shape
has the effect of making the cabinet acoustically narrow as far as the tweeter isconcerned,
which should make for better stereo image
forming qualities, all other things being equal.
Some effort has been made to reduce diffraction round the edges by giving them a
chamfer. The grille cover is reticulated foam,
and had a slight, but noticeable effect on
performance. It was therefo re removed for the
measurements and the listening.
The drive- units are of SEAS origin, the
tweeter being a lin soft dome, and the bass
driver asmall unit with what appears to be a
plastic diaphragm and adoped dust cap.
Test results
The QLN is arrived without documentation,
so part of the measurement procedure was
devoted to finding asuitable measuring axis.
The sloping front baffle implies that afairly
low mounting position, so that the listener's
ears would be normal to the plane of the baffle
(ie, the speakers firing up to the listening
position) might be suitable, but not so. In all
modes of measurement, the dominant
characteristic is ofa midrange suckout centred
on 2kHz, but it was much more pronounced on
this axis (fig.2a, 2b). The obvious conclusion is
that the speakers should be as high as
possible, so that the listener's head and the
speakers themselves are at approximately the
same distance from the floor (fig.2c). This was
just as obvious when listening as it is from the
test results, such gross effects tending to be
consistent between the two methods of
evaluation. Linn Sara stands are about the
right height in practice, and are just as right
cosmetically and structurally. A pair would
cost around £50 plus VAT in addition to the
speakers, and would be asound investment.
The other consistent features of the
frequency response plots is an increase in LF
output with decreasing frequency, which is
arguably the opposite of what's wanted ( see
JBL review), and what's best described as a
'sting in the tail' in the area of operation of the
tweeter — about 14kHz — which is obviously
the frequency at which it begins to break into
its main resonant mode before rolling off.
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Both 2nd and 3rd harmonic distortion are on
the high side. It should be noted that its nearly
impossible to predict anything about the
performance of the speaker from this one fact,
but it is an indication of possible non- linearity
of the drive-units, or, as seems more probable
in this case, amild mismatch of bass unit and
cabinet. Ishould add that the bass is actually
well extended, the — 6dB point being around
60Hz and rolls off smoothly below resonance
in relation to the cabinet size and method of
bass loading. Note, though, the lack of HF
output 30° horizontally off the main axis.
•
The impedance vs frequency plot shows a
very severe dip at the only marginally safe
area around 3kHz — the minimum being just
over 3.2 ohms. This gave no problems with the
Naim, predictably, nor should it with the
majority of amplifiers of good quality. A large
number of low and middle price amplifiers
(and some expensive ones) however, have
rather enthusiastic output protection circuits
which may be heard operating as areduction
of sound quality that might otherwise be attributed to other causes.
High SPLs are not really practicable with the
QLN, which starts sounding harder and
dimmer at HF with high levels of drive.
Disturbing the turntable when playing at such
loudness
resulted in audible doppler
distortion (frequency modulated bass).
Efficiency is on the low side, and in normal size
rooms, an amplifier capable of areal 40 watts
or so per channel into awkward loads is
required.
On audition
The QLN must rate as one of the most curious
speakers Ihave listened to since the late
Tangent RS4. Indeed, the midrange suckout
has much the same effect here as it did on that
much larger speaker, but its effect is exaggerated with the QLN. Like the JBL, the QLN
excels at reproducing the leading edges of
notes, so that musical definition and separation
between
instruments,
especially
numbers of the same instrument such as
violin sections of an orchestra is first class.
This has the immediate effect of making the

system with which it's cou pled easy to listen to.
because it's not astrain to hear what's going
on. Additionally, the treble produced by the
QLN is in most respects very 'sweet' and clear,
and the sound is basically smooth and refined.
There are, unfortunately, two significant
flies in the ointment. One was mentioned
earlier: the ' sting' at high frequencies. This
is exactly what it sounds like; almost abuzzing
sound at times, and seemingly quite detached
from the music. In many ways, it is reminiscent of cartridge mistracking, but unlike the
latter, it's not level dependent, and it is
accompanied by an emphasis of record
surface noise.
The other aberration is more crucial, in my
opinion. It's obviously related to the midband
recessiveness, and makes itself apparent as a
lack of substance and weight. The leading
edges of the music are there, but there's
nothing to back them up ( or, at least, less than
there should be) and the effect is somehow
insubstantial, rather like listening to some
open-type headphones
in a way —
transparent in the wrong sense of the word.
Whether you like the way the QLN works in
the bass depends on what you're looking for.
It's euphonically warm, but does not play
tunes well: it can be quite frustrating to follow
instrumental lines, especially the basses in
many ( not all) orchestral recordings.
Put all these things together, and what do
we get? Surprisingly perhaps, we get a
speaker that for much of the time is extremely
pleasant to listen to. Its sweet and warm
overall balance is as easy on the ear as the
cabinet is easy on the eye; and stereo images
are sharply presented in space. But ultimately
this is not enough. Above all else, aspeaker
should be able to convey agood percentage of
the information with which it's fed, and thisthe
QLN signally fails to do. At the same time, and
notwithstanding its euphonic qualities, the
QLN is going to prove quite difficult to adaptto
many systems fo rthe reasons given in the test
results section of this report. As the market is
not exactly short of good loudspeakers at this
or most other prices, Ihave — reluctantly —
to give this one athumbs down •
adjusted to make up the difference in
value.
of Bulgarians are patenting a
A group
ribbon loudspeaker. It's hard to

from page 25
INVENTORS Stephen Kurtin and Edward
IKelm of NAD, West Germany, have filed
aBritish patent 2075 795, on an interesting idea for accurately matching preamp
input impedance and resistance to a
gramophone pickup cartridge. Although
cartridge
manufacturers
recommend
ideal termination values, and preamps
may have switched input characteristics,
there's no way of knowing and compensating for the capacitance of the connecting cable. The NAD circuit is in abox that
connects between the cartridge and
preamp. It works by matching the timeconstant of acalibrated RC network with
an unknown RC network, which includes
the connecting cable. The circuit oscillates
in the kilohertz range, and this makes one
of two LED's appear as if continuously lit.
A calibrated variable capacitor is turned
until the illuminated LED goes out, and
another lights up. This signifies balance.
The unknown capacitance value of the
cable can now be read off from the
calibrated control. This is compared with
the manufacturer's recommended loading value and another variable capacitor

know exactly how many Bulgarians joined
together to invent the idea, because their
British patent application ( 2081 551)
doesn't make absolutely clear where one
name ends and the other begins! But
apparently they all work for VMEI LENIN of
Sofia, Bulgaria.
The patent is short and simple. But
perhaps the idea is novel. A conventional
ribbon loudspeaker has a permanent
magnet core and soft metal pole tips. A
ribbon is clamped between the pole tips
and fed with the audio signal to be
reproduced. This audio signal creates a
fluctuating magnetic field which interacts
with the static field from the permanent
magnet. So the ribbon vibrates to produce
sound. Because efficiency is low, most of
the power fed to the ribbon is converted
into heat. So everything gets very hot,
very quickly the inventors claim that this
problem can be easily cured if two metallic
grids, of non-magnetic material, are
clamped above and below the pole tips.
These form a loose sandwich with the
vibrating ribbon. Supposedly the grids
don't interfere with the sound, but leak off
heat to the main body of the magnet which
acts as a heat-sink.
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KOSS Dynct* Mite re SO
Frequency response: 50-30.000 Nz.,

KOSSFIRE 210
20.000
Sass retlex,
Frequency response: 303way, 4-driver system,
Power output:100\N, music,
Housing. walnut,
Dimensions: a26 x393 x343 ntrn,

3way system,
s
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4
Housing: walnut,
Dimensions: 324 x13 x141 ren,
,9
Price: app. £1490.

Price : ctpp. £ 299,90.
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FrequencY response:
30-20.000 Hz,
3way, 4-driver system,
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Dimensions: 265 nun,
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a
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there is. It is the experience ofthe people who made KOSS,stereoplc)
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Sound,
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price.lhan you will know
\NW. -Iin the world.
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they also
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loudspeakers.
cilobut the best buy in loudspeakers. Ask your dealer
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KOSS products.
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Cartridges
Alvin Gold looks briefly
at new, not so new,
classic and not so
classic designs

T

HIS MONTH'S COLUMN is presented
somewhat differently and is designed to
tell the story of two cartridges, each of which
is in the higher price region — though neither is
in the genuinely exotic class.
The first is the long rumoured V15-V, examined
last month within the context of a superfi
review by Martin Colloms, which was launched
to the technical press at an elaborately staged
function at the US Embassy a few months
ago; and which was documented by an
extraordinarily thick book of technical papers
and reports, containing much of the design
information that went to make the product.
Maybe ' product' isn't quite the right word
here; ' package' might be a better one because
the cartridge is supplied with a full range of
accessories, including setting- up implements
and aspecially prepared new test record.
The V15- V, price £ 178 ( max) inc. VAT, also
comes complete with a US style selling
campaign that might look a little like overkill
on this side of the water, but the Mk V clearly
is a carefully thought out cartridge, and a
good sounding one to boot. Ihave therefore
taken Shure's claims fairly literally and
viewed the cartridge as critically as possible.
The £89.95 Audio Technica AT32E is, by
contrast, 'just another model' — a mid-market
product from one of the giants of the hi-fi
cartridge industry. It's not new, but it is
representative of the middle ground in
moving- coil cartridge design, and clearly
therefore an interesting foil for the American
high output moving- magnet.
Supporting measurements were made by
Noel Keywood, and for the listening two
turntables were used, with two sets of loudspeakers. In addition, the Shure was used
over a period in a number of different
systems. The turntables were aRega Planar 3
and a Linn LP12/Ittok — the cartridges
replacing an Asak in the case of the latter. All
test record checks were made using the Rega.
Note that both of the arms involved are
characterised by being of moderately high
mass, and although this may not be strictly
ideal in the purely technical sense, the
benefits such relatively well designed arms
have on auditioning results will certainly
have worked in the cartridge's favour. The
amplifier used was a Naim 32/250; and
loudspeakers SL6s and Linn Saras.
The Shure V15-V
The Mk- V version of the V15 is acontinuation
of the line, insofar as the basic concepts and
ideas are concerned, but in terms of the
hardware used in its construction, it is quite
new. It has also been along time coming: for
aseries of cartridges intended to be amongst
the best, and certainly amodel to be regarded
as the flagship of this important producer's
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range, it is well overdue.
The improvements that have been made to
the basic design are to be found in all areas,
though a lot of them are concerned with the
use of new materials, or old ones used in a
more optimum way than before. The most
visibly high technology part of the design is in
the use of a beryllium thin-wall cantilever,
which is fabricated from rolled beryllium foil.
Being thin wall, and thus of an inherent high
stiffness, the cantilever can be, and has been,
made longer to get a lower vertical tracking
angle— measured at 20°— whilst still showing
asignificant effective tip mass reduction over
the previous aluminium one. The effect is to
move the tip mass/vinyl resonance, which is
basically dependent only on the mass of the
moving bits reflected at the stylus tip, as the
vinyl compliance itself iseffectivelyfixed, up to
33kHz. The latter is afair figure today, but no
match for that featured by some of the V15V's competition. Keeping this resonance well
out of the area commonly known as the audio
band — ie, above 20kHz— has meant that it is
no longer as necessary to set up a resonant
electrical circuit with capacitance, inductance
and resistance to keep the mechanical
response in order— that is, to engineer aflat
response. Shure's engineers, therefore, have
taken the opportunity to reduce the internal
inductance of the V15-V significantly, with the
benefit that it should prove less susceptible to
the effects of varying capacitive loading.
Despite this, however, Idid find that significant
departures from the recommended 250pF
loading, especially in an upwards direction,
had a significant and deleterious effect on
top- end response.
The cartridge damper will be familiar to
Mk IV users, but it has been completely reengineered and accounts for just 0.5gm of the
downwards force set on the arm. As before,
though, the damper is intended to fulfil a
multiplicity of functions, including a degree
of static dispersal through its conductive
fibres, and keeping small dust particles away
from the stylus. Fundamentally, though, it
acts as a shock absorber, to take the place of
lower compliance or higher internal damping
and prevent the cartridge from jiggling around
unduly in response to subsonic warp rubbish
around the arm/cartridge resonant frequency
ie, around 8-12Hz. This it does very effectively,
but it's worth noting that the Shure, like may
US made cartridges, does seem to be
underdamped in this region compared to
other similarly compliant cartridges ( it's
sometimes been known as the Grado
syndrome). Were this cured internally, the
additional complication and inherent extra
possibilites of the damper interfering with
sound quality ( see later) might have been
avoided. The most noticeablethings to emerge
from the measurements were the significant
roll- off at high frequencies ( fig. 1) ( in close

correlation with the supplied frequency
response trace) and the extraordinarily
smooth separation curve at high frequencies.
The tip mass resonance is shown, well
suppressed, at the specified 33kHz, and the
dramatic reduction in spurious movement
between cantilever and body when the
damper is used can be seen at low frequencies.
Tracking
performance
was
predictably
exemplary, both with various test records,
and with real music. For once, the recommended optimum tracking force ( 1gm plus
0.5gm for the damper, if used) was about
optimum in practice too, with even a
suggestion of better performance still on
many records at slightly lower forces. The
diamond is a well polished hyperelliptical
(line contact) design.
The V15-V's moderately high compliance
— which has different values in the two
planes of movement to avoid some of the
cross- excitation that would otherwise occur
more readily — means it is primarily suited to
low-ish mass arms. But the damper's very
real ability to suppress the arm/cartridge
fundamental resonance is so effective that
almost any arm can be used and the test arms
were entirely suitable in_practice.
Finally before looking briefly at the instrumentation and documentation that forms
part of the package, Imust mention that the
mechanical construction of the V has been
much improved over that of previous Shures.
The body now uses diecast body elements
and the insides are encapsulated, but unfortunately the little'wings' that stick up on the
top of the body and carry the screw mounting
holes form an inadequate structure, Ifeel, if
the aim is to keep the body in close contact
with the headshell.
There are two important additional elements
to the Shure package: the new TTR117 test
record ( Linn owners beware — it's recorded
at 45rpm); and arather clever setting- up tool.
The record is available free of charge to
purchasers by returning the guarantee card,
which means it will arrive just when it isn't
wanted — after the cartridge, presumably
installed wrone/ ( and why else would they
make a setting-up record?) has chewed up
half the records in your collection. Shure
should re-think this distribution policy if they
consider the record important enough to
make available.
In fact, it is of some value, having aseries of
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nances in the 40-50kHz region now for a
number of years, and this, as far as the Supex
sourced models are concerned, with conventional aluminium tubular cantilevers. Secondly,
despite some radical mechanical improvements to the V15 body, it is still frustratingly
difficult to fix it in aheadshell with maximum
tightness, and insofar as it's possible at all, it
simply cannot be done with the silly plastic
flexi-screws supplied. They're not just theoretically worse, they sound worse; but this
whole area has, it seems, been glossed over
in the development programme. Finally, the
cartridge damper, whilst effective at the jobs
it is intended for, continues to have anoticeable
effect on the sound of the cartridge.
The effect may not be large, but it is
there, and the cartridge sounds better without
it. Warped records, it is true, will excite the
Shure into violent motion, even giving audible
frequency modulation of the music when not
damped with the brush, but it must be noted
that other cartridges of similar compliance
used in the same test set-up simply do not
suffer from t4is problem to any significant
degree.
Disregarding the 'quantum leap forward'
side of things, the V15 Mk Vis, as I
have said, a
very satisfactory cartridge, and was, in fact,
quite asurprise after previous V15s. This new
cartridge has as its main virtue aperformance
envelope that is most impressive at high
frequencies, and very clean and tidy overall.
The main thing missing would appear to be a
positively defined midband, and to an extent,
bass. These areas were, in their way, clear
and 'tuneful' enough, but the cartridge did
not really generate aconvincingly full range
of tonal colours, nor project the dynamic
structure of the music in a sufficiently forthright manner. Looked at in classical terms, it
might be said that although the cartridge has
an acceptably flat response, it doesn't really
show up in practice. Orchestral basses had
The listening
the resin scrape noise emphasised at the
The task of pigeon holing the V15-V is an
expense of the body of the sound, and
onerous one because the V15 series has been
elsewhere there was a similar effect emphataken so seriously for so long, by both
sising the upper midband and reducing the
manufacturer and buying public alike. For
weight, authority and apparent bass extension.
most cartridges, it is enough to say how good
However, the other side of the coin is, in its
they are and leave it at that; but with the V15,
way, equally persuasive. Iwas most impressed
claims are made that are quantitively
by the extraordinarily natural, tuneful and yet
different from most others, as noted in the
introduction, and this must be faced in a unexaggerated clarity of the treble. Many
cartridges, even expensively engineered
critical assessment.
ones, have tended to be detailed at high
As for whether the Mk Vis then a 'quantum
frequencies at the expense of being rather
leap forward in superior sound performance',
my answer after careful listening must be a harsh and grainy, but not the Shure, which
has an outstanding combination of virtues in
careful ' perhaps'. Iwill immediately qualify
this area. In asimilar way, stereo imagery is
this by saying categorically that this version
extremely well delineated laterally, and
of the V15 is the best so far, and by no small
stable in presentation, though it is a little
margin either. But where there was no doubt
curtailed in depth, due, presumably, to the
at one time that the V15 series really was in
perceived
frequency
balance. Tracking
advance of most others, there can be equally
ability, too, proved exemplary, something
no doubt now that the Shure engineers have
with which Iwas never satisfied on some
done too little, too late, to compete with what
previous Shures. It is true they have tended
Japan has been producing in its better movingnot to buzz on test tracks, but equally they
coil models in the last few years. Whilst
have often obviously changed in sound at
Shure's assertion may be true, that there is
higher recorded modulation levels, becomnothing in the working principles of m-m
cartridges that make them inferior to m-c ing rather ill-defined and confused; but not
the V, which stayed homogeneous and clear
ones, and there are some factors that work in
on every record Icould find (and fairly kind to
the opposite direction, it is equally true that
record surface noise, too).
the execution of any individual design must
As a conclusion, this may seem to be an
be of paramount importance, and certain
inconsistent mixture, but this is not the case.
aspects of the Shure's approach are open to
My opinion — which by the nature of things I
doubts in just this area.
am unable to test — is that the perceived
Iwill cite in support of this assertion just
balance is due as much to mechanical shortthree factors as being symptomatic. First, the
comings in the construction of the cartridge,
raising of stylus tip mass/vinyl resonance
and its bond with the headshell of the test
from 22 to 33kHz is both welcome and of
arms, as anything else. As for the damper, I
obvious enough value. At the same time,
preferred the sound without, the cartridge
cartridges such as those from Supex — and
seeming sweeter and better defined that way,
even from Technics — have had their reso-

tests interspersed by spoken commentary —
which itself is worth having. The tests
encompass anew way of measuring trackability
—the ability of the stylus to stay in the groove—
using varying levels of three frequencies
together in aproportion relative to each other
intended to represent typical distributions of
music frequencies and levels. From here,
something called Total Trackability Index
(TTI) can be derived, the latter being aproduct
(why not the sum?) of trackability and a
dubious parameter called Indentation Factor.
The latter is a ' magic' number, derived from
calculation, intended to show how a given
combination of tracking force and stylus
profile would deform vinyl in astatic situation.
There are enough holes in. the argument
Shure propose, and gaps in the information
they provide, that Ican only recommend the
TTI be ignored. It cannot be derived correctly
unless the actual — not the claimed — stylus
profile is known, and, in any case it is doubtful
whether the dynamic case of stylus playing
record, rather than sitting on a stationary
lump of plastic, follows the numerical values
Shure supply — and, even if all Shure's
claims are justified, what can it tell you that
playing music can't?
Less of agimmick than TTI is the setting-up
tool supplied with the cartridge. The main
part of this is an alignment gauge that sets
proper tangency to the groove at two radii:
66.04mm and 120.90mm. It does this using an
easy to follow procedure that involves no
squinting, lining up or other causes of heartache, and it does so independently of the
arm's inherent geometry. Over awide range
of available arm geometries, the Shure gauge
will provide a reasonably consistent and
useful degree of accuracy, my only slight
doubt being whether Shure have chosen a
small enough inner radius for real records.
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Noise oh records has been found to be
generated by Microparticles (with aminimum
dimension of between 10 to 40 microns),
inpacted into the grooves by the stylus. Such
debris causes permanent damage, and
drastically accelerates record and stylus wear.
Cleaning the helical grooves properly with our
unique MK. 6Carbon Fibre and Velvet Brush,
kills static dead, removes all such particles
and dramatically reduces surface noise.
For further information send S.A.E. to

Hunt EIDI\

Hunt E.D.A. Limited:
(Engineering Design Associates),
154 Clapham Park Road. London SW4 7DF
Tel: 01-720 769601-720 5449
Telex No: 27950 Ref No. 3885
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but if anything the lower midband seemed to
fill out a bit with the damper in use. Iam
aware that Shure do not attribute any audible
effect to the damper per se, so Iconfirmed my
findings with an outside observer ( not experienced with hi-fi equipment, by the way)
who did repeat both my findings and the
conclusions reached as aresult.
In summary, the V15 V is a real improvement over previous V15s, and avery acceptable
cartridge by any standards, but not one
without some obvious and important limitations.
The Audio Technica AT32E
After the tomes of information supplied for
the high- key launch of the new Shure flagship, I was only able to extract a paltry
coloured leaflet to tell the AT32E story — and
that wasn't too informative! Let's see what
can be dug out, anyway.
Whilst sitting about halfway up the Audio
Technica moving-coil ladder, the 32E is, in
fact, the cheapest of the non- interchangeable
stylus series, and the longest running m- c
after the famous and inexpensive AT30 from
the largest specialist Japanese cartridge
manufacturer.
In about every way you can think of, the AT
is the opposite of the Shure. Apart from the
fact that the AT is a low output device,
intended for connection to an m-cinput or via
a transformer, and that it is relatively
inexpensive for a coil, whereas the Shure is
quite expensive for amoving-magnet cartridge
and costs considerably more than the AT, the
methods of construction are fundamentally
quite different.
The Audio Technica AT32E, like the related
but dearer 33E, has a body which is made
from an aluminium alloy housing sandwiched
between an upper and a lower plate made
from ' very hard synthetic resin', the whole
assembly being screwed together, and
finished in a rather gaudy faceted style. The
top face of the cartridge is quite flat, and
provided some care is taken not to crack the
bottom plate, which is possible but not too
easy, this is acartridge that can be very firmly
locked to the headshell.
Electrically, the AT32 is a conventional
enough low output m- c, with the coils wound
round two mutually perpendicular rods
which extend above the cantilever near the
pivot — AT claiming better stereo separation
by this method. In fact, it's worse than the
Shure V15-V, even at high audio frequencies
where m-c cartridges perform traditionally
rather better by virtue of their wider bandwidth before the tip mass/vinyl compliance
resonance. Still, the Shure is exceptional
here, and the AT offers 20dB or more separation
up to about 7kHz, with quite moderate
deterioration thereafter. The tip
mass
resonance is well hidden on the HF plot ( fig.
2), made with the JVC 1005 test record, but
presumably coincides with the minimum in
the separation curve around 30kHz — so in
this case the cartridges are broadly comparable.
This applies also to the cantilever material
chosen: it's beryllium again, but no information
is provided about construction. The stylus
is an elliptical
shaped nude
stone,
intrinsically
a little less
sophisticated
than
Shure's line
contact one,
but as far as I
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can tell with the relatively low magnification
available to me, of good finish. Designed to
track best around 1.5gm downforce, it
managed test records quite well, flunking on
some very high level bands, but appeared
unfailingly secure on the normal music
record tried. Dynamic compliance worked out
at a medium value, around 16.5cu, and,
combined with amoderately low body weight,
it is asuitable match mechanically for abroad
range of arm masses, centred on medium
values. It appeared fairly well suited to both
the test arms used. The other interface, the
amplifier input, should be of 100ohms or
more, and again it was obviously happy with
the 470 ohm Naim input. However, AT's
published information sheet on m-ccartridges
is in error in specifying ' more than 17 ohms'
as a suitable load value. The coil source
impedance measures 17 ohms at 1kHz, thus
loading it with the same will halve the output
voltage — a reduction of 6dB — and any
reactive elements in the cartridge/input circuit
will produce an unflat frequency response from
what is intrinsically aremarkably flat one. The
output voltage, however, should be satisfactory
for all practical inputs — it is, in fact, quite
high.
The only notable measured oddity was the
VTA, which at 26° is higher than ideal, and
leads to additional measured distortion on far
left and far right signals. Increasing the
tracking force to about 1.8gm did seem to
improve the sound a little, making it a bit
sharper at high frequencies; and the reason is
probably that increased cantilever deflection
reduces both VTA and distortion due to this
factor.
The listening
Iwell remember the first time Iheard an early
version of this cartridge, and that Iwas quite
bowled over by its smooth, sweet, forgiving
nature — especially after living with the
notoriously bright ( but good) AT30 for a
while. Ihave to report, however, that the
intervening months have seen some improvements to my own hi-fi system, with the
resultant realisation, after coming back to it
from this new angle, that the AT32 has some
severe, if subtle, shortcomings. Nevertheless,
it's only fair to put these in context by saying
that what weaknesses the AT32 does have are
in the main such as to reduce the amount of
information extracted from the record, rather
than make it sound nasty in any way, and that
with a less than excellent turntable the AT
may be more satisfactory than my comments
suggest.
Where the AT is at its strongest is in its
ability to portray tonal colour. The frequency
response implies it, of course, but the results
from the Shure were enough to show that
what measures flat may not sound flat,
though the mechanism behind this fact is not
easy to unravel. In any event, the AT32 does

sound tonally convincing — and convincingly
diverse, so that at least in this sense, the
cartridge doesn't impart a characteristic
'sound' of its own.
Equally satisfying was the AT's presentation;
Iuse the word in the sense that there is with
this cartridge a homogeneity about the way
stereo imagery is presented, which is positive
and solid in a way that eludes the Shure. In
some ways, therefore, the 32 is quite a
convincing cartridge. But not quite convincing
enough ...
What it clearly lacks is musical resolution:
the ability to resolve and reproduce separately
much of the fine detail of a musical performance. It would be putting it too strongly
to say the AT sounds ' soggy', but certainly it
is on this route. The effects of changing from
the AT to the Shure was much as you might
expect from refocusing a scene through the
viewfinder of a single lens reflex camera
where the focus hadn't been right in the first
place. However, the way this much sharperedged information was presented by the
Shure is not really an advance on the AT, and
in the ways described, it could even be considered inferior. Nevertheless, the clarity of
the V15 made music much easier to listen to,
because the system as awhole was obviously
more informative — closer to the record, if
you like.
Changing again, from the Shure to the Asak
brought a different kind of transformation,
this time one which kept all the obvious detail
of the Shure, but with life and a dynamic
integrity — as though all the players on a
record were really playing together and
belonged together — that was outside the
scope of either of the test cartridges. Nevertheless, Ihave to report that the Asak doesn't
sound tonally more correct; at least not in the
case of the Audio Technica. And for those
who don't accept the kind of description I've
just given, Ishould tell you that Shure themselves describe the V15-V as the cartridge that
'brings back the emotion of the performance'
— amuch more questionable concept!
Idid notice one small, but possibly important
difference between the AT32 submitted for
this review, and the earlier sample: the most
recent has acquired agraininess or harshness
associated with the highest frequencies that
is independent of recorded level ( and therefore
presumably not atracking ability limitation).
This is not an especially severe effect, but it is
noticeable enough.
To conclude, the AT32 is, Ifeel, only halfway
to being entirely satisfactory, but it is, never•
theless, of atype that may suit some specific
hi-fi systems to a 'T' ( no pun). Its strengths are
asmooth and even balance, with good stereo
— at areasonable enough price. On the other
side of the scales, Iwould have liked a more
overtly detailed performance, and preferably
one without the signs of HF ' grit' this one
displayed. •
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Unique musical formula...MC:A:I
It's really all you need to know when
selecting amoving coil cartridge.The clean,
transparent and powerful performance of
'mc' is brought to perfection by our unique
'dual moving coil' principle which mirrors
the construction of the original cutter head
to give unsurpassed tracking ability and

even greater stereo depth. Start with an
audition at your A-TDealer. Or read what the
hi-fi press have to say. Whichever route you
take you'll find acartridge that suits your
system and your budget.
Bring sound to life with the tried and
tested musical formula ...

AT1000
The ultimate cartridge. Advanced
high speed signal transfer. Solid
tapered diamend cantilever with
0.06mm square shank stylus and
0.2x0.7 mil tip. Matching
transformer AT1000T.

Al 33E

AT34E M

AT3100XE
/41-32E

AT3OHE
AbiE
AT3OE

AT34EMKII
Integrated magnesium headshell.
Beryllium cantilever with 0.07mm
scuare stylus and 0.2x0.7mil tip.

AT33E •
Die cast body with gold plated base
cover. 0.07mm square stylus and
0.2x 0.7mil tip

AT32E
Die cast body with Beryllium
cantilever. 0.12mm square stylus
with 0,2x0.7mil tip.

AT31E
User replaceable stylus assembly.
0.15mm square stylus with 0.3x0.7mil tip.

•

AT3OHE

User replaceable stylus assembly.
High output 2.0mV. 0.3x 0.7mil tip.

AT3OE
User replaceable stylus assembly.
Aluminium bantilever with
•
0.3x 0.7mil tip.

AT3200XE

AT3200XE
User replaceable stytus assembly.
High output 20mV Elliptical
diamond tip.

AT3100XE
User replaceable styius assembly.
Ideal = start. Elliptical diamond tip.
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Comparative testing of audio
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MIS IRV
IECEIVER PUTS
DIGITAL Ttottetoe
AAT YOUR fINGtRTIPS

111111111P
Microprocessor Control.
Digital Synthesis.
Quartz-Locked.
These three terms describe Tandy's
exciting high- power stereo receiver.
"The
Realistic'
STA-2290
is
computerized. A ' brain' on atiny chip
gives you fingertip access to every FM
and AM channel and even lets you
store twelve favourite stations in an
electronic memory for instant pushbutton recall. This same chip controls
the easy-to- read fluorescent stationfrequency display."

5(1
Meal.

Computerized convenience
is only the beginning ...
The tuner's digital synthesis circuit
uses aprecision quartz crystal to lock
it on-channel with the accuracy of a
computer!
Off-channel distortion
and drift become athing of the past."
A versatile control centre
for your music system
Take command of up to two tape
decks, four speakers and two magnetic-cartridge turntables. Preamp in/
out jacks let you add an equalizer or
other signal processor. For the
hobbyist - it features dual- range LED
output meters, three tone controls
and protection circuitry.

High-power performance
for wide dynamic range
90 watts per channel, minimum rms
into 8ohms from 20 to 20,000 Hz, at no
more than 0.05% total harmonic distortion. With that kind of power, your
music will take on adepth and range
that give it a ' live' quality.
Engineered and built by
Tandy ...
...the electronics company that also
builds the world's largest- selling
microcomputer; the TRS-80. With its
digital technology, clean styling and
accurate sound, the STA-2290 is one
big value at £429.95 - it's the Realistic
alternative!

THE WORLDWIDE SUPERMARKET
OF SOUND
Price may vary at individual stores. Two-year limited warranty.

Check your phone book for the Tandy Store or Dealer nearest you.

Give
your

ASTEP BEYOND EXTRAORDINARY
V15 Type V
Lowest effective mass ever using new Beryllium
Technology for unsurpassed fidelity. Features include
hyperelliptical stylus tip, dynamic stabilizer, electrostatic
neutralizer, side-guard protedion and Duo Point
alignment system for ciptimum music retrieval from all *
your records:

M97HE

asho 1
the Arm.
No matter how much or how little you've spent on
your audio system, upgrade the cartridge and you'll
upgrade the sound you get.
But with so many cartridges to choose from, how do
you solve the problem of making the best choice?
Simple — with the Shure Solution:
In the Shure range you'll find acartridge perfectly
matched to your hi-fi; acartridge that will improve the
performance of even the very best system; and acartridge
priced so that you can spend whatever you think your
audio's worth.

Top of the line features and
excellent performance at an
intermediate price. Features
sw
include hyperelliptical tip
dynamic stabilizer, electrostatic neutralizer, telescoped
shank and side-guard protection. • •

M97E1

Features as M97HE but designed for systems requiring a
heavier tracking force and equipped with abiradial stylus
tip.

M95HE
Outstanding performance in a mid- priced cartridge. Features
hyperelliptical stylus tip, high
trackability flat frequency
response and low loss/high
output magnetic pole pieces.

M75HE Type 2
High trackability and excellent
performance for the person on a
budget. Lowest ever price for a
hyperelliptical tip cartridge.

M75ED Type 2
High trackability and performance for low cost.
Specification as M75HE but with nude biradial tip.

M75El Type 2
Optimum trackability and performance combined
with elliptical tip and heavier tracking force for systems
with this requirement. Realistically priced.

M75- 6S
Ever popular, easy clip- on feature,
fitted as standard by manufacturers
of music systems and record players
all around the world. Spherical
diamond tip stylus. •

M70E.1

Modestly priced with truly noteworthy
performance at 112to 3grams
t
racking force. Biradial stylus. •

theSHIME
A BETTER CARTRIDGE- A BETTER SOUND.
For apersonal recommendation contact .
Shure Electronics Ltd., Eccleston Road, Tovil, Maidstone, Kent ME15 6AU. Tel: 0622 59881

M7OB

litstanding performance at an economical price.
tracking force oft' 2to 3grams. Spherical tipped stylu

mews

& record rlevitrew

local specialist guide

SCOTLAND

CHESHIRE

Russ Andrews
High Fidelity

EU,l
tir/

A&R, ARC, SEAM, ACOUSTICS, CREE AUDIO, CELESTIOIV, DUAL, KEF, LINN
PRODUCTS,
MERIDIAN,
MICHELL,

iliPLY THE BEST
81 WILMSLOW ROAD, RUSHOLME,
MANCHESTER M14 5SU.
061.2254448 061-2486206

031 557 1672

NAIM NAKAMICHI, NYTECH, PRO AC,
REGA, RE VOX, SANSLII, SPENDOR.
19-21 Quarry Hill Road, Tonbridge, Kent

DERBYSHIRE

B&

YORKSHIRE

HI - FI

ERIC WILEY

36 Minster St. Reading 583730
Priory Rd. High Wycombe 35910
NorthbrookSt.Newbury32474
49 Wellington St. Luton 27758
62

64 & 85 BEANCROFT ROAD
CASTLEFORD, WEST YORKSHIRE

"Technics
" Nad
"Optonica " Dual
*Pioneer * Sony
"A.R.
" Sansui
"KEF
" JVC
'Celestino
" Ortofon
"Panasonic
.B & W
"Quad
" Sennheisser
"Trio
' Hitachi
*Aiwa
"Teac
"Aurex " Mordaunt
*Ariston
Short. etc.

0977 -553066

WALES

ALL LEADING MAKES STOCKED
Full Comparator Demonstrations
V.H.S. Video Stockists

We

will

better

build

hi-fi

you

system

appraise--just
us.

a
to

phone

Erricks'of Bradford

TONBRIDGE HI-Fl CONSULTANT
for

34 Northumberland Street,
Edinburgh

KENT

.„AUDI
EXCEILLINCe
Linn Meridian, Nairn, Nytech, Arc, Dual,
Heybrook, Nad, Thorens, Nakamichi,
AR, KEF, Celestion, SME, Quad, A&R,
Mission, etc
All demonstrated correctly in our
comfortable listening room.
Closed all day Monday. Tues. Sat. 10.00-5.30
13 K'NGS ROAD CARDIFF CI I9BZ
TELEPHONE ( 0222) 28565

3732-366767

WEST MIDLANDS
FIVEWAYS HIGH FIDELITY

Demonstration facflities and specialist service for awide
range of carefully selected items including
ADC, AkaL AKG,. Alohason, A&R, Ariston. Audio
Technica, B & W, Beyer, Calrec, Chartwell, Crimson,
Denon, Dual, Dynavector, Elite, Glanz, Goldring,
Grado, Harbeth, Heybrook, Hunt E.D.A. IMF, JVC,
KEF, Lentek, Linn, ¿ NB, Lowther, Mayvvare, Meridian
MFSL, Mission, Menitor Audio, Nagaoka, Nakamichi,
Ortolon,
QED,
Quad,
Quantum
Electronics,
Revox, Rogers, Sennheiser, Shure, SME, Spendor,
Sugden, Systemdek, Tandberg, Tannoy, Technics,
Thorens, Trio, Uher, Colin Walker.
Fiyeway• High Fidelity Ltd., 12 lelington Row,
Edgbeeton, Binninghsin 810110.
Telephone. 021-455 0667.
9.30L6.00 Tuesday—Saturday

SOUND CONTROL
162 Aicester Road, Moseley

BIRMINGHAM
021-449 3328

First Floor Rawson Square
Bradford ( 0274) 309266 4 lines

Audio Projects

45 Headmgley Lane,
LS6 1DP.

Leeds

Tel. 0532 789115.
Open Tues. -Fri. 9.30-6.00.
Sat. 2.30-5.30 only.

EAST MIDLANDS

ELECTROPHONIC

Fi
Ltd
WALES FOREMOST 'QUAD' DEALER
Full Range Available

ALSO: DUAL, ROGERS, KEF,
FM ACOUSTICS, TANNOY, MISSION,
THORENS, FERROGRAPH ETC.
10 Forge Road, Port Talbot
Tel: 0639-882068

45 RADFORD ROAD, NOTTINGHAM 783862

HERTFORDSHIRE

128

APPOINTED DEALERS FOR AIWA,
LINN, MERIDIAN, QUAD,
BOWERS and WILKINS, SONY,
DENON, DUAL/ HEYBROOK.
NAKAMICHI, TEAC, REVOX, TRIO
ALELARRY, QUANTUM, THORENS
and many other leading makes at competenve once,
ENTHUSIASTIC DEMONSTRATIONS WITH PLEASURE
IN OUR SUPERB DEMONSTRATION LOUNGE

HiFi SPECIALISTS.

Hi Fi News
helps local
dealers reach
their public.
Ring 686 2599
and ask for details.
ITS CHEAPER THAN
YOU THINK!!

NICK DAKIN

RADLETT AUDIO
For all that's best in real Hi -Fi
Raga, Linn Products, ProAc, Oracle, Koetsu,
Threshold,AudioR esearch,Celef,A&R,Kis e ki ,

Sumiko, Lentek,
Michell,

Fidelity Research, Electro,

Systemdek,

Syrinx,

Helius,

Quad,

Quantum, Heybrook, Meridian, Elite, Mirage,
Albarry, Tresham,
Gritty, QLN, DCM.

Dynavector,

Gale,

Nitty

Phone Radlett 64970r 3773

Radlett Audio Consultants
141 Watling Street,
Radlett, Herts

HAMPSHIRE
• Comparator demonstrations In three studios
• Open Thursday until 8 pm • Direct cut discs
• Approved agents. ADC, Aiwa. AKG, AR. A & R, Anston,
Audtoref, Audla Techmca, B&W, Beyer. Celef, Celestion,
Char twell.Crimson.Decca,Denan. Dtests. Dual, EAR Electro.
Elite, Entre, Gale, Glanz. Grace, Grado. Hadcock. Harbeth.
Heybrook, JPVV, KEF, Lentek, 'Linn Isobarik,Linn Sonde,.
Maxell. Meridian MF6L. % chef]. Mission, Monitor Audio,
Monster, Nagaoka, Nakarnichi, Nightingale, Optonica,
Ortofon. QED, Quad. Radford, RAM, RCL, Reference,
Revoir,
Rogers, Sansui, Satin, Sennhelser, Spendor.
Stanton, Stax, STD, Sugtder, Supex, Swallow. Syrinx,
Systerridek, Tangent, Technics, Trio. TSR, Yamaha, and
Others.
ACTIVE
SYSTEMS
BY
MERIDIAN,
CRIMSON ON DEMONSTRA-FION

SWALLOW

AND

Nam shire Audio Ltd
8 & 12 Hursley Road Chandlers Ford Teh 2827 or 65232
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Advertisements for this section must be pre- paid.
The rate is 22p per word ( private), minimum £5.50 Box Nos. £2.00 extra.
Trade rates 27p per word, minimum £6.75.
Copy and remittance for advertisements in DECEMBER issue must reach these offices by 15th October addressed to:
The Advertisement Manager, Hi -Fi News & Record Review, Link House, Dingwall Avenue, Croydon CR2 2TA.
NOTE: Advertisement copy must be clearly printed in block capitals or typewritten.
Replies to Box Nos, should be addressed to the Advertisement Manager, HiFi News & Record Review, Link House, Dingvvall Avenue, Croydon
CR9 2TA, and the Box No. quoted on the outside of the envelope. The district after Box No. indicates its locality.

Sex Discrimination Act 1975. No job advertisement which indicates or can reasonably be understood as indicating an
intention to discriminate on
grounds of sex ( e.g. by inviting applications only from males or only from females) may be accepted Unless
(1) the job is for the purpose of aprivate householder or (2) it in abusiness employing less than
(3) it is otherwise excepted from the requirements of the Sex Discrimination Act.

six persons or

o

A statement must be made at the time the advertisement is placed saying which of the exceptions irrthe Act is considered to apply.

FOR SALE- Private
FERROGRAPH LOGIC 7 recorder. 60 NAB
3600' Grand Master tapes. Pair IMF TSL80
speakers. All superb condition. Offers. Parker, 4
The Mount, Reading. (0734) 864054. ( K)

CALREC CAPACITOR
MICROPHONES
The CALREC CM652D is ideal as a
Crossed Pair- remarkable value for
money. TOTAL PROFESSIONAL
STANDARD.
Ideal match for Sony PCM Fl digital
Recorder.
Save costs by DIY power supply FREE circuit from WHITETOWER
RECORDS:
2 Roche
Gardens:
Milton Keynes: MK3 6HR. ( 0908)
73969
We will also purchase used Calrec
mies.
QUAD 33/303 stereo Amplifier, very little used,
Excellent condition £ 125. Telephone: M. Pollard,
Wellingborough ( 0933) 663350 evenings. ( K)
PAIR LOWTHER SPEAKERS TP1 comerhorns good condition Recently overhauled. £325.
or offer Demonstration with pleasure, Box no.
0694. (K)
QUAD ELECTROSTATICS, FM TUNER
(Stereo), AM Mk . I1 Tuner, 22 control Unit, MkII
power amplifiers Garrard 301 Ortofon Arm,
Cabinet, £350. ono. 01 635 9076. ( K)
ALL IMMACULATE. Must Sell. Ross RE272
studio monitor. Headphones. £ 15. Quad 303
amplifier. £60. Thorens TD160B. Mark II
complete with SME 3009 series 3. Pick-up arm.
fitted with Shure M97HE Stylus £ 135. Simpson 01
452 5162. ( K)
SME 3Arm + accessories £65, Decca Gold £35.
JVC x 1 £25. Entre 1 £35. Telephone Shepshed
3098 after 6pm. ( K)
SME 3Arm + accessories £65, Decca Gold £35.
JVC x 1 £25. Entre 1 £35. Telephone Shepshed
3098 after 6pm. ( K)
QUAD ELS 63, 9 months old immaculate
condition with SDO 63 stands £900. Ring 01 677
2486 after 6pm. L. Norman, 14 Lewin Court,
Lewin Road, Streatham SW16. (K)
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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SUPX SD900SV £80. Grace 70711, £80, Both
new; Yamaha- C2 pre- amp £ 195, Yamaha-B2
poweramp £225; Linn ASAK £95; SME 3009111
£75; All excellent. Tel. 01 723 4831.(K)
SONYTTS 3000 Servo Controlled Turntable £40,
Decc,alift with transformer' £7, SME Series II
(Improved) Arm with FD 200 £40, S2 Headshell
£2, CDM Calculator and Power Unit £6, Griffin
Turntable Mat £3, Aerial Amplifier £3, Decca
London Gold Cartridge £30, Hampstead Hi Fi
Equipment Cabinet(Teak) £25. Frank Brown, 29
Lychgate Lane, Burbage, Hickley, Leicestershire,
LE10 2DR. ( K)
RE VOX A77 Dolby 4track with dust cover and
17-10 1/
2"3600 tapes. £425. Telephone Coventry
(0203) 464501. ( K)
PRO 9 monitor speaker kit, 2 of KEF 139's,
peerless K040 MRF, Audax HD 129 D25, crossovers, all unused, chipboard cut to size, oak
veneer etc - Offers, Telephone (0454) 614326
evenings. ( K)
QUAD 33 + 303 £ 140. Bowers & Wilkins DM2A
speakers £ 130, Technics SL 1200 + SME Fixed
Shell + Shure V15 £ 120. All in excellent
condition. Telephone Lancaster 36988 or 791572
evenings. ( K)
Michaelson & Austin TVP-1 Valve pre- amplifier,
& TVA1-X 75 watt valve power amplifier. £425.
Cost £ 1250 new. Tel. 01 686 7951 Daytime & 01
642 9645 evenings. (K)
QUAD 303 amplifier. Excellent condition. £90.
ono. Telephone 01 802 6903 evenings. ( K)

LUXMAN T4 Tuner, C12/M12 pre- power
amplifier, KIO cassette with remote, PD 131
turntable, SME 3009/52, Westrak 501 PH
cartridge, Philips 080 timer, IMF TLS 80's.
sensible offers. 051 327 1843. ( K)

FOR SALE-Trade
CARTRIDGES, arms, lowest prices, specialist
service! Selected items from ADC, ADCOM,
AT., Hadcock, Goldring, Grado, Input Design,
Dynavector, Nagaoka, Ortofon, Denon, Osawa,
Trio, QED, Pickering, Stanton, Walco. Export
specialists. Christchurch Cartridges, 'The Old
Forge', Tedburn St. Mary, Exeter, EX6 6EH.
Tel. Tedburn 302. ( STD 06476). Access/Barclaycard. Technical enquiries in writing only, please.
Mail/telephone order only ( K)

RECORD-BAGS AND SLEEVES
Heavy'-duty polythene outersleeves and polythene- lined
inner bags available by mail-order at aprice of £9.95 for a
pack of 100 of one sort or 50 of each, cash with order, inclusive of postage, packing and VAT.

Pak, York House, Oxford Road,
Beaconsfield, Bucks HP9 1XA.
Telephone: 04946-77483

Record

ATTENTION British and European Audiophiles!
We are an AMERICAN enterprise specialising in
the direct sale of JAPANESE cartridges tonearms transformers cables interconnects ( yes
BANSEI available) accessories etc. All manufacturers lowest prices. Advice your requirements we'll quote immediately. INTERSONICS,
PO Box 113, Toyohashi 440, JAPAN ( C)

FOR QUAD ESL-63
A custom designed Quad approved stand, recommended in HiFi News March 1982. Suggested
price £59 inclusive; available from Quad dealers. In
case of difficulty; or for literature, contact the
manufacturers:
Stand & Deliver
P.O.. Box 8
London NW6 18T
12,)

&A441 I
âI
Disc Cutting. Master and demos. Pressings.
Cassettes, mobile recording studio. Free
brochure. TAM Studio. 13a Hamilton Way,
London N3. Tel: 01-3460033. X

Audio Repairs by Electronics Engineer, 35 years'
experience. Extensive facilities enabling High
Standards with Official Approval from QUAD,
RANK, LEAK, SANSUI, and elsewhere
QUALITY VALVED EQUIPMENT. Restored
close to design wherever possible. 7days personal
service. Location: Woodford Essex. Tel: 01-504
5467. X

CONTACT AUDIOCORD RECORDS For
that small cassette production, Duplicating, label
and Inlay card printing. Write for rate card;
Audicord Records, 59 Mayfield Way, Barwell,
Leicester LE9 8BL (M)

PERSONAL
BERLIOZ SOCIETY. Founded thirty years ago,
this Society provides ameeting ground for people
who love the music of Hector Berlioz and are
interested in the highways and byways of his life
and work. Monthly meetings in London,
quarterly Bulletin. Send s.a.e. for details to: Hon
Secretary, 2nd Floor Flat, 115 Harley Street,
London W1 . (X)

NOW
YOU HAVE TWO
OPTIONS —
BUY WITH BERNIE
OR
CELL WITH CHRIS
INTERESTED??,
Ring 686-2599
AND ASK FOR EITHER.
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To the competition, it's ason of abitch.
When Sansui
launched their AU217
amplifier, HiFi Choice
voted it " Best Buy".
In fact, all the
leading hi-fi magazines
praised its natural sound quality.
But time moves on.
Having turned the hi-fi industry

This new model — the
AU- D22 — gives you 35 watts of
pure sound, thanks to its Super

Shown here: the matching tuner (TUS33) and AU- 33 amplifier.

on its head by successfully
incorporating negative feedback
and feed forward circuitry in its
Super Feedforward AU- D9 and
AU-Dll amplifiers, Sansui set
about bringing this advanced
technique to their popular priced
amplifiers.
The result: an amplifier with
THD as low as 0.006% for amere
£109.90.

Feedforward technology.
Other features: dual bridge
rectifier circuit with 8diodes for
higher power efficiency.
Ultra-wide frequency response
from 10 to 20,000 Hz.
Moving coil input.Subsonic filter.

Even more power.
Even less distortion.
For those who
prefer amore
powerful amplifier
there is the 50 watt
AU- D33, (£ 139.90).
THD is an incredible 0.004%.
Frequency response: from DC
to 30,000 Hz.
Both amplifiers are matched to
the TUS33 tuner (£ 99.90) with
servo lock tuning, "just tuned"
indicator for perfect centrechannel tuning, high sensitivity
FM front end, an amazing high
signal-to-noise ratio of 82dB, and
afloating system to eliminate
external noise.
To us, the new AU- D22 and
AU- D33 are proud additions to
the Sansui family.
Rival amplifiers are simply poor
relations.

SCLIZSZLI.

Relax You know you've chosen right.
For the name of your nearest Sansui dealer please ring 01-575 0210

For further information please write to:
Mission Electronics Limited
Stonehill, Huntingdon, Cambridgeshire. PE18
6ED
Tel: 10480) 57477. Telex: 32333

